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Abstract
Pop/Art: The Birth of Underground Music and the British Art School, 1960-1980
by
Andrew Cappetta

Advisor: Claire Bishop
“Pop/Art: The Birth of Underground Music and the British Art School, 1960-1980”
argues that the British art school became a training ground for underground musicians in the
1960s and the 1970s because of changes in art school pedagogy and policy in the post-war
period. New educational philosophies propagated during the late 1950s and 1960s, above all
Basic Design and Behaviorism, redefined the artist as an intermedial experimenter, collapsed
distinctions between fine art and design, and theorized the art object as a dynamic and interactive
matrix between the maker and viewer. These initiatives, which evolved from art school reforms
that began in the nineteenth century, intended to prepare students for a fast-paced postwar
consumer economy in which advertising, communication, information, and new technologies
defined creative labor. Postwar British art schools thus generated a new model of the artist: a
creator engaged with contemporary culture as much as with art history, who was familiar with a
variety of media and able to work across a broad spectrum of creative practices, from fine art to
design. For this reason, art students like Pete Townshend, Bryan Ferry, and Brian Eno, who
gravitated towards popular music, did not see any distinction between their work as musicians
and the new role for art and the artist laid out by these pedagogical reforms. This generation of
underground musician-artists—born in the late 1940s and 1950s—came to artistic consciousness
amid a booming postwar consumer culture in which teenagers became a particularly vital part of
the economy, spending their expendable income on entertainment and fashion. Pop music and its
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stars were central to the formation of their personal and collective identity, and thus music
became a vital medium for their own creative artistic expression.
While schools underwent rapid changes in the 1960s, a parallel space of commerce and
consumption emerged, which mirrored mass culture but did not follow the logic of capitalist
exchange. This underground culture used existing channels of distribution to spread and incite
aesthetic activity rather than generate profits. It comprised a network of alternative organizations,
including bookshops, newspapers, arts labs, nightclubs, performance venues, and unorthodox
educational initiatives. This dissertation argues that this alternative cultural system also served a
pedagogical role, providing young self-designated artists like Genesis P-Orridge an extrainstitutional and informal education free of the regulations of standardized curricula and
assessment. In this milieu, consumption (of music, performance, events) had the potential to be
transformative and enlightening, not just extractive. Underground events and happenings thus
shared a similar ethos to the most radical educational theories in the UK. Both aimed to shake up
existing preconceptions ideas about art and culture and felt that retraining perception was the
first step in reforming society. However, the student protests that erupted across Europe in the
late 1960s questioned the educational system’s commitment to change and young artists began to
seek creative outlets outside the art school. By the mid-1970s, the network of distributors and
record shops established in the 1960s formed the backbone of the punk movement, allowing this
community of D.I.Y. (“do it yourself”) practitioners, many of whom were art school students
(e.g., Green Gartside, Gina Birch), to forge alternative models of artistic and commercial
exchange.
As this dissertation seeks to demonstrate, there is no singular relationship between art
education—defined broadly—and the formation of underground music in the UK. Rather it is a
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dynamic and complex history in which art schools nurtured the artistic practices of some young
musicians while serving as a foil to the development of alternative underground networks of art
making and distribution in the 1960s and 1970s.
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Introduction: This is the New Art School
Anything that you want to do, anyplace that you want to go
Don't need permission for everything that you want
Any taste that you feel is right
Wear any clothes just as long as they're bright
Say what you want, 'cos this is a new art school
Do what you want, 'cos this is the new art school
- The Jam, “Art School” (1977)
The Jam’s 1977 song “Art School” (which opens their debut record In the City)
celebrates the British art school as a place where any idea, activity, or taste is acceptable, were
creativity reigns freely. As the lead singer Paul Weller proclaims in the song’s driving chorus,
“This is the new art school.” While Weller and his bandmates did not attend art school, they
understood that their practice as musicians was deeply connected to this specific educational
environment. In a 2014 interview, Green Gartside of the post-punk band Scritti Politti, musical
peers of The Jam, describes this connection further:
By the time of the late 70s, there was a whole generation of people who had gone to art
college fully knowing that art college was a place that musicians came from as well as
artists from this country…they knew that’s where the [Rolling] Stones went, that’s where
[John] Lennon went, that’s where Roxy [Music] went.1
Gartside himself was part of this history of art school musicians, attending Leeds Polytechnic
from 1974 to 1978. For Weller and The Jam as Mod revivalists, the link between art schools and
underground music was a key part of the 1960s rock music that they emulated. Pete
Townshend—guitarist for The Who and himself a student at Ealing Art College from 1961-63—
offered the band a blueprint in term of musical aesthetic, sartorial style, and brash attitude. For
The Jam, art school was a site of origin.
As Gartside’s words suggest, this was a broader phenomenon. Consider the following list

1

Green Gartside, interview with the author, March 2013.
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of prominent underground musicians who studied at British art schools and university art
departments in the 1960s and 1970s: Keith Richards of The Rolling Stones (Sidcup Art College,
1959-1962), Ron Wood of The Faces and The Rolling Stones (Ealing Art College, early 1960s),
Brian Eno of Roxy Music (Ipswich Civic College, 1964-66; Winchester School of Art, 1966-68),
Bryan Ferry of Roxy Music (Kings College in Newcastle, 1964-68), Ray Davies of The Kinks
(Hornsey College of Art, 1962-63), Viv Albertine of The Slits (also Hornsey, 1975-76), Gina
Birch and Ana da Silva of The Raincoats (also Hornsey, 1976-79), Marc Almond of Soft Cell
(Leeds Polytechnic, 1976-79), Kevin Lycett of The Mekons (Leeds University, 1974- 78) and
Jon King of Gang of Four (Leeds University, 1974-78). From this abbreviated list, it is already
clear that postwar art schools and university art departments were crucial to the formation of
underground music—places where young students learned aspects of avant-garde art techniques
and concepts and applied them to the popular form of rock ’n roll. Although similar patterns can
be found in the United States and Germany, art schools in the United Kingdom and underground
music were so strongly linked that studying fine art or design had become, by the late 1970s, an
accepted pathway to forming a band. The Jam’s lyric points to an additional complexity
recounted in this narrative: that underground music became its own site of art education in the
1960s and 1970s. Thus, in pronouncing “This is the new art school,” Weller claims the song
itself (and the culture of music, of which it is a part) as pedagogical forms.
This dissertation asks how and why the British art school became a training ground for
underground musicians in the 1960s and the 1970s. The reasons, I argue, are threefold. The most
important is the change in art school pedagogy in the post-war period, “the new art school”
mentioned by The Jam. New pedagogies propagated at schools during the late 1950s and 1960s,
above all Basic Design and Behaviorism, redefined the artist as an intermedia experimenter;
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collapsed distinctions between fine art and design, subjecting both to the same rigorous aesthetic
and semiotic analyses; and theorized the art object as a dynamic and interactive matrix between
the maker and the viewer. These educational initiatives, which built upon reforms that extend
back to nineteenth century art schools, intended to prepare students for the fast-paced postwar
consumer economy in which advertising, communication, and information defined creative labor
and technology was constantly in flux. British postwar art schools presented a new model of the
artist: a person engaged with contemporary culture as much as art history, conversant with a
variety of media, and with an understanding of a broad spectrum of creative practices, from fine
art to design. For this reason, students like Pete Townshend, Bryan Ferry, and Brian Eno, who
gravitated towards popular music, did not see any distinction between their work as musicians
and the prescriptions for art and the artist laid out by these pedagogical reforms.2 Moreover,
music schools—at the time still tied to traditional notions of performance practice and
composition—could not accommodate the interest of these students, which combined aspects of
popular culture and avant-garde experimentation.3
A second factor, alluded to in the above paragraph, is the distinct relationship between art
and industry in the United Kingdom. Like the rest of Europe, Great Britain needed to regain its
economic footing after the devastation of World War II and to realign its industries to meet the
demands of postwar consumer culture. In the later 1950s, a few of the country’s leading art
schools (some of which are discussed in this dissertation) pivoted curricula towards a thoughtful
investigation of mass culture and communications. As a result, educators turned to a range of

2
It should be noted that not all art school musicians had affirmative experiences with their education. Some, like
Green Gartside and Gina Birch, turned to music to resist their training, while autodidacts like Genesis P-Orridge
(from COUM Transmissions, Throbbing Gristle, and Psychic TV) sought the alternative learning environments of
underground culture.
3
In fact, art schools become a home for avant-garde music. For example, in the 1970s experimental composer Gavin
Bryars was a lecturer at Portsmouth School of Art. See Chapter Five for more information.
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pre- and post-war pedagogical examples from abroad, including the Bauhaus and the Hochschule
für Gestaltung at Ulm, as well as newer disciplines such as behavioral psychology and
cybernetics. This impulse to resolve the differences between fine art and industrial production
was nothing new. Since the 1830s, economic necessity and governmental pressure drove British
art schools to modernize applied arts production on par with other European countries. But,
given how rapidly the terms of art and industry changed in the postwar period, education
required a drastic reinvention.
A third factor is the influx of popular culture from the United States after World War II.
Changes in pedagogy occurred as a postwar generation of art school students—born in the 1940s
and 1950s—entered their doors. This same generation had cut its teeth on imported US mass
cultural products such as glossy color magazines, rock ’n roll music, and Hollywood movies,
which filled the cultural void during and after the war and represented a future.4 At the same
time, an older generation of artist educators (including Richard Hamilton and Eduardo
Paolozzi—born in the 1920s— who were teaching these same young students) were analyzing
US mass cultural material, making artwork using images appropriated from advertisements,
magazines, and films. Neither overtly critical or celebratory, Paolozzi’s collages from the late
1940s, like Hamilton’s tabular paintings of the early 1950s, took their subjects seriously, and
considered the semiotic meaning and psychological impact of mass cultural images. [Figure IN-

4
In a retrospective essay, British critic Lawrence Alloway contrasts the “aesthetic of scarcity” prevalent in wartime
and postwar UK (which is characterized by a “sense of hierarchy” and a “classification system born of limited
amounts”) with an “aesthetic of plenty” imported from the United State, which is defined by “style-diversity and
consumer affluence,” and the coexistence of fine and popular art forms. Lawrence Alloway, “The Independent
Group: Postwar Britain and the Aesthetic of Plenty” in David Robbins, ed., The Independent Group: Postwar
Britain and the Aesthetic of Plenty (Cambridge, Massachusetts and London: MIT Press, 1990), 53.
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1] As teachers, artists like Hamilton and Paolozzi modeled a personally responsible approach to
working in the field of popular culture, an attitude that greatly influenced their students.5
This particular constellation of historical, social, economic, and cultural circumstances
made UK art schools a crucible for underground music. The following introduction offers a
background to this study, beginning with a baseline understanding of shifts in postwar British art
education; a summary of the existing literature on the links between art education and
underground music; an outline of the methodology employed in the following text along with
key terms; and clear delineation of scope of this research.
***
One of the central contentions of this dissertation is that the new approaches to art
pedagogy that arose in postwar Great Britain were not the beginning but rather the endpoint of
nearly a century of attempts to keep art education and therefore art production in the United
Kingdom on par with the rest of industrialized Europe. In the mid-nineteenth century, critics and
pedagogues felt that the country’s inferior position in the market for manufactured goods was
due to the disconnect between art education and industry as well as the rote mechanical nature of
pedagogy. The resulting waves of change focused on reducing representation to a basic language
of form, drawing from life, and celebrating individual expression. However, these approaches
neglected to consider how the manufacturing of applied arts had changed radically since the
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Richard Hamilton, “Popular Culture and Personal Responsibility” in Richard Hamilton, Collected Words: 19531982 (London and New York: Thames and Hudson, 1982), 156. From a lecture presented at the National Union of
Teachers Conference at Church House, Westminster, October 26-28, 1960. Assailing critics that speak of the
dangers of mass media, he argues that the “design moralists” of the 1920s and 1930s (specifically Lewis Mumford,
though the Bauhaus and Le Corbusier are certainly on his mind) did not account for the impact of mass media on
shaping consumer taste and desire when developing the concept of ideal unchanging forms for industrial production.
In the end, he puts the responsibility in the hands of today’s designers who “when contributing to popular culture
through the mass media…must feel a sense of personal responsibility…and recognize that his act is directed towards
an audience and their needs.” A call to makers—including the generation of students he was training—Hamilton
wanted artists to acknowledge the impact of mass culture on audiences, consider their responsibility to the general
public, and take their practice as makers of mass culture as seriously as fine art.
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advent of the industrial revolution. In the early twentieth century, educational leaders made
another attempt to repair this divide, inviting local administrations take over the direction of art
schools and forge connections with local industries. While this made sense for business, it
resulted in extreme pedagogical conservatism; little room was given for individuality and
innovation at these schools, as opposed to other industrialized European nations that managed to
resolve the expressive capacity of fine art and industrial production with a greater vision. The
debate between art and industry was revived once more in 1932 by a government inquiry that
resulted in the Gorell Report. The committee diagnosed the problem—craft-based educational
methods were irreconcilable with industrial production—but did not offer any pedagogical
solutions. This impasse inspired socialist art historian Herbert Read and architectural historian
Nikolaus Pevsner to chart a path forward. In the mid-1930s, faced with an industrial crisis—in
this case, the global economic depression—Read and Pevsner published studies and delivered
lectures that urged British schools to import the pedagogical model of the Bauhaus, which
encouraged artists to embrace the aesthetic of machine production and willfully explore the
possibilities of new industrial materials.
This century of dynamic educational reforms set the stage for the emergence of Basic
Design in the 1950s, as the resolution of a long struggle between art, design, craft, and industry
throughout the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The Ministry of Education saw in Basic
Design the answer to the seemingly perennial problem of British art education and, for this
reason, it became a model for a national reform, as mandated in the Coldstream Report of 1960.
While the Coldstream Report centered on an overall intellectualization of art education in an
effort to put it on par with other disciplines in the British higher education system, it also opened
the door for further experimentation in art schools, which were now required by the Report to
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new foundation courses. One such example was Roy Ascott’s Groundcourse, which expanded on
Basic Design’s process-over-produce ethos.
Yet the terms of industry were already changing drastically. The growth of global
communication systems fostered a consumer model of capitalism in which consumption—and
not production—was the main economic driver. A redefinition of artistic labor accompanied this
growth of communication industries such as graphic design, book production, advertising,
television, film, and radio. Industrial production and manufacturing still existed, though its
increased turnover and the potential for automation meant that machines could become selfsufficient, obviating human labor. The fate of the creative working classes hung in the balance,
and two of the key art educators of the 1950s and 1960s, Richard Hamilton and Roy Ascott,
projected that the realms of leisure and entertainment would replace the factory as the new
workplace for creative labor. As they argued, postwar art schools could no longer rely on
pedagogical models centered on industrial production and needed to rethink art education. Other
shifts in postwar education also left a great impact. The 1944 Education Act (also known as the
Butler Act) made secondary education compulsory for students up to the age of 15, and free.6
This meant that the postwar generation of students from working class backgrounds, like Bryan
Ferry and Green Gartside, or lower middle-class backgrounds, like John Lennon or Pete
Townshend, could experience a secondary school education, giving them the qualifications to
pursue higher education. (In some cases, they could also receive state subsidies to attend a feebased elite grammar school, another policy that the Butler Act established.)
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Up until the Butler Act, secondary schools were only accessible to boys and since they required a fee, were limited
to children from middle- and upper-class backgrounds. The act also established two stages of education, primary
education for students ages 5-11 and secondary education for students ages 11-15.
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This generation of underground musicians—born in the late 1940s and 1950s—entered a
postwar consumer culture in which teenagers became a particularly vital part of the economy,
spending their expendable income on entertainment and fashion. Reaching adolescence in the
1960s, this generation revered pop music and its stars. Both were central to the formation of their
personal and collective identity, and thus music became an important medium for their own
creative artistic expression. In the 1960s, a parallel space of commerce and consumption
developed, which mirrored mass culture but did not follow the logic of capitalist exchange. This
underground culture used the available channels of distribution to spread and incite aesthetic
activity rather than generate profits. It comprised a network of alternative organizations, some
profit generating and others not, including shops, newspapers, arts labs, nightclubs, performance
venues, and unorthodox educational initiatives. This alternative cultural system also served a
pedagogical role, providing many young self-designated artists an extra-institutional and
informal education free of the regulations of standardized curricula and forms of assessment. In
this milieu, consumption had the potential to be enlightening and not just extractive. In many
ways, underground events and happenings shared a similar ethos to the most radical educational
theories of the 1960s in the UK; both aimed to shake up existing preconceptions ideas about art
and culture and felt that retraining on the level of perception was the first step in reforming
society.
In the mid-1970s, the network of distributors and record shops established by 1960s
underground culture formed the backbone of the punk movement, allowing this community of
D.I.Y. (“do it yourself”) practitioners, many of whom were art school students, to forge modes of
artistic and commercial exchange outside capitalism. In many ways, the punk cultural network
was the manifestation of the future presaged by Hamilton and Ascott, in which entertainment and
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leisure would become the new artists’ workplace because of increasing automation. However,
the reasons were far from utopian; instead of being freed from labor, young artists were faced
with few opportunities for work given the economic downturn and concomitant high
unemployment rate. Underground music provided the punk generation a means to issue social
critique and distribute art on their own terms, creating an alternative aesthetic society. As this
overview proves, there is no singular relationship between art education—defined broadly—and
the formation of underground music in the UK. Rather it is a dynamic and complex history in
which art schools nurtured the artistic practices of some young musicians while serving as a foil
to the development of alternative underground networks of art making and distribution in the
1960s and 1970s.
***
The relationship between fine art and underground music has taken the interest of a wide
range of scholars from art history, musicology, popular music studies, and sociology, as well as
non-academic cultural critics. In approaching the subject, many art historians focus on the
popular culture/fine art binary, discussing the influence of one field on the other, most often pop
culture’s effect on fine art, and less often vice versa. In key studies of 1960s culture, such as
David Mellor’s The Sixties Art Scene in London (1993) and Thomas Crow’s Rise of the Sixties
(1996), popular music arises as a subject for paintings by artists like Peter Blake and a crucial
ingredient of the 1960s context in which celebrity, mass culture, and the alternative underground
have great purchase.7 [Figure IN-2] However, both Crow and Mellor neglect the broad impact
fine art practice had on pop music, let alone the connections between musicians and art schools.
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The Sixties Art Scene in London (London: Phaidon, 1993).
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Although Mellor makes quick mentions of artist Gustav Metzger’s influence on Pete
Townshend, graphic designer Michael English, and Mark Boyle’s moving image work in
underground nightclubs, his approach maintains a hierarchy between the two fields.8 In his most
recent book, The Long March of Pop: Art, Music, and Design, 1930-1995 (2014), Crow
addresses this blind spot, interweaving Pop Art and the popular arts of the 1950s and 1960s.
Music features throughout, with a chapter devoted to a comparison between Andy Warhol and
Bob Dylan and a conclusion centered on The Beatles’ Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band
(1967), a record that in Crow’s estimation provided “the kind of epiphany that once seemed the
exclusive province of elevated fine art, the profundity sought by Mark Rothko or Francis
Bacon.”9 In the end, however, Crow’s analysis of Sgt. Pepper’s perpetuates disciplinary
hierarchies just as much as his earlier publication, using the high Modernist values of
expressivity and affect as a means to measure pop culture’s merits, thereby redeeming it of its
commercial status.
If Crow maps the values and qualities of Modernist fine art onto pop culture, then art
historian Branden W. Joseph applies avant-garde principles of negation and criticality to
underground musical practices. In the essay “‘My Mind Spit Open’: Andy Warhol’s Exploding
Plastic Inevitable,” Joseph frames Andy Warhol’s underground rock nightclub event (the EPI)
and his involvement with the band The Velvet Underground as a counter to the all-consuming
capitalist multi-media spectacle, namely technologically advanced displays like the IBM
Pavilion developed by Charles and Ray Eames for the 1964 World’s Fair.10 Joseph, in the end,
8
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assumes that liberation can only come from the fracture of the popular musical form and
adoption of avant-garde methods, an argument strictly in line with other art historians of his
generation, who similarly fuse Frankfurt School critical theory (Theodor Adorno and Max
Horkheimer) and post-structuralism (in Joseph’s case, the writing of Gilles Deleuze).11 Joseph’s
book Beyond the Dream Syndicate: Tony Conrad and the Arts after Cage (2008) develops an
understanding of postwar experimental intermediality derived from the work of composer John
Cage. Joseph trails the trajectory of artist Tony Conrad across musical composition, underground
cinema, and visual art, revealing how few borders and divisions existed between these practices
and how porous these communities and disciplines were in the 1960s. In 1964, Conrad formed
the rock group The Primitives (which included Velvet Underground members John Cale and Lou
Reed, artist Walter DeMaria, and songwriter Jimmie Sims), and developed a new-found love for
pop music, admitting that “There was something very liberating about the whole rock thing.”12
Despite the group's avowed pursuit of popular music, Joseph (citing Fredric Jameson) maintains
the group’s avant-garde lineage, linking their use of mass cultural forms to filmmaker Jack
Smith’s “transgressive, camp aesthetic.”13 While this connection to Smith is key to
understanding specifically Conrad’s engagement with mass culture at this time, it also makes
clear that Joseph has disciplinary trepidations in calling The Primitives pop:
It will not do to comprehend it as the exhaustion of the high arts…and the linear
progression (and dissolution) of the avant-garde into an “empirical, chaotic, and
heterogenous" [Jameson’s words] cultural condition in which meaningful aesthetic
positions and histories are no longer relevant or can no longer be discerned.14
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The accounts of Crow and Joseph have been crucial contributions to the consideration of
popular and underground music cultures in art history. However, they do not consider these
cultures more broadly and on their own terms, instead homing in on what passes muster as
modern or avant-garde through the lens of art history. British critic and theorist Mark Fisher, by
contrast, ignores these disciplinary hierarchies. Informed by the wide scope of cultural studies,
his unorthodox Marxist cultural criticism centers on underground music cultures, popular
cinema, and literature, using these art forms to understand and theorize advanced capitalism. For
Fisher, most cultural forms are compromised by consumerism and neoliberalism save for
underground music culture, which is where he locates liberation and collectivity. Fisher
considers music cultures of the 1960s and 1970s as part of a larger cultural ecology that he terms
“popular modernism,” which also comprised underground press outlets, experimental public
television and radio, and independent book publishers. According to Fisher, this cultural
development drove a wedge between popular culture and populism and permitted members of
the British working class (only those male and white) to access advanced aesthetics (i.e.,
modernism).15 While redolent with Frankfurt School pessimism about the culture industry,
Fisher’s theorization also opens room to reconsider the value of commercial culture and its
possibilities for emancipation.16 Like Fisher, German critic Jörg Heiser offers a more nuanced
understanding of the relationship between art and pop music, informed by his decades-long
experience as a critic of both. In his recent book Double Lives in Pop Music (2019), Heiser
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considers artists who move between the distinct environments of art and music and theorizes
post-1960s art and pop music as “slippery concepts,” not defined by specific sets of skills but
rather by the contexts in which they exist.17 In other words, both fields of practice are open to a
similar range of artistic and medial possibilities. Together, Fisher and Heiser offer refreshing
counters to the more limited lens offered by art historians from the United States; in their
framing of art/music crossovers, they ignore the popular culture/fine art binary, acknowledge the
inherently intermedial nature of popular music, and understand that music has a life beyond
commerce as a social form.18
Music historians and philosophers such as Bernard Gendron and Benjamin Piekut have
also theorized the relationship between the avant-garde and the popular within the specific field
of music. Gendron’s Between Montmarte and the Mudd Club: Popular Music and the Avantgarde traces how these two eponymous fields, often kept apart by discipline and status, were
deeply intertwined in their respective developments. Gendron’s history traces four key
moments—cabaret in the late nineteenth-century, jazz in the 1920s, rock in the 1960s, and punk
in the 1970s—proving that the collapse between avant-garde and popular cultures did not begin
in the later twentieth century (à la certain accounts of postmodernism) and that the dynamic
relationship between the two characterizes modernism itself.19 As Gendron argues, avant-garde
artists of the modern era were immersed in popular cultural environments and, at times, directly
engaged with popular music culture, whether forming a band or designing a poster for a concert.
Gendron terms these occurrences “secondary aesthetic practices,” a productive phrase that at
once recognizes their value as part of the artist’s larger project while also distinguishing them
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from what would have been culturally recognized at the time as ancillary.20 This link between
pop music and the avant-garde also served musicians as well as their supporters and critics, who
sought to endow these practices with the status of high art (e.g., bebop jazz of the 1950s, The
Beatles in the 1960s) as a means to cultivate cultural capital. While Gendron’s account gives
these practices equal space, he understands how a hierarchy persists between the two, with avantgarde artists according a “secondary” status to their activities that circulated in the popular realm.
In his close study of experimental practices in 1960s New York, Experimentalism
Otherwise: The New York Avant-Garde and Its Limits, music historian Benjamin Piekut begins
with an understanding similar to Gendron’s: that artists living in the twentieth century inhabit
different spheres of culture at the same time. In other words, experimentalism does not belong to
any one discipline or field. Using Bruno Latour’s actor-network theory as a model, Piekut charts
a course through 1960s sonic experimentation in New York, “pursuing an individual or argument
even when it seems to be leading outside of experimental music studies proper,” a method in
keeping with “a milieu that encourages…expansive thinking.”21 His most recent book, Henry
Cow: The World Is a Problem, focuses tightly on a single case study, the politically-informed
British avant-rock group of the book’s title. Piekut develops the term “vernacular avant-garde" to
describe Henry Cow’s experimental musical practice, which exists on the borders between the
academic and commercial realms.22 According to his formulation, these “self-consciously
critical, resistant and politicized musics emerge from or create new spaces within the capitalist
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culture industries [and] link these politics to varied types of formal or technical innovation.”23
Unlike Branden W. Joseph’s accounts of artistic experimentation in the 1960s, Piekut wants to
move past notions of the avant-garde that are “built on a monolithic base of a critical negation of
the market.”24
Piekut’s methods offer a crucial model for the narrative that follows. The Latourian
network is a helpful framework for this project, which similarly follows figures who travel
beyond “art history proper” into the field of underground music; however, their departure from
this frame does not entail their exclusion from the discourse. Piekut also acknowledges the
different critical and educational landscapes of vernacular music. For example, to write a history
of experimentation with popular forms, one must turn to the smart and incisive public discourse
in journals, magazines, and alternative press outlets, and consider the types of informal and
autodidactic learning that fostered new artists and fans.25 These categorizations—albeit still quite
systematic—more accurately limn the work of the artist-musicians discussed within the
following pages, revealing further how other disciplines like musicology have been able to
rethink discursive frameworks to understand the places artists and artistic practices go.
Histories of century British art education, crucial to this research, offer a sense of the
pedagogy encountered in classrooms, and range from the level of national policy and curriculum
to the unique approaches forged by individual educators or the experiences of students. Most
accounts fall in line with art history, connecting educational developments to major stylistic
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currents (e.g., Pop Art, performance) or focusing on prominent educators who are figure within
the history of art (e.g., Harry Thubron, Richard Hamilton). For example, scholars Richard
Yeomans, David Thistlewood, and Erik Forrest have closely traced the educational shifts in the
postwar years (often consolidated under the name Basic Design), linking this development to
particular artists or educational institutions. Yeomans focuses on the unique pedagogical
approaches of Victor Pasmore and Richard Hamilton at Newcastle; similarly Thistlewood’s
research emphasizes this branch of Basic Design, linking the pedagogy’s emphases on processover-product, organicism, pop culture, and image analysis to the interests of the multidisciplinary think tank the Independent Group, of which Hamilton and Pasmore were members.26
To counter, Forrest highlights the impact of artist Harry Thubron, who taught at Leeds College
of Art, in shaping the expressive and intuitive dimensions of Basic Design.27 More recently,
scholars like Elena Crippa and Beth Williamson have broken from this artist- or school-centered
approach, looking at how the curriculum transformed in the hands of different educators in
distinct educational contexts.28 Historians of pedagogical experimentation in the 1960s and
1970s, when British art schools became home to live art, conceptualism, and other post-studio
practices, tend to focus on St Martin’s School of Art, in particular the Advanced Sculpture
Course (or Sculpture A course)—which birthed a generation of British artists including Richard
Long, Richard Deacon, Gilbert & George, and Bruce McLean—or the Locked Room
Experiment, a highly controlled foundation course initiated by Peter Kardia and fellow tutors at
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St. Martin’s. Most accounts are reverential and only focus on major educators and art stars (e.g.,
Hester Westley’s From Floor to Sky, which traces Kardia’s teaching; the writings of Thomas
Crow), save for Rozemin Keshvani’s recently published The Locked Room: Four Years That
Shook Art Education, 1969-1973, which collects a wide range of vivid students accounts and
offers a critical evaluation of this sometimes brutal and alienating course.29
Other experimental educators and pedagogies of the 1960s and 1970s, such as Roy Ascott
and his Groundcourse, have received less attention from historians.30 The major correction to this
specific discursive absence was Edward Shanken's edited volume of Ascott’s writing, Telematic
Embrace: Visionary Theories of Art, Technology, and Consciousness (2003); this was followed
by Kate Sloan’s recent book Art, Cybernetics, and Pedagogy in Post-War Britain: Roy Ascott’s
Groundcourse (2019), which focused specifically on the development of Ascott’s teaching.31
Both, however, fall in line with most art educational histories (Keshvani aside) by putting
pedagogues at the center of the narrative and discounting the student perspective. In the recently
published article “Without Walls: Performance Art and Pedagogy at the ‘Bauhaus of the North’,”
art historian Gavin Butt adds another site to the history of pedagogical experimentation in British
art schools in the 1960s and 1970s, tracing how the Fine Arts Department at Leeds Polytechnic
became a center for performance art practice under the direction of poet, educator, and musician
Jeff Nuttall.32 Butt’s article reflects on the methodological issues one faces when analyzing and
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historicizing education. While a course prospectus or a government report can elucidate the
theoretical or bureaucratic framework, they totally fail to capture the specifics of in-classroom
instruction. Like Keshvani, Butt includes a wide range of recent accounts from Leeds Poly
graduates as well as journalistic articles from the time, from which a picture of the school’s
culture emerges.33 Together, Keshvani’s and Butt’s oral history/reception history method offer a
refreshing step forward in histories of art education, and provide a model for this dissertation.
Few of these accounts directly address the emergence of underground music from those
pedagogical environments—save for the conclusion of Butt’s essay when he considers how
students at the Leeds Poly turned to punk in the late 1970s to reach larger audiences. Despite its
absence in histories of education, as early as 1970 cultural critics were discussing the specific
role art education played in the formation of underground music. In Revolt into Style: The Pop
Arts, George Melly's account of the pop arts (published 1971), the jazz musician and writer
argues that art schools were “the incubators of total pop,” a place where the attitudes, forms, and
images pulled from mass culture (music, advertising) were forged into a cross-disciplinary
aesthetic that dominated the 1960s.34 While this connection is only briefly noted in Melly’s book,
he is the first to take note of this phenomenon.
Melly’s assertion became the central inquiry of Art into Pop (1987) by the sociologists
Simon Frith and Howard Horne, the only study to investigate this particular connection between
art schools in UK and the development of pop and underground music. Their account assembles
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a wealth of information on art school musicians, and traces how changing ideas of art practice
informed the music that emerged from these specific pedagogical environments beginning in the
later 1950s. Frith and Horne offer few examples of how art school education, or even a resistance
to it, influenced the production of underground music: Art into Pop emphasizes art schools as
environments where particular social models of the artist are learned and where class distinctions
are played out. Less consideration is given to the mechanics of pedagogy, how these ideas of the
artist are propagated within the walls of art schools, and the specific economic, national, and
artistic conditions for the emergence of these pedagogical approaches. In other words, Frith and
Horne view the art school/music nexus more as a sociological rather than historical phenomenon.
Consequently, the authors map class dynamics onto their subjects as well as their musical
practices, ranking each somewhere on a spectrum between fine art and pop culture. While their
approach is in keeping with postmodernist discourse of its moment, it does not conform to the
attitude of their subjects—the artists, musicians, and educators featured in their study—who
found music culture free of these very hierarchies.
To understand the strong connection between art school environments and the emergence
of underground music, a deeper understanding and analysis of what occurred within those walls
and in those classrooms is required. Not surprisingly, these kinds of key details emerge in the
rich and well-researched narrative accounts written by music critics Jon Savage and Michael
Bracewell, critics who, while academically unaffiliated, represent the type of rigorous critical
discourse about music and pop culture that circulated in the 1970s and 1980s in magazines such
as NME, Sounds, Melody Maker, and The Face, as well as a wealth of self-published ‘zines.
Savage’s England’s Dreaming: Anarchy, Sex Pistols, Punk Rock, and Beyond (1991) chronicles
the development of British punk in the late 1970s, beginning with impresario Malcolm
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McLaren’s engagement with Situationist concepts during his art school days in the late 1960s.
The narrative explodes like punk itself, with Savage pulling in simultaneous developments in the
United States, London, and northern England alongside his contemporary reflections pulled from
his 1976 punk fanzine London's Outrage.35 Similarly, Michael Bracewell’s Re-make/Re-model:
Art, Pop, Fashion and the Making of Roxy Music, 1953-1972 (2007) draws on a larger network
of histories and material to frame the development of the glam rock band Roxy Music and their
aesthetic.36 These range from Newcastle’s dynamic sartorial culture to the development of style
and behavior as artistic forms and subjects in themselves in the late 1960s and early 1970s
(Gilbert & George, Bruce McLean). Like England’s Dreaming, Re-make/Re-model offers a near
forensic account of its subjects’ art school education based on personal anecdotes and interviews
from students and educators as well as primary sources such as course materials and university
newspapers. Both Savage and Bracewell provide a clear method—essentially a mix of oral
history and Cultural Studies—for how to write the story of how art education specifically led to
the development of underground music, which the following pages also use as a model,
alongside Butt’s and Keshvani’s examples.
Because this project combines the history of institutional art education and underground
culture, it has required a combination of approaches from the examples noted above, including
art history, popular music studies, and education, disciplines that each have distinct methods and
institutional histories. The handful of canonical visual artists discussed in this dissertation—
Richard Hamilton, Victor Pasmore, Roy Ascott, Rita Donagh, among others—are treated mainly
as educators, with emphasis placed on their pedagogic theories available in published writings
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and interviews, including ones conducted specifically for this research. Their artistic practices
are discussed, but only as a means to understand the ideas of art they professed as educators. To
understand the institutional side of this story, I found myself trawling the National Arts
Education Archives (NAEA), university archives (Leeds University, Leeds Metropolitan
University for Leeds Polytechnic, Reading University, Newcastle University), and the papers of
Frank Martin (head of the sculpture department at Saint Martin’s School of Art), which together
provided student exercises, course materials, university yearbooks, student rosters and files, and
official correspondence, all of which elucidated the vision, intentions, and outcomes of these
different pedagogies. However, these institutional narratives must be balanced with accounts
from the student perspective. Fortunately, many art-school musicians have offered rich accounts
of their education in interviews published in the music press, autobiographies and monographs.37
Others, whose stories have yet to be published, were interviewed especially for this project. Like
the histories traced by Bracewell, Savage, Keshvani, and Butt, this project relies upon these
personal anecdotes and recollections to capture the ephemeral experiences of in-classroom
education as well as the experiential, spatial, and somatic aspects of underground music culture.
Using these historians and cultural critics as models, this dissertation envisages an art
history that can accommodate within its scope the forms of underground music that emerged
from spaces of art education. In order to accomplish this, I employ an actor-network method,
following subjects wherever they might lead, even beyond disciplinary boundaries. This leads to
an understanding, crucial to this research, that art pedagogy gives rise to a wide range of
activities and that such activities, whatever their medium or discipline, can be discussed within
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art history given their connection to and emergence from art education. In this regard, as a
steward of this history, I treat popular culture practices like underground music as seriously as art
based on an understanding that the culture industry is a valid site for creative expression and
experimentation.
***
A number of crucial terms factor into a close analysis of art pedagogy and underground
music. The first is the term “underground” itself, which I consciously use as an alternative to
“counter-culture” and “sub-culture.” The former sets up a false equivalence between alternative
forms of cultural production and leftist politics: while many underground musicians did espouse
progressive sentiments, not all saw their artistic practices as forms of political expression. “Subculture,” a term which gained prominence with the Birmingham Centre for Contemporary
Cultural Studies (CCCS) in the 1970s, views alternative cultural practices as a form of resistance
by working class (primarily male) youth.38 The term “underground” circumscribes these
practices without indelibly linking them to politics or class position (which does not mean that
these do not factor). First used to describe alternative film production and types of press in the
1960s, underground is a term centered on creative output, and designates alternative, selforganized forms of cultural production and distribution that readily engage in forms of
commerce outside capitalist exchange. It also suggests the use of the available channels of mass
distribution to spread and incite aesthetic—and sometimes political—activity rather than to
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generate profits.39 Positioned in dialogue with the mainstream, underground also connotes a
smaller scale of activity, a concept of community, as well as difference and alterity, without
signifying a specific counter-ideology or politics. A further asset of underground (as opposed to
counterculture or subculture) is the possibility that these alternative forms and concepts can
subsequently “break through,” infiltrating and transforming the mainstream.
The term underground also has a longstanding use within the discipline of music. British
musicologist Stephen Graham has traced the contours of this field, defining it as “a cultural
philosophy of music that exists outside of the mainstream,” and as “avant garde popular
music.”40 As Graham argues, underground music “makes use of forms, instruments, tone colors,
and modes of presentation and distribution that are more commonly associated with ‘popular’
fields of musical production,” but directed towards aesthetic innovation and independent forms
of commerce.41 While some of the musicians discussed within this project are considered to be
fairly mainstream —such as The Who, one of the most well-known British rock bands of the
1960s and 1970s— they had their start in much smaller underground cultural circuits. For
example, in the earlier half of the 1960s, The Who did not have a place on official UK radio
stations, like many other rock ’n roll bands, and was only heard via pirate outposts like Radio
Caroline.
The underground musical practices detailed in the following pages readily incorporate a
variety of media, including moving and still images, design, theater, live performance, and, most
crucially, sound recordings, a mass-produced format that makes the performances of artistmusicians widely accessible. In his 2010 article “Music-Immateriality-Value,” music critic and
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theorist Diedrich Diederichsen argues against prevailing Frankfurt School notions of the culture
industry and sees radical potential in the musical recording as a delivery system for new aesthetic
concepts and political ideas.42 As Diederichsen argues, once the listener plays the record—a
physical commodity with a price tag—its status as an object dissolves into a sensuous,
immersive pleasure—a direct experience with sound. The musical recording not only
communicates ideas and models aesthetic sensibility, but also becomes the central node of a
social network that coalesces around those ideas and sensibilities. One of the premises of this
dissertation is that the recording is an interactive form, and thus goes far beyond any limited
understanding of the commodity as a reification of capitalist exploitation. In Ghosts of My Life,
Mark Fisher offers a sense of the new aesthetic possibilities and political sensibilities musical
commodities can offer, what they meant to young listeners, and the kinds of audiences they can
reach:
Pop was the portal out of the prosaic. Music was only part of it. Art pop was a finishing
school for working class autodidacts, where, by following up the clues left behind by
earlier pioneers – the allusions secreted in lyrics, in track titles or in interview references
– you could learn about things that weren’t on the formal curriculum for working class
youth: fine art, European cinema, avant-garde literature.43
As Fisher’s quote suggests, recordings could play a clear pedagogical role: they were
often the first means by which young listeners were exposed to radical aesthetics and political
ideas. This sentiment is echoed throughout this dissertation; following Fisher’s formulation,
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graphic designer Peter Saville similarly remarked in a recent interview that "pop pathways” gave
him access to obscure areas of culture and history otherwise shrouded in mystery. As a result,
this project forwards an expanded understanding of pedagogy, arguing that encounters such as
listening to records at home or witnessing a live performance at a nightclub possess as much
educational potential and value as a course of study at an accredited institution of higher
learning. But in these non-traditional pedagogical environments, where does the experience itself
end and education begin? In a recent article, Julia Bryan-Wilson and Benjamin Piekut chart
different cultures and communities of amateur artistic production across the globe, arriving at
that notion that what these polyglot practices share is a position outside official channels of
pedagogy: “what they all have in common is the idea that they are motors of cultural making
‘from below’…distinct from ‘fine art’ and its institutions that produce criteria around expertise,
education and training.”44 Bryan-Wilson and Piekut do not offer limits and contours to these
forms of amateur education, but rather acknowledge that access to information and creative
technologies can spur autodidacticism, a process that does not conform to the structure of official
education, so these standards should not be applied.
This dissertation puts these unofficial, non-institutional forms of pedagogy into
juxtaposition with art school education, as it is more traditionally understood. It traces three
distinct approaches to pedagogy, which are presented chronologically. The first, expansion,
occurred in the immediate postwar years with curricular developments like Basic Design. It saw
the enlargement of education to include students from working class backgrounds; the adoption
of new notions of art that embraced commerce, media, and mass culture; and (related to this
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second point) the promotion of new models of the artist. The second approach, experimentation,
is represented by Roy Ascott’s Groundcourse of the early and mid-1960s. Ascott’s course, along
with other initiatives, was intended to radically defamiliarize students with preconceived notions
of art by presenting them with prompts and scenarios that, while open-ended, set specific
limitations in terms of material and process. Intended to help students find new patterns of
behavior, experimental problem-solving exercises veered towards psychological experiments
with the students as test subjects. The third wave is autodidacticism, in which the learner
determines the direction of their education based on their perceived interests and needs and
follows a more or less idiosyncratic path. Informal communities of learning—embedded within
third spaces of commerce and social life—often provided the curriculum. There are nevertheless
overlaps between these three categories. In art schools, for example, experimental pedagogies
opened the door to less rigorous courses of study that invited students to develop their own
alternate curricula. Conversely, many of these students turned to underground culture for
educational sustenance, which had its own pedagogic intentions.
The history traced in these pages forwards renewed understandings of art, art education,
and artistic practice, as a result expanding the art historical framework of Pop Art. One of the
key artists and educators of the time, Richard Hamilton, offered a theory for Pop in his wellknown “Letter to Peter and Alison Smithson” from 1957. In the 1950s, Hamilton and the
architect duo of the Smithsons were part of the interdisciplinary think tank The Independent
Group, which theorized contemporary postwar art and culture, including the popular arts,
through a series of talks, writing, and exhibitions. In the letter, Hamilton reflects on the past five
years of independent and collective research conducted by members of the group, and suggests a
new project based on the qualities of what he terms “Pop Art”: “Popular…Transient…
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Expendable… Low cost…Mass produced…Young…Witty…Sexy…Gimmicky…Glamorous…
Big business.”45 Of course, these adjectives describe not the fine art appropriation of mass
cultural material, but rather mass culture itself. Art history never fully embraced Hamilton’s
definition of Pop, instead sticking firmly to visual artists who exhibited and circulated mainly
within the gallery and museum system (e.g., Hamilton, Paolozzi, Peter Blake, David Hockney,
Derek Boshier, and Pauline Boty). The artists discussed in this dissertation—including Bryan
Ferry, Brian Eno, Peter Townshend, Genesis P-Orridge, Green Gartside, Gina Birch, and The
Human League—would only appear in the existing Pop Art history as the subjects of artwork,
and not the makers of it. This dissertation takes Hamilton’s theory of Pop Art as its starting
point, placing these artist-musicians at the center of the narrative, and therefore arguing for the
significance of popular music culture to art, art education, and artistic practice in the UK in the
1960s and 1970s.
***
The following five chapters chart this dynamic story of underground music’s development
from art schools, university art departments, and alternative pedagogical sites in the UK in the
1960s and 1970s. The first, “Changes in Art Education: Art, Industry, and Pop Music under
Basic Design,” traces the pedagogical reforms of the 1950s and 1960s (such as Basic Design at
Kings College in Newcastle) and how they led fine art students like Bryan Ferry to create selfreflexive and formally complex pop music. It also situates these mid-twentieth century
developments in the larger context of post-war art education reform. Basic Design was the
endpoint of an initiative that had begun in the nineteenth century to modernize art education in
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the United Kingdom by resolving the differences between artistic practice and the concerns of
industry. Developed and piloted across several northern English schools (most prominently in
Newcastle under Victor Pasmore and Richard Hamilton, and at Leeds College of Art under
Harry Thubron), the Basic Design curriculum foregrounded the idea that art was rigorous,
research-based, analytical, and process-oriented —necessary characteristics for a climate in
which the production of art became increasingly professional, industrialized, and technical. The
chapter focuses on Hamilton’s interpretation of the curriculum (especially after he took over as
director of Basic Design in 1961) and shows how his embrace of popular culture created the
conditions for the development of underground music in art schools, specifically through the
example of Bryan Ferry and the formation of the band Roxy Music.
The second chapter, “Experimentation in the Art School: Feedback in the Groundcourse
(1963-1969),” focuses on artist Roy Ascott’s Groundcourse and its impact on the musical
practices of The Who’s Pete Townshend (who studied with Ascott at Ealing College of Art from
1961 to 1963) and Roxy Music’s Brian Eno (who studied with Ascott at Ipswich Civic College
from 1964 to 1966). While the Groundcourse was indebted to the standard set by Basic Design, it
differed in terms of its principles and educational methods, importing two theoretical references:
behavioral psychology and cybernetics, the newly developed science of communication in
animal and machine. In the early 1960s, Ascott became preoccupied with the open
interpretability of abstraction and how both artist and viewer were central to determining the
meaning of a work of art. The resulting theory of “behaviorism” was based on the understanding
that the creative act occurs across a network of people and drew upon cybernetic principles such
as feedback and control. Accordingly, one of the goals of the Groundcourse was to inculcate
students in interdependent and responsive patterns of creative behavior. From the Groundcourse,
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Townshend took the idea that shock was necessary for innovation. The use of entropic guitar
noise to upset the rhythmic regularity of his band The Who’s conventional, blues-inspired rock
’n roll songs was, I argue, indebted to the disruptive aspects of the Groundcourse. Eno, by
contrast, turned to Ascott’s focus on generative systems and the cybernetic principle of feedback
in the creation of art. This led Eno towards the practice of experimental music, and the use of
synthesizers and recording technologies to process and augment sound. Ascott’s “process over
product” ethos minimized the need for an object, and thus the commodity status of art, paving
the way for students to engage in a range of performance-based activities as art, including music.
The third chapter, “Spontaneous Universities: The Pedagogical Function of Underground
Culture in the 1960s,” shows how the underground culture of the 1960s aimed to re-educate (and
inculcate) youth in new and progressive ways of thinking, replacing existing cultural norms with
new ones. Underground culture in 1960s London comprised a network of alternative
organizations, some profit generating and others not. As pedagogical sites for self-designated
artists “turned on” by avant-garde techniques and forms, this network provided many young
artists with an education free of the regulations of standardized curricula and forms of
assessment. Tellingly, this polyglot mix of events, shops, venues, and publications was described
using educational terminology from its inception. British poet, writer and theorist Alexander
Trocchi devised the phrase “spontaneous university” to explain the pedagogical value of
underground events and happenings as part of a larger perceptual re-training.46 The aim of this
chapter is not only to consider the underground in its entirety as a pedagogical initiative, but
moreover to trace the specific forms that were particularly effective at completing the task of
perceptual re-training, including happenings, live musical performances, and musical recordings.
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This alternative educational sphere attracted those who fell through the cracks of the
official educational system, autodidacts like self-described musician and artist Genesis P-Orridge
who rejected the professional emphasis of h/er education.47 The fourth chapter, “From
Transmedia Exploration to Industrial Music: The Alternative Education of Genesis P-Orridge,”
details P-Orridge’s formative experience that occurred during h/er three months living with the
North London performance collective Transmedia Exploration in 1969. In addition to fostering
h/er musical and design sensibilities, the group’s ethos of the continuous happening inspired the
young artist to rethink identity, daily-life rituals, and language. The lessons P-Orridge learned at
Transmedia would prove to be crucial to h/er future collective projects—the performance art
group COUM Transmissions and the underground musical project Throbbing Gristle—which
spawned a specific strain of postpunk music referred to as “industrial” in the later 1970s. Other
industrial groups sprang from formative experiences with alternative forms of art education
outside the confines of an official educational institution. Just as Transmedia Exploration was
inspirational to P-Orridge, many of the young artist-musicians of the Sheffield postpunk scene,
including members of Cabaret Voltaire, The Future, and Clock DVA, emerged out of a youth
theater workshop run by Veronica and Chris Wilkinson called the Meatwhistle.48
In the 1970s, the underground’s web of venues, labels, record shops, and magazines
expanded greatly. Consumers in that network also became producers, starting more labels,
publishing more magazines, and opening more shops and nightclubs. Like the different musical
cultures traced in this dissertation, the punk call to “do-it-yourself” arose within an art
educational context. The last chapter, “Leaving the Art School: Punk as Alternative Cultural
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Network,” will map the punk movement’s two different relationships to the art school. In the
first, this musical culture arose as a resistance to the perceived limitations put on creativity in the
British art education system. The protagonists include the Situationist-inspired collective King
Mob (led by Stuart and David Wise), who as students of Richard Hamilton at Newcastle, wrote
anti-art manifestos and screeds critical of their education as well as the role of art in society; the
more entrepreneurial Malcolm McLaren, who combined the revolutionary anti-institutional spirit
of the late 1960s (he was a student of both the Situationist International and King Mob, and
participated in a student sit-in at Croydon Art School); Green Gartside, whose polemics against
his education at Leeds Polytechnic led him to pursue punk as a more viable place for his artistic
practice; and Gina Birch, who saw forming The Raincoats as a more effective means of creating
a feminist collectivity than making art. A second type of relationship, by contrast, saw punk
taking direct inspiration from the more experimental approaches to artmaking that existed in
pockets of the same educational system. Members of the punk band Gang of Four, who attended
Leeds University, incorporated theoretical principles and avant-garde aesthetics into their
musical practice, inspired by their teachers, the British conceptual art collective Art & Language
and art historian (and former Situationist) T. J. Clark. Kevin Lycett from The Mekons, another
punk band that emerged from the same art department, placed the group’s debut single in his
degree show, a sign of the porosity between punk culture and the art school at this time.
As the above breakdown makes clear, the history traced in this dissertation remains
strictly within the United Kingdom, covering the roughly two-decade period that begins with the
Coldstream Report of 1960. It ends with Conservative prime minister Margaret Thatcher who,
upon taking office in 1979, immediately issued drastic cuts to arts funding, and in 1980-1982
began to target the higher education system. In 1982, her government established the National
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Advisory Body for Local Authority Higher Education (later the National Advisory Body for
Public Sector Higher Education), a council that advised on the funding and operations of
intuitions of colleges, universities, and polytechnics. By the mid-1980s, the NAB advocated for
the closure and consolidation of art college across the UK, some of which succeeded by the end
of the decade.49 This period 1960–1979 coincides with the development of a number of rich
cultures of underground music connected to art pedagogy, produced by and for postwar youth
across class divides.
While class distinctions began to erode in the postwar period—a fact reflected in art
school admissions—the ethnic and racial character of Great Britain was still rather homogenous
and only in the early stages of increasing diversification.50 In the 1960s and early 1970s, this
extended to the popular music and visual art milieus, which mirrored the deep racial and cultural
divides of society. As a result, the cast of characters traced in this dissertation is primarily—
though not completely—white, straight, and cis-gendered male. Afro-Caribbean and South Asian
artists from the former British colonies did study in London in the 1950s and 1960s, such as
Guyana-born British painter Frank Bowling, who emigrated to the UK seeking greater
opportunities and saw in Modernism a way to image this future. However, as scholar Stuart Hall
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attests, many of this first generation of postcolonial artists ended up disillusioned.51 Bowling
attended the Royal College Art alongside David Hockney, R. B. Kitaj, and Derek Boshier in the
early 1960s, but found himself excluded from key shows such as “New Generation” at the
Whitechapel Gallery in 1964, while his fellow white graduates went onto greater acclaim.52
Bowling ended up finding success in New York, only returning to the UK in the mid-1970s after
gaining footing in the US art world.
While official art spaces were inhospitable to artists of color such as Bowling, critic Guy
Brett argues that underground culture was far more welcoming to the international artists that
called London home in those same years.53 The global cast of performers at the 14 Hour
Technicolor Dream— a benefit for the underground newspaper International Times held on
April 29, 1967—is exemplary of Brett’s assertion. Alongside British underground rock arts such
as Pink Floyd and Soft Machine, this largescale happening featured performances from Japanese
artist Yoko Ono (who staged a version of Cut Piece), Filipino artist David Medalla (whose dance
troupe The Exploding Galaxy performed the Fuzz Death Ballet), US Black comedian and civil
rights activist Dick Gregory, psychedelic band Sam Gopal’s Dream (named after the group’s
Malaysian-born tabla player), and the Nigerian ensemble Ginger Johnson and His African
Messengers, among others. Beyond the 14 Hour Technicolor Dream, this international group of
artists was crucial to the vitality of London’s underground arts scene. Ono staged a number of
gallery exhibitions and public art actions in the late 1960s, while Medalla was a force behind
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Signals, one of London’s key experimental art spaces in those same years; both are also
exemplary of the cross-disciplinary nature of the underground.
With that said, one must consider the specific terms of the underground’s multicultural
ethos, its utopianism, and its limitations in responding to the needs, artistic and otherwise, of
communities of color in Great Britain. As Stuart Hall notes, the second generation of AfroCaribbean and South Asian British artists came to maturity in the 1970s and 1980s, having
grown up under the condition of systemic racism and excluded from conceptions of British
national identity. This resulted in a crisis in belonging and an ensuing search for identity in the
face of this absence:
Separated from their homes of origin, marginalized from society's mainstream, excluded
and stereotyped, discriminated against in the public sphere, pushed around by the police,
abused in the streets, and profoundly alienated from recognition or acceptance by British
society at large, they were haunted by questions of identity and belonging. 'Who are we?'
'Where do we come from?' 'Where do we really belong?’54
Hall attests that in response to this condition of violence and exclusion, these communities used
culture as a means to produce a new Black subjecthood and make their own space within the
social terrain. British Afro-Caribbean musicians, poorly represented on official channels of radio
and television, developed their own underground network of production and distribution through
sound systems and independent record labels. Similarly, visual artists of this later generation
such as Keith Piper, Eddie Chambers, and Sonia Boyce found art institutional contexts such as
schools and galleries to be fraught and unwelcome spaces.55 As a result, they developed
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independent contexts for their highly political works, in order to stage specific conversations
about Black British art and the Black British experience that were otherwise nonexistent in the
UK art world. These included Piper’s and Chambers’ Black Art ‘a Done: An Exhibition of Work
by Young Black Artists' at Wolverhampton Art Gallery (June 9 to 27, 1981); and artist Lubaina
Himid’s Five Black Women at the Africa Centre in London (September 5-October 14, 1983).
While the formal institutions of the art world maintained forms of gatekeeping,
underground culture of the later 1970s, driven by a Do-It-Yourself ethos, provided a more
hospitable environment for working class whites, Afro-Caribbeans, and South Asians—male,
female, and queer—to become musicians, artists, and entrepreneurs. Consider Don Letts, first
generation British of Jamaican descent, whose father ran a sound system in London. Letts
managed the clothing store Acme Attractions on the Kings Road in West London, steps from
Malcolm McLaren’s and Vivienne Westwood’s own emporium Sex; both shops catered to the
young style conscious London punk crowd and were crucial to its formation. This parlayed into
Letts’ role as DJ at the Roxy, the nightclub at the epicenter of this scene; there, he played mostly
reggae records, introducing the genre to the mainly suburban white audiences who had little
contact with Afro-Caribbean people. Gifted with a Super 8 camera, Letts began to document the
events around the Roxy, cutting from the footage a feature length film The Punk Rock Movie that
stands as an important document of London punk. Next, he turned his newly developed skills at
image-making to creating music videos for a number of punk and post-punk bands including The
Clash and Public Image Limited. Letts attests that his turn to filmmaking was spurred in part by
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the DIY and autodidactic drive of punk, an ethos that empowered him to stake his claim as a
maker.56 His story exemplifies how underground and mass cultural spaces because of their
accessibility and lack of institutional oversight can lead to greater equity in the arts. However,
his story is not found within the following pages, because this project is structured by the
limiting contexts of the art school as well as conceptions of art and the artist when they reach
into the confines of mass culture. A future project, which removes these institutional and
disciplinary frameworks completely, will allow for makers of visual culture such as Don Letts—
who do not conceive of their practice through the lens of art, unlike similar autodidacts like
Genesis P-Orridge—to surface and appear.
This complex story of art education’s influence on the formation of underground music in
the UK in the 1960s and 1970s is a crucial part of both British and postwar European art history
and provides an important counterpoint to the hegemonic US narrative, which has to date
dominated the definitions of the experimental and the underground. While the pedagogical
experiments of the 1960s and 1970s have been discussed within the British discourse, this
project offers a more nuanced view of these developments, which were not monolithic in
character, and focuses on their impact on underground music, a topic that has received little if
any attention in art history in the UK. This project is valuable for two reasons. First, it provides
an alternative model of what constituted experimentalism in art and music of the 1960s and
1970s, one based on the conjunction of mass cultural forms and new theoretical approaches
(such a Behaviourism) that provided artists with a new repertoire of images, processes, and
media, rather than tied to only “difficult” high art forms. Secondly, it proposes a new
understanding of what counts as art education. Although much of the dissertation’s focus is on
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official institutions of learning—art schools and university art departments (which themselves
were redefining pedagogy through experimentation)—it argues for the serious consideration of
autodidacticism through collective living environments, nightclubs, and commercially available
musical recordings. Ultimately, this project aims to capture the brief window in which multiple
and inspiring ways of thinking about art and art education were possible—approaches that have
not only escaped art historical attention, but which have increasingly become unthinkable
options in the twenty-first century university and its emphasis on neoliberal models of creativity.
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Chapter One: Changes in Art Education: Art, Industry, and Pop Music under Basic Design
“Richard [Hamilton] had instigated this way of breaking down
how you might think about art—not just fine art, but visual images.
His idea was that from that you could do anything; you wouldn’t
necessarily be a fine artist. You could go on and design cars—or
even be a pop star.”
- Tim Head, artist and student at Newcastle1

Scouring any number of interviews with singer, songwriter, musician, and style icon Bryan
Ferry, one regularly comes across the fact that he studied art at Newcastle University. More than
a just an interesting factoid among many others, this detail has played a significant role in how
the press have framed Ferry’s musical practice in terms of art. For example, in the opening
moments of a 1988 Q magazine article about his recently released album Bête Noire, journalist
Chris Salewicz notes that Marcel Jean’s The Autobiography Of Surrealism and The History Of
Surrealist Painting sat on the coffee table in front of Ferry during their interview.2 Some of his
first profiles in the British music press also emphasize this connection. In a 1972 article, Richard
Williams sees the influence of Ferry’s teacher, Pop artist Richard Hamilton, in “Virginia Plain,”
the debut single of Roxy Music (Ferry’s first major band project). The song’s playful and
imagistic lyrics, Williams argues, “freely criss-crosses between the visual and aural arts.”3
However, Ferry’s trajectory from art school to underground music was not a singular occurrence.
He is one of many British students trained in the visual artists in the 1960s and 1970s who not
only turned to music as their artistic practice but saw their training in art as a crucial influence.
This chapter argues that pedagogical reforms of the 1950s and 1960s—above all, Basic
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Design, conceived in 1955—led visual art students like Bryan Ferry to create self-reflexive and
formally complex forms of pop music. Part of a wave of post-war art education reforms, Basic
Design was the endpoint of an initiative beginning in the nineteenth century to modernize art
education in the United Kingdom by resolving the differences between artistic practice and the
concerns of industry. Developed and piloted across several northern English schools, Basic
Design began with a year-long foundation course—the Basic Design course proper—modeled on
the ground-breaking Bauhaus Vorkurs, and taught students of both fine and applied arts the same
set of principles. This was followed by three years of more traditional academic artistic study
mixed with complementary subjects including art history. The curriculum foregrounded the idea
that art was rigorous, research-based, analytical, and process-oriented—necessary characteristics
for a climate in which the production of art was becoming increasingly professional,
industrialized, and technical. The Ministry of Education saw in Basic Design an answer to the
seemingly perennial problem of British art education: that it neither presented or instructed in the
latest art styles, nor did it fully embrace industry. For this reason, Basic Design informed the
national reform of art school education mandated in the Coldstream Report of 1960.
The origins of Basic Design and its specific implementation in the art department at
Newcastle stem from developments that began far before the 1950s, and indeed before the
Bauhaus. This chapter begins with this pre-history—the work of educators Henry Cole, Edward
Poynter, and William Morris—to argue that the desire for a pedagogy that connects fine art and
industry first emerged in Britain the mid-nineteenth century. Nevertheless, it took the mediation
of Herbert Read and Nickolas Pevsner, historians of art and design, to revive the idea of
pedagogical reform in Great Britain in light of the advances of the Bauhaus. I then turn to the
implementation of Basic Design in UK art schools in the 1950s, focusing on the role played by
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Victor Pasmore and Richard Hamilton in establishing the course at King’s College in Newcastle
(other educators such as Harry Thubron and Tom Hudson were piloting their own approach to
Basic Design at the same time at Leeds College of Art).4 While the Bauhaus was certainly an
inspiration, a closer look at pedagogical statements and exercises reveals a range of influences
beyond the German art school including the biological sciences, studies in perception, and Dada
artist Marcel Duchamp. The final sections look at Hamilton’s teaching (especially after he took
over as director of Basic Design in 1961) and show how his embrace of popular culture created
the conditions for the development of underground music in art schools, specifically through the
example of Bryan Ferry. The aim is to show how Basic Design’s analytic, research-oriented, and
non-hierarchical approach to teaching art assisted the formation of the rich culture of
underground music in the 1960s.
Ferry and many of his collaborators studied art after the monumental change initiated by
the Coldstream Report, which included the establishment of the Diploma of Art and Design (Dip.
AD) in 1960 (intended to replace the National Diploma of Design (NDD)).5 Before the
implementation of the Dip. AD, art schools functioned more as centers for bohemian activity and
creative self-development, especially those with laissez faire entrance policies. Because the 1944
Education Act had made secondary education compulsory for students up to age 15, and free, it
allowed a postwar generation of students from working class backgrounds to have the secondary
school education required to pursue higher education. Consequently, attendance at colleges of
higher education boomed—and especially art schools, which had more lax and fungible
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admissions standards.6 John Lennon of The Beatles failed the final grammar school exams (“Olevels”) that would allow him to enter his college preparatory year (the sixth form). The only
option for further education for him at the time was to attend the Liverpool College of Art, where
he could matriculate in 1957 without disclosing exam results and with only a cursory review of
his sample work. After Keith Richards of The Rolling Stones was expelled from Dartford Tech,
similarly lax and subjective admissions policies allowed him to secure a position at Sidcup Art
College in Southeast London in 1959, mostly through the intervention of his art instructor at
Dartford. In his autobiography, Richards claims to have learned little about art at Sidcup, nor
possessed any interest in a pursuing a career in advertising and graphic design, the two growing
industries best suited for his skills. Rather, Sidcup allowed him to develop his own identity in a
less restrictive educational environment and to commune with others interested in blues and R ’n
B music.
In 1957, the same year as Lennon’s entrance into art college, a report issued by the
National Advisory Committee of Art Examinations questioned the validity of the NDD exam
structure and called for the development of a more rigorous system of qualifications and
assessments.7 This led to the establishment of the National Advisory Council on Art Education
(NACAE), a group comprised of 31 artists, educators, and historians including Victor Pasmore,
Nickolas Pevsner, and Herbert Read. The Council revised the structure for post-secondary art
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education in the UK, publishing these new guidelines as the Coldstream Report in 1960. The
pedagogical vision outlined in the report centered on the intellectualization of art education in an
effort to put it on par with other disciplines in the British higher education system. Newcastle
and its Basic Design program offered one of the models for this new standard. Matriculating
students were required to pass three to five O-level or A-level courses and to take a pre-diploma
foundation course, much like Basic Design, which would teach principles of art and introduce
students to potential areas of concentration. After the completion of this initial year, students
would move on to a three-year university-level course in their chosen area of study that would
also include classes in history of art and other complementary subjects.
Instead of the NDD’s 53 hyper-specialized subjects, students could choose one option
from a menu of four purposely broad areas of study—Fine Art, Graphic Design, ThreeDimensional Design, and Textiles and Fashion—with the intention that they graduate with a
wider and more applicable set of skills. As the Report states, the aim was to offer “a liberal
education in art in which specialization should be related to one of a small number of broad
areas.”8 It is important to note that while Pasmore was part of the Council, Hamilton was not,
and in later years became very critical of its outcome, especially the attempt to nationalize the
Basic Design course:
[Pasmore] was very dogmatic and powerful in putting pressure on other people in the
committee. He was able to put it across that every art school should have a basic course,
and so this was…written into the ministerial levels as a requirement of art schools…And
it meant also that principals of art schools, who had absolutely no interest in the subject,
no knowledge of it, and no desire for any knowledge of it had to appoint people to do that
job. And the whole thing became an absolute mess, because something was being
enforced which should have been the serious and genuine interest of a teacher and teacher
8
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student relationships. It became an enforced policy and system, and therefore quite
rightly fell into disrepute.9
If the pre-Dip. AD art school offered a social environment for Lennon’s and Richards’ turn
to music, the Dip. AD art school encouraged the next generation of art school musicians—such
as Ferry—to take an intellectual approach, which, in turn, bore its influence on their musical
practice.10 The kinds of music that emerged from these two contexts are markedly different.
While in their initial years of music-making Lennon and Richards stuck firmly to one or two
genres (rock ’n roll and the blues), musicians like Ferry created “bricolage” music that was
aesthetically complex and conceptual, self-reflexive, analytic, and intellectually rigorous—the
hallmarks of what Hamilton considered the personally responsible approach to working in the
popular arts.11
I. Before Basic Design: Catching Up with Europe, 1836–1945
Throughout most of the nineteenth century, academicism dominated the education and
production of visual art and design. An 1836 report issued by the Parliamentary Select
Committee on Art and Manufactures admonished British exports for the excessive use of poorly
crafted ornament as well as the local public’s taste for it, and warned of the country’s inability to
keep up with their foreign competitors. The Government Schools of Design, including the
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Central School of Design in London, were established the following year in an attempt to initiate
this change across the country. (Institutions such as the Royal Academy, which were reserved for
middle- and upper-class students of fine art, were exempt from this obligation.) To emphasize
the importance of form over ornament, students were taught using by then conventional
academic methods: the rote and mechanical copying of plaster casts of antiquities and old
Masters, an approach adopted from German design schools in the first half of the nineteenth
century. Despite this attempt at standardization and attention to form, the manufacturers of
design objects like housewares, textiles, and furniture ignored the stylistic prescriptions
mandated by the schools (and informed by fine arts academic principles) and continued to
respond directly to consumer taste and demand.
The disconnect between art education and industry was long held to be responsible for
the lack of quality and sophistication in British design. At the Great Exhibition of 1851, hosted in
London at the Crystal Palace, critics noted that the British wares on view paled in comparison to
the offerings from other countries, especially France and the United States. However, this
perception created the ferment for artistic revolts in the later nineteenth century, from the Arts
and Crafts movement to Aestheticism, and this included the first attempts at modernizing art
education. In educational circles, the main problem was thought to be the rote mechanical nature
of the British academic method, which confined artistic inspiration to a set of distinct periods of
Western art (i.e., historicism) and allowed for little deviation from these strict stylistic
prescriptions. The first shift occurred in 1853 when Henry Cole—who suggested the idea for a
Great Exhibition to Prince Albert—was made Director of Government School of Design. Under
Cole’s direction, students were instilled with a set of principles that would come to shape the
basis for modern design education. These included: the aforementioned precedence of form over
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decoration, that function and material dictate form, and that the simplification of natural forms
are the starting point of good design.12 (Starting in 1856, Cole was the Director of newly
established Victoria and Albert Museum, a place where students as well as the general public
could learn these principles of good design.)
The establishment of the Slade School at the University College of London in 1871,
where painter Edward Poynter was appointed the first director, aimed to offer yet another step in
this process of pedagogical modernization. Also rejecting academic mimicry, Poynter focused on
drawing from life as the basis of art education, a method adopted from art academies and schools
of design in France, which taught students to reduce representation to a basic language of form.
This French method also offered a more Romantic and individualist attitude towards artmaking.
As early twentieth-century English art historian Roger Fry noted, a change in attitude emerged in
British art schools during the late-19th century when it followed this French method (inspired in
part by the vogue for Impressionist and Post-Impressionist art), such that “skill was completely
subordinated to the direct expression of feeling.”13 As Paul Wood argues in his survey of
developments in British art school pedagogy, Poynter’s Romantic approach was first limited to
the teaching of fine art, though eventually it made inroads into the teaching of the applied arts,
primarily at the National Art Training Schools, centered in South Kensington in London. While
modern in its focus on individual expression, Pointer’s pedagogy ignored the contemporary
context of creation, above all the fact that the production of art, and especially the applied arts,
had changed radically since the industrial revolution. Poynter’s commitment to tradition is
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reflected in his own work, which employed oil painting and wood engraving and featured
academic subjects pulled from mythology and the Bible.
William Morris’ Arts and Crafts movement shared with Poynter the notion that the
designer was akin to a fine artist, but this is where the similarities end. As an architect, designer,
and avowed socialist, Morris desired social transformation and advocated a return to craft to
counter the ill effects of industrialization on the manufacture of objects and, more importantly,
the life of the worker. Although he was not an educator, Morris’ ideas began to influence design
education by the end of the nineteenth century, when members of Art Workers Guild (the
primary Arts and Crafts organization) began assuming key positions in design schools, including
those at Manchester, Birmingham, Glasgow, Camberwell, and London (at the Central School of
Art and Crafts), spreading his influence across the United Kingdom. Even the traditional Royal
College of Art followed suit when, in 1901, they established a school of Design in addition to
their existing courses in Painting, Sculpture and Architecture.14 While there was more
equanimity between art and design in these schools, they remained separate disciplines and few
steps were taken to integrate them. Morris himself eventually changed course and began to call
for more ethical modes of industrial production, though his attempts (perhaps because of their
overt utopianism) were completely ignored. At the same time, in educational establishments,
such as the Royal College of Art's Design school, craft ceased to have any populist associations,
and was considered as sanctified and bourgeois as a painting or sculpture. Even though craft and
design had entered the academy, these schools made few if any concessions to industry, nor
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connections to wider audiences, falling short of the Arts and Craft movement’s vision of
unifying fine art and design for social betterment.
The Education Act of 1902 attempted to repair this divide between design education and
industry by laying out a more practical plan: to have local administrations take over the direction
of the schools and forge connections with local industries. This resulted in pedagogical
conservatism. Individual expression and creativity were diminished and instead students were
evaluated according to skill, proficiency, and the ability to conform to existing industry
standards. For their final examination to receive certification, students had to submit a portfolio
of specific exercises including life drawings, anatomical studies, a three-dimensional figurative
model, examples that demonstrated their craft prowess, and a writing sample.15 While students’
training focused on drawing as a technique for the subjective creation of form, their exams
allowed for little to no variation of expression given the rigid constraints put upon the student by
the industrial specifications for production. In the end, there was little room for individuality and
innovation at these schools, as opposed to other industrialized European nations that managed to
resolve the expressive capacity of fine art and industrial production with a greater vision. For
example, in Germany the national reforms that led to the development of a pioneering school
such as the Bauhaus were already underway by 1902.16 In the UK, by contrast, design was
defined as either personal artistic expression or commercial industrial product, but never both.
This situation continued for the first three decades of the early twentieth century, even as
the passage of the (Fisher) Education Act in 1918, based on the Deutscher Werkbund’s
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pedagogical example, established drawing and design as foundational for training in the
industrial arts. The debate about the relationship between art and industry lay dormant until
revived in 1932 by another government initiative, the Gorrell Report. The committee’s charge
was to develop a strategy around exhibitions of art and design and use them as a means to enrich
the taste of the general public. It diagnosed an irreconcilability between Morris-inspired craftbased methods of education and industrial production but did not offer any pedagogical
solutions. Socialist art historian Herbert Read saw many inconsistencies in the report and
consequently questioned the entire project, stating that “exhibitions can serve no useful purpose
unless there are things worth exhibiting.”17 The limitations of the Gorrell Report inspired him
alongside German émigré and architectural historian Nikolaus Pevsner to chart the path forward,
spurred by the need for Great Britain to rise out of economic depression and remain competitive
with the nations of a fully industrialized and increasingly militarized Europe.
Herbert Read's Art and Industry: The Principles of Industrial Design, was published in
1934 in direct response to the Gorrell Report (with subsequent republications in the United States
in 1935, and again in the UK in 1953 and 1961). In his treatise, Read attempts to bridge the
longstanding chasm between art and industry for the purposes of aesthetic, social, and economic
betterment, reviving the utopian goal of the Arts and Craft movement.18 Read recapitulates the
debates, theories, and proposed solutions from the prior century and concludes that if machines
continue to be employed in the production of design objects, then art education must change to
help “create a new consciousness of aesthetic form” and rid society of “false and superannuated
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ideals of beauty—ideals which are largely a superficial ‘taste,’ a cultural veneer inherited from
other ages, when the processes of production were entirely different.”19 This materialist criticism
of stylistic historicism, together with a corresponding call for a new aesthetic based on modern
production methods, echoes the Bauhaus, which Read puts forth as the model for educational
reform. Citing a lecture by Bauhaus founder Walter Gropius, delivered in London in 1934, Read
proposes that the guiding principle is to “accept the machine as the essentially modern vehicle of
form.”20 Read expands on Gropius’ statement, arguing that this shift in thinking requires a new
set of artistic values: the sacrifice of “uniqueness” or originality, and the acceptance that “the
standardised object can possess or express intuitive form.”21 Here, he recapitulates one of the
tenets of Bauhaus pedagogy (which actually echoes one of Henry Cole’s principles): the use of
natural and expressive forms as the basis for standardization.22 If the machine is the maker of
form and the standardized type is preferable over the unique original in the industrial setting
then, as Read suggests, the role of the artist must be redefined: “The machine age... has brought
into prominence an artist of a new type... the artist of abstract form.”23
Following Gropius’ cue, Read saw the need to expand the scope of what qualified as
design: “There is absolutely nothing we make and use which cannot submit to the discipline of
form, and its accompanying grace and harmony.”24 This argument is clearly demonstrated in his
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choice of illustrations, in which domestic wares like coffee pots (66), lamps (71), and chairs (79,
84–89) are paired with industrial design objects such as propellers (62), a relay switch (100), and
a microphone (103).25 Read’s method of categorizing and structuring his images reinforces his
argument. Divided into sections devoted to the inorganic (pottery, glass, metal) and organic
(wood, textiles), he traces the persistence of functional design choices from past to present,
selecting examples from Britain, the United States, Asia, and mainland Europe. One evocative
page spread compares a sixteenth-century British pewter vessel, a Sheffield silver plate tea pot
from around 1780, and Bauhaus student Marianne Brandt’s metal coffee service set; the caption
suggests that “standardization and rationalized production” has a legacy far before the nineteenth
century (and a native British one, at that).26 [Figure 1-1]
While machines and the collective nature of production in the factory setting were crucial
to Read’s theories on contemporary art and design, craft still played an important role in art
education. If industrial art production must “reconcile the necessary qualities of an object
(material, working, and function) with incidental qualities of beauty,” then it was crucial for the
craftsperson to have a working knowledge of traditional materials and processes.27 Here, Read
again follows the Bauhaus model. In the 1938 MoMA catalog that encapsulates the innovations
of the Bauhaus, Gropius asserts how an education in craft helps the designer “come to terms
with” the machine and reestablish the artist's lost contact with the world of production,” offering
a corrective to the “materialistic [i.e., profit-seeking] and one-sided outlook predominant in
factories today.”28 The Vorkurs material study exercises, first developed by Johannes Itten,
25
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articulated the Bauhaus approach towards craft. Instead of teaching students to work with
materials using pre-ordained methods, they were encouraged to reacquaint themselves with and
develop a feel for them, while also understanding their differences, shedding their preconceived
notions about materials, forms, and processes.29 This particular way of framing organicism—as
“truth-to-materials,” in which the artist does not enforce a particular form onto a medium but
rather allows the medium dictate the form— runs throughout Art and Industry. It also resonates
with some of the biological inspirations that would later become part of the Basic Design
curriculum, which were informed by the exercises in Paul Klee’s Pedagogical Sketchbook and
biologist D’Arcy Wentworth Thompson’s On Growth and Form. Both the Bauhaus Vorkurs and
Basic Design were based on the contention that naturally occurring forms offer the best examples
for the kinds of abstract forms required for machine production, given they are themselves the
result of millennia of evolutionary refinement.
The final section of Art and Industry turns directly to Read’s prescriptions for British art
education. As in the text’s introduction, Read stresses the importance of the aesthetic education
of both producer and consumer in creating a strong culture of modern design in the UK.30 For
this reason, Read expresses concern with university and professional as well as primary and
secondary education, and argues that every student should receive some elementary training in
art, design, and art history.31 To train these audiences as both makers and consumers, he
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advocates a multi-sensory approach to art education; here, he again references the Bauhaus,
especially Moholy-Nagy’s The New Vision. Read also advocates the education of “the whole”
person, an all-inclusive approach that requires a new kind of “art master” to replace the one
“trained as a painter at the Royal Academy, the Royal College, the Slade School, or some other
such institution, [who] is often a talented pasticheur in the humanistic tradition of art.”32 Here,
Read gives us a sense of the kind of “artist” needed for this new model of art school: a person
versed in design, aware of the complexity of mass production, with a facility with new materials
and processes, and not wedded to traditions of art. (Here, Read almost forecasts the group of
artists that arise as important educators in the 1950s and 1960s, such as Richard Hamilton and
Victor Pasmore.)
Even though Read diagnoses the mutual isolation of fine arts and design education as the
“fundamental error underlying the whole approach to the problem of art and industry,” he
puzzlingly fails to suggest the full pedagogic integration of both fields, thereby suggesting that
fine art and design practices are perhaps incommensurable.33 Read proposes only to abolish the
current professional art school and set up two separate methods of instruction: one “to educate
selected individuals to be painters of landscapes, portraits, modelers of war memorials, etc.,” and
another “assimilated to the Fachschule [a technical school for professional training], or… to the
factories themselves.” He continues, “The only alternative is to convert the schools into
factories—which is exactly what the Bauhaus was in Germany.”34 In the end, Read’s conclusion
is a compromise: a center for industrial design, Productivist in bent, but lacking the utopian
32
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grandeur of the Bauhaus ethos and vision. The modesty of Read’s proposal suggests the
impossibly of imagining something on the scale of the Bauhaus in the United Kingdom, given
that education there was not nationalized. Recall that the aforementioned Education Act of 1902
had put forth the very same model of the Fachschule. While Read’s concept was not even new
for the UK, its conditions for success were perhaps greater in the 1930s given abstraction—
central to the Bauhaus’ artistically-minded reform of industry—was gaining a footing in the
country with artists like Ben Nicholson, Barbara Hepworth, and Henry Moore exhibiting their
first abstract works in that decade and the one prior.
Read was not only the art historian to advocate the Fachschule model. German-Jewish
émigré Nikolaus Pevsner possessed a keen interest in the history of architecture and design and
had witnessed the development of pioneering Modernist architects and designers such as Le
Corbusier and Walter Gropius firsthand. Teaching at the University of Birmingham, in one of the
UK’s important industrial centers, the issue was crucial to both his research and educational
community. In 1937, Pevsner published An Enquiry into the Industrial Art in England, a study of
applied arts industries ranging from textiles to automobiles.35 His rigorous scientific analysis and
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comparison to the German example reveals the success of the latter’s nationalizing educational
reforms (a fact that unfortunately remains relevant given the divestment in public education
today). While Pevsner notes that the overall education of design fared well in British institutions
of art, they offered little or no instruction in relation to machine production. What he found was a
system that fractured industrial design into two separate paths of instruction: on the one hand,
institutions that taught industrial design as art, via the education of form and aesthetics but little
in terms of the technical industrial application; and on the other, technical schools, which taught
the more pragmatic aspects of industrial production but little in terms of aesthetics or design.36
For Pevsner, the situation was dire; in the volume’s introduction, he boldly claims: “Things are
extremely bad. When I say that 90 per cent of British industrial art is devoid of any aesthetic
merit, I am not exaggerating.”37
Pevsner’s grave diagnosis was due to the fact that industry has not embraced forms
appropriate for contemporary manufacturing methods—a problem that could be solved with
education. His solution, like Read, was to establish Fachschule: schools that “combine the
standards of a first-rate craft schools with the commercial and technical training given by a
technical or trade school.”38 Pevsner suggests that this could begin by establishing a partnership
between art schools and technical schools, to model the fusion of fine art and design education
that was accomplished in Germany with the Bauhaus. As Pevsner argues, the success of this
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model lay not only in educational institutions; factory owners and industrialists also needed to
recognize the importance of pedagogical reforms on the growth of business. Again, Germany
pioneered in this regard. While England’s attempt in 1902 bore few successful results, in 1907
Germany established the Deutscher Werkbund, a government-led coalition of educators and
business owners whose intention was to revitalize German industrial production of goods, and
which paved the way for the formation of the Bauhaus a decade later. To be successful, Pevsner
argued, art educational reform in the United Kingdom must be national.
In their analyses and prescriptions for the future of British art education, Read and
Pevsner both ignore the crucial aspect that made Bauhaus curriculum innovative:
experimentation. Even in its most Productivist years (1923-28), open-ended exploration was
valued as part of the educational experience. Bauhaus instructor (and former student) Josef
Albers enshrined it as central to his version of the school’s Vorkurs, especially to the study of
materials:
The ability to construct inventively and to learn through observation is developed—
at least in the beginning — by undisturbed, uninfluenced, and unprejudiced experiment, in
other words, by a free handling of materials without practical aims.
To experiment is at first more valuable than to produce: free play in the beginning
develops courage. Therefore, we do not begin with a theoretical introduction; we start
directly with the material. . .39
Anni Albers, another former student and instructor in the school’s weaving workshop, also
stressed the importance of play and experimentation in driving innovation:
Many students had felt the sterility of the art academies and their too great detachment
from life. They believed that only manual work could help them back to solid ground and
put them in touch with the problems of their time. They began amateurishly and
playfully, but gradually something grew out of their play which looked like a new and
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independent trend. Technique was acquired as it was needed and as a foundation for
future attempts.40
The experimentation that was central to the Bauhaus model would not become part of the
UK curriculum until the 1950s when incorporated into Basic Design, a delay caused by entry
into World War II in 1939, which paused any further developments in education policy.
Immediately after the war, the Ministry of Education published “Pamphlet No. 6,” which offered
a set of loose guidelines for art pedagogy across all levels. It urged schools to work closely with
local industries and establish their own relationships. It also allowed schools to establish their
own curricula, as long as all students have instruction in the foundational practices of painting
and drawing, and strongly advocated entrance examinations as the best means of assessing
incoming students. The only indication of the future to come is in a section dedicated to design
education, in which the Ministry advocates “versatility” and the need to understand many
materials and processes when working in the context of industrial fabrication.41 The pamphlet
was followed in 1948 by the establishment of the National Advisory Committee on Art
Examinations (NACAE), the main directive of which was to evaluate programs across the
country to national standards and administer the National Diploma of Design (NDD), the means
of assessing graduating students.42 The NACAE and NDD led to few innovations in art
pedagogy: instruction in craft still followed pre-industrial aesthetic protocols, while fine art
education was based on nineteenth-century avant-garde conventions such as Divisionist color
and Realist subject matter (stylistic hallmarks set by the painters of the Euston Road School).43
Exams were in 53 different subjects, many of which indicated specific industries and trades
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(some quite traditional, such as handmade lacemaking and leather bookbinding), and under 50%
passed in the initial years of the diploma. While these immediate postwar developments failed to
deliver the kind of reform sought by Read and Pevsner, they did nationalize the set of standards
required for a design degree, laying the groundwork for the future.
The curricular transformation proposed in the 1930s finally emerged in the 1950s when
several schools across the UK, including the Department of Fine Art at King’s College in
Newcastle and Leeds College of Art, piloted loosely Bauhaus-inspired foundation courses that
taught (what they understood to be) universal principles of art. These reforms emerged because
the UK (along with the rest of Europe) was tasked with not only rebuilding the ruinous state of
the landscape but also restructuring the economy and workforce to be in line with the mandates
of the postwar consumer economy, in which communication technologies were privileged over
industrial production. According to artist and educator Richard Hamilton, there was an acute
need to adopt new models: reflecting in 1960 on his experiences as a student in the late 1940s, he
recalls a series of highly outmoded practices unfit for meeting the interests and needs of students.
These included:
Study of the antique, in which the student cowers beneath the theatrical gestures of an
over life-size plaster cast; still-life, requiring the manipulation, and subsequent rendering
in paint, of a collection of junk no self-respecting secondhand dealer would bother to bid
for; finally and above all, the nude, a suburban housewife with a yen for romance comes
into the life class to earn herself a new dress—posing for art students whose main
ambition is the dribble paint like Jackson Pollock or to cut holes into building board as
neatly as Ben Nicholson.44
While the image Hamilton conjures is undoubtedly exaggerated, it points to the great gulf
between the methods of British art education and the world for which it intended to prepare
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students.
II. Basic Design and the Postwar Landscape of Art and Design
The British pedagogical initiatives of the 1950s, sited at schools across the country
including Leeds College of Art, King's College in Newcastle, and the Central School in London,
looked to the Bauhaus more “as a modernist symbol… than a clearly laid down pedagogic
method.”45 These roughly contemporaneous foundation courses, developed and taught by
William Johnstone at Central, Victor Pasmore and Richard Hamilton at Newcastle, and Harry
Thubron and Tom Hudson at Leeds, were later consolidated under the name Basic Design.
(While the term Basic Design designates the year-long preparatory courses for university-level
degrees in art and design piloted at these schools—also termed foundation courses—it has since
come to describe the overall pedagogies these innovative educators developed at these
institutions.46) Together, they initiated a wave of increasingly experimental pedagogical
innovations that put old educational tropes to rest, allowing new models of art and the artist to
flourish, including live performance and musical practice. To understand how the Basic Design
curriculum led to artistic experimentation with music, the rest of this chapter will focus on Victor
Pasmore and Richard Hamilton, educators who serve crucial roles in this specific history.
Pasmore taught Roy Ascott and Rita Donagh, both of whom became innovative educators in
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their own right and went on to teach musicians Pete Townshend, Brian Eno, and The Moodies
(all of whom will be discussed in the following chapter). At the same school Hamilton taught
Bryan Ferry, later of the glam rock band Roxy Music. Townshend, Eno, Ferry, and members of
The Moodies all cite the great impact their visual art education had on their turn towards live
music as a means of expression.
While Herbert Read and Nikolaus Pevsner advocated for the Bauhaus example in the
1930s, the German art school’s example was only taken up by British educators in the 1940s and
1950s. Basic Design imported the idea of an objective approach to art education achieved
through a foundation course, a year-long preparatory course that instilled in students a shared set
of aesthetic fundamentals.47 As Hamilton noted in a 1974 interview, his aim was to develop a
“pure language [that] could be applied to any specific visual problem, like pure mathematics
which is then applied practically in engineering building of bridges [or] painting a picture.”48
While experimentation was omitted from Read’s and Pevsner’s pragmatic suggestions, British
artist-educators of the 1950s and the 1960s embraced exploratory and less results-driven
exercises as a form of empirical research. Both Pasmore and Hamilton emphasized that research
and analysis were crucial part of artistic practice and embraced technology and scientific
concepts. However, these aspects needed to be reimagined for the postwar context of consumer
capitalism. As Hal Foster notes, the first wave of mass production that informed late-nineteenth
and early-twentieth century reforms in art education had been “supplanted by a second,
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consumerist ‘Americanism,’ one of imagistic impacts sexy packaging, and speedy turnover of
products.”49 This postwar conception of production—focused on visual communication
technologies, seductive advertising, and ever-increasing speed of technological obsolescence—
informed Basic Design.
While the curricular transformations in Leeds and Newcastle are to this day still gathered
under the name “Basic Design,” they were not uniform and looked markedly different in other
educators’ hands, even between those teaching at the same university, like Pasmore and
Hamilton. Pasmore’s hewed closely to the formal focus of the Bauhaus, while Hamilton took on
a new pedagogical model developed at the Hochschule für Gestaltung at Ulm, which transformed
the pre-war Bauhaus curriculum for the new technological terrain of the 1950s, alongside other
influences including perception studies, communication science, and Duchampian chance
techniques.
The first seeds of the Newcastle Basic Design course actually began at the Central School
of Arts and Crafts in London, where both Richard Hamilton and Victor Pasmore taught under the
direction of William Johnstone in the early 1950s. Johnstone had been following the Bauhaus
credo since assuming his position in 1947, professing that “artists should join with craftsmen in
the design of goods for mass production,” for the betterment of British industry and the British.
public.50 Beginning in the 1950s, he hired a crop of young artists—whose work at the time
dovetailed with expressionist abstraction, surrealism, dada, and constructivism—to teach
courses, some of which were in applied arts. Printmaker and sculptor Eduardo Paolozzi taught in
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the textile department; sculptor and painter William Turnbull, woodworking; Pasmore, industrial
design; and Hamilton, the foundation course.51 In 1953 Hamilton departed the Central School
and took a full-time teaching position at King’s College in Newcastle-upon-Tyne (then part of
Durham University, now Newcastle University) as a lecturer in design. The following year,
Pasmore assumed a position in the painting department at the same school, where he was
charged with developing the Fine Arts foundation course.
Pasmore’s course focused on abstraction as a primary visual language, a building block
for all visual artistic efforts no matter the medium or discipline. In developing the curriculum, he
leaned heavily on his teaching at the Central School, which he recalled was “based on [his] own
visual sensations” rather than directly imitative of the Vorkurs.52 While aspects of the course
might have deviated from the Bauhaus model, Pasmore’s own artistic sensibilities were greatly
indebted to the artists affiliated with the German art school. In the late 1940s, Pasmore shed his
practice of post-Impressionist inspired portraits and landscapes, associated with the Euston Road
School (of which he was a co-founder), in favor of abstract collages and paintings that
catalogued the universal forms of the visible world. Square Motif, Blue and Gold: The Eclipse
(1950), for example, follows Paul Klee’s example of combining geometric and biomorphic
forms; rational shapes in bold colors are paired with spirals and striped swirling forms in ways
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that evoke a landscape.53 [Figure 1-2] His turn towards abstraction was inspired by Klee’s
writing, especially his Pedagogical Sketchbook (1925, published in English in 1953), as well as
that of Vasily Kandinsky as outlined in his treatise Point and Line to Plane (1926, published in
English in 1947). In 1954, the year of his arrival in Newcastle, Pasmore’s style took another
marked shift. After completing two public art commissions, he began to explore concepts of
spatial articulation in the studio though Neo-Constructivist relief sculptures made from painted
wood and plexiglass.54 [Figure 1-3] This new interest was also reflected in his teaching, where
students were prompted to explore volume and space. While Pasmore did not openly admit it, his
artistic preoccupations and pedagogical methods in the mid-1950s and early 1960s took a
number of cues from Bauhaus pedagogue László Moholy-Nagy. The planarity and rectilinear
preoccupation of the British artist’s work combines compositional elements from MoholyNagy’s paintings of the 1920s with his exploration of newer materials like perspex (plexiglass) in
the 1940s. Like the curriculum outlined in Moholy-Nagy’s The New Vision, Pasmore’s Basic
Design course privileges principles and aspects associated with sculpture including materiality
and texture, volume, and space.
At King’s College, Hamilton taught the same design foundation course he developed at
the Central School, which employed theories from Scottish mathematician and naturalist D’Arcy
Wentworth Thompson’s On Growth and Form (1917) to model principles of visual art. Hamilton
had been introduced to Thompson by Slade colleague Nigel Henderson who, along with Paolozzi
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and Turnbull, looked to the text to understand Surrealist biomorphic abstraction. Thompson’s
argument—that mathematical principles undergirded natural forms and processes—gave these
young artists trained in a more empirical approach to art and design what they craved: a rational
rather than expressionistic approach to abstraction.55 In Hamilton’s Basic Design course, this
translated into exercises in which students used natural processes as inspiration. In one, a student
is asked to replicate forms from photographs that document cell division caused first by internal
forces and second by the external force of a centrifuge.56 [Figure 1-4] Another exercise explains
how a drop of cholesterol greatly expands its surface area when placed in water in order to teach
students how to fill compositional space.57 [Figure 1-5]
As indicated above, although they were unified under the term “Basic Design,” Pasmore
and Hamilton translated the mandate of the basic course differently during their tenures. A 1959
text by Pasmore, “A Developing Process in Art Teaching”, outlines his vision of the course.58 He
describes Basic Design as “a dynamic voyage of discovery, the means of which are empirical on
the one hand, and analytical on the other,” providing “not only the means for intuitive
development, but also objective foundations for analytical research.”59 To accomplish this, he
explains, the course prompts students to discover their own creative potential in open-ended
exercises; these were complemented by others that presented specific problems. His course also
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struck a balance between exercises focused on pure abstraction and others based on natural
principles, both of which taught students a basic language. To make visual principles applicable
across different media, Pasmore integrated two- and three-dimensional practices into a single
exercise, an outlook adopted from Bauhaus teacher Vasily Kandinsky, who combined the distinct
visual elements of point, line, and plane when teaching painting and two-dimensional design.60
Specific exercises outlined in The Developing Process catalogue and others in the
National Arts Education Archives (NAEA) reveal how Pasmore’s course concentrated on
developing the student’s abstract vocabulary. Topics included point, line, shape, shape
relationship, positive and negative, area division, space filling, surface developments, and color.
Exercises often linked different topics or spanned different media and dimensions. For example,
a Mondrian-esque collage of differently proportioned and scaled rectangles demonstrates
“proportional partitioning of space” in two dimensions while a “space frame” exercise offers the
same challenge by in three dimensions. [Figure 1-6] Another exercise, completed by Rita
Donagh and titled “Line & Area,” involves the gradual deconstruction of a square to create a
larger and more dynamic composition of diagonal lines. [Figure 1-7] While the original prompt
does not survive, it appears that Donagh was challenged to expand the area occupied by a square
using the square itself; the resulting drawing gives evidence of her discovery of dismantling the
shape and arranging the lines so they intersect. Similarly, an additive image exercise not only
taught the basic of printmaking but also tested the student to think of the invention of an image
as a process. In this example, the student carved rectilinear shapes into a linoleum block, making
a print after each shape addition. [Figure 1-8] The first impression is all black; a small white
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angular form soon emerges, which grows larger until it occupies most of the square, turning the
once black negative space into positive shapes on a white ground. Another Basic Design exercise
challenged the student to carve a form from a raw piece of wood. In order the accomplish this,
the young artist must negotiate the existing cracks and fissures in the untreated material. [Figure
1-9] As course tutor Geoffrey Dudley clarifies in The Developing Process, the exercise prevents
the student from “impos[ing] a pre-conceived idea upon the ultimate design,” teaching them that
“the form of the material” must dictate the resulting shape.61 Here, the Bauhaus ethos of “truth to
materials” shows its influence.
These exercises—all developed under Pasmore’s leadership at Newcastle—reflect the
Basic Course’s main purpose, which was to arm students with a basic vocabulary and set of
principles, much like the Bauhaus Vorkurs. They also reveal another set of goals: to slow down
the students’ creative thinking, challenge their pre-existing aesthetic sensibilities, and teach them
to approach problems with a fresh perspective. In teaching students through experiential means,
Basic Design hews closely to constructivist education methods, first developed in the late 1930s
by North American philosopher John Dewey and Swiss psychologist Jean Piaget, which
centered on the cultivation of the individual.62 Yet the Basic Design curriculum—if it can even
be considered a unified curriculum—had a different goal, and sought to move beyond the notion
that art and design was just a form of personal expression. As part of its purported rational and
objective method, the course helped students develop “modes of thinking which will induce a
self-critical attitude in the student.” In the words of Richard Hamilton, “he must learn to question
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the significance of every mark he makes.”63 Basic Design was not necessarily anti-individualist,
but as a curriculum, it downplayed self-expression as the driving force behind art. It suggested
that art should have another, perhaps social, purpose, while never directly outlining what that
alternative should be.
Hamilton’s words show how his approach to Basic Design was distinct from Pasmore’s,
above all in refuting the Bauhaus model. As he acknowledged in a 1974 interview, “I don’t think
that there was any real contact with the ideas of the Bauhaus, other than a very superficial one of
this kind of thing being a good idea.”64 Their differences became especially clear after he took on
directorship of the foundation course upon Pasmore’s departure in 1961. For the most part,
Hamilton retained the existing Basic Design course’s emphasis on a vocabulary of form, but
changed exercises to match his vision of the course and increasingly put students in the position
of challenging their own preconceptions. Hamilton also brought in influences and inspirations
that were absent from Pasmore’s abstraction-centered course, including methods of chance and
indeterminacy, the science of perception, and communication studies. These exercises were
designed to prevent students from resorting to stylistic mimicry, which Hamilton felt was
particularly detrimental; more importantly, it encouraged active thinking and problem-solving.65
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By way of example, one exercise from Hamilton’s course required a student to mark all
the locations of the word “the” on a sheet of newsprint on a separate sheet of paper. [Figure 110] Inspired by his own close study of Marcel Duchamp, who employed chance-based
procedures in Dada works like Three Standard Stoppages (1913), this was Hamilton’s
unorthodox approach to a pre-existing Pasmore-era exercise in which students explore how the
placement and massing of points creates lines, shapes, and volumes. Removing all creative
decision-making, the exercise enabled students to observe how human perception is hardwired to
connect discrete points into lines and shapes.66 (It also resembles the practices of others who
explored chance in Duchamp's shadow, like composer John Cage.) This quasi-scientific
approach reflected the greater goal of Hamilton’s Basic Design curriculum: as he noted in
“Diagrammar,” his teaching statement included in The Developing Process, “The student is
prompted to think of his work as diagrams of thought processes—equipment which will enable
him to derive further conclusions.”67 In other words, exercises did not aim to produce aesthetic
results or finished products but were rather tools of self-assessment and self-analysis—a means
to understand one’s own “thought processes.” In turn, it was hoped, students would be prompted
to reflect on, question, and free themselves from their own habitual expressive tendencies, an
intention that undergirds many of the pedagogies discussed in the following pages, including the
Groundcourse.
As the point grouping exercise elucidates, in addition to Duchamp, Hamilton’s Basic
Design also looked to the budding science of perception for inspiration. In another exercise,

is when it’s encouraging people to use their minds in such a way that they can release their own individual ideas and
produce imagery which comes out of them rather than out of the teaching method....of what has been called the
Basic Course as a program rather than a lot of peoples’ attitudes to teaching, different peoples, different attitudes to
teaching is another, a misunderstanding of events...” Richard Hamilton, interview with Peter Sinclare, 1974.
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based on illustrations by psychologist Edgar Rubin, students create illusions to demonstrate and
test figure-ground perception. [Figure 1-11] (One of Rubin’s black-and-white images of a vase
and two facial profiles was featured in Hamilton’s section of the Independent Group exhibition
This is Tomorrow.) One example from the NAEA is constructed from a white paper form cut out
and pasted onto a blue background. The resulting illusory image can be read in two ways: as a
white forearm with a hand pointing to the right on a blue ground, or as a blue hand gesticulating
to the left on a white ground. [Figure 1-12] A further perception-oriented exercise on
“transformation and projection” asked students to explore how outside forces effect the evolution
of a form. Once again Hamilton turned to Thompson’s Growth and Form, in particular a section
in which the biologist traces how a form shared across the animal kingdom, such as a skull,
changes according to the creature’s environment.68 In Hamilton’s transformation and projection
exercise, the student modifies a geometric form. She begins with a drawing of a perfect circle,
which she then crumples; next, she draws that same circle, now changed by the folds and creases
of the paper support. [Figure 1-13]. Using Thompson’s theory as a point of creative departure,
the exercise introduces students to notions of perspective as well as other ways to invent form by
transforming and developing existing ones.
Other units on “Sign and Situation” and “Image” took inspiration from theories of
communication and the burgeoning study of semiotics.69 In a group of drawings related to the
former, a student investigates the meaning of the arrow and how it communicates. [Figures 1-14,
1-15, 1-16] One drawing shows many permutations of the symbol, some slim and meandering,
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others bold and dense; while it contains no text, it is clear that the student is exploring the
directional force of the arrow and how its style affects meaning. Hamilton’s focus on the
semiotics of symbols, and specifically the arrow, derives from Paul Klee’s Pedagogical
Sketchbook, several sections of which explore how the form of the arrow consistently
communicates “the direction of action.”70 [Figure 1-17] Even when completing a life drawing,
Basic Design student Roy Ascott recalls adding arrows to the drawing to indicate gravity’s
impact on the figure, the result of Hamilton interest in “forcefields.”71 This small anecdote
reveals the pervasiveness of idea-driven diagrammatic formats desired in Basic Design exercises.
Similarly, the “Image” section of the course tested the symbolic potential of images when placed
within new contexts. Students were tasked with creating a depiction of a head “as a collection of
connected and independent sensory organs” using appropriated magazine imagery. Prevented
from using photographs of the human form, students were challenged to think of symbolic
equivalents for the eyes, ears, or nose. Extant collages from the NAEA reveal that students towed
the line between formal and symbolic depictions. For example, one includes a hot dog for a
mouth, a choice that works on both registers; as a sign for the sense of taste, while the shape of
the bun resembles a pair of lips. [Figure 1-18]
The curricular emphases on diagrams, semiotics, and perception indicate an analytic
approach to art and design, which Hamilton adapted from his research into the Hochschule für
Gestaltung at Ulm, a West German art school indebted to the Bauhaus and started by artist and
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designer Max Bill, activist Inge Scholl, and designer Otl Aicher in 1953.72 Hamilton wrote two
celebratory articles about the school, the more extensive of which was published in the June
1959 issue of Design, and offers close analysis of its curriculum under Tomás Maldonado, who
assumed leadership of the school in 1956.73 Under Maldonado, the curriculum took on a far more
rationalist approach: the designer was no longer viewed as the grand orchestrator of projects (as
in the Gropius Bauhaus model) but as was one member of a team that included business leaders
and engineers from the industrial sector. To prepare its students for this new working world, Ulm
went into partnership with consumer products firms like Braun.74
What Hamilton took from the Ulm model was the idea that design education needed to
change in accordance with the new media environment of the 1950s. The pre-war Bauhaus “had
promoted an ambiance of freedom for self-expression” and “advocated learning by doing and reeducation of the senses,” he argued; Ulm, by contrast, replaced these with a new set of principles
that included a dynamic and responsive structure directed by a “senate” of lecturers and students,
“capable of being changed whenever circumstances make it necessary.”75 After a foundation
year, students could choose one of two tracks at the German school: production (focused on
design and construction); or communication (focused on the visual and verbal realms). Hamilton
describes the plans for an institute at Ulm focused on “research and employment in the
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communication industries of film, radio, television, advertising copywriting, visual design, [and]
book production,” revealing the scope of communication design in the 1950s.76 He was also
impressed by the collaborative nature of school work at Ulm; design students were part of a team
of “specialists,” and consulted statistics and other forms of empirical research in preparing
projects.
For Hamilton, the Ulm model was the best means to avoid conforming to a predetermined aesthetic program.77 His approach to Basic Design adopted its quasi-scientific
experimental approach towards the exploration of materials; the emphasis on communication;
the use of empirical research in creating art and design; and the importance of popular culture in
the wide spectrum of art.78 There were two key differences, however. Ulm’s relationship to
manufacturing led to a concomitant inculcation of rules and expectations rather than ideas and
experimentation. Basic Design was far less technologically oriented and less integrated into
industry, and Hamilton preferred a freer and more open-ended approach to teaching.79 In contrast
to the technical idea of the artist upheld by Maldonado, Hamilton’s Basic Design endorsed a
model of the artist as an experimenter and intellectual, who was more keen to explore
possibilities and express ideas than to create concrete aesthetic results.80
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The Basic Design capstone project best reflects the kind of artist Hamilton’s Basic
Design intended to develop. Students were tasked to analyze a single object through a variety of
lenses and using a variety of media. Steven Buckley’s final project on oranges, for example,
included drawings in which he broke down the interior structure of the fruits alongside collages
of images used to advertise them.81 [Figure 1-19] As a summation of the course, this set of
exercises required the student to apply to the chosen object some of the different approaches and
influences offered by Hamilton’s pedagogy (perception, communication studies, and abstraction)
allowing for an analysis of the subject as scientific specimen, commercial product, and aesthetic
object—albeit one that was never purely aesthetic but also in service of an idea. In a 1974
interview, the educator noted “You can’t teach how to make art [but] you can teach people how
to think.”82
To understand Basic Design thus far, I have focused on The Developing Process catalog,
teaching statements, exercises, and historical accounts, most of which present the curriculum
from the perspectives of its designers; however, one must also consider the student’s viewpoint.
Both Roy Ascott and John Walker experienced Basic Design as students during the years that
Pasmore directed the program; Ascott even went on to be a demonstrator, and an influential
teacher in his right. Interestingly, both note that the curriculum at Newcastle lacked a cohesive
vision. As Ascott recalls, at one end there was Pasmore, “a poetic constructivist” and at the other
was Hamilton, “a techno-pop perfectionist and intellectual.”83 As a budding artist, he found it
difficult to resolve these two contradictory models. Similarly, Walker describes a Basic Course
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that was far from uniform and muddled with contradiction. He felt that Hamilton’s interests in
mass culture and chance were “foreign bodies within the curriculum” and “at odds with
Pasmore’s advocacy of constructionist abstraction,” which he felt guided most of his experience
otherwise.84
Ascott and Walker temper the radical vision of Basic Design that most historians seem to
present. In actuality, the curriculum as shown in The Developing Process was only a slice of the
overall experience and represented the most daring components. The rest of the curriculum,
which Hamilton and Pasmore were attempting to change, retained many traditional academic
exercises, such as life drawing. In a recent interview, Ascott recalls spending six months drawing
still life arrangements following Cézanne scholar Lawrence Gowing’s directive: “you don’t draw
the objects, you draw the spaces between.”85 While Ascott does not speak negatively of this
experience, it does intimate that the overall Basic Design curriculum, even when focused on
abstraction or embraced aspects of experimentation, was still (in Ascott’s eyes) “too formal, too
Cartesian, too contained,” as well as “too figurative”—and led him to chart a new pedagogical
course in the early 1960s.86 Walker, meanwhile, admits that Basic Design was a pedagogical
advancement for Great Britain, but concedes that the curriculum did little in terms of preparing
students for a wider career in the arts, with the exception of being an abstract artist. Even though
Newcastle had an adjoining architecture school and Pasmore and Hamilton looked (albeit
loosely) to the Bauhaus and Ulm for inspiration, the Fine Arts department failed to make
connections with that part of the school already involved in the applied arts and questions of art
and industry. In Walker’s estimation, the department existed in a “socio-political vacuum” and as
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a student, he was given no sense of where an artist belonged in society.87 While this failure might
have been an accurate assessment of Basic Design under Pasmore’s direction, the situation
changed when the course began to be overseen by Hamilton. Starting in 1961, “pop art” gained
more traction and presence at the school, due to the artist’s personal, aesthetic, and pedagogical
proclivities, and the new commercial, technological, and artistic landscapes emerging across the
UK, Europe, and the US in that decade.
IV. Richard Hamilton as Model of an Artist
From the overview of Basic Design offered in the prior section, it is clear how
Hamilton’s version of the curriculum prompted students to be thinkers more than makers and,
moreover, consider a range of cultural material—from paintings to magazine covers—as valid
subjects for artistic research and analysis. After he took oversight of the foundation course in
1961, images from magazines and advertisements began to enter students’ exercises and
compositions—but can this be attributed to Hamilton’s curriculum or the larger shifts occurring
in the art world at the time? During the first half of the 1960s, the term “Pop Art” shifted in
usage, from a way to theorize and categorize the image-based practices of popular culture (from
the Independent Group) to a catch-all term to denote a global movement of artists who used
those very same media and images as the subjects for painting and sculpture.88 For example, in
1963 New York-based artists like Andy Warhol and Roy Lichtenstein—who came to define Pop
as an art style—made their British debuts, and soon eclipsed homegrown talents like David
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Hockney who left London for Los Angeles in 1964.89
The popularity of “Pop Art” as a broader cultural phenomenon does not discount
Hamilton’s importance. As this section will argue, Hamilton’s influence on his students was not
necessarily stylistic, but rather a redefinition of what it meant to be an artist. Nicholas de Ville,
who entered the Newcastle art department in 1965, noted that the new model of the artist that
Hamilton represented “didn’t rely on that notion of visual consistency, but seemed to depend on
something else—some kind of intellectual continuity, rather than a purely visual one.”90
Hamilton’s pedagogical approach reinforced this: it resisted older academic models that defined
the artist as possessing a specific set of skills and instead characterized the artist as an identity, a
way of being in the world or possessing a particular behavior. An important part of this redefinition was acknowledging that the artist was immersed in and not separate from the world of
popular culture and advertising. Artist and set designer Mark Lancaster, musician Bryan Ferry,
and designer Nicholas de Ville, all of whom studied under Hamilton (beginning their studies in
1961, 1964, and 1965, respectively), were all impressed that Hamilton, as a keenly intellectual
visual artist, was at the same time deeply conversant with popular culture. Even Roy Ascott, who
spent his time in Newcastle working under the direction of Victor Pasmore and did not recall
much popular imagery appearing in Basic Design demonstrations, remembers a school outing for
which Hamilton hired the local public cinema to screen Billy Wilder’s comedy Some Like It Hot
(1959). There are other such anecdotes. Rita Donagh, Hamilton’s colleague and eventual life
partner, remembers him rushing into an art history lecture and gushing about a newly released
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Beatles’ song (“Love Me Do”); Lancaster recalls discussing Roy Orbison, the Marvelettes, and
the Shirelles with the artist’s wife at the time, Terry Hamilton; and in an interview Bryan Ferry
praised Hamilton’s “wide scope [and] breadth of vision.”91 This young cohort also understood
that Hamilton was more than just a fan of pop culture; he was interested in how it mirrored
society and how it took advantage of the new aesthetic possibilities offered by technology.
While the accounts above point to the diversity of Hamilton’s influences and testify to his
devotion to pop music and movies, they do not fully articulate his intellectual approach to
popular culture, which provided such a powerful model for his students. Looking closely at
Hamilton’s artistic practice and writing in the first half of the 1960s, when Ferry and de Ville
were at Newcastle, reveals what these students found inspiring. Up until the mid-1950s,
Hamilton’s drawings, prints, and paintings had focused on biomorphic and diagrammatic
abstract compositions, but beginning in 1956, he began to use representational images from
magazine and newspaper advertisements. In Hamilton’s breakthrough work of this period, the
painting Hommage à Chrysler Corps (1957), popular references are recombined to produce a
deeply enigmatic composition. [Figure 1-20] The lower half is occupied by the curves and angles
of what appears to be the front and back end of an automobile fused together. Above and to the
right appears the ghostly silhouette of a woman who leans against the car, a specter of the kind of
female figure deployed in postwar advertisements to sell products; her form is only evident from
the gestural black and white paint strokes that hug her frame and the realistically rendered pink
lips that hover over the blank expanse of her head. Hal Foster calls Hamilton’s paintings of this
period “tabular pictures,” echoing the artist’s own words to describe his 1956 collage Just what
is it that makes today’s home so different, so appealing?: “a representation of a list of items
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considered relevant to the question of the title,” making the resulting work “tabular as well as
pictorial.”92 A tabular approach to picture making thus involves analysis and systematic research
into specific types of cultural images.93 For example, the formal similarities between the curves
of the automobile and the silhouette of the female figure in Hommage draw out the connections
between sexuality, product design, and advertising.94 In this regard, Hamilton’s investigation into
the codes and meanings of advertising in his tabular paintings reflect the Basic Design emphasis
on analysis in the course.
Before Hommage, The Independent Group had nurtured Hamilton’s keen interest in
popular culture and the social meaning of its images. A “think tank” that gathered at the ICA in
London from 1952 to 1955, The Independent Group traced and theorized contemporary postwar
art and culture, including the popular arts. Members included critic and curator Lawrence
Alloway, architects Peter and Alison Smithson, architectural theorist Reyner Banham, and
Hamilton’s Central School colleagues Eduardo Paolozzi, Nigel Henderson, and William
Turnbull, among others. In addition to regular lectures and seminars, The Independent Group
presented their concepts and research in the form of exhibitions, which made arguments through
arrangements and sequences of artworks, photographic reproductions, and architectural design,
evoking didactic exhibitions seen at the World’s Fairs and trade shows. At an ICA gathering of
The Independent Group, architect/critic Theo Crosby developed the idea for This is Tomorrow:
inviting twelve cross-disciplinary teams of artists, architects, and critics to offer their respective
visions of modern living.
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The resulting exhibition was on view at East London’s Whitechapel Gallery from August
9 to September 9, 1956. Hamilton, John Voelcker, and John McHale, working under the name of
Group 2, collaborated on a multi-media and multi-sensory installation that combined a range of
high and low images: Marilyn Monroe, The Forbidden Planet, Guinness beer, Van Gogh.95
[Figure 1-21]. A multi-sensory assault of popular and scientific images, with the one fine art
object (Van Gogh) minimized in comparison, the installation seemed to argue that the future of
art existed in mass-media and technology. This reversed hierarchy reflects the thinking of The
Independent Group more broadly. The architect duo Alison and Peter Smithson provided one of
the group’s key statements about popular art. Their 1956 essay “But Today We Collect Ads,”
first published in November 1956 in Ark (the Royal College of Art magazine), argues that the
glossy color magazine advertisement was the contemporary version of the Dutch still life or
genre painting. As architects, they saw the ad as key to understanding modern life and behavior
in the 1950s, as opposed to 30 years prior—the moment of high modernism with the Bauhaus
and Le Corbusier—when architects took inspiration from machine form.96 As they argue, in this
new age “Mass-production advertising is establishing our whole pattern of life—principles,
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least 15 feet tall). Before this billboard scale collage stood a human-size bottle of Guinness beer, the kind of novelty
item used to publicize the product outside of a pub. These oversize non-art images and objects dwarfed a
comparatively small reproduction of Vincent van Gogh’s Sunflowers placed at the further end of the wall. [Figure]
This assembly faced a shorter but equally wide curved wall covered in a montage of movie star portraits, evoking
the scrapbook of a Hollywood fan and emblazoned with the logo for CinemaScope, one of the popular film
technologies of the time. The curvature and proportion of the wall most likely reference another movie format at the
time, Cinerama. In front of this homage to Hollywood stood a jukebox that played contemporary pop records,
providing a soundtrack to the space. More senses were engaged; laid between the two walls was a runner-size strip
of spongy material that, when stepped upon, emitted a strawberry scent. Tucked behind the large diagonally
positioned wall was a corridor featuring a series of abstract optical illusions, including a few rotating discs inspired
by Duchamp’s roto-reliefs and a large Edgar Rubin illustration that was also reprinted in exhibition’s accompanying
catalog.
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morals, aims, aspirations, and standard of living.”97 In other words, ads have a psychological
effect and possess the power to shape the thinking of their viewers, as well as their lives.
The Smithsons’ argument, which was shared by the makers and thinkers of The
Independent Group, is an interesting response to a debate featured in the pages of Ark four years
prior, when graphic designers Raymond Hawkey and Jack Beddington debated the potentially
dangerous economic motivations of advertisements versus their artfulness. In contrast, the
Smithsons openly acknowledge the persuasive power of advertisements, but do not ascribe to
them a particular ethic; rather the responsibility lies with artists and designers to analyze how
they work on viewers. Hamilton shares similar thoughts in the 1960 lecture “Popular Culture and
Personal Responsibility.” While denouncing critics that speak of the dangers of mass media, he
argues that the “design moralists” of the 1920s and 1930s (specifically Lewis Mumford, though
the Bauhaus and Le Corbusier are certainly on his mind) are to blame; when they developed the
concept of ideal unchanging forms for industrial production, they did not account for the power
of mass media to shape consumer taste and desire. In the end, he charges today’s designers,
when contributing to popular culture through the mass media, to “feel a sense of personal
responsibility… and recognize that his act is directed towards an audience and their needs.”98
At Newcastle, Hamilton’s teaching considered the social impact of mass culture and
advertising, prompting students to reflect on their role and responsibility as makers of these
objects and images. As he noted in an interview with researcher Peter Sinclare:
...what I was attempting, however successfully or unsuccessfully, was to give the idea
that it [art] is a manipulation of the real world and that the real world included a lot of
new kinds of materials such as the stuff we saw on bill-boards....I’m sure from the lecture
I did while I was in Newcastle they must have seemed very perverse to the students who
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were confronted with all this stuff which came from cinema or industrial design. It was
simply a feeling of, “Well I bought a dishwasher last week.” This must have some
significance in my life and in everybody else’s life, that is their aspiration. It was a
shaking up process for myself as much as for the students.99
The lecture to which Hamilton refers is “Glorious Technicolor, Breathtaking Cinemascope and
Stereophonic Sound” from 1963, which is cited by a number of his students, painter Rita Donagh
and musician Bryan Ferry included, as particularly memorable and influential (the title itself
derives from a lyric in Cole Porter’s 1957 song “Stereophonic Sound”). In it, Hamilton focuses
on the technical aspects of the different cinematic presentation formats such as Technicolor,
Cinemascope, and Cinerama, all of which turned Hollywood films into immersive spectacles; he
pays particular attention to technological developments that created these effects, including
lenses, optical soundtracks, and the ability to sync multiple projectors to create a single
panoramic image. While the overall lecture presents an investigation of these technologies, how
they work, and their perceptual effects, it also alludes to their corporate underpinnings. For
example, Hamilton notes how Technicolor and Cinemascope led to greater the popularity and
ticket sales, revealing the economic motivations behind the development of technology. More
matter-of-fact and less biting criticism, Hamilton’s lecture was far from a dry exposé of the
commercial film industry and its desire for profit: he presented images on three screens and used
stereo sound, producing a thrilling experience for his student audience, thereby demonstrating
how artists could avail themselves of the very tools used to construct Hollywood spectacle.
Hamilton also modeled this “responsible” attitude in his own artwork beginning in 1963
when he transitioned from making art about popular culture to engaging more directly with
commercial artistic processes and practices. This shift occurred while teaching a generation of
pop devotees such as Lancaster, Ferry, and de Ville. In 1963 Hamilton produced Self-Portrait, a
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photograph staged for the cover of Living Arts 2, a short-lived ICA publication edited by Theo
Crosby. [Figure 1-22] The set for the photograph was created by assembling an array of home
appliances, machines, and popular cultural figures: a white Ford Thunderbird, a typewriter, a
toaster, a white telephone, a vacuum cleaner, a Wondergram portable turntable, a fully stocked
refrigerator, and a Mercury space capsule (a replica sourced from a movie prop house). Two
figures occupy the space, using the car as a prop: a female model clad in lingerie sprawls across
the trunk, while an American football player in full gear leads back against the hood, ready to
throw the ball.
Unlike his tabular pictures, Hamilton brings these objects together in actual space (as
opposed to the abstracted field of painting). They form a surreal tableau of objects and people
consumed as images; the title suggests that this assemblage could, moreover, portray the person
who consumes these images. In creating Self-Portrait, Hamilton followed the protocols of
making an advertisement: as the artist/adman, he conceived the idea and served as the director
for the shoot but delegated well-known commercial photographer Robert Freeman to take the
image (at the time, Freeman was known for photographing The Beatles). Much like an editorial
fashion photograph or a motion picture, Hamilton included credits for Self-Portrait in the
magazine, listing all of the production details and people required to make the final image, from
the model to the stylist and the sources for all of the objects in the photo. Living Arts 2 also
contained Hamilton’s text “Urbane Image,” which divulges the different sources and inspirations
for the artist’s series of tabular pictures like Hommage in the flashy fast-paced language of
advertising. Littered with brand names and Hollywood stars, the text is the linguistic equivalent
to Self-Portrait, written in the style of promotional copy.
Unlike Hamilton’s tabular pictures, which incorporated popular cultural material and
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adapted industrialized art techniques into the format of easel painting, Self-Portrait was an
artistic engagement directly with a system of image-making common to the popular arts: the
photo shoot requiring the input of many specialists (models, costumes, make-up, props, lighting,
photographer) to produce and execute. With this project, Hamilton presented yet another idea of
the artist. Instead of the singular maker who creates art in isolation in the studio, he adopts a
model from commercial creative industries: the creative director who collaborates with a team of
highly trained specialists. This conception of the artist was also deployed at Hamilton’s
pedagogical inspirations, the Bauhaus and the Hochschule für Gestaltung at Ulm, except it was
more Hollywood or Madison Avenue than factory floor.
Hamilton followed Self-Portrait with a series of works that further explored the aesthetics
of advertising photography (Still-Life, 1964; Toaster, 1967). He used products made by Braun,
the German appliance and electronics manufacturer that had a deep connection with Ulm
beginning in the mid-1950s and extending into the 1960s. For Hamilton, Braun and its chief
industrial designer Dieter Rams (an Ulm graduate) were not only notable for their sleek modern
product design and the use of new materials like synthetic plastics, but also for bringing that
same sensibility to the marketing, from trade show exhibitions to packaging and advertising. The
photograph Still-Life (1964) offers a tightly cropped glimpse of a contemporary middle-class
kitchen in which the name-brand toaster oven sits atop a counter, adjacent to two martini glasses.
[Figure 1-23] The image is in fact Hamilton’s own careful re-staging of the photographs featured
on the front covers of Braun product manuals. 100 [Figure 1-24] The artist adopts the aesthetic
conventions of these adverts, including the shallow depth of field that focuses on the product, but
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translates the product name from “Braun” to its English translation, “Brown,” while keeping the
characteristic typography of the German company’s logo. As the artist explains in the 2003 text
“Products,” Still-Life appropriates the tasteful visual language of high design products and their
associated advertising to ask the question:
Does the neutrality of Duchamp or the studied banality, even vulgarity, of the subject
matter in most America pop art significantly exclude those products of mass culture
which might be the choice of a New York Museum of Modern Art “Good Design”
committee from our consideration?101
Hamilton offers his thoughts on the matter by printing the photo at a larger scale (nearly 3 feet
square) and mounting it onto wood, bringing the product and the advertising image closer to the
format and experience of an art object.
Hamilton brought up this specific question in the print Toaster (1967), a multiple that
employed screen-printing, offset lithography, and a special metallic polyester appliqué to mimic
the metallic surface of the toaster. [Figure 1-25] Positioned frontally, the appliance’s sleek
modern design creates a flat image that, without the small indications of the object’s function
(the knobs and plugs on the left and right sides, the feet at the bottom), could be mistaken for a
hard-edge abstract print. As in Still-Life, Hamilton plays around with the logo, removing the
trademark “Braun” insignia and replacing it with his own last name. The entire composition apes
Braun advertisements of the 1960s, in which deadpan photographs of products are placed atop
monochrome backdrops and accompanied by a richly descriptive text printed in a clean sans serif
font. [Figure 1-26] Toaster features copy from actual Braun advertisements, reworked to
persuade the reader to appreciate the aesthetic importance of this appliance, on display at the
Museum of Modern Art in New York, “the only automatic toaster in the world to achieve this
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honour.”
With this series of artworks, lectures, and activities between 1960 and 1966, Hamilton
modeled a creative engagement with mass culture and design. This working method required an
intimate understanding of popular forms, the technologies that they employed, and the systems
of distribution in which they existed, all of which were subjected to analysis. As Hamilton
argues, the artist had to be “personal responsible” to both the work and its audience, taking the
creation of popular culture as seriously as the making of fine art, and not disregarding its
potential to possess aesthetic value and rigor because of its commerciality and accessibility. To
be personal responsible involved learning how popular culture, advertising, and media shapes
personal tastes and desires, and how it possesses the capacity to become the main vehicle for
identity construction in a consumer world. After all, why else would Hamilton title an assembly
of home appliances and familiar media archetypes Self-Portrait?
V. Pop Art and the Formation of Roxy Music
Even though Richard Hamilton adopted and analyzed the visual languages and working
processes of the popular arts, he rarely distributed his work in the channels of popular art. A
notable exception is his cover for The Beatles’ White Album (1969), which was conceptualized
as an unlimited edition of prints, with each copy bearing its own unique serial number. [Figure 127] Despite the fact Hamilton’s work never escaped the context (or confines) of the fine arts, he
was aware that a younger generation of producers needed to engage with the commercial realm
in new and different ways. In the postwar years, developments in industrial technology possessed
the potential to redefine work and the growth of global communication systems helped foster
consumer capitalism. In “What kind of art education?”, published in Studio International in
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September 1966, Hamilton reflects on this new context of automation and how young artists like
his students must react in light of these changes:
There is going to be a need to filter off people from production. There are three possible
solutions to the problems that automation will bring…One meaningful way of diverting
productive activity is to encourage people to work in useless pursuits such as art and to
make it possible for them to contribute to the productive members of society some
enrichment of their leisure time. The art school is a very good centre for thinking about
this.102
While Hamilton does not articulate what he means by “enrichment of leisure time,” the
fact that he refers to visual art as a leisure activity (as a “useless pursuit”) aligns it with forms of
entertainment and consumption such as listening to music or watching a film. (It also reflects his
own study of Duchamp as well as Kantian theories of art.) Moreover, he sees technological
advancement as a potential liberating force, leading to artists adopting new design forms and
practices. (This was especially relevant to artists of working-class backgrounds who could now
pursue professional careers.) As former Newcastle student Tim Head notes, Hamilton’s analytic
approach not only exposed students to considering a range of images from popular to high art as
open to analysis but also gave them the opportunity to bring art ideas into non-art fields and
practices like car design and pop music (see the epigram to this chapter).
A prime example is Hamilton’s student Bryan Ferry, who brought concepts and methods
from his visual art training into popular music. Born in 1945, Ferry grew up as the son of a miner
and a factory worker in the village of Washington, on the outskirts of Newcastle and Durham.
Like many adolescents of his generation, even those growing up in a small town, Ferry immersed
himself in magazines, cinema, and music. The latter particularly consumed him, especially jazz,
blues, R ’n B, and rock ’n roll, much of which was pioneered and produced by Black artists from
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the United States. In his teenage years, these musical inclinations were matched with sartorial
obsessions: in the late 1950s, he was fascinated by Teddy Boys, tough working-class males who
sported long Edwardian coats in bright colors, slim trousers, and pompadour hairstyles, and
listened to American rock ’n roll. In the early 1960s, the Mods took Ferry’s interest; their clean,
sharp clothes had a cool sensibility that looked equally to Black US jazz and European art
cinema for inspiration.103 Ferry’s interests in these different youth styles were supported by
Newcastle itself, which had a thriving commercial center that included fashion forward clothing
shops. While in the sixth form (the last two years of secondary education during which students
prepare for advanced level or A-level examinations in three specific subjects for entry into the
university), Ferry became a practicing musician, joining a rock ’n roll covers band The Banshees
as the singer. When Ferry began his foundation studies at Newcastle in 1964 (two years before
Hamilton’s departure), he continued to sing in bands, first forming the soul and R ’n B group
City Blues with fellow Newcastle students, and later moving onto Gas Board, which had a strong
local following.
Even though Hamilton might have mentioned the occasional pop song in the classroom
and music often provided the social glue for art school hangouts at nightclubs, the fields of music
and art remained distinct for Ferry. As he notes, music offered him “a way of making money and
a form of self-expression,” while he seriously pursued becoming a painter.104 The few accessible
examples of his student work offer a glimpse into his marked development over his four years at
Newcastle. A watercolor painting made in 1964 during his foundation year would become a
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crucial influence on his band Roxy Music, inspiring their first single “Virginia Plain.”105 Ferry
describes it as “a surreal drawing of a giant cigarette packet, with a pin-up girl on it, as a
monument on this huge Dalíesque plain.”106 [Figure 1-28] A rectangular block form, which has
the characteristic shape and design of a box of hard pack cigarettes, stands in the middle ground,
looming over an empty landscape drawn in linear perspective. A female figure occluded by puffs
of smoke stands seductively on the package. She wears a shirt that bears the name “Virginia
Plain” in red lettering; in the foreground, before the packet stands a slim rectangular volume
resembling a sign on which the name “Virginia Plain” is inscribed again. Given the quotation of
product design, Ferry is clearly indebted to his mentor Hamilton and Hamilton’s own influence
of Marcel Duchamp, in the playful use of the phrase “Virginia Plain” to denote at the same time
the type of tobacco used in the cigarette, the young woman pictured on the packet, and the name
of the place depicted in the painting.
As Ferry entered his final year at the university in 1967, he decided to leave the Gas
Board to concentrate on his painting. By this point he had developed his own idiom of geometric
abstraction distinct from the Surrealist and Pop inspirations of his student exercises. A
photograph published in Newcastle University’s school newspaper shows Ferry hanging one of
these paintings for his November 1967 solo exhibition.107 About three to four feet in height, the
painting features a series of rectangular bands in different shades and transparencies that overlap
one another. [Figure 1-29] While each of these outlined rectangular forms is a different size and
scale, they all roughly echo the proportion of the painting. An alleged Ferry painting from this
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same period gives a sense of his subtle use of color; in this case different tones of blue give the
otherwise flat composition of trapezoidal forms on a solid ground a sense of spatial depth.
[Figure 1-30] With this series of works, Ferry is far from the image-focused analytical practice of
his mentor Hamilton or the surrealistic interests of Virginia Plain, instead exploring the purely
formal concerns of hard-edged abstraction.108 Ferry’s trajectory represents the two primary and
polar opposite practices, as noted by classmate Nicolas de Ville, that were present at Newcastle
in the mid-1960s. One, from Hamilton via Duchamp, was focused on semiotics and the analysis
of images as signs; the other looked to high modernism in the United States, particularly color
field painters like Kenneth Noland and the early minimalism of Donald Judd, through the
influence of student instructors like Mark Lancaster.109 After Ferry graduated in 1968, he moved
to London the following year to pursue his art career, supporting himself with a travel
scholarship from the Royal College of Art and a part-time job teaching art and ceramics at a
secondary school in Hammersmith.
While Ferry focused on his career as an artist in the late 1960s, he began to realize that
music could be an avenue for intellectual artistic expression. At this time, Ferry was introduced
to the Velvet Underground by Newcastle classmate Tim Head. The five-piece band was
produced by artist Andy Warhol, made music that blended pop, rock, and avant-garde
sensibilities, and had a strong visual aesthetic. In short, they offered a model for how one could
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link the practices of popular music and the advanced visual arts. However, as Ferry recounts, his
real turning point was seeing rising Black soul music star Otis Redding perform at Finsbury Park
Astoria in London in March 1967 as part of the Stax/Volt European tour:
But after I saw that concert, I felt that I must really do something in music when I
graduate. And I realized that the only way I was going to make music and for it to mean
anything, would be to write some stuff, and try and combine the two lives: one of
working in this quite intellectual, fine art school, which is wholly different from the very
physical world of music—a very earthy thing. How do you combine them?110
A video recording of Redding’s performance from the tour’s April 7th stop in Oslo, Norway
gives a sense of what Ferry might have experienced that night in London. [Playlist 1-1] Backed
by Stax house band Booker T and the MGs and horn players The Mar-Keys, Redding’s
performance is a burst of movement, energy, and emotion, especially his closing performance of
“Try A Little Tenderness,” during which he feigns leaving the stage four times, a repeated action
that builds increased excitement in the crowd after each return.111 While Ferry’s judgment trades
on traditional racialized understandings of art and popular music — fine art representing mind,
intellect, and reason; and popular music, in the guise of a Black soul singer, representing the
body, emotion, and sexuality—he also sought ways to move beyond this dichotomy. Redding’s
concert reminded him of what the world of popular music and the medium of live performance
allowed artists and audiences—an environment for physical expression and direct encounter—
and what his intellectually focused training in visual art at Newcastle disavowed.
In 1970, Ferry took up playing the piano and started to write his own songs, importing the
conceptual creative approaches he learned in art school into popular music. He began fleshing
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out his compositional sketches with his flatmate Graham Simpson, the bassist from his former
Newcastle band the Gas Board. Searching for like minds with an interest in both rock and
experimental music, Ferry connected with oboe and alto-sax player Andy Mackay through Tim
Head, who at the time was beginning a postgraduate degree in the art department at Reading
where Mackay studied (discussed in Chapter Two). Mackay brought along electronics
experimenter Brian Eno to help them record demos, but Eno ended up joining the sessions on
Mackay’s spare synthesizer. Soon, they became Roxy Music. The band ran through a number of
drummers and guitarists, before inviting Paul Thompson and Phil Manzanera to join the group in
1971 and 1972, respectively. Thompson, who drummed for the popular Newcastle rock band The
Urge, could play both straightforward rock ’n roll and artfully complex progressive rock, while
Manzanera’s inventive guitar playing brought a psychedelic edge.
Before Manzanera’s arrival, Roxy Music signed a management deal with underground
rock management company EG, who then helped the band secure a record deal with Island
Records, a label that by the late 1960s included a number British folk and progressive rock acts
on its roster. Although it was independent, Island had a distribution deal with EMI, the largest
music label in the UK, which meant that its records were widely available. Roxy Music recorded
its eponymous debut LP in early 1972, for release later that June. That summer they received a
good deal of press in major music magazines like Melody Maker, Sounds, and New Musical
Express. Most were positive, save for a pan in underground newspaper Oz, and pointed to the
band’s novel combination of influences and sounds. In particular, critic Richard Williams, an
early supporter of the band, picked up on their art connections (most likely due to the fact that
Ferry mentions Warhol and Duchamp as “musical influences” in his official biography.112) In his
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review of the LP, Williams describes the songs as “startlingly visual” and having a “visual
appeal,” and notes that “Roxy Music can bring pictures to your head”113
Recorded and released after the debut LP, the band’s first single “Virginia Plain” offers a
clear example of the imagistic quality of Ferry’s songwriting. [Playlist 1-2] As a departure point,
he turned to his studies as a visual artist: the watercolor resulting from the aforementioned
student exercise from 1964. An initial sketch of the lyric from 1970 is narrative in structure and
translates the subject of the image into an ekphrastic poem, “ruminative” and “reflective and
romantically melancholy.”114 However, between this first draft of the song and the eventual
recording in July 1972, the mood changes greatly. The song returns to the playful tenor of its
origins—the Virginia Plain watercolor— and its inspirations from US Pop Art and Ferry’s
teacher Richard Hamilton:
The painting was done in '64, and although the song was written this year [1972], it
reflects the feeling of that time—I was up in Newcastle, living with a guy who'd helped
Warhol to make the Marilyn (Monroe) silkscreens [Mark Lancaster]. It's a whole
American Dream thing, living up there yet constantly thinking about Warhol's Factory
and Baby Jane-Holzer. It's got some other things in it now Vegas, Nevada, Route 66…115
Ferry has described the final version of the lyrics as “slightly imponderable,” "a torrent of
images,” and a “free association of images”; overall, the five verses are collage-like, pieced
together from words and phrases that evoke product advertisements and dialogue from dramatic
films.116 The song’s opening verse honors the band’s attorney Robert E. Lee who secured the
band’s deal with Island Records and helped them launch their career (“Make me a deal and make
it straight / All signed and sealed, I'll take it.”) These lyrics positions the song as a narrative
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about Roxy Music itself, with the remaining four verses offering an impressionistic view of the
band’s own “American Dream”: a world of exotic travel (Acapulco, Rio, Havana), hobnobbing
with underground celebrities (i.e., Warhol Superstar Baby Jane Holzer), and late-night revelry in
clubs and casinos. Released in 1972, a good deal of the pop references glance back to prior eras.
The phrase “hipster jive” was popular with jazz fans in the 1940s; the “cha-cha” was a dance
phenomenon in the late-1950s and early-1960s; and “Studebaker” automobiles were defunct by
1967. Even the sound of the motorcycle revving that accompanies the line “teenage rebel of the
week” evokes the Shangri-Las dramatic 1964 hit “Leader of the Pack.” [Playlist 1-3] While there
are certain precedents in the surrealistic lyrics of 1960s Bob Dylan (Ferry covered his 1962 song
“A Hard Rain’s a-Gonna Fall” in 1973) as well as the psychedelic and progressive rock of the
time (Pink Floyd, King Crimson), on a formal level Ferry’s lyrical “torrent of images” is most
akin to Hamilton’s tabular pictures. And like these collaged paintings, “Virginia Plain” consists
of popular and underground cultural “images” from distinct times, spaces, and origins, which are
sutured together to produce meaning. Just as Hamilton’s paintings explore how advertising
functions, “Virginia Plain” reveals how the fabulous life of the rock band is a dream image that
serves as a form of advertising in its own right.
The concept of band as product is reflected in the design of their eponymous debut
record. Overseen by Ferry’s Newcastle classmate Nicolas de Ville, the gatefold sleeve is graced
by a photograph of model Kari-Ann Muller lying in a recumbent pose reminiscent of both pin-up
models and historical paintings of female nudes.117 [Figure 1-31] Muller wears a 1940s/1950sstyle white bodysuit trimmed with a pink ruffle and a white and blue ruffled stole, designed by
Royal College of Art graduate Anthony Price. Roxy Music would continue to feature female
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models on the covers of their records, a deliberate choice that even at the time made band
member Eno uncomfortable. He spoke disparagingly about this practice, suggesting that it
objectified women for the purpose of selling records: “We had to get a girl in to pose for the
cover of the new album, which I thought was a drag because it's all becoming too
stereotyped.”118 At the same time, Muller’s bared teeth, tilted head, twisted pose, and garish blue
eyeshadow are highly exaggerated, turning an image of a sexy cover girl into something more
grotesque and camp. Nestled behind Muller’s cape on the back cover of the gatefold sleeve sits a
gold record, linking the display of her sexuality with the band’s desire for success.119 [Figure 132] Like Hamilton’s Hommage à Chrysler Corps, the cover of Roxy Music makes it apparent, in
a self-reflexive manner, that sex sells records—-and that images of women are deployed to do
so.
Like the lyrics of “Virginia Plain” and Hamilton’s tabular pictures, Roxy Music’s sound
is an admixture of different influences that, in juxtaposition, produce meaning. Ferry describes it
as a clash of different genres including Black US R ’n B, Tin Pan Alley songcraft (Cole Porter),
and avant-garde experimentation (the Velvet Underground, John Cage).120 In a 1972 article,
Ferry describes this collage approach to style and genre as the influence of Marcel Duchamp,
whom he calls “a kind of will o' the wisp of art, lending his hand to all kinds of activity.” He
summarizes, “We’re not the kind of band to find a formula and then stick to it. That's
deathly!”121 Brian Eno similarly proclaimed at the time: “The only style I'd like to have is one
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that deals with other styles if you see what I mean—I’d like it to be said that our style is to be
able to work with every style and to work them, integrate them into our way of playing.”122 Like
the cover of their debut record, Roxy Music’s stylistic collage reveals the “truth” of pop music as
a genre built on appropriation and reinterpretation. In opposition to rock musicians like Joe
Cocker or Eric Clapton who mimicked every aspect of a specific genre (Black R ’n B and Blues,
respectively) in order to appear authentic, Roxy Music perversely mixed musical conventions.123
Ferry’s description of a song featured on the debut LP, “Ladytron,” reflects the band’s collagist,
genre-mixing tendencies: “There’s a '50s spaceship-type opening, then a cowboy song, then a
kind of Phil Spector thing where an oboe solo like one of those organ solos they used to do, and
a piece with synthesised guitars.”124 [Playlist 1-4] (The band’s incorporation of different genres
and experimental techniques will be discussed further in Chapter Two.)
This highly stylized collage sensibility extended to the band’s dress on stage and in
promotional materials. On the inner section of the gatefold sleeve, the group sport a range of
looks that evoke different eras: three are in leather jackets and heavily greased pompadours like
1950s rockers (Mackay, Ferry, Manzanera); two wear newly in-vogue glam-inspired animal
prints (Ferry, Eno); Eno also sports glamorous make-up and long slick-backed hair. [Figure 133] In a 1972 interview, Eno notes how the band’s look added another layer to Roxy Music’s
overall collage aesthetic:
I don't think we'll ever have a smooth, coherent image because we'll always be moving,
and there'll always be rough edges to what we do. There's an immediate contrast between
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what we wear too and what we play—something very incongruous about it. I love that,
and I don't think it's a bad thing to confuse people.125
While they never reached the mass popularity of The Who or The Rolling Stones, Roxy Music
developed an active fan base who followed their stylistic interests and precepts.126 Cultural critic
Peter York wrote a 1976 essay (“Them”) that scrutinized the adherents of the “high-style
aesthetic” that circulated around the band.127 As York observed, many were students of applied
arts and design, believers in “stylistic novelty and originality,” and learned from Pop Art “how to
look at thing in a cock-eyed way, i.e. in a way that somebody else had already looked at them”
(i.e., pastiche) and take pop culture seriously.128 York claims Ferry to be the ultimate “Them,”
noting that he “should hang in the Tate with David Bowie.”129 Through the essay, it becomes
clear that the practice of this group of young creatives, which shuttles between high art and pop
and collages together distinct styles from different eras, is a form of post-modern pastiche avant
la lettre. However, unlike conceptions of postmodernism that emerged from critical theory and
discourses in art and architecture, York’s formulation of “Them” is a bottom-up approach, which
considers the practices of makers working between art and pop and within the deluge of mass
culture.
Roxy Music’s smart and playful pop not only revealed the truths of how music
manufactures desires but also served as a gateway to intellectual pursuits and high art aesthetics
to its young fans. Unlike Hamilton’s wartime generation, for whom magazines, films, and movie
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stars were key to identity formation, Ferry’s generation—born into the heights of a flourishing
youth culture—revered pop music and its stars were central to the formation of personal and
collective identity. This model of the personally responsible artist helped foster the postwar
culture of popular modernism of which Roxy Music formed a part, an alternative system of
culture accessible through popular channels that also served as an extra-institutional educational
sphere. Characterized by an astute and studied aesthetic sense and intellectual rigor, this culture
of personally responsible pop intended to enrich the lives of mass audiences, a development that
I would like to argue derives directly from Hamilton. As the artist noted in a 1960 lecture:
Although the intellectual participates in the production and consumption of popular
culture he is apart from it in one important sense; he is more aware of the entire
circumstances of the phenomenon as a social situation than is the normal consumer.130
The artist differs from the consumer in understanding the entire system of popular culture, how it
functions, and how it manufactures desire. However, the ideal culture is one in which both
producers and consumers possess this knowledge, “in which awareness of its condition is
universal” and intellectual pursuits and the arts are accessible to all.131 Roxy Music’s debut LP
and single “Virginia Plain” follow Hamilton’s directive, striking the balance between pleasurable
pop music and a challenging self-critical modern work of art.
VI. Music Culture as Alternative Art Education
As Peter York argues, the postwar British art school—and specifically the ethos of
Hamilton’s teaching—provided Roxy Music and members of the band’s circle with a specific
approach to the form and function of popular culture. Proof of this influence is how this music
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was received by its audiences. In a recent interview, graphic designer Peter Saville, who was
foundational for the visual aesthetic of Manchester postpunk label Factory Records, remarked on
how Roxy Music introduced him to alternate aesthetic sensibilities that he would never otherwise
have encountered via his traditional middle-class upbringing. As Saville remarks, "pop
pathways” are “portals for your own inquiry” and help foster a culture of auto-didacticism,
including his own. 132As opposed to the distant and autonomous realm of the fine arts, music was
accessible. Moreover, it was central to the identity of youth and offered them a direct
experience—whether through the listening of reproducible media at home or the live
performance at the club—making it more “insidious.” (Saville's choice of words corroborates
Ferry’s description of music as physical and earthy, in comparison to the cerebral realm of fine
art.) As a result, musicians like Roxy Music were “more effective than the given curriculum,”
offering “themes, topics, reference points, context [as] avatars of your admiration,” and
providing access to obscure areas of culture and history. From “Virginia Plain,” Saville learned
about Warhol superstar Baby Jane Holzer, and in the band’s 1973 single “Do the Strand” he was
introduced to Ballets Russes impresario Sergei Diaghilev.133 Similarly, record covers showed
him “the world he was not experiencing in Cheshire in northern England.” These covers (and I
would argue the musicians) became one of the few encounters a young person in a culturally
isolated region of the UK could have with contemporary art and contemporary artists.134 These
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lessons from the culture of post-modernist pastiche of the early ‘70s represented by Roxy Music
(as traced in Peter York’s “Them”) also introduced Saville to a working method. When
designing record covers for Manchester punk bands in the late 1970s, he compiled his own set of
historic references, in this case, 1920s Modernist design pioneers, in particular, German
typographer Jan Tschichold. [Figure 1-34] For Saville, it was important to create a link between
the contemporary punk movement and an earlier period of social and aesthetic upheaval. As will
be discussed in Chapter Five, punk’s independent label system gave Saville and his peers greater
access to produce and distribute their work as commercial objects without the oversight or
intrusion of market forces.
The relationship between Saville and Roxy Music is only one of many within this
alternate history of art education and production that the culture of music made possible in the
1960s and 1970s. Many more received aesthetic lessons from record covers, lyrics, and music,
and then turned to these same media to remake the world around them. Two figures impactful on
artist-musicians of Saville’s generation—Pete Townshend of The Who and Brian Eno of Roxy
Music—also attended art school, studying with the innovative art educator Roy Ascott. A student
of Victor Pasmore in Newcastle, Ascott went on to develop his own experimental pedagogy
based on the emergent field of cybernetics and theories of communication, which conceptualized
artworks as feedback mechanisms. While the Groundcourse emerged out of Ascott’s experiences
as a student and instructor of Basic Design, the course’s development is roughly contemporary to
Hamilton’s own educational exploits recounted in this chapter and should be viewed in parallel

now, in real life.” He continues, “I read in the context of a work of art, there was product design, product
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art was the future. Peter Saville, interview with the author, March 8, 2013.
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to it. It is to Ascott’s Groundcourse and his pedagogical concept of Behaviorism that we now
turn.
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Chapter Two: Experimentation in the Art School: Feedback in the Groundcourse (19631969)
The previous chapter showed how pedagogical reforms in the British art school system of
the 1960s created conditions for the formation of underground music, allowing young art
students such as Bryan Ferry to bring concepts and processes from his study of modern and
avant-garde art into his musical practice. Ferry considers his education under Richard Hamilton
as formative to the development of Roxy Music. Basic Design, the foundation course developed
by Victor Pasmore, Hamilton, and others in the 1950s, was revolutionary in expanding the
possibilities for artistic production, putting popular art forms such as package design,
advertising, Hollywood film, and rock music on equal footing with advanced artistic practices of
the 1960s.
But Hamilton was not the only innovative educator to promote popular art forms in the
studio. Brian Eno, Ferry’s future bandmate in Roxy Music, recalls the leader of his foundation
course at Ipswich Civic College, artist Roy Ascott, playing a recording of The Who’s “My
Generation” in the classroom. Ascott was demonstrating that pop was another possible outcome
of a degree in art, since the band’s guitarist and main creative force Pete Townshend studied
under Ascott at Ealing College of Art from 1961 to 1963. Until this day, Townshend has credited
his well-known guitar-smashing stage antics to a lecture on Auto-Destructive art delivered by
Gustav Metzger at Ealing in December 1962 under Ascott’s invitation. Like Ferry and
Townshend, Eno’s art educational experiences with Ascott helped him develop his particular
approach to making music. In his case, Eno’s ethos as a processor rather than producer of sound
and his experimental studio techniques derives directly from the open-ended group exercises that
he encountered during Ascott’s foundation course, the Groundcourse, at Ipswich Civic College
from 1964 to 1966.
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Both Townshend and Eno were inspired by Ascott’s distinctive approach to art education,
each learning a particular lesson from their experience and resulting in musical outputs that
looked and sounded markedly different from one another. From the Groundcourse, Townshend
took the understanding that shock and disruption were necessary for innovation and, as a result,
employed entropic guitar feedback to upset the conventional structure of The Who’s rock ‘n roll
songs. The potential for shock and disruption increased when the feedback was paired with the
ritual destruction of the guitar, together becoming a potent symbol of war and destruction and
offering a socio-political commentary on current events. Eno, by contrast, adopted a different set
of inspirations from his Groundcourse experience, namely Ascott’s focus on generative systems
and the principle of feedback in the creation of art. These influences led Eno towards the practice
of experimental music, and the use of synthesizers and recording technologies to process and
augment sound.
Disruption and generative feedback systems are the two primary guiding principles of
Ascott’s Groundcourse, and each represents a specific facet of the overall course. During the first
year, tutors used shock tactics to disabuse students of the outmoded and clichéd understandings
of art learned in secondary schools, forcing them to unlearn their preconceptions about art.
Discouraged from relying upon these rote behaviors, students were instead encouraged to find
new languages for their aesthetic tasks at hand. In the second year of the course, students
participated in behavioral self-analysis, collective art-making exercises, and games, in which
they learned not only to work collaboratively but also to draw upon generative systems and
feedback to counteract personal tendencies. These shifted attention from the art object to the
notions of art as process and communication between artist and viewer. A range of sources,
including Ascott’s statements and artworks, interviews with the artist, first-hand accounts from
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students, and theoretical influences, demonstrates how these aspects of the Groundcourse and
Ascott’s pedagogical theories fostered and connected deeply with aspects of musical expression.
While the Groundcourse was indebted to the standard set by Basic Design, it differed in
terms of its principles and educational methods because of the twin theoretical inspirations of
behavioral psychology and cybernetics, the newly developed science of communication in
animal and machine. Like Basic Design, the Groundcourse sought to break students’ attachments
to older inherited norms about art and art making and teach them a set of new foundational
principles but did so by placing students within experimental scenarios inspired by behavioral
psychology. In the early 1960s, Ascott became preoccupied with the open interpretability of
abstraction and how both artist and viewer were important in determining the meaning of a work
of art. The resulting theory of behaviorism (a term propagated by Ascott) was based on the
understanding that the creative act occurs across a network of people and drew upon cybernetic
principles such as feedback and control.1 As Ascott himself asserted in the 1966-67 statement
“Behaviorist Art and the Cybernetic Vision”:
Behaviorist art constitutes...a retroactive process of human involvement, in which the
artifact functions as both matrix and catalyst. As matrix, it is the substance between two
sets of behaviors; it exists neither for itself nor by itself. As a catalyst, it triggers changes
in the spectator’s total behavior. Its structure must be adaptive, implicitly or physically, to
accommodate the spectator’s responses, in order that the creative evolution of form and
idea may take place. The basic principle is feedback.2
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One of the goals of the Groundcourse was to inculcate students in interdependent and
responsive patterns of creative behavior. Historical accounts of Ascott’s teaching have
acknowledged the importance of cybernetics on the course’s development but delved far less into
the influence of behavioral psychology and other scientific theories.3 While cybernetics provided
Roy Ascott’s Groundcourse with concepts such as feedback and automation, as well as ways to
think about communication between humans and machines, was it, as historian Edward Shanken
asserts, a complete “cybernetic art pedagogy”?4 Shanken’s claim follows from the fact that
Ascott’s own work was greatly indebted to the cybernetic discourse and that the artist himself
saw little distinction between his art and teaching; as Ascott states, “The two activities, creative
and pedagogic, interact, each feeding back to each other.”5 Shanken’s analysis of cybernetics
focuses solely on the originator of the discipline Norbert Wiener—a key influence on Ascott’s
art—but offers little discussion of British thinkers W. Ross Ashby, Frank H. George, who were
greatly influenced by behavioral psychology and were crucial to experimental method of the
Groundcourse.6 The emphasis on Wiener dovetails with Ascott’s later explorations of networked
computer art, ignoring the fact that the Groundcourse was still rooted in the very material worlds
of the design and art exercise as well as the behavioral psychology experiment.7 The more recent
account offered by Kate Sloan discusses the impact of Ascott’s pedagogy on underground
culture, but does not connect the Groundcourse’s process over product ethos to changes in
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consumer society, which paved the way for students like Townshend and Eno to engage in a
range of activities as art, not only straddling media but also the commercial and avant-garde
divide.8
The chapter will conclude by positioning the Groundcourse in relation to other art
educational experiments centered on the principle that art is a dynamic process: Peter Kardia’s
Advanced Course in Sculpture at St. Martin’s School of Art and Rita Donagh’s White Room
Experiment at Reading University. These other pedagogical initiatives treated education as a
form of behavioral reconditioning and show how Ascott’s course was part of a larger
pedagogical wave. Like the Groundcourse, students of these experiments turned from the visual
arts to music. The Advanced Course in Sculpture at St. Martin’s School of Art brought Gilbert
Prousch and George Passmore (later, Gilbert & George) to pursue musical performance as an
artistic form. At Reading University, the White Room Experiment, a learning environment that
encouraged students to explore a variety of media and techniques, spurred the formation of the
cabaret-cum-performance art troupe The Moodies. If the Groundcourse’s guiding principles of
disruption, generative processes, and feedback inspired the musical experimentation of Pete
Townshend and Brian Eno, then it was these exact principles that led these young art students to
experiment with music.
I. Disruption: Pete Townshend, Gustav Metzger, and the Groundcourse’s Behavioral
Reconditioning
In 1961 Pete Townshend entered Ealing College of Art and Design. Like most art
students in the UK, he needed to complete a two-year foundation course before applying for his
Dip. AD course, which involved further specialization. At the time of Townshend’s
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matriculation, Roy Ascott was the newly appointed course leader at Ealing and had been charged
with recreating Basic Design at the college, given he was both a graduate of and a tutor for the
innovative pre-Dip. AD foundation course at Newcastle University (then part of King’s College
in Durham). Basic Design provided the model for the type of foundation course outlined in the
Coldstream Report, a national reform of the British art education system.9 Much like other art
schools, Ealing was put under pressure to fall in with the new standards set by the Report.
Instead of faithfully recreating Basic Design, Ascott seized the opportunity to expand upon its
experimental, exploratory, analytical, and process-oriented aspects, bringing them to new ends
and developing his own visionary form of art education. Ascott called his introductory
foundation course the Groundcourse and named the theory of art and education that provided its
core principles behaviorism.
The expressed goal of the Groundcourse was to recondition students, challenge their
preconceptions about art, and introduce new possibilities for creative practice.10 This process
occurred over a two-year span, with the first dedicated to breaking rote patterns of behavior and
the second to building up new ones that were collective and responsive. To achieve these goals,
Ascott chose demonstrators who practiced different styles, mastered different artistic techniques,
and even studied different disciplines, including science and cybernetics (the latter would prove
to be crucial to his thinking in his next teaching position at Ipswich Civic College). According to
Ascott, his selection of tutors and demonstrators was based on a principle from information
theory that “requisite variety generates information.”11 Teachers at Ealing included visual artists
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R. B. Kitaj, Anthony Benjamin, Adrian Berg, Bernard Cohen, Noel Forster, Stephen McKenna,
Peter Startup, and Brian Wall, as well as art historian David Bindman. Together, they covered a
range of media (primarily painting and sculpture) and represented abstract and figurative currents
in art. While Ascott considered his choice of tutors innovative, they were all white males; his
understanding of diversity was limited to process and technique and did not countenance race
and gender. In addition to teaching foundational art principles, Ascott wanted instructors to
introduce students to “whatever is happening in their studio” as a means to give them a more
practical understanding of how artists work.12 To the expected cast of artist instructors, he added
more experimental figures including painter/computer programmer Harold Cohen and
artist/curator Denis Bowen; their presence as tutors followed from the Coldstream prescription
that art be treated more as an academic subject (like the liberal arts) than a vocational one, and
expose students to a breadth of disciplines and perspectives.
Much like Basic Design, the first stage of the Groundcourse presented students with
specific problems and situations that aimed “to shake up preconceptions and established
patterns,” laying the groundwork for their eventual reconditioning.13 In “The Construction of
Change” (1964), Ascott’s first published pedagogic statement, he imagines the limited mindset
with which many of his students arrive at art college:14
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The new student’s preconceptions of the nature of art and his own limitations (“Art is
Van Gogh”; “Art is what my teacher said it was to get me through my art exam”; “I am
no good at colour”; “I am the class clown”; “I am thick, but good at patterns and
posters”) must first be severely shaken and opened up to his close scrutiny. His
disorientation is contrived within an environment that is sometimes unexpectedly
confusing, where he is faced with problems that seem absurd, aimless, or terrifying.15
The contrived disorientation sought by Ascott was carried out in a series of foundation exercises
intended to “dismantl[e] the idea that you are either a good or bad artist, and that whatever you
are is fixed” and “get the kids out of a suburban, O level, schoolwork way of thinking.”16 One
group challenged the principles of drawing, for centuries the cornerstone of Western art
education. In one of these lessons, students were asked to draw the room in “reverse
perspective,” overturning one of the hegemonic devices of traditional art instruction. In life
drawing class, students were asked to spend specific amounts of time drawing different parts of
the body, but in inverse proportion to their usual importance in a naturalistic depiction; a “face in
three minutes” but “a right ankle in two days.”17
Another unit on perception studies aimed to make students comprehend the ways in
which they see. Imaginative yet empirical, students received prompts such as, “Imagine you
wake up one morning to find that you are a sponge. Describe visually your adventures during the
day,” to which they were to respond.18 In understanding how something else in the world sees,
the student begins to understand the characteristics and limitations of human perception and
perspective. Other exercises challenged these boundaries of visual experience, exploring
conceptual and synesthetic dimensions of an image: “Use only solid shapes to discuss your
perception of: a bottle of ink; fish and chips; a police siren; ice hockey.”19 In addition to these
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challenges to perception, students encountered newer methods of technological production,
foreign to the study of visual art before the 1960s: courses such as light-handling in which
“students [can] control a limited environment with lights, coloured filters, grids and lenses,
moving screens, and prefabricated items” or assignments dedicated to kinetic, interactive
sculpture.20 These were offered alongside a variety of more traditional, professional techniques
such as printmaking and woodworking.
In his 2012 autobiography Who I Am, Pete Townshend recalls a disruptive series of
lessons in his course on draftsmanship. In the first, an “old-guard” teacher taught Townshend and
his fellow students to draw a perfect 6-inch line through simple mechanical repetition of the task,
a rote method of instruction pulled from nineteenth-century art pedagogy. The second lesson,
however, was an about-face and confronted students with contemporary conceptions of art and
education. “Conducted by a member of the new guard”—in this case abstract painter,
printmaker, and sculptor Anthony Benjamin—it was “a test to assess the degree of our
preconceptions.”21 When Benjamin asked Townshend and his classmates to draw a line, they
simply reproduced their perfect well-practiced, rote, mechanical forms to which Benjamin
responded with incredulity. He then pricked his finger and “dragg[ed] blood across a white sheet
of paper, [stating] ‘That’s a line. Do you understand?’”22 This exercise made it evident to
Townshend that he was not receiving a formal education but rather a behavioral re-conditioning.
This anecdote is a clear encapsulation of the first year of the curriculum, which according to
Ascott was specifically designed “to disabuse [students] of all of their preconceptions about
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themselves, about artists, about art.”23 At the same time as the demonstration disrupted students’
ideas about how to make a line, it also introduced bodily action and performance as a potential
medium. As art historian Kate Sloan notes, “The abandonment of the precisely drawn
draftsman’s line for a line dragged in blood represented a move from objective, material
construction to an embodied, performative physicality of process.”24
As the line exercise reveals, the emphasis on disorientation and disruption bordered on
cruel. Ealing at times felt like a giant behavioral laboratory, with the students as its research
subjects. Ascott recalls one experiment during an evening of performances in 1962. At the end of
each performance, the lights were turned off and then back on, signaling the beginning of the
next act. The repeated turning-off-and-on of the lights conditioned audience members to expect a
certain pattern in the structure of the event. At the end of the last performance, the lights
remained turned off for an extended amount of time. Given their behavioral conditioning, the
audience remained in the dark expecting another performance. After a good deal of time with no
change in the lighting nor any movement on stage, the audience began to leave the auditorium in
the dark. It is unclear if Ascott, other faculty members, or students were responsible for what
happened next: marbles had been placed on the floor outside of the auditorium. Disoriented from
the sudden shift in light level, moving from the darkened auditorium to the well-lit vestibule, the
audience exited unsuspectingly into a hazard, causing them to slip and fall.25 It was a behavioral
experiment gone too far, and a clear demonstration of the aggression and violence implicit in the
Groundcourse’s aim to disrupt preconceptions and recondition.
23
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Brian Eno, who studied with Ascott at Ipswich Civic College from 1964 to 1966, recalls
equally startling exercises and experiences. One afternoon the students were directed to
congregate in the school’s courtyard. Once assembled, a faculty member locked the doors to and
from the quadrangle, leaving the students trapped. The faculty and instructors appeared on the
roof, looking down upon them without saying a word. The students, at first amused, eventually
grew despondent. An audio tape of instructor Tom Phillips played over the loudspeaker reciting
a text allegedly attributed to Communist figurehead Vladimir Lenin. Student Brian Eno recalls
the words:
You are worse than chickens. A chicken is afraid to step outside of a chalk circle drawn
around her, but at least she can say in her justification that the circle was drawn by a
strange hand. But you have drawn with your own hands the formula, and now you look at
it instead of reality.26
In this experimental scenario, without assignments, clear directions, and the need to please
authority figures, students were forced to dictate their own meaning and circumstances. School
was revealed as a fiction and now they possessed the ability to shape their own reality but were
naturally terrified by the prospect. Similar to Townshend’s line exercise, the “Quadrangle
Dilemma” was another behavioral experiment intended to make students cognizant of and shatter
their preconceptions about artistic practice, ingrained behaviors, and, in this case, the structure
and purpose of education itself.
These three examples—the line exercise, the disorienting evening of student
performances, and the “Quadrangle Dilemma”—adopted the structure of the psychological
experiment. In all three cases, audiences were behaviorally conditioned—in the first to draw a
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line in a specific way, in the second to expect the event to follow a particular sequence, and in
the third to follow orders and directions by their instructors—and then confronted with
environmental responses that did not conform to their conditioned experience. This experimental
approach owes much to behavioral psychologist B.F. Skinner’s research into operant behavior
(itself built upon the work of Ivan Pavlov). According to Skinner’s theories of behaviorism,
operant behavior appears to be spontaneous but is not connected to any stimulus and actually
informed only from a prior event.27 Evoking Pavlov’s and Skinner’s methods, Ascott devised
experimental scenarios to make students and audience members see their behaviors as
conditioned, i.e., operant, the necessary first step in the educational re-conditioning process.28
While these exercise and experiences certainly reflect the influence of behavioral
psychology, Ascott asserted that “the behavioural sciences alone can hardly supply the backbone
to one’s art”—instead he suggests turning to cybernetics.29 Despite his advocacy for another
discipline, Ascott came to adopt the terms “behaviourist” and “behaviorism” to describe the
interactive, participatory, and open-ended art of the modern era, most prominently in his 1966-67
essay “Behaviourist Art and the Cybernetic Vision.”30 Even Ascott’s biggest acolyte, musician,
artist, and Groundcourse alumnus Brian Eno, frames the Groundcourse using behaviorist terms:
[Ascott’s] notion was that part of what an artist could do was create some sort of different
behavioural conditioning for society; how do you change the mental landscape against
which people are acting, if your actions are always predicated on assumptions of where
27
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you are in the world, and what the world is?...[H]e wanted to say you could detach
actions from context, and re-think them—he wanted to break that coupling.31
Eno’s incisive analysis grasps how the Groundcourse, in stimulating the rethinking of actions
and divorcing them from their context, allowed its students to become aware of and analyze their
own operant behaviors.
Despite their dubious ethics, the Groundcourse methods of disruption were decisive for
Pete Townshend. In December 1962, Ascott invited artist Gustav Metzger to present a lecture on
his recently theorized practice of Auto-Destruction. The historical record offers little clarity on
the exact content of Metzger’s lecture, “Auto-Destructive Art, Auto-Creative Art: The Struggle
for the Machine Arts of the Future.” Some exaggerate the content in light of its influence on
Townshend; for example, according to Simon Frith and Howard Horne’s Art into Pop, Metzger
destroyed a bass guitar during the course of one of the lectures.32 This is only partly true.
Townshend did witness the near destruction of a double bass at Ealing, but it occurred during a
demonstration by jazz bassist Malcolm Cecil, known for his aggressive playing style. When
challenged by a student, Cecil responded by playing the instrument with a nearby wood saw,
breaking the strings of the instrument but not the body of the instrument.33 More recent research
by scholars Kerry Brougher and Wolfgang Kraushaar offers a better picture of Metzger’s lecture:
a slideshow of 50 artworks, which displayed “auto-creative” and “auto-destructive” tendencies in
art, one being the iconic 1959 photograph of Gutai artist Saburo Murakami punching through a
progression of paper canvases.34 [Figure 2-1]
31
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Although no transcript of the Ealing lecture exists, its title and theme resemble “Machine,
Auto-Creative, and Auto-Destructive Art,” a statement that Metzger published in Ark. Journal
for the Royal College of Art in the summer of 1962.35 In this sprawling essay, the artist outlines
three typologies of art. He defines “Machine Art” as the artistic use of industrial detritus and
industrially produced materials and envisions a future in which artists would be placed at the
helm of mass-production.36 “Auto-Creative Art” is the outcome of integrating the artist into
factory production, resulting in new possibilities for interaction. Metzger imagines “kinetic” and
“transformable” objects that “produce planned multiple images [through] optical or manual
spectator participation,” akin to Umberto Eco’s theory of “the open work.”37 Similar to AutoCreative Art, “Auto-Destructive Art” is kinetic and transforms over the course of its existence,
but instead of proliferating possibilities, the work diminishes over time. An appropriate example
is Metzger’s own practice of acid painting. For his July 3, 1961 South Bank demonstration held
in tandem with the International Union of Architects conference, the artist sprayed a solution of
hydrochloric acid onto red, blue, and white nylon canvases (the colors of the Union Jack)
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stretched onto metal bars, which resulted in the quick dissolution of the synthetic support.
[Figure 2-2] The canvases were placed in succession so that as each canvas dissolved, the
audience could “experience an impressive and colorful spectacle as the pieces of material were
destroyed.”38 Auto-Destructive Art was not only intended to be visually arresting but also
critical, linking mass-production and nationalism with obliteration. In the manifesto, Metzger
calls his art “an attack on the capitalist system and the production of war materials,” a “paean to
destruction,” and “an art of protest.”39
For students in the Groundcourse, Metzger’s work stood as an example of contemporary
artistic trends such as assemblage, Nouveax Réalisme, and happenings—a more advanced and
experimental form of the kind of multi-media work students were making in the aforementioned
light-handling class, which ended with students creating a “theatre-play situation.”40 For Ascott,
Metzger’s theory and practice of Auto-Destruction modeled the disruptive paradigm of the
Groundcourse as a whole, upending preconceptions about the artist as a maker of objects by
reframing destruction as a creative act. For Townshend, Metzger’s lecture came at a personal
turning point. At the time, the young student was following simultaneous artistic paths in art and
music. Playing jazz and skiffle (a British folk music movement of the 1950s) since his mid-teens,
in 1962 (the year of Metzger’s demonstration) Townshend joined party rock band The Detours,
led by friend Roger Daltrey, performing covers at weddings, other celebrations, and pubs.
Townshend acknowledges that at that point music was “a side-project” to art, and he was more
compelled by Ascott’s modern vision of interactive and technologically driven artistic practices:
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I was particularly interested in kinetic sculpture: installations combining vibrant colour,
lighting, TV screens and complex, coded music. All this, I imagined, would be
interactive, brought to life by the computers that Roy Ascott talked about.41
However, once the college lost its diploma status during the 1962-63 academic year (due to new
Coldstream-enforced regulations), Townshend’s career as a sculptor became unlikely. In 1963,
after two foundation years in Ascott’s Groundcourse, he entered the Graphic Design course at
Ealing, which would provide a more realistic career path and would result in an official degree.
However, Metzger’s example remained with Townshend, and provided models for art
that could exist without objects as performative actions, and for destruction as a creative act. He
began to apply Metzger’s and Ascott’s disruptive and destructive ethos to the medium of sound.
Musician and actor John Challis recalls an experience in which Townshend “would make you lie
on the couch, put a speaker on your chest, play you something and ask you how it felt. Or he’d
put a big pair of headphones over your ears and play something at deafening volume until you
couldn’t stand it any longer.” It was “a bit sadistic,” Challis recognized, but “there was a point to
it —he was playing with your mind.”42 This “analytical approach to music” treated its listeners
as test subjects in a behavioral experiment in line with the Groundcourse’s experimental,
disruptive, and research-based method.43 In this case, the stimuli were sounds.
By the summer of 1964, Townshend dropped out from his studies in graphic design and
pursued music full-time with his recently re-named band The Who. In developing the sound and
image of the group, publicist Peter Meaden urged Townshend to use his design skills and
conceive of his band as one would a consumer object. As Townshend’s friend and flatmate
Richard Barnes confirms, “Pete and I used to sit around at Sunnyside Road dreaming up ways to
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sell a pop group as if it were a product.”44 The Who aligned itself with the Mods, who embraced
a clean and sharp modern code of dress. Their first early graphic identity, designed in part by
Townshend, fit with the subculture’s stylistic protocol, featuring hard-edged and streamlined
design motifs (in particular, the target) that recurred in the work of British Pop artist Peter Blake,
designer Michael English (an Ealing graduate whose Pop-inspired products Townshend would
have known), and US artist Jasper Johns.45 [Figure 2-3]
Townshend also turned to his art school days for inspiration for his musical performance,
applying Metzger’s Auto-Destructive techniques to his stage act. In June 1964, he smashed his
first of many guitars at the band’s gig at the Railway Hotel in Harrow, West London.
Townshend’s recollection of this event is worth citing in full:
We’re playing R&B: “Smokestack Lightning,” “I’m a Man,” “Road Runner,” [all early
rock ’n roll/electric blues songs by Black US musicians] and other heavy classics. I
scrape the howling Rickenbacker guitar up and down my microphone stand, then flip the
special switch I recently fitted so the guitar sputters and sprays the front row with bullets
of sound. I violently thrust my guitar into the air – and feel a terrible shudder as the sound
goes from a roar to a rattling growl; I look up to see my guitar’s broken head as I pull it
away from the hole I’ve punched in the low ceiling.
It is at this moment that I make a split-second decision–and in a mad frenzy I thrust the
damaged guitar up into the ceiling over and over again. What had been a clean break
becomes a splintered mess. I hold the guitar up to the crowd triumphantly. I haven’t
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smashed it: I’ve sculpted it for them. I throw the shattered guitar carelessly to the ground,
pick up my brand-new Rickenbacker twelve-string and continue the show.46
Once Townshend smashed his guitar onstage, the band’s weekly performances were met with
anticipation and the audience waited for him to destroy his instrument. That following week he
spared his guitar and Keith Moon, the band’s drummer, knocked over his kit to satiate the
crowd.47 The band soon incorporated this ritual destruction into their live performances, with
Townshend and Moon respectively destroying their instruments often as a dramatic conclusion to
their live sets.48 A seemingly expensive habit, Townshend offered an artistic rationale for their
actions in a 1965 article: “I bang my guitar on my speaker for the visual effect. It is very artistic.
One gets a tremendous sound, and the effect is great.”49 In another article, he suggests that this
practice of destruction imparts the performance with a greater value:
From valueless objects—a guitar, a microphone, a hackneyed pop tune, we abstract a
new value. We take objects with one function and give them another. And the autodestructive element—the way we destroy our instruments—adds immediacy to it all.50
In many ways, Townshend’s and Moon’s decisions to destroy their instruments carried a
rock ’n roll and blues tradition of aggressive male performance forward into the 1960s; Malcolm
Cecil, Bo Diddley, and Jerry Lee Lewis all were known to have destroyed instruments during
live sets. However, as suggested in the above quote, Townshend’s destruction offers a “new
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value”—what I interpret as an artistic meaning. The “immediacy” of this shocking and
destructive act as well as the “awful, visceral sound” it produced—the use of feedback “carried
with it the threat (which the group couldn’t control) of the destruction of the PA system”—
offered audiences a direct encounter with violence and aggression. To Townshend this
manifested the lingering fear of nuclear annihilation that hung over the early 1960s, in particular
the Cuban Missile Crisis of October 1962 and the concomitant Cold War, a meaning clearly
influenced by Metzger’s Auto-Destructive Art and its motivations.51 Even the seemingly
anodyne Pop symbols and designs that adorned the band’s stage, clothing, and posters referred to
militarism. The Who’s target logo was adapted from the Royal Air Force insignia, and the
chevrons on their clothing were derived from the“ stripes” on officers’ uniforms. [Figure 2-4]
New developments in sound technology allowed Townshend to create “bullets of sound.”
In addition to customizing his instrument, Townshend could boost its volume with newly
designed amplifiers crafted by Jim Marshall and explore the possibilities of feedback or could
modify his guitar’s electric signal with wah-wah pedals, fuzz boxes, and other electronic devices.
These modifications allowed him to introduce a battery of experimental sounds— “jet-plane
sounds, morse code signals, howling wind effects”—into the repertoire of pop music, that at
once challenged and thrilled audiences.52 Musical practice also offered Townshend social
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possibilities. In 1970 and 1971, Townshend wrote a series of diaristic articles for Melody Maker,
offering a window into his thinking about his practice. In one, he compares the ability for music
to reach greater and wider audiences than the visual arts:
…music is completely versatile and even people with heavy preconceptions about sound
can be entertained by music. It takes effort to be entertained by a painting, it can’t come
to you somehow like music can, there is no beginning to the entertainment period, no
end.53
As Townshend suggests, the power of music might lie in its status as a structured temporal
experience, yet one that is also easily accessible.
Townshend’s sonic palette—whether intentionally or not—reflects a history of audio
experimentation, beginning with the Italian Futurists, which mimicked machines noises in order
to activate and enlighten audiences about war. In the 1962 statement “Machine, Auto-Creative,
and Auto-Destructive Art,” Metzger similarly argued that spectacular artistic displays of
destruction would not only help exercise pent-up aggression but also help develop a reflective
and critical attitude towards violence:
Technically elaborate and costly public works of Auto-Destructive Art can have a deep
insidious and cumulative effect on many people—opening feelings, building up tensions,
releasing ideas, arousing controversy. This can lead to a more realistic attitude to the
production of (auto-destructive) war materials and to other biologically damaging social
activities. By providing a socially sanctioned outlet for destructive ideas and impulses,
Auto-Destructive Art can become a valuable instrument of mass psychotherapy in
societies where the suppression of aggressive drives is a major factor in the collapse of
social balance.54
The Who's performances were not only spectacular Auto-Destructive art works but also,
according to Metzger’s formulation, forms of “mass psychotherapy,” or in Ascott and
Groundcourse terms, behavioral reconditioning. They incited affective responses from their
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audience through a direct encounter with destruction; as a 1965 concert report notes, “The
crowds watch this violent display spellbound.”55 While Townshend and The Who might not have
used disruption and destruction for the same reasons as Ascott or Metzger—artistic innovation
and social change, respectively—they harnessed its power to enrapture and thrill their audiences
but also surreptitiously make them question the militarism and violence prevalent in Western
society.
II. Feedback as Pedagogy: Cybernetics, Behaviorism, and Experimentation
If the Groundcourse began with disruption, shattering students’ preconceptions of art and
how to be an artist, the next step involved their gradual reconditioning, a task accomplished by
the pedagogical implementations of experimentation and feedback. Like Basic Design, a process
over product ethos guided the structure of the course and its resulting exercises. This emphasis
intended to pivot the student’s attention to “what one is doing rather than the artwork that results
[and] unravel the loops of creative activity.”56 These methods served a diagnostic function for
the art student, a form of behavioral self-analysis that initiated the process of reconditioning.
While behavioral psychology and, as will become clear, cybernetics influenced this aspect of the
Groundcourse, in many ways Ascott was still following the path set forth by Basic Design.
Victor Pasmore envisioned his pedagogy as a “a dynamic voyage of discovery the means of
which are empirical…and analytical.”57 Richard Hamilton called the first-year exercises
“diagrams of thought processes,” highlighting the functional and diagnostic role of course
activities. Similarly, Ascott intended the Groundcourse to help students develop a “creative
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identity” in preparation for their entry into professional art and design situations.58 In a recent
interview, he further explains the reasoning for this self-analysis:
Basically, you could construct, experience, and work a creative persona other than the
Self you had inherited from, and that had been designed or defined for you by family,
school or society. A kind of performative freedom, a liberation dramaturgy was
involved.59
As Ascott suggests, this liberation from a given self demanded students to develop new creative
behaviors, more in tune with the needs of their contemporary environment and context.
Like Basic Design, Groundcourse exercises sought to defamiliarize students from
habitual artistic inclinations and set them specific problem-solving tasks. At the same time, they
expanded on the study of line, form, color, and composition to consider “concepts of behaviour,
environment, and identity.” Ascott presented students with open-ended conceptual challenges
over clearly defined exercises, which meant results could easily go off of the page or the plinth.
A biologically inspired prompt recounted in the “The Construction of Change” reads:
Entropy may be described as a constant drift in the universe towards a state of total
undifferentiation; pockets of resistance are organising continuously. Discuss this
proposition, limiting yourself to six visual elements.60
The exact steps students are to take in responding to the exercise are unclear; it suggests an even
greater variety of responses, expanding the set of communicative possibilities. If Basic Design
taught students a universal irreducible language for art making, the Groundcourse intended to
teach students to explore through experimentation the appropriate language needed for the task at
hand. As Ascott notes in one exercise outlined in “The Construction of Change,” “the visual
ABC and syntax have to be reinvented for every problem.”61 Similar to Basic Design, perception
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was a crucial component of the course. Ascott challenged students to find the “visual/plastic
equivalents” of different sensory data; one prompt asks the student to conjure an image of the
BBC time signal (the six short tones that mark the start of an hour).62 In addition to their
sometimes comic tone, Ascott’s exercises invite students to explore across the senses and media.
If Basic Design assumed a singular subject position, the Groundcourse urged students to assume
a multiplicity of perspectives and subject positions, leading to an understanding of their place
within a larger environment or network comprised of others, each with their own point of view.
The exercises rolled out during the second year of the Groundcourse instigated this
search for new languages of expression and instilled in students the principle that creative
expression was not an individual achievement, but a collective effort that thrives on
communication and feedback. Brian Eno recalls a course module at Ipswich Civic College
(where Ascott taught after Ealing) that began with students assuming roles opposite to their own
personalities. They each developed a behavioral game, which each student in the class played.
The assignment brief prepared by course tutor Lawrence Self encourages students to employ a
range of media including “light, color, sound, scent, texture [and] movement” along with
“masks, costumes, voices, [and] music.”63 Self’s text frames the game exercise using the four
categories of play outlined by sociologist Roger Caillois in his 1962 text Man, Play and Games:
agon (competition), alea (chance), mimicry (imitation), and ilinx (vertigo, the “destruction of the
stability of perception”), each of which denoted a particular personality.64 While Caillois
characterized societies according to the type of game they played, leading to a cultural
62
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stereotype, Self’s exercise used these guidelines to determine individual character. A photograph
potentially documents the components of a game: large multi-colored hexagonal cards, small
cards printed with different shapes, and small round circles are laid out on a large-scale wooden
board. [Figure 2-5] Another image shows their use: a student is laid out on top of the board
which is covered in the hexagonal cards. His hands are touching certain colored sections of the
cards, inferring that the game involves the player placing the parts of his or her body on certain
colors. [Figure 2-6] Art historian Edward Shanken ponders if it is an antecedent to Twister.
Responses to these behavioral games were recorded and assembled to generate an
objective plotting of each student’s “self” termed a “mind map.” One “mind map” resembles a
loosely sketched circuit diagram; bars of color are arranged in two columns, and arrows are
drawn from one column to the next, indicating that one color signifies the stimulus and the other,
the response. [Figure 2-7] For the next part of the assignment students were instructed to behave
in a manner completely opposite to the one presented in the map.65 It was another method to
break students of their own behavioral routines, and prepared students for the remainder of the
term during which groups of six would work collaboratively as an “organism.” As described in
“The Construction of Change,” each group would construct a “calibrator,” a dial-like device
which paired environmental stimuli with behavioral responses. Since the group identified as a
single entity, students developed interdependent patterns of behavior between one another; a
stimulus received by one student in the group was responded to by another member. Using the
calibrator as a guide, the organism would produce an “ordered entity,” a work of art, often
environmental, interactive, and responsive, that reflected these behavioral patterns; examples
listed by Ascott include “[t]otems, time machines, sense boxes, films, sexagonal cabinets, and
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cages have been produced out of the flux of discussion and activity.”66 Photographs from
Ascott’s days at Ipswich (1964-67) show one ordered entity, an installation fashioned from
wood, paper, and plastic. [Figure 2-8] While it is unclear whether or not it was interactive, the
totalizing and immersive form of the installation offered students the ability to comprehend the
relationship between individuals and their environment.
In separate accounts, Pete Townshend and Ealing classmate John Bonehill (who later
worked on light shows at psychedelic London hotspot, the UFO Club) provide further insight
into this part of the assignment. Bonehill hazily remembers being divided into groups and
instructed to “make something happen,” after which the students “had to write an essay about
[the experience], do a series of drawings explaining peripheral public reactions, then build a
machine which would express the essence of the experience.”67 Some “were told to imagine
they’d been deprived of some physical or emotional sense” typical of their conduct. For example,
Townshend was commanded to be silent, roll around on a cart, and use his arms to move, to
counteract his normally talkative and hyperactive behavior. In addition to recalibrating the self,
the organism exercise helped students hone the all-important skills of feedback and
communication necessary for collective creativity. As Townshend recalls, the next step in the
exercise involved the construction of an interactive installation called an “Experience Shed,”
similar to what Ascott termed an “ordered entity.”68 In order to work with the mute Townshend,
his classmates developed an alternate mode of communication, again familiarizing students with
interdependent creative behavior. At the conclusion, students analyzed the overall experience. As
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Ascott explains, the desired result was for students to understand their creative behaviors as
controllable, shiftable, and shapeable, able to conform to different circumstances:
In the process, and reflecting upon their previously contrived limitations of behaviour,
they become aware of the flexibility of their responses, their resourcefulness and
ingenuity in the face of difficulties. What they assumed to be ingrained in their
personalities they now tend to see as controllable. A sense of creative viability is being
acquired.69
In conceiving the mind map and organism exercises, Ascott looked to the discourse of
cybernetics. Coined in 1947 by Norbert Wiener and a team of researchers, the term is based on
kybernetes, the Greek word for “governor” or “steersman.”70 In his now classic 1948 book
Cybernetics, or Control and Communication in the Animal and the Machine, Wiener theorized
the similarities between communication systems in living creatures and control systems in
machines. In the 1950s and especially in the 1960s, this new area of study became a transdisciplinary lingua franca, integrating a range of fields including biology, sociology,
anthropology, mathematics, engineering, and the beginnings of computer science.71 For Ascott,
cybernetics not only modeled ways for students to analyze communication but also, from the
standpoint of the Coldstream Report, raised the study of art to more rigorous disciplines such as
the research-based sciences.
Instead of Wiener, Ascott looked to the British arm of cybernetics, specifically to the
work of W. Ross Ashby, Frank H. George, and Gordon Pask. Historian of science Andrew
Pickering notes that this group were mainly students of psychology and stood apart from the
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cyberneticians from the United States, who were preoccupied with mathematics, management,
and the military. As Pickering argues, the UK cyberneticians theorized the brain as a machine of
action and not a machine of thought—it was a living organ that adapted to new situations and
contexts and interacted with its environment, not just a database of pure information.72 From this
group of British cyberneticians, Ashby was the most critical to Ascott’s thinking, especially his
theories on the relationship between behavior and environment. In his 1952 book Design for a
Brain: The Origin of Adaptive Behaviour, Ashby argues that Pavlov’s experiments and the field
of behavioral psychology that followed in his wake completely ignore the feedback and
interchange that occur between an organism and its environment.73 He argues that an organism’s
environment greatly effects its behavior, and in studies of behavior the two should “be treated as
a single system.”74 This holistic concept provided a starting point for Ascott’s organism project,
which pairs external stimuli with behavioral responses.
Unlike Ashby, Ascott defined the organism as a collective being, a crucial shift given that
the Groundcourse was preparing young artists for an industrialized creative environment in
which larger groups of people work together on a single project alongside machines. Like many
cyberneticians, Ascott was preoccupied with communication between humans and machines, a
crucial concern in the increasingly technological environments of art and design. Automation—
by which a machine becomes completely self-controlled via a feedback system—was a frequent
subject given that, once automated, machines had the potential to replace human “physical
labor.”75 However, for Ascott and cyberneticians like Frank H. George, automation was utopian.
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In 1959’s Automation, Cybernetics, and Society, George imagines a peaceful co-existence
between human beings and the technological/mechanical systems of their making, resulting in
the increased production of art and culture: “The future will clearly increase leisure….The
greater leisure …could surely lead to further artistic development, more theatre, more music, and
more literature.”76 In a statement from 1967, Ascott offered his own futuristic vision of increased
leisure and art, which clearly echoes George’s sentiment:
I foresee cores of creative activity ultimately springing up in all urban areas as leisure
time increases and the need for creative social happenings becomes more acute. These
cores will embrace a mode of action and expression, involving music, dance, theatre,
visual art forms, and all kinds of intellectual stimulants, puzzles, games, and pursuits.77
What Ascott outlines—interactive social environments of collective, creative, intermedia
expression—effectively operates as a model for society, one that had already begun to take shape
in the underground of the mid- to late-1960s.
III. Feedback as Process: Experimental Music, Brian Eno and Roy Ascott’s Groundcourse
While Brian Eno was already inclined towards the visual arts, curious about technology,
and smitten with rock ’n roll as he entered Ipswich School of Art as a sixteen-year-old, the
Groundcourse’s methods and exercises—most notably Ascott’s foregrounding of cybernetic
theory and the importance of feedback—had a profound effect on the young artist and musician
and how he combined these influences in his practice. As at Ealing, the character of the course
was augmented by the tutors and guest lecturers, who brought their own inspirations, artistic
connections, and working methods to bear on the school. At Ipswich, painter, printmaker, and
collage artist Tom Phillips (b. 1937) made contemporary experimental music a consistent
presence on campus given his personal connections to avant-garde music circles in Britain and
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the United States.78 While unusual for an art school, let alone a regional technical college, the
current innovations of experimental music— the graphic and textual score, the concept of
composition as process, the incorporation of new technologies, multidisciplinarity, and the
employment of systems to generate composition (i.e., compositional automation)—resonated
with the precepts of the Groundcourse and Ascott’s principles of behaviorist art. Together, these
influences led Brian Eno to develop a practice as a shaper of sonic environments and experiences
through the use of aleatory systems and procedures—but as an artist rather than a musician or
composer. Starting in 1970, Eno famously called himself a “non-musician,” an approach that
links many highlights of his career: his three years playing synthesizer and tapes in the rock band
Roxy Music; the development of the Oblique Strategies cards; his role as a music producer; and
the first examples of what he would come to call “ambient music,” a genre of generative music
that creates a sonic environment.
From 1964 to 1966, Tom Phillips taught Liberal Arts at Ipswich, a course in which he
introduced students to contemporary currents in literature and music and where Eno had his first
exposure to experimental music, including the work of John Cage, whose compendium of
writings Silence (1961) Phillips treasured. He befriended both Morton Feldman, who performed
at the college in 1966, and Christian Wolff, who presented a piece that involved student
participation in the late 1960s. In 1966, Phillips debuted as a composer himself, publishing a
series of graphic scores inspired by these friendships as well as deep knowledge of experimental
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music practices and methods. By the mid-1960s, a number of composers were exploring
alternative systems of musical notation that rejected conventional Western systems of musical
language and employed other forms of abstract visual language, text, or more open-ended
systems to signify sound, increasing agency for performers to freely interpret and respond to the
forms on the page or the coordinates of the system.79 In 1966 alone, Phillips developed the scores
Golden Flower Piece for Keyboard, 12 Preludes—Wittgenstein Pieces, Music for n Players, and
Four Pieces for John Tilbury, a work written specifically for his close friend pianist John Tilbury
from the improvisational ensemble AMM that also featured Cornelius Cardew.80
Ipswich became a home for experimental music partly because of Phillips’ artistic
interests and relationships, but the practice was in line with the behaviorist paradigm of the
Groundcourse. Cage occupies a central role in Ascott’s essay “Behaviorist Art and the
Cybernetic Vision,” first published in Cybernetica: Journal of the International Association in
multiple installments in 1966 and 1967. In this sprawling text, he argues that process, viewer
participation, open interpretability, and feedback systems define modern art and distinguish it
from work of the past. In the midst of the verbose prose, Ascott offers a concise list of principles
for behaviorist art:
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(a) the deep participative involvement of the spectator in an open-ended situation;
(b) the primacy of process and event in the artist’s work, rather than object and fact;
(c) the extensive exploration of media for more flexible structures and more inclusive
forms;
(d) a polemical concern to ask questions, to find problems rather than provide absolute
answers;
(e) the organic interaction of random and ordered elements in the creative act.81
Ascott includes synopses of two Cage scores (Water Music and Music for Amplified Toy Pianos)
along with excerpts of the composer’s writing. According to Ascott, they are exemplary of
behaviorism in music since they possess an open-ended character, privilege process (he cites
Cage’s definition of experimental as “making an action the outcome of which is not foreseen”),
are often multi-media (allowing theater and visual art to become part of a musical performance),
and invite participation on the part of the performers executing the work and the audience
members who receive it.82 This last characteristic is central to Ascott’s reading of Cage, and
reflects how his understanding of the composer in the 1960s is informed by the work of Cage’s
students Allan Kaprow and George Brecht, whose open-ended events and participatory
happenings are closer to the spirit of Ascott’s art and theory as well as Groundcourse prompts
and exercises than Cage’s scores, which are rather precise and restrictive in their execution.
Ascott saw great value in the new and unforeseen artistic conclusions brought forth by
experimentation and the opaque, open-ended textual prompt. Here, he was not only inspired by
Cage and his students, but also by the Bauhaus art pedagogy, which saw experimentation as the
basis for innovation and the discovery of new technical and formal possibilities of art as outlined
in the first chapter. This pedagogical emphasis on unforeseen possibilities—instilled in Eno from
the twin influences of the Groundcourse and experimental music—steered the young art student
to explore new technologies. As at Ealing, Ascott included light handling in his foundation
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course at Ipswich. Eno immediately took the medium up, and his notebooks include drawings for
light boxes, some of which he would go on to make years later. A photograph of Eno playing a
behavioral game at Ipswich shows one of these light handling projects in the background: a field
of one-foot white pyramidal forms that when installed were lit from different sides with green,
red, and blue light, the optical primary colors. [Figure 2-9] As Eno recalls, when projected onto
the geometric volumes the colors three mixed with one another in different gradations, producing
a wide range of tones; here, he learned that layering simple systems upon one another could
generate compositional complexity.83
This generative method of systems-based art making—fostered by Ascott’s
Groundcourse—was echoed in the music Eno encountered at Ipswich. Tom Phillips introduced
the young artists to minimalist composer Steve Reich’s “It’s Gonna Rain” (1965), an early edited
tape piece in which two tape loops of the same recorded fragment (a preacher proclaiming “It’s
Gonna Rain”) shift in and out of sync because of subtle difference in speed between the two
players. [Playlist 2-1] The sonic effect, called phase shifting, is equivalent to placing two
identical visual patterns on top of one another slightly off register. Inspired by Reich, Eno used
the school’s tape recorder to loop and layer a bell-like sound made by striking a wire lamp shade
onto one another to create a chorus. By the time he completed his foundation course at Ipswich,
he had amassed 30 tape recorders, an “instrument” that he would continuously use in live
settings and studio production throughout his career. If the scores and music Eno experienced
through Tom Phillips introduced him to specific practices and methods of music-making (i.e.,
experimental scores, tapes), then Ascott’s Groundcourse gave him an overall conceptual
approach to creative expression in which one creates a generative system to make the work.
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The administration at Ipswich began to doubt the value of Ascott’s experimentation once
the Groundcourse was refused official Dip. AD (Diploma of Art and Design status) in 1966. The
artist’s departure was imminent (he was finally asked to leave in 1967) and Ascott’s team of
tutors started looking for appointments at other institutions. Anthony Benjamin planned to
assume a position at Winchester College of Art, and convinced Eno to apply. Eno’s three years at
Winchester (1966-1969) as a painting student have been described as formative to his turn
towards using generative system to produce musical compositions.84 Yet, I would maintain,
Ascott’s Groundcourse and his experiences with experimental music at Ipswich through Tom
Phillips had a greater influence. Eno recalls that, compared to the Groundcourse, the curriculum
at Winchester was far more traditional and far less experimental: “One of the mottos of Ipswich
was ‘Process not Product’; and when I went to Winchester it was all to do with product—the
picture at the end.”85 While it might have reflected the character of the school, it was also due to
the fact that Eno had moved from a more open-ended foundations course to studying a specific
discipline, in his case painting.
Eno did take advantage of other opportunities offered to him at Winchester, which
allowed the lessons he learned under Ascott’s and Phillips’ tutelage to mature and bear fruit. He
organized a number of extracurricular events including lectures, performances, and happenings,
which expanded upon the interests and practices introduced to him at Ipswich. He invited both
Christian Wolff and Tom Phillips to deliver lectures at Winchester; the latter presented
Ephremides, a performative presentation in which the text of the talk—including various
observation and aphorisms—and the accompanying slides were shuffled and shown in randomly
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determined combinations.86 Eno invited others that he met through the dispersed network of
Groundcourse tutors including artist and future collaborator Peter Schmidt, who taught at
Watford Art College and used generative systems to develop his compositions.87 The two kept
up correspondence and eventually worked together on the Oblique Strategies cards; Schmidt also
designed the cover of Eno’s 1975 record Another Green World.
At Winchester Eno expanded his musical practice, performing experimental compositions
such as George Brecht’s Drip Music (1959-62) and La Monte Young’s X for Henry Flynt (1960),
both of which reflected the generative possibilities offered by experimental textual and graphic
scores. The score for George Brecht’s Drip Music, originally published in the Fluxus artist’s box
of scores Water Yam (1963), reads: “For single or multiple performance / A source of dripping
water and an empty vessel are arranged so that the water falls into the vessel. / Second version:
Dripping.” [Figure 2-10] Eno performed the two versions. One, a simple and direct solo
performance featuring a dripping water source, in line with the literalism and self-effacing
deadpan humor of Brecht’s (and many Fluxus) performances. The other, a more elaborate
installation/happening created by Eno’s newly formed avant-garde group Merchant Taylor’s
Simultaneous Cabinet. It featured a ten-foot cube on which was set a container from which water
flowed through a series of channels, “dripping onto little cans with skins stretched across them so
that they made little percussive noises, little dings and tinkles and so on, a very very delicate
noise.”88 At the bottom of the cube, Eno placed paper to which watercolor had already been
applied. As the water hit the pieces of paper, “it would splash onto these little pictures which
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gradually came to life very slowly.”89 The two versions, worlds apart, reveal the flexibility of
Brecht’s open-ended text-based score. Eno used the opportunity provided by one generative
system to create an even more complex generative system that was part musical, part sculptural,
and part painterly, an overall intermedia experience. While the Drip Music performances
certainly reflect his growing interest in experimental music, they also reveal the impact of
Ascott’s open-ended Groundcourse exercises and the unforeseen cross-sensory outcomes that
they prompted.
Eno’s performances of La Monte Young’s X for Henry Flynt gave him another
opportunity to explore how generative systems can introduce compositional complexity—though
this time the results were primarily musical.90 According to composer and concept artist Henry
Flynt, the composition is “typically performed on the piano as identical forearm clusters
separated by equal silences-for as long as possible.” However, “Any percussive strokes and
repetitions thereof could be used,” for example a gong or an amplified bucket of nails.91 The “X”
in the title refers to the fact that the number of strokes is up to the performer, the one nod to Cage
in the piece. Both of Eno’s two solo performances of the piece also employed the piano and
lasted close to 90 minutes. Like the Brecht work, he realized them differently: the first involved
the playing of clusters of keys by hand repeatedly, while the second entailed using a block of
wood to strike as much of the keyboard at once. While each was distinct, Eno recalls the
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complexity that resulted from these different methods of repetition (what Flynt terms “noisemonotony”)92:
Just missing one note out of the fifty or so you're covering is a very noticeable difference,
you really can hear that. You start to hear these omissions as melodies, or sometimes
your arms creep up a little bit further or down a little bit further or you hit too hard or
your rhythm switches…93
As Eno learned from Reich’s “It’s Gonna Rain,” imperfections or errors in systems (in this case
human and not technological ones) produce complexity and variety.94
At Winchester, Eno continued to refine his approach to music, developing generative
systems inspired by cybernetic theory, the Groundcourse, and Reich to create compositions. A
typewritten score for the piece tapeloop dated March 1968 involves feeding a single tape loop
through three separate reel-to-reel tape recorders with two of the machines set to record and the
third to play back. [Figure 2-11] The two record the same sounds but at different points in the
tape, so when the tape is played back on the third recorder, they will occur at different times.
Moreover, the sounds emitted from the playback machine would be picked up by the recording
machines, creating a delayed feedback effect. A number of experimental composers had already
begun to explore the generative possibilities of tape loop feedback mechanism in the 1960s, most
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notably Terry Riley with his Time Lag Accumulator, a composer and musician with whom Eno
would have been familiar. In addition, tape delay systems were the backbone to popular guitar
effects pedals like the Echoplex. These examples, both avant-garde and popular, used tape delay
as generative systems. As Eno explains, “Theoretically, then, any noise made can be recorded
and re-recorded ad infinitum, which noise will incur a constant decay in accuracy from the
original. No sound is ever lost.”95 Eno saw tapeloop as a flexible system: it could be presented as
a sound installation on its own, or as a way to highlight the architecture or other aspects of the
presentation environment; it could be used as an instrument during a performance; it could be
employed as a tool for processing and augmenting the sound of other instruments. He even
suggested feeding contact mics into the system from a dance stage so that “the sound of [the
dancers’] own footfall [becomes] the rhythm to which they dance.”96 Eno used a version of this
system in a performance at Reading University in 1968, where he met future Roxy Music
bandmate Andy Mackay. As Eno recalls: “I had a tape leaving one machine, and then going way
out into the hall around all these aluminum chairs, and back to another machine.” This theatrical
set-up created a rather long delay that built top slowly over the course of the performance.
At the same time as Eno was developing an experimental music practice that employed
generative systems, he began to incorporate elements from underground culture, including rock
instrumentation and elements of participatory happenings. In addition to the avant-garde
Merchant Taylor’s Simultaneous Cabinet, Eno formed a more rock-oriented band at Winchester,
the Maxwell Demon, with guitarist Anthony Grafton. Grafton played the guitar and Eno sang
and played a signal generator, an unusual choice given the device only plays pure sine wave
tones. The Maxwell Demon’s mixture of rock ’n roll and experimentation was inspired by the
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Velvet Underground, a musical touchstone for many young art students (because of the band’s
transgressive lyrics, experimental approach to rock music, and connection to Andy Warhol). Eno
also organized two happenings on the Winchester campus. Musician Robyn Hitchcock, who was
taking his foundation course at the time, recalls both events, though their timing is unclear
(Hitchcock dates them to the summer of 1967, though it is highly unliked that he, born in 1953,
was in his foundation year at the age of fourteen; I would date these events to 1968 or even 1969,
Eno’s final years at Winchester). One involved situating the audience in a cellar-like room that
was only lit by a spare blue lightbulb; Eno played Bob Dylan’s “Ballad of Hollis Brown”
backwards on tape, while another performer droned away on a single-stringed violin. The pairing
of disorienting use of light and sound recalls Warhol’s Exploding Plastic Inevitable (though a
more stripped-down version), a happening that featured live performances from The Velvet
Underground awash in strobe lights, slides, and looping segments of Warhol films.97 The second
was situated outdoors: participants were given helium-filled balloons that were tagged with
pieces of paper on which they could write a message. Whether or not Eno knew of the more
avant-garde lineage of happenings (Allan Kaprow, Jean-Jacques Lebel, etc.), he was most likely
aware of an event staged at the opening of John Lennon’s and Yoko Ono’s collaborative
exhibition at Robert Fraser Gallery in London on July 1, 1968, during which 365 white balloons
were released into the air, each with a blank tag containing the title of the exhibition, “you are
here,” and the prompt to “write to John Lennon” care of the gallery’s address.98 Given Lennon's
renown, many of those who found the tagged balloons participated, sending the Beatle the
deflated balloons with messages written on the tags. While the date of Eno’s event is unclear, it
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is most likely an homage to the Lennon-Ono action; whichever came first, their similarity reveals
how the blurring of the boundary between avant-garde and popular art and music practices
characterized underground culture in the late 1960s.99
Even though the years at Winchester were quite productive for Eno, it had little to do
with the education he received at the school, which was still preoccupied with Modernist
painting (form, color theory) and did not cater to his more experimental and interdisciplinary
interests. While as part of his studies Eno made painting and sculpture, his frustration with the
Winchester curriculum is palpable in his writing at the time. [Figure 2-12] A notebook entry
dated to 1967-1968 points to the limitations he saw in the school’s definition of the artist as an
expert (and, correspondingly, art education as the development of expertise):
Their [the faculty’s] orientation is basically towards the production of specialists…The
assumption of the correct identity—painter, sculptor—fattens you up for the market…
The identity becomes a straitjacket; it becomes progressively more dangerous to step
outside of it. As Desmond Morris [British biologist and sociologist] writes, ‘The answer
is that there is a serious snag in the specialist way of life—everything is fine as long as
the special survival device works, but if the environment changes then the specialist is
left stranded.100
The artist as specialist, unable to adapt to changes in environment, is the precise opposite of the
model of the artist put forth by Ascott’s Groundcourse (also, note his use of behaviorist-inspired
language and metaphors). Eno continued to make art following experimental methods adapted
from post-Cagean composition and Ascott’s open-ended Groundcourse exercises, making scores
for paintings (much like Allan Kaprow’s 18 Happenings in Six Parts or the many examples
included in Yoko Ono’s Grapefruit). One asks the participant to select 25 or 36 objects and mix
the color for each of those objects directly onto the canvas within the squares of a 5x5 or 6x6
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grid. [Figure 2-13] When the instructions are followed, the composition would no longer be a
record of individual expression or a demonstration of formal mastery, given the resulting choices
of color are determined by a random selection of objects and the final composition is the
unintended outcome of using the canvas as a palette.101
Given his opposition to the ethos at Winchester (and the rigid disciplinary nature of a
degree course in painting), Eno’s time there became more embattled, and in 1968 the school
threatened to have his bursary rescinded unless he “mount[ed] an exhibition displaying an
adequate number of paintings and prints, by which [his] ability to deal with these aspects of the
visual arts is competently demonstrated.”102 Eno’s predicament was debated in the school with
sculptor Heinz Henghes, then Head of Fine Art at Winchester, concluding:
He [Eno] continues to produce work, which is not a personal style of painting, initiated
by
himself, but depends on the production of painting on the enlistment of the time and
talent of other people, students and staff. He sets a pattern and is more properly to be
described as a “games master” than a student of painting…103
Given this response, it is clear why Eno, upon leaving Winchester, would turn to sound as his
primary means of expression. This cybernetic “games master” approach to art-making that
incited participation, collaboration, and improvisation, and resisted reliance upon existing
conventions was far more at home in the discipline of music and in underground culture than the
realm of visual art. While Eno found ways to practice this generative method of art making at
Winchester, they were developed out of his experiences in Ascott’s Groundcourse.
IV. Brian Eno: Between the Avant-Garde and Popular
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Eno’s move to London after his graduation from Winchester in 1969 allowed him to
become a more active member of the city’s burgeoning experimental and underground music
circles. He settled at a commune in West London, a few doors down from his former tutor and
now close friend Tom Phillips, living with his Winchester bandmate Anthony Grafton as well as
artist and design Carol McNicoll, among others. This collective living situation “was dedicated
to an all-embracing approach to creativity,” and like many others of its time sought to
aestheticize every aspect of daily life.104 That same summer composer Cornelius Cardew (then a
tutor in experimental music at adult and continuing education school Morley College) formed the
Scratch Orchestra, a horizontally structured musical group. Because of Phillips’ friendship with
Cardew and involvement with the project, Eno joined the circle around the composer.105
Cardew’s initial manifesto, “A Scratch Orchestra: Draft Constitution,” published in June 1969 in
The Musical Times, outlines how the group entirely redefined the typical hierarchy of the
orchestra: members were not expert musicians but “enthusiasts,” performances were “assemblies
for action,” and music did not “refer exclusively to sound and related phenomena (hearing, etc.)”
but could be openly defined.106 In addition, every member had control over content and was
given the opportunity to design concerts pulling from the group’s collectively-amassed
reparatory of “Scratch Music” (a compendium of graphic and textual scores written as
accompaniments to soloists), “improvisation rites,” popular classics (Mozart, Beethoven, etc.),
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and scores from experimental contemporaries (e.g., John Cage, La Monte Young, Terry
Riley).107
Cardew’s overall ethos and structure for the Scratch Orchestra not only validated Eno’s
own practice as a non-musician but also inspired the formation of other groups. Artist Jeffrey
Steele, tutor at the Portsmouth School of Art, recalls when Cardew conducted a workshop at the
school; he “preferred to work with students at an equal level on performances of [his] own or
students’ compositions,” instead of teaching students to perform pieces in specific ways that
accorded with his own taste and preferences.108 His egalitarian example left its mark on the
musical practices developing in Portsmouth. In 1970, experimental composer Gavin Bryars, then
a lecturer at the art college, assembled a Scratch Orchestra-inspired group of students with
different levels of technical skill and ability under the name of the Portsmouth Sinfonia to
perform a classical repertoire for a talent competition. Tom Phillips contends, “[the Sinfonia]
was really one idea of Cornelius’ extended. In the Scratch Orchestra we used to do these pieces
like Beethoven’s Pastoral Symphony, with people playing as best they could on instruments they
didn’t play.”109 The Sinfonia made its London debut at a September 1970 concert honoring
Beethoven and sharing a bill with the Scratch Orchestra. They continued to perform live,
including a feature at the Portsmouth Dip. AD show, a recording of which was released as a
flexidisc that same year. Later in 1970, Eno joined the Sinfonia performing the clarinet, an
instrument with which he had little experience. The group grew in profile, releasing an Enoproduced record in 1973 and performing at London's Royal Albert Hall on May 28, 1974.
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Eno’s knowledge of the stridently avant-garde Scratch Orchestra and involvement with
the populist Portsmouth Sinfonia demonstrates not only Eno’s range of interests but also the
expanded definition of “improvisation” that circulated in the UK in the late 1960s and early
1970s. Underground could become overground; and the experimental, popular.110 Michael
Bracewell argues that Pop was on Eno’s mind, not only for aesthetic reasons but because it could
offer a more stable source of income; upon his move to London, the young musician wrote in his
notebook, “Stick to Pop unless necessity weans one away.”111 Tracing Eno’s trajectory helps
redraw the border of experimentalism along the lines of how musicologist Benjamin Piekut has
redefined the term as following experimenters wherever they go, even beyond discursive or
institutional boundaries:
[Experimentalism is] not only a collection of style characteristics or an attitude towards
innovation but, rather, the network of discourses, practices, alliances, and material
arrangements of knowledge production that produce musical style and condition an
attitude towards innovation.112
In late 1970, Eno had a chance encounter with Andy Mackay, who two years prior had
invited Eno to perform at Reading. Mackay was now living in London and working on
experimental music projects and playing oboe and synthesizer in a newly formed rock band.
Mackay asked Eno to join one of the band’s rehearsals, which also featured Bryan Ferry, an art
school graduate who had studied with Richard Hamilton at Newcastle, on vocals and keyboard,
and Graham Simpson on bass. The rehearsals became regular and throughout 1971 and early
1972 new members entered the fold (guitarist Phil Manzanera and drummer Paul Thompson),
Simpson departed, and the sound of the band, now christened Roxy Music, crystalized. In this
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otherwise conventional rock ’n roll band, Eno maintained his experimental approach to
instrumentation, playing his signal generator and tape machines as well as Mackay’s EMS VCS3
synthesizer, in which tones produced by oscillators could be modulated through a series of
patches (a particular routing of the signal that changes the sound according to a certain
parameter).
In early performances, Eno did not play these as instruments on stage, but rather sat
offstage beside the venue’s mixing desk, and used them to transform the live feed of the band.
Andy Mackay recalls: “When we first started, we didn’t really have amps on stage…We used to
just be DI-ed [short for sending a signal through a DI, or Direct Input, unit] through [Eno’s]
synths, a mixing desk, and he’d be out in the audience mixing.”113 Eno’s mode of performance
could be seen as not only experimental but also as behaviorist, in that he created by responding
to and augmenting the sounds of his bandmates; in other words, the band was an organism. Eno
recalls how this disrupted the audience’s expectations of a live musical performance: The
audience “would all be watching the band, and suddenly this sound came from behind them; or
there were noises occurring on stage and nobody knew where they were coming from.”114 This
unusual set-up was, nevertheless, short-lived: a video of a Spring 1972 performance at the Royal
College of Art shows Eno with his same set-up of mixer, tapes, and synthesizer, but standing
alongside his bandmates on stage in a more conventional performance presentation. [Playlist 2-2]
While it is unclear how much Eno processed rather than mixed the sound, several BBC
sessions reveal how he augmented his bandmates’ performances with his electronics. [Playlist 23, 2-4] For example, a live version of “Sea Breezes" from the Paris Theatre in London, recorded
for the BBC and broadcast on September 16, 1972, features a Mackay oboe solo that is fed
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through Eno’s VCS3; Eno filters the instrument’s reedy sound (i.e., limits its frequency range)
and adds a ring modulator effect, which takes the input of the instrument and pairs it with a
frequency, accentuating their sums and differences.115 [Playlist 2-5] However, on these
recordings these moments of interaction are limited, and Eno mostly accompanies and plays
aside the other instruments, sometimes using the synthesizer and signals generator as an
instrument in its own right (like the high-pitched solo in their breakout single “Virginia Plain”)
or to lay down a sonic backdrop (such as the drones and air sirens at the start of “The Bob.”) In
addition to the cinematic effect of “scene setting,” this use of tapes served a practical function;
the band’s complex set-up required frequent changeups between songs creating long gaps of
silence during their live performances, so Eno was charged with filling those empty spaces with
recorded sounds.116
Despite this domestication of experimental processes in the band’s performances and
overall sound, Roxy Music pushed aesthetic boundaries in terms of genre, pulling together a
broad stylistic mix of musical conventions that complemented the bricolage effect of their lyrical
content and stage presence (as discussed in Chapter One). The live performances from 1972 and
their debut LP (released June of that year) included the proto-punk stomp of “Re-make/Remodel,” the doo-wop inspired “Would You Believe?”, and the atmospheric experimentation of
“The Bob (Medley).” In many ways, the band was literally the sum of its parts in terms of the
musical interests and practices each band member represented. Mackay’s and Eno’s knowledge
of sonic experimentation was balanced by Ferry’s inspirations from musical theater and
traditional popular song; both were offset by new recruit Phil Manzanera’s devotion to
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psychedelic rock and Jimi Hendrix. While Ferry is often credited as the architect of this collage
approach, Eno offers his own thoughts in a notebook entry from 1972:
…we deliberately set out to construct music that wasted no facet of our different musical
backgrounds. We wanted to operate primarily in the rock music context—that is, we
wanted this music to be available through extended channels open to rock music which
are not open to more esoteric musics. We regard the rock idea as a system that can be
programmed in many different ways…117
Eno implies that Roxy Music as a rock band was not just a musical project or commercial
product, but a subversive use of a distribution channel. The band used these “extended channels”
of popular music to bring avant-garde and experimental material to wider audiences. This cooptation of means of distribution characterized underground culture in the late 1960s and early
1970s, of which the band were a part, and expanded greatly with the advent of punk in the later
1970s. Eno and Roxy Music would become an inspiration to members of this younger
generation.
Eno consolidated some of the thinking and influences behind his open-ended
investigatory, experimental, deskilled, and collaborative method of making music in the 1968
self-published pamphlet “Music for Non-Musicians.”118 Eno frequently used the term “nonmusician” (as opposed to “amateur” used by composers like Cardew and Bryars) to describe his
position within Roxy Music and in the early years of his solo career in the mid-1970s. For
example, an Island Records press release opens with the paragraph:
When Brian Peter George St. John le Baptiste de la Salle Eno [Eno’s full given name]
calls himself a non-musician, he isn't confessing a fault or admitting a deficiency. His
self-evaluation is a proud stroke against obsolete concepts in rock ’n roll, he is a madcap
ringmaster in the center ring introducing an act that will not only make music sound
different, but change what it means.119
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As Eno explains in a 1979 interview with storied music journalist Lester Bangs, he was
responding to the cult of virtuosity that pervaded early 1970s rock discourse:
I don't say it much anymore, but I said it when I said it because there was such an implicit
and tacit belief that virtuosity was the sine qua non of music and there was no other way
of approaching it. And that seemed to be so transparently false in terms of rock music in
particular. I thought that it was well worth saying, “Whatever I'm doing, it's not that,” and
I thought the best way to say that was to say, “Look, I'm a non-musician.”120
If at Winchester, Eno had been a “games master” questioning the tenants of modernism, then in
the London arena of rock, he was a “madcap ringmaster,” thumbing his nose at progressive
rock.121 This continuity reveals how Eno’s stance was not just a purely oppositional form of
resistance, but also rooted in the experimental attitude of Ascott’s Groundcourse, in which the
employment of open-ended systems and processes fostered innovation and inculcated forms of
new creative expression. Eno’s pronouncement as a “non-musician” would grow in influence,
especially in the later 1970s with the advent of punk, an anti-authoritarian musical movement
centered on attitude rather than aptitude.
Eno was ejected from Roxy Music in the summer of 1973 because of creative differences
with singer Bryan Ferry, making his time with the band short-lived.122 However, during his
tenure in the band, he kept up his associations with the British avant-garde, performing with the
Sinfonia at a Gavin Bryars’ concert and initiating new collaborations with Robert Fripp of
progressive rock band King Crimson and ex-Soft Machine band member Robert Wyatt’s new
group Matching Mole. A recording session with Fripp in July 1972 (during a hiatus in Roxy
Music) was particularly productive, helping Eno forge his new post-Roxy direction. These
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sessions were eventually released as the collaborative record No Pussyfooting in November
1973, marking Eno’s first post-Roxy effort. The record is two long-form improvisational pieces
(one on each side) developed from Fripp playing his guitar through Eno’s tape delay system.
Each piece slowly evolves with Eno capturing small snippets of guitar in his system of
electronics and repeating them to create a glistening soundscape, over which Fripp plays
complex passages. [Playlist 2-6] In a 1995 interview with journalist Andy Gill, Eno frames the
collaboration as the beginning of a new kind of creative endeavor, in which the distinction
between performer and producer is eroded:
There was still this persistent idea that there was the musician who did his thing, then
there was the producer who put on a bit of echo or something. The idea that there could
be some real liaison between the person playing and the person doing the treatment was
something quite new, and in fact the first record I did with [Robert] Fripp, No
Pussyfooting, was exactly that: it was the two of us making one sound. He did all the
clever stuff, for sure, but the sound that he was hearing was routed through my
machinery, I was changing it and he was responding to what I was doing. This was really
a new idea, the notion that two people could make one sound in that way. That kind of
got me into the idea of the studio, not as a place for reproducing music but as a place for
changing it, or re-creating it from scratch.123
With the session for No Pussyfooting, Eno found that the studio became the more fitting
environment for his experimental processes. His next three solo records—Here Come the Warm
Jets (1973), Taking Tiger Mountain (By Strategy) (1974), and Another Green World (1975)—
featured Eno alongside a cast of old and new collaborators (e.g., Phil Manzanera, the Portsmouth
Sinfonia, Robert Fripp, The Moodies’ Polly Eltes, Genesis drummer Phil Collins) playing
(mostly) experimental pop songs with instruments modulated and transformed through his studio
manipulation. In the liner notes, many of these instruments are given fantastical names based on
“descriptions of either way of playing or a sound.”124 For example, the “snake guitar,” which
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“involves destroying the pitch element of the instrument in order to produce wedges of sound
that can be used percussively or as a kind of punctuation,” so called “because the kind of lines
[he] was playing reminded [him] of the way a snake moves through the brush, a sort of speedy,
forceful, liquid quality.”125 Eno explored new and unforeseen timbral possibilities for
instruments when modifying them in the studio, often leading to their reinvention (for example,
transforming a guitar from a melodic string instrument to percussion). In her long-form analysis
of Another Green World, music critic Geeta Dayal reveals that individual performers were
recorded separate from one another, and that Eno later synthesized their performances to create
the overall composition.126 While this was not an uncommon practice in contemporary studiobased music (pop or otherwise), what is unusual and significant is Eno’s understanding of these
sonic acts in visual and kinesthetic terms. In a 1983 text, “The Studio as Compositional Tool,”
Eno compares his approach to that of a painter “who’s working directly with the material,
working directly into a substance, and…always retains the options to chop and change, to paint a
bit out, add a piece, etc.”127
While the studio allowed Eno to adjust every detail of his collaborators’ sound, he was
also aware, from his years in the Groundcourse, that it was important to bring other perspectives
to bear on creative work. Inspired by Ascott’s directives and exercises, he developed a set of
mechanisms and procedures that allowed him to reflect on his own creative activity (i.e., to
generate feedback). Eno explains their origin:
When I was at art school I started making programs or devices to extricate myself from
rapt situations while I was painting. You often find yourself in a situation where your
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focus on detail is so concentrated that your actual overview of the whole disappears and
you've lost any possibility of stepping outside and seeing it as a complete thing...So I
had about five or six little principles that I carried in my head at that time....Then when
Roxy started and we made our first album, although I liked the album a lot, as soon as we
had finished it and I was in a position of sitting at home and listening to it as a record, I
began thinking "If only I'd done this, or that." I could suddenly see lots of places where a
slightly more detached vision or a different angle of approach would have made a lot of
difference. So the next time we recorded, I compiled a set of about twenty-five little
cards which I'd just stick around the studio and keep reminding myself of all the time.128
Eno discussed these “programs and devices” with friend and artist Peter Schmidt, who had
devised his own set of directives to help him reflect on his painting process. The two
collaborated and produced the Oblique Strategies card set first published in 1975, which made
versions of their evaluative feedback procedures accessible to a wider public. [Figure 2-14]
Beginning with Another Green World, Oblique Strategies became a regular feature of studio
time with Eno. In a 1978 interview with critic Glenn O’Brien, he recalls using the cards when
producing David Bowie’s “Heroes.” Bowie and Eno pulled separate cards from the deck to
guide their work on a track that eventually became the eerie instrumental “Sense of Doubt”:
Effectively mine said "Try to make everything as similar as possible,” which in effect is
trying to create a homogeneous line, and his said "Emphasize differences" so whereas I
was trying to smooth it out and make it into one continuum he was trying to do the
opposite.129
The piece features a repeating keyboard motif that is paired with a synthesizer line that meanders
into ever higher pitches, a sonic imbalance that breeds tension.
Oblique Strategies contain a range of prompts: directives such as "Go to an extreme,
move back to a more comfortable place” or “Overtly resist change”; questions that range from
practical (“Is the tuning appropriate?” or “Is it finished?”) to philosophical (“What is the reality
of the situation?”); Zen koan-like statements like “Revaluation (a warm feeling)” or “Repetition
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is a form of change”; visual propositions such as “Imagine the music as a moving chain or
caterpillar”; and evocative words like “Water,” that can be interpreted in any number of ways
(this is perhaps a nod to Brecht’s Water Music). Eno and Schmidt’s Oblique Strategies reflects a
range of influences. Some of the directives evoke George Brecht’s and Yoko Ono’s concise
event scores; even the publication of cards in a deck is reminiscent of George Brecht's
compendium Water Yam (1963). [Figure 2-15] John Cage’s impact is also felt in how the cards
were used in the creative process—randomly pulled from the deck. Cage famously incorporated
chance into his writing process; he consulted the I Ching to make a number of compositional
choices in the pieces like Music of Changes and Imaginary Landscape no. 4 (both 1951). While
practices and methods from experimental music are invoked, I would argue that the most crucial
inspirations are Ascott’s open-ended exercises and prompts, which like the Oblique Strategies
cards also functioned as creative tools intended to help users see their process objectively,
question their existing patterns of behavior, and take on new perspectives.
Despite the experimental nature of these procedures, by employing them as a tool for pop
music production Eno transgressed the boundary between the avant-garde and popular. Even
though these methods appeared to involve chance, Eno was careful to distinguish himself from
Cage and his rhetoric of indeterminacy, instead referencing Ascott’s behaviorism and cybernetics
as his inspirations.130 As opposed to Cage’s “choice-free” music systems (“he doesn’t filter what
comes out of his mind”), Eno evaluates what the chance system produces and adjusts
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accordingly, thereby creating a feedback system.131 From Ascott’s worship of cybernetics, Eno
understood that one must not only accept errors and deviations from the norm but learn from
them and even adopt them if proven effective.132 Eno’s reading of error and deviation, unlike
Cage’s Zen-inspired theories of chance, was couched within the rational, functional, resultsbased, and often business-driven outlook of cybernetics. This stance is evident in the language he
used to describe his position in a lecture at Trent Polytechnic in 1974:
The reason we invent procedures that expose us to the error and disorientation arising
from unpredictability is because we need to be well rehearsed in enduring this
disorientation. It is vital to our survival. To innovate successfully, we must be able to
avoid panicking in situations where we are not fully in control —and art offers us a
rehearsal space for this very process.133
The generative potential of error appears throughout Oblique Strategies: “Make a sudden,
destructive unpredictable action; incorporate”; “Use an unacceptable color”; “Humanize
something free of error”; and “Honor thy error as a hidden intention.” These directives to
consciously oppose the ingrained, unintended, and aesthetically incorrect, hearken back to
Ascott’s mind-map exercises in which students adopted behavioral characteristics opposite to
their typical ones as a means to strengthen their resourcefulness, ingenuity, and flexibility.
In “Generating and Organizing Variety in the Arts,” published in 1976 in Studio
International, Eno argues that experimental compositions are not indeterminate in execution (a
leftover of Cagean 1960s thinking), but rather possess a more complex form of organization
inspired by the adaptable, self-stabilizing, and responsive behavior of organisms theorized by
cyberneticians Stafford Beer and W. Ross Ashby. A quote from Beer becomes Eno’s mantra:
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“Instead of trying to specify [the composition] in full detail, you specify it only somewhat. You
then ride on the dynamics of the system in the direction you want to go.”134 For Eno (as well as
for Ascott), aleatory experimental form becomes a means for art to remain in line with the social
and technological realities of its time:
As the variety of the environment magnifies in both time and space, and as the structures
that were thought to describe the operation of the world become progressively more
unworkable, other concepts of organization must become current. These concepts will
base themselves on the assumption of change rather than stasis, and on the assumption of
probability rather than certainty. I believe that contemporary art is giving us the feel for
this outlook.135
In effect, Eno’s words restate aspects of Ascott’s behaviorism. Like his mentor, he views
traditional creative methods as “static” and “unworkable,” and draws on cybernetic theories (e.g.,
Ashby)—that consider behavior in relation to the environment and embrace the shifting nature of
that environment—for a solution. Eno’s article also came at a transitional time in his career; by
1975, he had become a much sought-after producer and was tapped by independent label Island
Records to develop his own experimental imprint, Obscure Records. Does “Generating and
Organizing Variety in the Arts” reveal Eno’s need to resolve the innovations of experimentation
within the rational measures of success adopted in business? Or, as his first piece of published
writing in a major arts journal, was he attempting to give his pop experiments the veneer of
serious art by framing them through cybernetic discourse? While Eno has never explained the
essay’s intentions and its dry cybernetic language, it shows the lingering influence of Ascott,
who himself put forward a hyper-rational means of explaining the innovative benefits of chance
and the functionality of accident.
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In many ways, Eno’s 1976 essay offers a context and rationale for Discreet Music, his
record from the prior year that featured four compositions made using “self-regulating and selfgenerating systems,” and prove his assertion that “experimental composition aims to set in
motion a system or organism which will generate unique outputs [but] seeks to limit the range of
these outputs.”136 The first track, “Discreet Music,” fills the entire first side of the record (in fact,
it used the maximum amount of space allowed on one side of a 33 1/3 rpm vinyl record) and was
created by feeding two short synthesizer melodies into Eno’s tape delay system. [Playlist 2-7]
The “score” for the piece, reprinted alongside the liner notes on the back cover, is a diagram of
Eno’s generative system, an image that evokes illustrations in cybernetic books as well as Roy
Ascott’s artworks of the early 1960s (in addition to the diagrams Ascott made to explain them).
[Figure 2-16] The B side of the record features three pieces based on German Baroque composer
Johann Pachelbel’s well-known Canon in D. Each is a different permutation on the original
score, taking a small section and subjecting it to a different set of instructions and parameters to
generate the composition. For example, the score for “Fullness of Wind” asks each player to
decrease their tempo over the course of the piece at a rate determined by the pitch of the
instrument. [Playlist 2-8]
Eno uses the liner notes to tell the lore of Discreet Music’s origin. His friend Judy Nylon
(a performer and musician in her own right) brought Eno a recording of eighteenth-century harp
music while he was convalescing at home after an accident. Once Eno started playing the record,
he retired to his bed but soon realized that the volume was too low and one speaker was broken.
As Eno recalls, this chance encounter “presented what was for me a new way of hearing music—
as part of the ambience of the environment just as the color of the light and the sound of the rain
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were parts of that ambience.”137 The narrative conveniently aligns with his belief in the
generative possibility of error. (Nylon, however, refutes this eureka moment, recalling her and
Eno intentionally lowering the volume of the record so the sound of the rain would still be
audible.138) These competing origin stories reveal how much Ascott-inspired cybernetic theories
of error, deviation, and innovation colored Eno’s artistic decisions. Whatever its origins, Discreet
Music was a decidedly experimental record released by a former member of a popular band on
an imprint of one of the largest and most popular independent record labels at the time, Island
Records. While it did not chart in the UK, it was a crucial example of how the avant-garde
entered the orbit of pop.
While Eno was inspired by Ascott’s theories, their artistic output differed greatly. The
differences were based on how they applied these experimental methods, to what materials and
practices, and moreover what possibilities existed for art. In the 1960s, Ascott’s work was driven
by the notion that artwork should function as “a matrix, the substance between” artist and
spectator. As a result, works like the Change Paintings (begun in 1960 and featuring plexiglass
panels that can be moved to transform the final appearance of the work) and the “analogue
structures” (wooden reliefs that included Modernist abstract forms) involved interaction from the
viewer, but still presented themselves as traditional art objects. For example, Video Roget (1962)
reads as a Modernist abstract wooden relief in the tradition of Jean Arp or Ascott’s own teacher
Victor Pasmore, except it can be manipulated by the viewer. [Figure 2-17] The object features
four bands of organic abstract forms laid out clearly as if a rubric with the fifth middle band
including a sliding calibrator that be moved to create different relationships between the
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elements. 139 Ascott made analogue structures through the end of the 1960s, at the same time as
Eno moved towards performance-based forms and formats (something Ascott would explore in
the 1970s, as a result of his experiments in teaching). Instead of creating discrete interactive
forms, Eno adopted and adapted Ascott’s experimental directives and the principle of
interactivity towards processes such as composition and production. Thus, while Ascott created
concrete objects with interactive elements, Eno developed methods of artistic creation that were
responsive—some of which resulted in fixed objects such as musical recordings.
V. The Legacy of the Groundcourse: Music and Performance out of the Art School
Roy Ascott was not the only art educator in the 1960s to pilot an experimental
intermedia-driven art pedagogy that resulted in artists turning to music as their primary creative
expression. This chapter will conclude by briefly tracing two educators who took up Ascott’s
legacy: Peter Kardia, who repurposed concepts and instructors from the Groundcourse to revamp
both the Dip. AD and Advanced Sculpture courses at St. Martin’s School of Art from 1964 to
1968, and Basic Design alumna Rita Donagh, who piloted the three-week White Room
Experiment at Reading University in May 1970. Like Ascott’s Groundcourse, Kardia’s and
Donagh’s pedagogical experiments emphasized a process-over-product ethos discouraged
students from employing existing conventions of artmaking and encouraged them to seek new
processes of creativity through self-analysis, self-discovery, and collaboration. As with the
Groundcourse, performance was the inevitable outcome for certain students. Graduates of
Kardia’s Advanced Course include Richard Long, Bruce McLean, and duo Gilbert (Prousch) &
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George (Passmore). Donagh’s White Room Experiment birthed The Moodies, a collaborative
performance art/cabaret project featuring art students Rod Melvin, Mary Anne Holliday, Annie
Sloan, Anne Bean, Polly Eltes, and Suzy Adderly. Both Gilbert & George and The Moodies
incorporated popular music into their respective practices but circulated their work in different
contexts. Like Townshend and Eno, The Moodies performed in the underground cultural milieu,
where the avant-garde met mass culture, while Gilbert & George remained within the context of
the visual arts.
Kardia’s courses followed the innovative model set forth by both Ascott’s Groundcourse
and Victor Pasmore and Richard Hamilton’s Basic Design and, like them, was initiated because
of national reforms in British art education. The 1961 Coldstream Report replaced the more
lenient N.D.D. with the more exacting Dip. AD, resulting in certain courses meeting with
approval and others not, even in the same school; for example, at St. Martin’s School of Art, the
Painting Course received accreditation while Sculpture did not. In 1964, Sculpture Department
head Frank Martin charged recently hired tutor Peter Kardia (then Atkins) with inventing a more
rigorous structure for the sculpture program that would meet these new, more strict guidelines
and also work in tandem with the already approved Painting Course. In completing the task set
before him, Kardia looked to the Groundcourse at Ealing for inspiration, even hiring some of
Ascott’s instructors such as Anthony Benjamin. As in Ascott’s pedagogy, Kardia’s course
employed feedback mechanisms to instigate self-analysis and help students “fundamentally
reconfigure [their] definition of self,” while also looking to the sciences and cybernetic theories
for inspiration.140 For example, the first “diagnostic year” included Behavioural Studies, which
applied concepts from behavioral psychology—like interchange between an organism and its
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environment—towards the concerns of art. Also in this initial year, Objective Studies introduced
students to the work of philosophers, psychologists, and experts in the biological sciences who
provide alternate understandings of the world. Exercises in Kardia’s course reflected these
inspirations and consequently resembled those from the Groundcourse. One prompts students to:
…Take one of the objects and making analogies with an organism, a human, for example,
design and make a model of an environment in which all processes which can be inferred
from the appearance of the object and which can be imagined as necessary for the
maintenance of the object are given optimum conditions.141
Similar in outlook to a Groundcourse exercise—though more sober in tone—Kardia (much like
Ascott) wanted students to adopt a position outside the self in order to recognize their rote
behavioral responses and tendencies, to force new thinking and understand more objectively
what the task at hand required.
Like the Groundcourse, Kardia’s pedagogical experimentation was too outside the
bounds of convention, leading Frank Martin to switch him from leader of the Dip. AD to the
non-degree granting Advanced Sculpture Course, where he could continue to pursue his
pedagogical innovations without looming governmental oversight and with a more mature, selfdirected student body. Exercises in this course discouraged the use of existing conventions and
promoted an expanded definition of sculpture. One involved blindfolding the entire class and
allowing them to silently explore their sculpture studio, which had been re-arranged and re-set
with a series of tactile objects. The exercise not only made students experience an all-to-familiar
environment in a new way, but also taught them that one can comprehend volume, space, and
environment through other sensory means and without resorting to the visual field.
Gilbert Prousch and George Passmore met as students in Kardia’s Advanced Sculpture
Course in 1967. Working and exhibiting side-by-side over the course of the academic year, by
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1968 the pair were collaborators. Together they produced a series of Object-Sculptures, casts of
everyday objects and body parts. [Figure 2-18] Kardia’s mandate to expand definitions of
sculpture and experiment pushed them to rethink their modes of presentation. The duo posed
with the sculptures in a group of photographs taken on the roof of St. Martin’s in Spring 1968,
using them as props. [Figure 2-19] In May 1968, they staged an exhibition of the ObjectSculptures on the tables of Frank’s Sandwich Bar in London’s Soho. Prousch notes in a recent
interview that these experiences led them to consider if objects were even intrinsic to sculpture:
“Halfway through we realized we didn’t need objects to be sculpture. That was a revelation for
us.”142 Instead, the artists themselves became a form of “living sculpture,” with their daily
activities and actions framed as sculptures in and of themselves.
The first presentations of The Singing Sculpture (then called Our New Sculpture and
alternately titled Underneath the Arches) took place in January 1969 in three art schools while
they were still enrolled at St. Martin's. [Figure 2-20] The performance featured the pair dressed
in what would become their trademark gray suits, one holding a cane and the other a glove,
singing along to a 78 rpm recording of the British music hall classic from 1932, “Underneath the
Arches” by Hardy & Hudson (incidentally, the very same music that enamored Roxy Music
frontman Bryan Ferry).143 The two were drawn to the record because they felt its story of two
tramps sleeping on city streets during the Great Depression reflected the contemporary
environment of the duo’s own East London home near Spitalfields Market. With The Singing
Sculpture, art reflected modern life and vice versa, though through a temporal shift, given the
1930s pedigree of the song and the sartorial choices of the artists, which looked conspicuously
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old-fashioned in the face of the late ‘60s countercultural style. As they performed The Singing
Sculpture throughout 1969 and into the 1970s, Gilbert & George played up the link to traditions
of sculpture (as well as audience expectations): standing on a plinth in gallery spaces and
painting their hands and faces with a multi-colored metallic sheen. To accommodate durational
performances in museums and galleries, they switched the format of the accompanying recording
from an old 78 record to a cassette. Alongside these live performances, Gilbert & George
infiltrated spaces of daily life through “magazine sculptures,” inserts in art publications like
Studio International or the widely circulated Sunday Times, and “postal sculptures,” printed mail
artworks that featured photographs or illustrations of the duo in different scenes of daily life with
accompanying text. [Figure 2-21] Gilbert & George’s command of mass media distribution was
not unlike the way Roxy Music or The Who presented themselves on record sleeves and covers,
though their distinct fields (and the resulting exposure to a broader public that each provides)
brought them different levels of fame.
The members of The Moodies— pianist Rod Melvin, dancer Mary Anne Holliday, visual
artist Annie Sloan, performance artist and experimental musician Anne Bean, model and
musician Polly Eltes, and fine artist Suzy Adderly—met while studying in the Art Department at
Reading University.144 During the 1969-1970 academic year, Melvin and Bean participated in
the White Room Experiment – a three-week course organized by tutor Rita Donagh at the
beginning of the Summer Term. Donagh, like Ascott, was an alumna of and a tutor in the
Newcastle Art Department. Although the White Room was ostensibly billed as a life-drawing
class, it transformed quickly into an open-ended laboratory for artistic experimentation. As
Donagh recalls, it began with the students painting the room white and drawing a grid upon the
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floor, “as a means of regulating movement within the space.”145 Next, “crosses were put on the
grid to mark squares where movement was prohibited. The studio became a stage –
action/performance being a natural expression of group activity.”146 For example, one group of
students conducted an Actionist-inspired performance involving the entrails of animals,
potentially in response to The Kent State Massacre that happened only days prior.147 Melvin
speaks of how this overall experience taught the students how to work co-operatively; for
example, even the life-drawing model, hired to be the object of everyone’s gaze, become an
active participant in the project, making artistic decisions alongside the students. Bean speaks of
how, in the White Room, the definitions of art expanded widely to include performance and text.
While The Moodies did not emerge directly out of the White Room, Donagh’s
experiment gave students confidence and permission to define any activity as art and, moreover,
to push the boundaries of the context in which an artist found herself. The group’s first
appearance occurred at the annual revue for the campus student union (called JANTAC). Billed
as Moody and the Menstruators—a riff on Motown favorites like Martha and the Vandellas or
Gladys Knight and the Pips—the group included Melvin, who sat as the piano dressed as a
middle-aged spinster, another male friend dressed in drag, and Bean, Eltes, and Becky Bailey
singing in outlandish costumes. This ad-hoc assembly of figures and types pushed the boundaries
of propriety as well as taste and talent, especially since Bean, while passionate in her delivery,
did not have the best singing voice. The group continued, growing in size and organizing parties
for the art department. From their beginning, The Moodies combined music, dancing, and
costume – the building blocks of any theatrical musical performance–but in a particularly
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enthusiastic, amateurish manner that it seemed as if the audience or even a party had made its
way onto the stage. For a university-wide battle of the bands contest, the group worked on a
series of songs, one of which was their version of The Shangri-Las “Remember (Walking in the
Sand).”148 The overtly camp drama of the song turns fully comic when a member of the band
dangles an inflatable seagull on a stick and imitates the bird’s squawking noises that are part of
the original recording. A 1973 review in the university magazine The Shell offers glowing praise
(calling them “gods and goddesses”) but more importantly highlights the effect of performing
Pop music from the relatively recent past: “Each number conjured up visions of a bygone age of
glittering palaces and teenage ballrooms beneath moonlit summer nights.”149 Like Gilbert &
George and Roxy Music, The Moodies deployed techniques of post-modern appropriation and
juxtaposition to create a temporally disjointed effect. Different from their male counterparts, the
group—comprised mostly of women—brought feminist critique (with a comic edge) to the fore,
especially in their re-performances of songs (like “Remember”) that reinforced gendered
stereotypes of young women as boy-obsessed. The group also embraced the notion of gender
identity as performative, with Melvin and Bean respectively adopting female and male stage
personas. [Figure 2-22]
In 1973, The Moodies were asked by the Reading University Drama Society to perform
as part of Edinburgh’s Fringe Festival. The group quickly amassed a set of material for a latenight two-week run, a répertoire that would form the basis of the group’s future tongue-in-cheek,
absurd stage act. A photograph of their performance of the Rodgers and Hart classic “Blue
Moon” reflects their deadpan humor: two of the band members stand at the front of the stage in
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an embrace; one sings and holds a balloon as the other sprays it with blue paint. [Figure 2-23]
However, once outside the art school bubble, the band—well supported in Reading—faced
greater critical opposition. Holliday is particularly fond of a Fringe review that ends with the
following words: “To say that the company have undoubted talent misdirected is arguable; to say
that what they do have is temerity is, in my view, unassailable.”150 This audacity to subvert
convention did grant The Moodies acclaim in the more experimental theater scene in London. In
November 1973, the group performed at the Bush Theatre. According to the band members,
Brian Eno attempted to record this performance for release, hanging microphones above
different areas of the stage; in the end, Eno found it impossible to capture The Moodies’ sound
since so much of the performance was visual and theatrical, and beyond the limits of sound
recording. At the end of 1973 and in early 1974, the group toured Germany and the Netherlands,
bringing their show to the Moderna Theater in Munich, where they met producer Renate Ziegler
and director Wolf Gremm, who asked them to work on a television special. Filmed in Berlin,
partly on a closed set and partly in front of an audience, this program is the only moving image
document of their work and features the stage show adapted for a television studio and
viewership.
***
Although distinct in sound and style, the auto-destructive rock band The Who,
experimental/pop musician Brian Eno, performance artists Gilbert & George, and neo-cabaret
troupe The Moodies all exist on a spectrum between avant-garde and pop culture, an interstice
that emerged in the UK from the mid-1960s to the early 1970s as a result of experimental,
behaviorist, feedback-centered art pedagogies. All, at some point in their existence, foregrounded
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music in their respective practices, due to its popularity and accessibility. As Brian Eno observed
in 1977:
I'm more interested in relegating the Fine Arts from their sanctified position into
something that people enjoy doing and seeing, something which forms a part of their
social behaviour and social discourse – in the way that, say, painting doesn't at the
moment. Painting isn't an art for people now in the way that rock music is.151
Trained in Ascott’s behaviorist paradigm, Eno believed that art should “create some sort of
different behavioural conditioning for society,” i.e., transform behavior and consciousness. The
conclusion he drew, much like Townshend and The Moodies, was that music might offer the best
means to achieve this.
Pop music emerged as a feedback mechanism with the postwar generation of Eno and
Townshend, also a groundbreaking time for entertainment technologies, from musical recordings
to live performances, whether in theaters and televised. As Greg Milner has traced in Perfecting
Sound Forever, music in this mediated and commodified form became a key part of postwar
leisure time, whether as high-fidelity stereo equipment and vinyl records that brought the concert
hall into the living room or the tinny transistor radio that brought catchy pop music on-the-go.152
In short, no matter its format—radio, hi-fi, print magazines, television, film, and live
performance—music became the accessible mass art object that could channel artistic expression
across the media networks of postwar pop culture, consequently becoming central to the identity
of postwar youth and a node for their social interaction.
Following from the principles of Ascott’s Groundcourse (namely, feedback) and his
corresponding theory of behaviorism, pop music is the behaviorist artifact par excellence, in all
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of its medial manifestations. It is a matrix of audio-visual media through the which the artistmusician can convey her expression; it is the catalyst to which the audience reacts through codes
of dancing, dress, and social interactions, often dictated by the music; it is, in short, the
foundations of subculture.153 However, its capacity to change and transform is not affected by its
commercial or commodity status. Cultural critic and theorist Diedrich Diederichsen argues that
musical commodities offer an immediacy not dissimilar to a live concert setting and possess the
capacity to create a feedback loop between audience and performer.154 Thus, like an
experimental score, a Groundcourse exercise, or an interactive art performance, the network of
pop music is an open interface between artist and audience. More importantly, Diederichsen
claims that the power of musical commodities derives from their accessibility and existence in
commercial channels; unlike high art, the pop music encounter lives within the channels of the
leisure-time economy, whether on television, the transistor radio, the vinyl record, the color
poster, or as a live performance. 155 In this regard, the musical recording is filled with insidious
possibility, possessing the ability to present radical aesthetic and political content in the guise of
a seemingly benign commodity. With its potential to influence behavior and open new artistic
doors, pop music in this regard could change consciousness on the level of lived experience,
becoming an important tool in the pedagogical impetus of 1960s and 1970s underground culture,
to which I now turn.
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Chapter Three: Spontaneous Universities:
The Pedagogical Function of Underground Culture in the 1960s
As discussed in the prior chapter, behaviorist art pedagogy had a legacy in British art
schools and university art departments into the 1970s and inspired the activities of a number of
artists-turned-musicians including Brian Eno, Pete Townshend, and The Moodies. Centered on
the belief that the creative act occurs across a network of people, this theory was part of a wave
of post-WWII educational reforms that sought to resolve the differences between industrial
production and the aesthetic advances of fine art. To reflect the changed terms of industry in the
postwar years, pedagogues like artist and educator Roy Ascott drew upon cybernetics, the
contemporary science of communication systems in machines, humans, and animals, and key
concept such as feedback and control. While behaviorism was groundbreaking within the context
of the academy, its guiding principles were mirrored in the developing underground culture of
the 1960s. Ascott made this connection himself; he saw that great change lay ahead not only in
the relationship between art and industry but also in society at large, since with increased
automation labor was destined to become increasingly managerial, ostensibly giving workers
more “free time” and more opportunities for leisure pursuits. In 1967, Ascott envisioned how the
future generations of artists (i.e., his current students) would respond to this changed context
with “creative social happenings [that] embrace a mode of action and expression.”1 His vision of
interactive social environments of collective, creative, intermedia expression effectively operates
as a model for society, one that had already begun to take shape in the underground culture of the
1960s. Like Ascott’s behaviorism, this alternative movement played a pedagogical role, aiming
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to re-educate (and inculcate) youth in new and progressive ways of thinking; in short, to propose
an alternative set of cultural norms.
Underground culture in 1960s London comprised a network of alternative organizations,
some profit generating and others not, including commercial ventures like Better Books and
Indica; newspapers like Oz and International Times (which official changed its name to IT after
receiving legal threats from the Times of London); creative environments and collectives like the
Arts Lab and the Exploding Galaxy; nightclubs and performance venues like the Roundhouse
and the UFO Club; and educational initiatives like the London Free School and the
Antiuniversity.2 As pedagogical sites for self-designated artists “turned on” by avant-garde
techniques and forms, this network provided many young artists an education free of the
regulations of standardized curricula and forms of assessment. Even at its inception, this polyglot
mix of events, shops, venues, and publications that constituted the underground was described
using educational terminology. British poet, writer and theorist Alexander Trocchi developed the
phrase “spontaneous university” to explain the pedagogical value of underground events and
happenings as part of a larger perceptual re-training. According to Trocchi’s conception
(outlined in a number of writings including “SIGMA: A Tactical Blueprint”), the underground
was an “experimental laboratory” to test the “possible functions of a society in which leisure is a
dominant fact.”3 In the spontaneous university, participants were absorbed in a state of
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“continuous making.” 4 However, this “making,” was not directed towards a specific goal or
result (i.e., a product); rather, it was a process of reflection and self-creation, in which
participants themselves became the “artefact,” or product.5 In this regard, Trocchi’s spontaneous
university shared the process-over-product ethos and behavioral emphasis of Roy Ascott’s
pioneering experimental art education, outlined in the prior chapter.
According to Trocchi, income was necessary for the survival of the spontaneous
university. Endeavors including “conferences, international newspapers, publishing ventures,
film and television projects, etc. . . . would make a great deal of money,” helping this cultural
revolution (which Trocchi called “sigma”) expand.6 Thus, according to Trocchi’s theorization,
underground culture did not purport to exist outside of or against structures of commerce, but
rather intended to use them to forge and promote a new cultural agenda. Popular culture became
the terrain for this cultural transformation, a lesson also understood by the most astute British art
educators of the 1960s and 1970s, including Ascott, Richard Hamilton, and Rita Donagh.
According to Trocchi’s theory of the spontaneous university, education can occur as part of a
variety of experiences, environments, and organizations, some of which are traditionally
pedagogical in form (conferences, classes, schools) and others not (poetry readings, happenings,
live music events). The aim of this chapter is not only to consider the underground in its entirety
as a pedagogical initiative, but moreover to trace the specific underground forms that were
particularly effective at completing the task of perceptual re-training, with a particular focus on
happenings, live musical performance, and musical recordings.
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As noted by Trocchi, underground institutions (i.e., spontaneous universities) needed to
function as commercial ventures for their survival. Even though ventures such as the UFO, the
Drury Lane Arts Lab, and IT are often viewed as emblematic of the “permissive” society that
flourished under the Labour government of the 1960s, they received little, if any, state or Arts
Council funding (if so, it was on a project-by-project basis), and supported themselves through
membership schemes, the sale of goods or tickets, and donations. Despite their economic
independence, underground organizations were still under close government scrutiny and, at
times, were made to pay steep fines or were subject to closure for promoting drug use and
“indecent” activities (in one case, the Exploding Galaxy was forced to leave their collective
home at 88 Balls Pond Road because marijuana had been found on the premises). Thus, counter
to Arthur Marwick’s assertion that cultural transformation and social transformation are not
linked, the underground and its organizations did serve a real political role, providing spaces
where progressive social values could thrive.7
Frankfurt School philosopher Herbert Marcuse, a major influence on the New Left
movement and the revolutionary subcultures of the 1960s, offers a model for this communion of
culture and politics in An Essay on Liberation (1969). According to Marcuse, in order to
transform society, humankind must sever its “libidinal ties” to commodities, an association that
is the central source of social repression and exploitation.8 For its survival, humankind must
redirect technology towards the goal of “liberation” and use “imagination” and “aesthetic
sensibility” as “guiding forces” to reconstruct reality.9 As Marcuse argues, diverting labor “to the
7
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construction of an aesthetic rather than repressive environment . . . would gradually alter society
in all its dimensions,” replacing a capitalist society with an aesthetic one,” founded on creative
expression and upholding the virtues of collectivity and solidarity.10 In Marcuse’s aesthetic
society, art is redefined as play and, play takes on a productive role, replacing work.11
For this reason, in Marcuse’s theories, students and artists were the agents of change in
the 1960s, rather than the traditional revolutionary subject of the worker.12 The network of
underground institutions centered in London, initiated and populated largely by artists and
students, were already forging Marcuse’s vision of an aesthetic society, providing environments
for collective creative expression. In the underground, happenings were not artistic reclamations
of social life, but social life itself, the model for underground cultural events, forming the
blueprint for the rock concert and the free festival. The participatory structure of the happening
also infiltrated environments of commerce and entertainment, transforming live music and
theater into forms of collective expression in which artist, viewer, and listener could exchange
roles. Moreover, these environments also brought the avant-garde’s legacy of technological
experimentation into dialogue with commercial culture, creating spaces where objects of
different commercial status could exist alongside one another. For example, Better Books not
only sold small press books, magazines, and records, but also became the premiere venue for
happenings in London; in its early years, Indica was both art gallery and bookshop, mingling fine
art with affordable commercial goods. The history of underground organizations traced in this
chapter shifts in late 1966, when another commercial form, underground music, replaced poetry
10
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as the crucial center of the participatory happening. Most participants in the underground were
born after the World War II, grew up in a youth culture organized around American R&B, rock
‘n roll, and blues, and formed personal identities around these genres. As a result, popular music
provided the ideal means for this aesthetic society to take form. And like the interactive
happening, live musical performances and recordings served a similar pedagogical function.
I. The Success and Failure of Underground Schools: London Free School and the
Antiuniversity
While the underground did spawn a number of properly pedagogical pursuits aimed at
reforming existing systems of education, these intellectual efforts were not as effective as the
happening, a collaborative and interactive artform that could re-fashion social life itself by
transforming the relationship between consumers and commodities. A short detour into the
development of two of these self-organized schools associated with the underground show their
limited impact and, how and why the happening eclipsed the school as the key pedagogical form
of underground culture.
The London Free School (LFS) held its initial meeting in March 1966, and was organized
by a loose collective of underground figures including entrepreneur John “Hoppy” Hopkins,
Afro-Caribbean civil rights leader Michael X (née de Freitas), record producer Joe Boyd, poet
Harry Fainlight, anti-psychiatrist Joe Berke, future Pink Floyd manager Peter Jenner, Graham
Keen, Rhaune Laslett, John Michell, and others (a mostly white and male cast save for
Trinidadian de Freitas and Laslett, an indigenous US and Russian woman). Held in the basement
of a home at 26 Powis Terrace in Notting Hill, West London (different accounts point it to being
Michell’s home and Laslett’s home), the LFS was founded with the loosely-defined mission “to
try and help people find out things they wanted to know,” which included subjects like
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photography, foreign languages, and politics.13 Its intention was to serve as a forum for skill
sharing, especially to members of the Notting Hill Afro-Caribbean community who regularly
faced racism and the concomitant social and economic disenfranchisement.14 While Boyd later
described the LFS as a “heartbreakingly naïve” idea, he also noted that advice given by
instructors helped participants challenge criminal convictions and unfair labor practices.15 For
this reason, as LFS co-organizer Graham Keen suggests, the LFS was more “an alternative social
work thing really, as opposed to a place for actual teaching.”16
Adopting a horizontal structure, the LFS was less a school than a means of building a
community, “a galvanization of certain forces and energy” for the burgeoning underground and a
catalyst for other activities.17 Emily Young, a teenager from the neighborhood who became a
frequent visitor to the LFS, contrasts the more lofty goals outlined by the organization’s
founders, asserting that “nothing was really taught but it was great fun.”18 In Young’s account,
the LFS reads more as a social environment, one where young people interested in cultural
transformation could meet one another, despite the more broadly inclusive intentions of the LFS
mission. Although it only lasted for 18 months, and failed to attract large numbers, it did have an
enduring effect on underground culture and the city at large in helping to establish two of
London’s key public institutions of the 1960s: the Notting Hill Carnival, which provided a model
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for the free festivals that emerged in the years that followed, and UFO, the first major nightclub
of the underground scene. In 1965, before she was the president and secretary of the LFS,
community leader Rhaune Laslett spearheaded the first Carnival, an event which in the 1970s
grew to become an important celebration for the Caribbean community in London and still
functions to this day.19 In October 1965, only months after the initial meetings of the LFS,
Hopkins began to organize benefit events to help fund the school as well as a related newsletter.
Featuring live music by psychedelic bands like Pink Floyd, light shows, and interactive
performances, these events brought the interactive aesthetic form of the happening to a much
larger audience, providing a model for the collective creative environment at the UFO club,
which, once it launched in December 1966, inspired the establishment of other underground
venues and events such as the Middle Earth club and the 14-Hour Technicolor Dream. While the
LFS was key to the development of the underground nightclub and the Carnival, these social and
entertainment-oriented forms rapidly eclipsed the LFS itself. The alternative school was no
longer the pedagogical center of underground culture.
The London Free School was not the only alternative educational institution that emerged
from the underground. In December 1967, Joseph Berke and other medical professionals
associated with anti-psychiatrist R.D. Laing’s Philadelphia Foundation, along with Allen Krebs
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(organizer of New York’s Free University), founded the Antiuniversity, an initiative inspired in
part by Laing’s theories.20 In the late 1950s and early 1960s, Laing experimented with new
methods of treating people diagnosed with schizophrenia, including psychedelic drugs and
alternative living situations. In line with his reforms, Laing founded Kingsley Hall, a community
where the hierarchy between staff and patients was all but abolished. Given his support of social
reforms as well as hallucinogens like LSD, Laing became a key figure in London’s underground
community, organizing one of its signature intellectual events, the Dialectics of Liberation
Congress.
The program of the Dialectics of Liberation Congress set the tone and scope for the
Antiuniversity. Held at the Roundhouse from July 15 – 30, 1967 (at the time, a popular venue for
underground events with live psychedelic music and film), the Congress brought together a
series of thinkers from Europe and the United States to discuss the possibilities for a
contemporary social revolution. As co-organizer David Cooper notes, the talks centered on one
key argument: liberation is only possible if there is “some union between the macro-social and
micro-social, and between ‘inner reality’ and ‘outer reality.’”21 The cast of speakers reflected this
principle. Intellectual heavyweights such as Herbert Marcuse and R.D. Laing approached the
concept of revolution and liberation through philosophical and psychological lenses, focusing on
the individual; in contrast, Afro-Caribbean US civil rights activist Stokely Carmichael discussed
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real-world political change and the US culture of white supremacy.22 Art and popular cultural
forms were also included in the course of events, with the Congress’ closing night featuring a
“kinetic theater” event by Carolee Schneemann (titled Round House) followed by a performance
by psychedelic rock band the Social Deviants.23 The performers in Schneemann’s happening,
who came from a variety of backgrounds and performance experience, participated in workshops
with the artist over a period of two weeks to develop the event, which involved participants,
oiled up and clad only in their underwear, crawling out of a dumpster filled with the debris
amassed over the two-week-long Congress, and then being carried away in a giant wagon to
staged boos and catcalls.24 [Figure 3-1] In this regard, Round House served as Schneemann’s
critical response to the Congress, which, despite attempts to be inclusive (by including
Carmichael and Schneemann as part of the proceedings), featured a primarily white male cast.25
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While Schneemann’s Round House was not listed alongside the other speakers in official
programs and publications (and thus, not treated as an intellectual contribution to the Congress),
the happening was one of the few presentations at the Congress that offered a model of this
popular underground cultural form.
While the Congress aimed to link the micro-social (individual) and macro-social
(systemic) aspects of revolution, the former was far more appealing to the underground cultural
community, who preferred a level of personal interaction.26 As Dutch poet Simon Vinkenoog
argues in his account of the Congress, published in International Times, social revolution can be
achieved not through protest or policy but playful interaction and the pursuit of individual
pleasure. He even offers one lighthearted suggestion: the establishment of “adventure
playgrounds where Stokely [Carmichael] can stomp with Ronnie [Laing], and Allen [Ginsberg]
with Alex [Trocchi].”27 The poet’s provocative proposal echoes Marcuse’s theories, especially
the address that the German philosopher delivered at the Congress, “Liberation from the Affluent
Society.” In it, Marcuse argues that “a free society” forges “a new anthropology,” based on
reforming “technology [as a tool of] of liberation” and not repression.28 He continues:
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[T]he convergence of technique and art, the convergence of work and play, the
convergence of the realm of necessity and the realm of freedom…[n]o longer subjected
to the dictates of capitalist profitability and of efficiency, no longer to the dictates of
scarcity… would mean an ‘aesthetic’ reality – society as a work of art.29
What Marcuse theorized (society as a work of art) and Vinkenoog playfully imagined (adventure
playgrounds), artists like Schneemann and promoters like Hopkins had already begun to realize
through the form the happening.
As a means to “carry over the spirit of the Congress in … a permanent form,” the
organizers of the Dialectics of Liberation formed the Antiuniversity.30 Adopting a nonhierarchical organization, like the LFS and other experimental schools such as Summerhill and
the New York Free School, the Antiuniversity made little distinction between student and
teacher.31 As part of this reformulation of the scholastic structure, disciplinary boundaries were
also broken; the Antiuniversity course catalog clearly affirms that “above all, we must do away
with artificial splits and divisions between disciplines and art forms and between theory and
action.”32 According to art historian Andrew Wilson, in the Antiuniversity “the structure of the
institution was itself not just up for discussion but probable dismantling as well.”33 The intended
goal of this reform was to repair the relationship between the individual and the society in which
he or she lived, and “to develop the concepts and forms of experience necessary to comprehend
the events of this century and the meaning of one’s life within it,” a task at which the official
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institutions of higher learning failed.34 The organization also considered itself part of a
worldwide network of counter-institutions, including “other revolutionary experiments in
universities, communities, communes and direct action…taking place in Europe and America,”
which are unnamed in the text.35
A list of courses published by the Antiuniversity gives a sense of the institution’s scope
and commitment to the interests of an underground audience comprised mostly of young white
artists and students.36 Composer Cornelius Cardew taught a course on experimental music, poet
Bob Cobbing on sound poetry, sculptor Barry Flanagan on “space,” and Barry Miles on
“Underground Communication Theory.” Other instructors, lecturers, and visiting faculty
included artists Jeff Nuttall, Jim Dine, Richard Hamilton, and Carolee Schneemann; theorist
Theodore Roszak (author of The Making of a Counter-culture); and writers William Burroughs
and Allen Ginsberg.37 A selection of classes focused on spreading this new model of radical
education: Antiuniversity founder Joseph Burke taught “Anti-institutions,” which focused on the
phenomenon of alternative organizations while another, “Spontaneous Universities” (a direct
reference to Trocchi) aimed to create pop-up satellite versions of the Antiuniversity in cities and
towns across the UK. More than 200 people enrolled in courses during the first quarter, revealing
a desire for this type of counter-education.
In spite —or because—of its lofty aims, the Antiuniversity had a very short and fractious
life. In July 1968, the organization had to abandon its environs in East London because of low
funds. While a physical space was not crucial to its success (given that many courses occurred
34
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offsite at the Drury Lane Arts Lab or people’s homes), it certainly reflected the institution’s
instability and by September of that year it closed. An article in IT, which recounts the many
debates and discussions at the initial organizational meetings, reveals the limits of establishing a
counter-educational institution and suggests that the institution’s early demise was inevitable
because it recapitulated existing structures of education too closely to effectively reform
society.38 Robert Tasher, a local boutique owner who participated in these meetings, argued that
the Antiuniversity was, in fact, just like any another university, “[an] academy of reinterpretation
rather than of retranslations; and certainly not for the discovery of new myths, texts and
documents.”39 He continues:
A real system of alternative education … requires…the total rejection of the old goals of
education as practised now…[It] must be a practical experience in breathing, sweating,
loving, growing, looking, building, sleeping.40
As Tasher suggests, a valuable re-education involves the re-thinking of life itself, which is what
the interactive, live art events of the underground sought to accomplish.
In his account of underground London, Andrew Wilson suggests that the central sites for
underground social re-education and re-structuring were less the educational initiatives like the
London Free School or the Antiuniversity and more the social events.41 Grouped under the term
“happenings,” these interactive and intermedia events ranged from stagings of performance art in
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bookstore basements to largescale rock shows, including Schneemann’s Round House and
Hopkins’ benefit concerts. According to Hopkins, the happening was the central underground
cultural form since its “cross-disciplinary openness” and “undefined vibe” offered the inclusive
and horizontal structure necessary for the goals of social re-education.42 The fact that the more
directly educational aspects of the London Free School and Antiuniversity were eclipsed by the
aforementioned large-scale participatory events reflects the generational desire for re-education
—whether in terms of aesthetics or politics — to occur as a multi-sensory and participatory
experience. The two primary theories of underground social re-education discussed earlier in this
section—Marcuse’s “aesthetic society” and Trocchi’s “spontaneous university”—share an
affinity with the happening, and for good reason. As an artistic form, happenings possess
qualities that Marcuse and Trocchi saw as crucial for the reformation of society. First, their open
form creates an inclusive environment, allowing for collective authorship and, more importantly,
the formation of a community, even if only temporary. Secondly, this open form allows for
constant experimentation; Trocchi envisions the “spontaneous university” as an “experimental
laboratory,” whose participants are in a state of “continuous making,” closer to some of the more
open-ended art school experiments described in Chapter Two than to more formal assessmentdriven education. Third, in its open, experimental, and participatory form, the happening readily
incorporates a wide variety of media (defined as intermedia), stimulating multiple senses at once.
As Marcuse argues, in the aesthetic society, technology becomes a tool of liberation and not
repression. For this reason, the eager adoption of technology in happenings transformed tools of
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work into elements for play. Lastly, since happenings in the UK emerged within environments
either associated with commercial exchange or popular culture (in addition to ones associated
with art and theatre), their interactive form also redefined those environments of consumption,
transforming the relationship between consumers and commodities into a liberatory one. For
these reasons, the happening becomes the primary medium of the underground’s cultural
transformation of society. This specific pedagogical form also fosters a different educational
subject: the autodidact, a self-directed learner who pursues her own interests and freely connects
discrete bodies of knowledge to arrive at her own informed conclusions in collective communion
with others.
II. The Emergence of the Happening as the Underground Form
Before discussing the pedagogical impetus of the happening, one needs to understand
how it came to define so much of the social experience of underground culture in London in the
1960s, becoming this period’s paradigmatic form. According to David Mellor’s study, The
Sixties Art Scene in London, art and commerce as well as avant-garde and popular cultures were
deeply intertwined over the course of the decade. In the 1960s, art galleries were dominated by
Pop, Op Art, and Kineticism, styles that served as the visual backdrop for the Swinging Sixties.
On exhibition were the work of artists such as Bridget Riley and Liliane Lijn whose high
Modernist vocabulary was easily co-opted (sometimes willingly) into mass cultural forms like
fashion, home design, and magazine spreads. Shops, performance venues, public festivals and
alternative spaces also served as key centers for art. In this range of environments, which mixed
audiences as well as art and commerce, the happening, an interactive art form pioneered
simultaneously in the US and Europe, emerged as the prototypical medium and a signifier of the
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underground. (In contrast, US happenings historically emerged from environments associated
with the fine arts.)
One of the few avant-garde art outposts in London in the early ’60 was Victor
Musgrave’s Gallery One. The first to mount an exhibition of kinetic art in London (“Oeuvres
d’Art Transformables,” 1958), it was also one of the first to exhibit event-based art with “The
Festival of Misfits,” a showcase of artists associated with the Fluxus group organized by
Musgrave and Swiss artist Daniel Spoerri. 43 From October 23 to November 8, 1962, an
international roster of participants including Spoerri, Benjamin Patterson, Emmett Williams, and
Robert Filliou performed during the two weeks of the exhibition’s run and also constructed
environments at the gallery and the Institute of Contemporary Art. The most memorable (and
documented) event of the Festival was Ben Vautier’s Living Sculpture, a
performance/installation in which the artist lived in Gallery One’s front window during the run
of the exhibition. [Figure 3-2] Vautier painted directly onto the glass pane in his distinctly
decorative handwriting, diagramming the contents of the room and using language to direct the
viewer’s attention. The statement “Misfits at work” graced the middle of the window; just below,
the word “look,” accompanied by an arrow, drew the viewer’s attention to a circled area on the
window captioned “stop looking; you are too curious.” At the top of the window, another text,
“Drink Coca-Cola,” read like an advertisement, while a smaller one to the left asked, “Do you
like baked beans?”
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The texts featured in Living Sculpture not only draw out the voyeuristic aspect of the
exhibition context, but also openly acknowledge the commercial milieu of Vautier’s
performative artwork, equating the gallery space with the shop window, which entices passersby
with seductive displays and language. In fact, all of the objects in the window, which included a
range of found mass-produced items, as well as the “misfit” Vautier himself, were for sale as
works of art. In a flyer that accompanied the Festival, the artist declares, “I am a living and
mobile sculpture in all my moments and all my gestures, to be purchased at £250.”44 As curator
Paul Schimmel notes, this was perhaps a pragmatic solution “to support [his] art-making
activities through commercial businesses” and “[sell] his presence through his objects.”45
Vautier’s nomination of himself and all that surrounded him as art, not only recalls Duchamp’s
readymades, but also the work of contemporary Nouveau Realiste and Neo-Dada artists Piero
Manzoni and Yves Klein, who endowed lowly materials like human excrement (Manzoni’s
Merde d’Artiste of 1961) and immaterial ones like air (Klein’s Zone de Sensibilité Picturale
Immatérielle, 1959-62) with monetary value through its association with the artist. Vautier’s
Living Sculpture links two notions of art that became important for the underground culture’s
aesthetic society—art as action or event, and art as a commercially accessible mass-produced
object. Unlike underground artists, Vautier’s Living Sculpture aestheticizes commerce and reinscribes the institutional framework of art, foreclosing the potential of the event and the
marketplace as means to collectivize and democratize art and aesthetics. As will be
demonstrated, the happenings of underground London instead seized upon the idea that
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commercial ventures (rather an art institutions) were crucial to the formation of an aesthetic
society.
Although art spaces such as Gallery One (as well as Signals and the ICA) were key venues
for the expansion of the visual arts into environmental installation and live performance, the two
earliest self-proclaimed “happenings” in the UK occurred in contexts distinctly outside the visual
arts. In their inception in the United States and France, Neo-Dada performances, Fluxus events,
and happenings thrived strictly within autonomous “art” spaces (lofts, artist studios, concert
halls, galleries, alternative spaces). In contrast, event-based art in the UK emerged in a network
of spaces marked by their connections to commerce and popular culture, including bookstores,
music festivals, and nightclubs. 46 After reading Allan Kaprow’s writings on happenings,
poet/historian Adrian Henri and his colleagues John Gorman and Roger McGough began to
organize “events” which featured “a mixture of poetry, rock’n’roll and assemblage,” the first of
which, the Merseyside Arts Festival, occurred in August 1962 (pre-dating a 1963 happening at
Edinburgh which artist Mark Boyle claims was the first in the UK).47 Subsequent events like
Nightblues (1963) featured the local Merseybeat band the Roadrunners, while Bomb (1964) and
The Black and White Snow (1965) were performed at the Cavern club, the same venue where
The Beatles began their rise to fame.48
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As Henri noted, in the UK many experiments in performance and happenings occurred
alongside more popular forms of culture:
In England… there is, in the best work in the field, an urge to use environmental forms to
by-pass the modern tradition of the isolated artist. The performing arts, at their best, have
moved into more popular fields, often in alliance with new forms like rock music.49
While Henri has rightly asserted the singularity of the situation in the UK, his reasoning is
inexact and lacks a consideration of the economic and political context. Given the strong state
support for the arts, the Arts Council’s relative conservatism, and the markedly small market for
the private sale of art in the UK, happenings and event-based art found their home in the less
rarified and less regulated confines of the underground scene where they could operate outside
the state supported system, situated alongside the commercial exchange of goods and forms of
entertainment.
The more prominent of the two “first” UK happenings was held at the International
Drama Conference, organized in tandem with the Festival of the Arts in Edinburgh, the premiere
event for new tendencies in theater.50 On September 7, 1963, American director Kenneth Dewey
with the artist duo Mark Boyle and Joan Hills, presented In Memory of Big Ed (also known as In
Memory of Big Head), an immersive performance which featured a guest appearance from the
genre’s pioneer Allan Kaprow. Kaprow was also included in the conference’s program of events,
and presented Out (alternately titled Exit Piece), a sculptural environment of objects like
automobile tires that turned the attendee’s exit from the conference into an obstacle course.
Equally confrontational, In Memory of Big Ed featured a surreal juxtaposition of sound and
action that incorporated the entirety of the performance space. Originally designed as a
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disruption to the conference’s course of events (in line with Surrealist and Dada interventions in
public spaces), it began when critic and theater director Charles Marowitz “put a resolution
before the conference [for] an official interpretation of Waiting for Godot which, when passed,
would become standard and appear in the appendix of each printed edition…” While not a
completely atypical occurrence at a conference, Marowitz presented an absurd proposition that
was challenged by another performer planted in the audience. A series of disconnected events
and sounds followed. The low hum of an organ and tapes of the prior conference proceedings
became audible; a nude woman was pulled across the stage on a trolley; another performer
climbed down from the stage and over the seats pretending to be hypnotized by Allan Kaprow.
The series of unsuspecting shocks ended “when the curtain behind the speaker’s platform
suddenly tumbled down to reveal rows of shelves containing over 100 sculpted heads illuminated
by footlights.”51 [Figure 3-3] As Marowitz’s detailed account explains, the different actions were
orchestrated around the theater, “disperse[ing] attention” and creating a situation in which “no
one knew what precisely was happening nor where.”52
While Big Ed was listed on the day’s program, decreasing its potential for maximum
surprise, it still created a stir because members of the conservative British theater establishment
were in attendance, including critic and conference organizer Kenneth Tynan who called the
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performance “totalitarian” and “apocalyptic.”53 The popular press also lambasted Big Ed for its
indecency since nudity in live theater was subject to restrictions, resulting in performer Anna
Kesselaar being put on trial. 54 However, as performance historian Günter Berghaus suggests,
also on trial was the interactive and anarchic artform of the happening itself. Berghaus sees the
controversy over Big Ed as the flashpoint for the development of “an alternative network to the
overwhelmingly conservative theatres and exhibition spaces” that were under the aegis of the
Arts Council.55 That same year in Edinburgh (1963), US entrepreneur Jim Haynes opened one of
the key spaces of this new alternative network, the Traverse Theater. According to Haynes, the
organization skirted censorship and government oversight by selling memberships and accepting
private donations. (It did receive funding from the Scottish Arts Council, in the amount of
£7,000, a modest amount).56
Because of press coverage from the Edinburgh, the use and connotations of the term
“happening” shifted markedly. Judith F. Rodenbeck argues that Allan Kaprow initially
developed the “happening” as a critical artistic gesture and not an affirmative one, a distinction
that became evident in the aftermath of the 1963 Edinburgh event. As Rodenbeck notes:
[This] succès de scandale [at Edinburgh] sealed the fate of the word “happening”. . .
[Kaprow was] demoralized by the mutation of the word . . . into a synonym for “groovy”
and by the increasing commercialization resulting from his all-too-successful efforts at
publicity . . 57
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Beginning in 1962, Kaprow had presented most of his happenings in distinctive non-art spaces
including disused warehouses, old breweries, the city dump, farms, a department store, the Staten
Island Ferry, and the street.58 However, unlike many UK happenings, Kaprow’s events
consistently received institutional support from small commercial galleries, art and theater
festivals, and university art departments, and were viewed within the fine art context. Because of
the growing commercial and popular associations with the word, in 1963 Kaprow ceased to call
his works “happenings” (a word he had conceived), opting for the more neutral term
“activities.”59 This is one of the reasons why the history of UK happenings, many of which
occurred within the commercial and popular context of underground culture, have been excised
from the official art history of happenings in Europe and America (and were only discussed in
UK specific volumes like Adrian Henri’s Total Art: Environments, Happenings and
Performance from 1974).60
The Edinburgh happening was not the only event that made news in the UK and charged the
art form with an air of radicality. On June 8, 1964, the young theater impresario Michael White
(who later went on to earn success with popular underground revues like Rocky Horry Picture
Show and Oh! Calcutta) organized an evening of performance under the title Collage at Denison
Hall in London.61 White’s idea was to bring French happenings pioneer Jean-Jacques Lebel’s
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Festival of Free Expression to London. The evening included pieces by Jocelyn de Noblet,
Daniel Pommereulle, Erró, and Mark Boyle, as well as a performance of Carolee Schneemann’s
Meat Joy, which had just premiered at Lebel’s festival in Paris. In Schneemann’s piece, groups
of untrained male and female dancers clad in bodysuits performed a series of loosely
choreographed interchanges and scenarios. Materials such as chicken, fish, paint, brushes,
plastic, and paper scraps were integrated into their movements; in certain sections, couples rolled
around amongst the scraps of paper and meat; in others, the performers’ bodies became materials
themselves, wrapped up in the paper like packages, or treated like canvases in a section devoted
to body painting. [Figure 3-4] Accompanied by a soundtrack that mixed environmental and
musical sounds (ranging from field recordings of the Paris streets to pop music), Meat Joy was
experienced as a collage in which the audience performed an active role in piecing together the
meaning of the stream of disconnected images and sensory experiences.62 According to
Schneemann, Meat Joy had “the character of an erotic rite… a celebration of flesh as material,”
and its orgiastic display was received very differently in Paris and London.63 While the French
audience responded by removing their clothes and joining in the performance (even though one
member attacked the artist), in the UK, the caretaker of the venue called the police, bringing the
evening to a halt and resulting in a small amount of negative media attention.64
Given the threat that Meat Joy and In Memory of Big Ed presented to both the British sense
of propriety and the institution of theater, the happening moved to the underground for its
survival, finding an unlikely home in the basement of the alternative bookshop Better Books.
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Tony Godwin opened the shop in 1946 primarily to sell small-press publications and samizdat
material but by the early 1960s, with the growth of Beat-style poetry in the UK, it became the
meeting point of the nascent underground.65 From 1964 to 1965 the shop underwent significant
changes. After the store expanded to include a section dedicated to paperbacks, a fire destroyed
the basement and the shop’s inventory. In late 1964, Godwin invited poet, artist, performer, jazz
musician, and art educator Jeff Nuttall to organize a happening in the now derelict cellar space.
Given the success of this trial run, Better Books began to host regular events, transforming the
shop into London’s premiere performance venue for experimental poetry, film, live art, and
installation, bringing together figures who would eventually form organizations such as the
Drury Lane Arts Lab and the London Filmmakers Co-op. In the crucible-like environment of
Better Books, the underground coalesced as an aesthetically and ethically focused culture that
combined aspects of avant-garde art, commerce, leftist politics, and entertainment.
A frequent visitor to the shop, Nuttall was the prototypical underground London artist,
adept at several means of expression, including poetry, theatre, painting, assemblage, and
music.66 Godwin’s invitation allowed him and colleagues to realize the intermedial scope of their
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artistic practices through this new artform of the happening, which had created such a stir in
Edinburgh and had only recently debuted in London.67 The initial December 1964 event in the
Better Books basement comprised two parts: Charles Marowitz opened the evening with a
lecture on happenings, after which artist Bruce Lacey offered a demonstration of this new art
form in the dingy downstairs space. Curator Rozemin Keshvani offers a detailed description of
Lacey’s happening:
Lacey, donning a rubber suit, charged around the basement with a smoke gun setting the
atmosphere. Holes were drilled through false walls through which imitation blood was
fed down the sides of the basement. Blood-stained bodies emerged from a chute
originating upstairs. At the end of the basement where it met the street was a coal cellar.
The cellar had been dug out and a false wall erected, behind which hid artists Keith
Musgrove and Heather Richardson dressed in surgical operating gowns. They burst
through the wall into the basement, dragged a pregnant woman from the standing crowd
and laid her upon an operating table. Screams filled the room as they appeared to cut
open her stomach, methodically calling out the required surgical instruments and pulling
out offal from a bag hidden under her dress.68
Overtly theatrical, Lacey’s performance presented a clear narrative—perhaps around the
criminalization of abortion, which was not legalized in the UK until 1967—in great contrast to
the more abstract layering of action, image, and sound in Boyle’s Edinburgh happening or
Schneemann’s Meat Joy. Like Nuttall, Lacey’s artistic practice transgressed barriers between
avant-garde and popular art, readily incorporating references from film, vaudeville, and other
forms of comedic theater. Although he studied painting at the RCA, Lacey spent his postgraduate years working in the field of entertainment as a prop designer for comedy shows and
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performers.69 Lacey’s performance/action at Better Books lacked the humor and pop appeal of
his other work, instead possessing a sinister edge akin to Francis Bacon’s expressionist canvases
or the socially conscious and gritty subject matter of the kitchen sink dramas of the 1950s.
However, in comparison to the distilled visual language of New York happenings and Viennese
actions, the performances at Better Books reflect more traditionally dramatic popular influences,
such as live theater, film, and television. Despite these many formal differences, Lacey’s
happening did share one central quality with its US and Austrian counterparts: the audience sat
in the midst of the action.70
In March 1965, Nuttall and Lacey along with Phil Cohen, John Latham, Keith Musgrove,
Heather Richardson, Dave Trace Criton Tomazos, and Islwyn Watkins took over the Better
Books basement with a series of inter-media installations, under the name of sTigma, an obvious
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nod to Alexander Trocchi’s sigma (spelled with a lowercase “s”). Each artist took a portion of
the cellar, creating a distinct environment on the theme of life in the post-atomic world. Dick
Wilcocks’ review of the exhibition for Peace News (a newspaper associated with the Campaign
for Nuclear Disarmament or CND) offers a rich description of the overwhelming, interactive
experience. Participants were first confronted by John Latham’s installation of large tree-like
forms made of telephone directories, which formed a “tight valve” for entrance into the rest of
the exhibition.71 Next, the viewer encountered Jeff Nuttall’s section, which included a montage
of symbolic images and sounds from across the twentieth-century: a sculpture of a pregnant
female figure giving birth to doves (in the style of sculptor Ossip Zadkine) was surrounded by
enlarged photographs of radiation and concentration camp victims, dramatically juxtaposed with
images of politicians and “sausage-fat people” (i.e., the wealthy, well-fed, white bourgeoisie).
The installation soundtrack included music (from jazz to Beethoven), environmental sounds
(screaming, explosions, anti-nuclear rallies, and Nazi party gatherings), and recordings of spoken
word and speeches (poetry by William S. Burroughs and Trocchi, recorded especially for the
exhibition, and an address by Martin Luther King, Jr.)72 According to Nuttall’s working notes,
the aim was to “confront.... people with as uncompromising an image of ourselves as possible,”73
matching the existentialist and expressionist vision he adopted in his poetry and assemblages.74
The next area, designed by Lacey, was equally confrontational. The installation
resembled a living room and snack bar, but with foodstuffs and pornography strewn around the
space. This environment served as a setting for Wartime Marriage (1964), a sculpture made from
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two tailor’s dummies and a doll roped to an old iron bedframe and “splashed with molten plastic,
or rubber . . . the exact color of shit.”75 The heads of the figures were severely misshapen,
grotesque, and almost inhuman, while the doll, perched under the welding shield and attached to
one figure, appears to be a fetus in utero.76 (A roughly contemporaneous automata, The
Womaniser, gives a sense of Lacey’s practice at the time [Figure 3-5]) In the context of sTigma’s
post-atomic theme, the sculpture appeared to depict a family fallen victim to a Hirsoshima-like
nuclear event. As part of his installation, Lacey included a series of working televisions tuned to
local broadcasts. Adding a level of auditory chaos to an already visually and physically saturated
environment, this addition of a mass cultural form unchanged by the artist’s hands, was crucial
for Lacey. The artist wanted to have the audience reflect on what kind of messages the television
communicates, and how these messages shape society. As Lacey states in Wilcocks’ review:
I want to make people aware of nasty things in a cosy [sic] society. I would like to do
commercials for sanitary towels, contraceptives, abortions...but this would cost too much
money. I believe in fighting them [i.e., “polite” society] with their own weapons to
counteract brainwashing and the barriers that have grown since childhood, like
influencing the mind with suggestive images…for commercial reasons.77
Lacey’s statement—while trading in misogynist thinking around women’s reproductive
health—also reveals his installation’s and sTigma’s overall intentions: to combat mainstream
culture with an alternative one forged from the very same technologies, now endowed with the
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purpose to educate audiences in a new set of aesthetic and political values.78 As aforementioned,
sTigma initially developed around a strong anti-nuclear platform, a stance informed by the CND
and its annual Eastertime march from London to a nuclear missile site in Aldermaston, the first
of which occurred in 1958.79 Organized at the same time of year in 1965, sTigma was the
underground’s version of the march. But instead of filling the streets, the artists involved felt that
it was more effective to use images and sounds to combat the culture that supported nuclear
armament. As principal organizer Jeff Nuttall noted, the exhibition was an “anti-deodorant, a
kick at soporifics and modified experience.”80 sTigma was one of the first opportunities for the
wide range of intellectuals and artists crucial to the London underground’s aesthetic
transformation of society (i.e., Marcuse’s “aesthetic society”) to gather. The log of attendees
included artist and filmmaker Mark Boyle, anti-psychiatrist R.D. Laing, Rolling Stones singer
Mick Jagger, guitarist Keith Richards, and Nouvelle Vague actor Jean-Paul Belmondo, among
others. Organized around an anti-nuclear rhetoric, sTigma aligned youth culture with leftist
concerns including militarism, consumerism, sexism, and racial inequality, the issues that
continued to define the underground through the 1960s. Critically, this political re-education
occurred through immersive and experiential means, a practice based on the belief that changing
perceptions changed society.
III. The Underground Nightclub as Intermedia Happening
How did the happening move from the smaller circles of avant-garde art, experimental
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theater, and underground bookstores to the more popular space of the nightclub? A key event in
this transition was the International Poetry Incarnation, which was held at the Royal Albert Hall
on June 11, 1965 and featured poets Allen Ginsberg, Lawrence Ferlinghetti, Gregory Corso,
Alexander Trocchi, and Harry Fanlight, drawing a crowd of 7,000 to the famed London concert
venue. Although it did not possess the immersive and overtly theatrical aspects of events at
Gallery One or Better Books, its loose running order created an environment in which the
audience felt permitted to participate; the recollections of attendees make it seem more like a
rock concert than a poetry reading. According to Michael Horowitz (Incarnation co-organizer
and publisher of New Departures, the UK’s premiere underground poetry magazine): "The
Albert Hall event had a different kind of structure, unlike most other demonstrations at the time:
people sitting and standing and chanting, dancing, and smoking pot; it was mainly very ecstatic
and very relaxed."81 Peter Whitehead’s 1965 short film Wholly Communion, which records the
day’s events, captures a cross-section of the audience’s activities. During Ginsberg’s reading,
which included the performance of a Hindu chant, Whitehead’s camera becomes drawn to a
woman in the audience who stands and moves rhythmically to the poet’s words. [Playlist 3-1] As
Ginsberg’s delivery turns increasingly passionate and his gesticulations become more frequent,
hers do also. When Whitehead’s camera frames both figures in a single shot, they appear to be
performing a duet. [Figure 3-6] As this moment reveals, by the end of the day, the barrier
between performer and audience was transgressed, transforming what would typically be a
sedate reading into a moment of collective expression. While not at the level of reaction that
Horowitz describes, the responses captured in Whitehead’s film—while occasional—feel
unusual for a poetry reading.82 Because of the environment it created, many have considered the
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Incarnation to be Britain’s first large-scale happening; its popularity proved that the mainly
young crowd had a taste for experimental practices and desired active participation over passive
spectatorship.
The Trip (sometimes called the “Spontaneous Underground”) is one of the earliest examples
of the happening entering the nightclub environment in London. Launched on January 30, 1966,
this evening of psychedelic music and performance was organized by John “Hoppy” Hopkins
and Stephen Stollman from the US at the Marquee Club on Sunday afternoons. (Stollman’s
brother Bernard was the founder of ESP-Disk, an important underground music label based in
New York, which released free jazz like Ornette Coleman and Albert Ayler as well as
experimental rock bands like The Fugs.) The Trip was Stollman’s and Hoppy’s attempt to create
a liberated environment of creation and reception for equally liberated improvisational musical
practices, as well as place where this artistic milieu could congregate.83 Even The Trip’s Trocchiinspired alternate name, “Spontaneous Underground,” suggests the formation of a collective
body coming into its own being, liberated from social norms and “offer[-ing] everyone the
opportunity to do or say anything without conforming to the restrictions of the earthmen.”84
Barry Miles recounts a particularly chaotic event on March 13:
That week’s line-up featured Robert Wyatt [of Soft Machine] on drums; the illustrator
Mal Dean on trumpet and lavatory plunger. . . several spoons players . . . and much
shouting. Also onstage was a young woman having her long red Rapunzel hair trimmed
by a friend, further emphasizing the lack of division between audience and performers.
This was possibly the first time that Gerry Fitzgerald presented on of his enormous
jellies. . . Someone inevitably stripped off and rolled in it.85
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While Miles’ memory might be fuzzy, causing him to merge these distinct acts into one another,
it is also clear that the individual events and actions presented did not read as individual
performances but rather became subsumed by the larger interactive atmosphere of the event. One
of the defining aspects of The Trip was its audience; as a Sunday Times writer noted, “The
invited are the entertainment.”86 Audience interaction was strongly encouraged, with invitations
often setting a dress code or offerings suggestions for how one could participate in the event. The
flyer for the March 13 event proclaimed: “bring furniture toy prop paper rug paint balloon
jumble costume mask robot candle incense ladder wheel light self all others,” a series of
disconnected objects and ideas which led to the Dada-esque musical performances and antics
described above. 87 Even though Stollman and Hoppy successfully fashioned a liberated
environment, they were not liberal with invitations to the event. The Trip was not a public event,
and the two closely curated the guest list.
In the same Sunday Times article cited above, Stollman calls The Trip a “documentary
‘happening,’” a curious conflation of terms that suggests both the communal, interactive spirit of
the event, and its desire to reflect and incorporate the “real” world.88 While Stollman might be
trading on the term’s avant-garde origins in New York, or the recent controversy surrounding it
in the UK, his use of the term also reflects the particularly British history of happenings, many of
which occurred in institutions outside the art world, whether at nightclubs (Adrian Henri’s poetry
events at Liverpool’s Cavern Club) or bookstores (Jeff Nuttall’s theatrical sTigma installation).
While the adoption of the term “happening” by an underground music promoter might
compromise the purity of Kaprow’s avant-garde intentions, Stollman’s embrace of this concept
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challenges one of the art form’s more troubling aspects: although interactive and open to chance,
Kaprow’s “happenings” were also highly structured, scored, and directed. In contrast, Hoppy and
Stollman’s “documentary happening” was collectively authored and, as promoters, they
fashioned an environment and a context in which musicians, artists, as well as the invited
audience could freely perform and participate. While it is difficult to determine when the term
“happening” was first used to describe a mainly underground music event, Stollman’s adoption
of it in 1966 indicates a crucial shift in this history of the British underground, when music began
to replace poetry as the artistic center of this culture’s burgeoning multi-media aesthetic.89
In order to support the activities of the London Free School, John “Hoppy” Hopkins
organized a series of benefit concerts beginning in March 1966. Given the positive response the
events received, Hoppy with Joe Boyd’s assistance turned these occasional concerts into a
regular weekly function. On Friday, December 23, 1966, they held the first of these events at the
Blarney Club, a small Irish pub in central London. For the year it existed, the UFO Club
(pronounced “Yu-Fo”) continued the legacy of The Trip, becoming the new center of the
growing underground culture and a place where young artists could participate in this growing
alternative social milieu. However, unlike The Trip, UFO was a public event and promoted
though posters on the street and advertisements in underground newspapers like International
Times. Every Friday from 10 pm to 6 am, bands such as Pink Floyd, Soft Machine, and AMM
would provide a soundtrack to an evening of moving images, live performances (by the likes of
David Medalla’s dance troupe the Exploding Galaxy or Yoko Ono) and, most importantly,
psychedelic drugs. In this regard, UFO came to symbolize the culture of psychedelia, the goal of
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which was to transport the audience to an alternate environment, an elsewhere. The UFO thrived
on innovations in art and design, specifically experimentation with new technologies such as
sound amplification, light projection, and synthetic color, all of which aided the overall
psychedelic experience.
Artist Mark Boyle, whose light shows with Joan Hills were featured at each UFO,
describes how nights at the club generally evolved:
A typical evening at UFO would begin around 10.30 to 11.00 with Vivaldi very loud on
the sound system and our light environment all around the room. Then, when the place
was full, the first rock group would appear. Then you might get a theatre group from the
Royal Court Theatre doing mime, followed by the Soft Machine or the Pink Floyd. Then
I might be asked to make yellow projections while the current hit Mellow Yellow would
be played and David Medalla and a group of dancers would fill an area with more and
more yellow objects, yellow cloth, yellow confetti, yellow paint etc. A folk group would
follow, then a clown, more rock, more Bach, a theatre group called the People's Show
and then at about 7 a.m. a jazz group called the Sun Trolley would play. Most people
would be sleeping against the pillars or in little piles on the floor by now. Usually it was
just the Sun Trolley and Joan and I who were awake. Then we would go away and get
some breakfast.90
While Boyle’s description imagines UFO as a distinctly multi-media experience, the history of
the club and the psychedelic era has focused primarily on the music (especially since Pink Floyd,
who eventually gained worldwide acclaim in the 1970s, began as one of UFO’s house bands).
More recent attempts to shape this history, such as the Tate Liverpool exhibition Summer of Love
(2005), have corrected this imbalance by taking a broader view of psychedelic culture, framing it
as a multi-disciplinary movement that existed simultaneously in the visual arts, design,
architecture, film as well as music. Even at the time, a place like UFO was described in these
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terms; as Gerry Fitzgerald of collective Intermedia Exploration noted, it was “a club for people
to meet, dance, watch films, and get to know one another. This was mixed media.”91
However, I would like to suggest that the UFO club (and, more broadly, psychedelia) is
distinctly intermedia, rather than multi-media or multi-disciplinary. Dick Higgins developed the
term “intermedia” in 1965 to describe art practices that “fall between media”; in his theorization,
the happening is a primary example as it is an art-form that occupies “an uncharted land that lies
between collage, music and the theater.”92 Like Higgins’ conception of the happening, The Trip
and UFO were “uncharted lands” between music, theater, film, and dance. In these evening-long
events, different artistic disciplines were layered upon one another simultaneously and
incongruously, creating an overall collage. For Higgins, the socio-political context and function
of an artform was crucial; in his argument, “intermedia” practices even helped forge a “classless
society, to which separation into rigid categories is absolutely irrelevant.”93 In the confines of
UFO or The Trip, intermedia forms such as the light show dissolved the division between
performer and audience, abolishing hierarchy and creating a collective environment of creative
expression. However, these nightclubs (as well as the form of the happening) provided an
egalitarian environment only in theory. Given that most of the audience members were of white
middle class origins, clearly all were not invited to the party.94
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Despite the impossibility of its utopian claims, Higgins’ concept of intermedia offers a
way to understand one aspect of the underground nightclub: the pairing of projection tools like
film, slide, and overhead projectors with live music. Together, they proved to be particularly
effective at creating the communal and collective environment of the happening, immersing
audience and performer in the same patterns of abstract light, color, and sound, and resisting
conventions of lighting that highlight the stage and bathe the viewer in darkness. As Robert
Wyatt, drummer for the jazz-inspired, improvisatory rock band Soft Machine noted, “The
anonymity of the light-shows was nice—the fact that you were almost in the same swirly gloom
that the audience were in was relaxing and you could get a nice atmosphere going.”95 Wyatt’s
band worked closely with the Sensual Laboratory, a light show run by the duo of poet Mark
Boyle and painter Joan Hills. [Figure 3-7] Like many light show performers, Boyle and Hills
employed a pair of Aldis projectors (typically used for showing images from 35 mm slides)
customized with transparent containers that could hold reactive materials, which they dissolved,
burned, and cooled to create certain visual effects.96
Unlike many of the light shows at the time, which mimicked the rhythm and structure of
the music that they accompanied, Boyle and Hills performed in tandem with the musicians,
setting a series of chemical reactions off that were not necessarily “in time” with the music. In
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this regard, their projections introduced chance and accident into the image, matching the
improvisational and exploratory quality of the music. As J.L. Locher notes:
[T]he music of the Soft Machine, like the projected images, forms an irregular flow with
unexpected interruptions and explosions, like swiftly passing clouds continually
suggesting new meanings and relationships . . . at any moment there are sounds and
images supporting each other, clashing with each other, or responding like an echo.
The combined intermedia form of moving image and music transformed a passive listening
experience into an active one, with audience members “forcing the synchronization” between the
improvisational sound and images.97 Thus, the light show not only dissolved the barrier between
stage and audience to create an overall environment, but also engaged the head of the listenerviewer who performed the critical task of bringing together music and film to create a hybrid
“intermedium.” This active viewing and listening situation also aided the overall psychedelic
experience, specifically aligning with the synesthetic aspect of the LSD trip.98 For cultural
theorist Diedrich Diederichsen, the psychedelic experience — and its dialectical relationship to
consciousness — has the potential for personal enlightenment, revealing in an almost Brechtian
fashion that consciousness is a construction. As he states:
[T]he point is not to see another world, to achieve other states, or to escape worldly
consciousness and its sensory experiences, but rather to use all available means to
sharpen our senses for their worldly task, to free them of illusion so that they can find
themselves.99
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The specific pairing of abstract projected images and amplified sound helped accomplish
this “sharpening of the senses.” Instead of providing a means of escape, these media technologies
activated the senses; furthermore, the presentation of sound alongside image without a concern
of overt synchronization allowed audiences to make sense of them on their own terms, as
opposed to the highly authored and directed experiences with image and sound in television or
popular cinema. In this regard, the underground nightclub helped re-train audiences to see and
understand media technologies in new ways. Rather than function as tools of social control or
reified labor, they sought to achieve personal and societal liberation, making Herbert Marcuse’s
concept of the aesthetic society a reality within the space of the nightclub.
In addition to shifting the consciousness of individuals, the happening served a more
direct, political function, as an environment where progressive social values could flourish in the
restrictive atmosphere of the British state. Under these conditions, happenings emerged as a way
for the public to gather in support of a cause, either as fundraising efforts or forms of public
protest; often, though not always, music served as the means to gather larger and younger
crowds, bringing wider attention to the issue at hand. On March 9, 1967, the offices of one of the
key underground media organizations, International Times (located on the grounds of Indica
gallery and bookshop), were raided.100 Materials from both the newspaper and the gallery
(including all of IT’s back issues) were seized. The organization was charged with violating the
Obscene Publications Act for printing a variety of nude photographs in the pages of the
newspaper and, as a result, it was ordered to close. Protests were immediate and took the form of
public happenings. The aborted IT issue, which could not be printed, was instead read aloud at
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UFO. On the Saturday morning after IT’s closure, the staff organized a street procession titled
The Death and Transfiguration of IT in which poet Harry Fainlight was laid out in a coffin and
carried across the city streets and via the Tube to Notting Hill Gate station, where he was
resurrected. The group then marched down Portobello Road, where Fainlight and others of the
retinue were arrested.101
Consequently, the underground rallied around IT, and interactive, intermedia forms of
public protest, celebration, and education continued as the issue of free speech became a cause
célèbre. The weekend of April 29–30 featured two major events organized in direct response to
IT’s closure. The Free University of London staged a Free Speech Weekend at the London
School of Economics (where IT circulated a leaflet), while Hoppy and other members of the
UFO team organized a benefit for the newspaper at the Alexandra Palace, an enormous
nineteenth-century venue situated in a park in North London. Titled the 14 Hour Technicolor
Dream and advertised as “the first human be-in,” the event was UFO club writ large. Attracting
around 12,000 people (including celebrities that frequented underground events such as John
Lennon and Jimi Hendrix), it indicated the extent to which the underground was becoming a
much larger cultural movement. Even the BBC2 documentary series Man Alive profiled the
event in the episode “What Is A Happening?”, offering contemporary viewers an eye into the
evening’s series of attractions, which ranged from psychedelic rock music to performance art.102
Pink Floyd and other bands that frequented UFO (including Soft Machine, The Move, and The
Social Deviants) performed alongside the usual light shows, while the London Filmmaker’s Coop organized a program of experimental films. In the center of the large exhibition hall stood a
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helter skelter, a British amusement park ride featuring a slide. Yoko Ono staged a version of Cut
Piece (1963) in which a hired model stood on a stepladder in the middle of the audience, wearing
a paper dress. Ono and members of the audience took turns cutting the dress off of the model
with a pair of amplified scissors, which filled the hall with the sounds of slices and snips. David
Medalla’s dance troupe Exploding Galaxy performed the “Fuzz Death Ballet”, a free-form,
participatory dance performance about the oppressive UK police state and conservative social
mores. [Playlist 3-2] While mostly aleatory in its structure, the piece was grounded by a clear
narrative in which a male performer, wearing a mitre and holding a crozier and representing
authority (whether church or state), presides over the capture of another dancer. During his
interview, Medalla called Exploding Galaxy’s performance “a completely free expression thing,”
and proudly acknowledged that the group had only formed the prior Tuesday.103 Whether or not
the artist’s statement is true, it reveals that ad-hoc participation and improvisation were
hallmarks of the underground aesthetic.
An intermedia aesthetic and multi-sensory stimulation were also defining aspects of the
Technicolor Dream: as one participant interviewed in the BBC2 documentary observes, “That’s
the idea of something like this. It really does drench your senses to be up all night, dancing
about, bombarded by sound and by light, and by anything else you want to be bombarded by that
they can provide here.”104 In addition to the aforementioned light shows, performances, live
music, and helter skelter, the camera also captures people in fanciful costume eating cotton
candy, a large light “zipper” that spells out different statements throughout the night, and a
sculptural intervention using inflatable plastic tubes. The documentary also features interviews
with a number of underground figures that were in attendance. Theater impresario Jim Haynes
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calls the Technicolor Dream “a giant communion” that also possesses “an aesthetic sense,”
encapsulating the notion that the underground gathers people to initiate social change through
artistic means.105 Charles Marowitz describes the happening as a form of cultural revolution,
casting the event in a distinctly political light. To him, it was“ a calculated attempt to try to avoid
the kind of discipline and squareness that their [parents’] lives represented to these younger
people.”106 Exemplary of Trocchi’s spontaneous university, the Technicolor Dream used the
immersive and participatory form of the happening to re-train its audience’s perceptions and
achieve the social revolution that the underground desired.
The Technicolor Dream became a signpost for another transformation in underground
culture. While the Poetry Incarnation revealed that large numbers of people identified and
participated in what started as a small cultish elite, the Technicolor Dream indicated that the
center of the underground had shifted from poetry to popular cultural and experiential forms of
art such as music. In addition, with an attendance of 12,000 people, it became clear that the
underground now become mainstream. In August 1967, the UFO club moved from the cozy
confines of the Blarney Club to the Roundhouse, where other underground clubs including
Middle Earth organized large-scale events that attracted thousands.107 As the underground grew,
so did the range of venues, some of which had smaller and more specialized audiences in mind.
In mainstream culture, meanwhile, happenings became the model for large-scale events in the
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mold of the Alexandra Palace event, in which organizers incorporated gestures of interactivity to
satisfy the audience’s desire for experience.
IV. The Underground Nightclub as Autodidactic Art School
In London’s underground nightclub scene, where art and entertainment mixed, the
intermedia form of the happening was the means to turn individuals in an audience into a
collective, creative body, fostering their autodidactic drive. Young artists and art students, both
makers and consumers, became a crucial force in underground nightlife and used this open,
participatory environment as a means to bring experimental forms of art in dialogue with large
audiences. The distinctly intermedia environment of the nightclub also allowed young artists to
expand their technical capabilities and bring approaches from the visual arts to rock ’n roll,
which was key to the cultural identity of youth in the 1960s. In this regard, the form of the
happening transforms the nightclub — the space for the presentation and reception of live
musical performance—into an immersive and participatory studio environment where popular art
forms like rock music and avant-garde art could intersect and where advanced art techniques
could be practiced and learned outside of official educational institutions. The nightclub’s antihierarchical structure supported the flourishing of autodidacticism. As Theodore Roszak argues
in The Making of a Counterculture, the youth of the 1960s fiercely opposed “the regime of
experts—or of those who can employ the experts” (Roszak call this technocracy) in favor of a
culture in which knowledge and information were democratized with the formation of alternative
schools, media, and publications.108 For the psychedelic rock band Pink Floyd, who forged their
aesthetic at UFO among other venues, the intermedia environment of the underground nightclub
served as an informal art school; the group absorbed formal techniques from the immersive light
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show as well as the practices of other performers—like the experimental ensemble AMM—who
brought aspects of avant-garde music and advanced art into the London underground scene.
The central figures in Pink Floyd, Syd Barrett and Roger Waters, were childhood friends
from the liberal university town of Cambridge and shared an interest in the visual arts. While
Barrett studied painting at Camberwell College of Arts, Waters attended Regent Street
Polytechnic to study architecture. 109 At the same time as Barrett picked up the guitar during his
foundation course at Cambridge Technical College, Waters formed the band Sigma 6, the name
taken directly from Trocchi’s manifesto, with fellow Poly students Nick Mason and Rick Wright.
When Sigma 6’s singer departed in the fall of 1964, Barrett joined the band and the new group
soon settled into a repertoire of blues and R&B hits first made famous by Bo Diddley, a crucial
influence on nearly every British rock band of the 1960s including the Rolling Stones. As selftaught musicians, Sigma 6 honed their skills through playing popular rock and blues songs at
university parties. In early 1966, the band’s sound transformed. Re-christened Pink Floyd
(named after two obscure blues musicians), the band extended the duration of their songs — still
mostly cover versions — giving space to improvisation and immersive, almost minimalist
grooves. This change in sound was prompted in part by a change of context. Pink Floyd began to
appear on bills at underground events and nightclubs. As band-member Nick Mason recounts,
these environments put new and specific demands on their music: “Suddenly we were
performing for a ‘happening,’ and being encouraged to develop the extended solos that we’d
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only put into the songs to pad them out . . .”110 In this regard, the band’s psychedelic sound
developed as a response to the immersive participatory context of their performances.
While Mason downplays the genesis of Pink Floyd’s early improvisational and
experimental period, Barrett biographer Rob Chapman argues that the interactive, happening-like
environment of the underground nightclub—specifically, the light show—greatly influenced the
band’s sound.111 In the fall of 1963, members of the group moved into the house of architect
Michael Leonard, a tutor at Regent Street Polytechnic. At the time, Leonard was conducting
research at Hornsey College of Art into the relationships between movement, light, and rhythm
as part of the school’s Light/Sound Workshop (LSW) and built a series of machines to
investigate these relationships.112 These light machines populated the same living room where
the band rehearsed, and the machine’s flickering patterns of light began to accompany their
practice sessions. A segment from the BBC science program “Tomorrow’s World” from 1967
captures a young Pink Floyd in Leonard’s living room, improvising alongside one of the light
projection machines.113 [Playlist 3-3] According to filmmaker Anthony Stern, who worked with
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the band in their early years, Leonard’s light machines were “a very important part of Syd’s [and
the band’s] progression,” inspiring a “more painterly” approach to making music, extending
Barrett’s (and the bands’) interests in art and architecture into musical territory.114 Abstract and
experimental images began to accompany the band’s public live performances, the first being the
1966 London Free School benefits during which Joel and Toni Brown (acolytes of Timothy
Leary) projected a variety of abstract slides across the entire room, wrapping both the band and
audience in shifting organic forms and patterns.115 The band’s light show became more
sophisticated with the artists and technicians employing different techniques to pulsate and move
projected images in time with the rhythm.116
While the immersive light show’s unending continuous stream of evolving abstract colors
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prompted Pink Floyd to extend the length of their songs beyond typical pop standard of three to
four minutes (up to ten minutes in the late 1960s and stretching to nearly thirty in the early
1970s), other experimental techniques encountered at underground nightclubs informed their
music. According to biographer Rob Chapman, Syd Barrett’s gestural and improvisational
approach to playing the guitar was inspired by Keith Rowe, guitarist for the British experimental
ensemble AMM, which in addition to Rowe included composer Cornelius Cardew, Eddie
Prévost, Lou Gare, and Lawrence Sheaff.117 Barrett first saw the group at The Trip early in 1966;
AMM’s improvisational approach to music-making was not only informed by jazz, but also
incorporated influences from experimental music (at the time, Cardew was developing his wellknown graphic score Treatise), contemporary art (Rowe and Gare went to art school, where the
former worked in the Pop idiom with a fondness for Roy Lichtenstein), and South and Eastern
Asian musical practices. Founds objects were crucial to their sound, employed either as tools to
manipulate instruments or as instruments themselves. This practice not only reflected Cardew’s
post-Cagean brand of experimentation, which favored the use of such non-musical
“instruments,” but also influences brought into the fold from Rowe’s studies at art school. Rowe
not only played the guitar using a variety of found and traditionally non-musical objects to
augment the instrument’s sound, but also played it on a tabletop, changing his relationship to the
instrument and opening new possibilities of how to play it. As Cardew biographer (and latter-day
AMM member) John Tilbury argues, this re-articulation of the guitar was similar to postwar
painters like Jackson Pollock (or later, Robert Rauschenberg) who moved the act of painting
from the vertical axis of the easel or wall to the horizontal axis of the floor or tabletop:
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Just as Jackson Pollock’s canvases had been laid on the floor and the high fidelity of the
fine brush jettisoned, Keith Rowe’s guitar was placed flat on the table and the
conventional performance techniques abandoned in favor of experimental methods—the
guitar ‘prepared’ with bolts, coins, knives, steel rulers, and [a] bow . . .118
Rowe’s influence on Barrett is documented in Peter Whitehead’s film London ’66-’67,
which features footage of the band recording “Interstellar Overdrive” at Sound Techniques
Studio in London in late 1966 and early 1967. (Interestingly, the two bands shared a bill at UFO
on January 27, 1967.) [Playlist 3-4] In these shots, Whitehead’s camera captures Barrett scraping
a metal object (perhaps a Zippo lighter) along the strings on the neck of the guitar, producing
echoing high-pitched glissandi. In the session for “Nick’s Boogie,” also shown in the film,
Barrett decides to lay the guitar down onto a flat surface, hitting its body and throwing objects
across the strings to achieve different sounds.119 Whether or not Barrett was inspired by
Pollock’s gestural action painting, his choice to lay down the guitar did open the instrument up
(and the sounds it produces) to other possibilities, some of which were dictated by chance.120
This method also opens the instrument to the environment beyond the player, upending the
egoistic position of the musician. Much like the light show that accompanied Pink Floyd, this
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experimental approach of the table-top guitar had the potential to equalize the positions of
audience and performer, a point that Keith Rowe himself makes in reflecting on the technique:
If you think of laying the guitar down, it’s almost the equivalent of that light show.
You’re actually putting it one step away from yourself. The attention’s not on you so
much. When the guitar’s on the table, the attention’s on the table. When people are
looking, they’re not looking at you anymore, they’re looking at that.121
The immersive environment of the psychedelic nightclub also reached those who lived
outside major city centers, and forms of reproducible media like musical recordings re-staged the
participatory experience in the listener’s own home. Artist and musician Genesis P-Orridge
recalled an impactful encounter with psychedelic music while browsing in a record store bin on a
visit to Birmingham. There s/he came upon Hapshash and the Coloured Coat Featuring the
Human Host and the Heavy Metal Kids, the 1967 debut record of the graphic design duo turned
rock band Hapshash and the Coloured Coat, which comprised artist Michael English and fashion
designer Nigel Waymouth. Stylistically, the band’s music fits squarely within the psychedelic
rock paradigm. The last track on the debut record, “Empires of the Sun,” offers a key example.
[Playlist 3-5] Built from a simple riff, the song’s incessant and driving rhythm forms a steady
pulse against which improvised passages of flute and guitar offer timbral contrast. Next, a chorus
of chants enters the mix, and falls in with the chugging rhythmic of the bass and drums. As the
track progresses, it builds in intensity and becomes more ecstatic: the guitars and flutes are
played with less precision, veering towards atonality. Meanwhile the chants grow louder and
change in quality, becoming trills, moans, grunts, and screams. By its conclusion, “Empires of
the Sun” sounds more like the recording of a communal rite than a rock song, enveloping the
listener within it. A recorded moment (perhaps even a series of moments, if there are overdubs)
becomes a present experience for the individual listener.
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As a devotee of the London underground from h/er home in Hull, P-Orridge instantly
recognized Hapshash’s distinctive style from the group’s posters and their design work for
underground magazine Oz, which featured Art Nouveau-inspired abstract forms and
representational imagery in day-glo Pop colors. As Waymouth noted:
Our concept was to plaster the streets of London with this very brightly colored and
beautiful poster work at a time when most of the posters in the streets were rather drab
and wordy . . . We felt like we were illustrating an ideal. We were trying to give a visual
concept of what we were experiencing, which was like hallucinations. Not literally LSD
hallucinations, but the ragbag of things that assault one visually.122
English and Waymouth fashioned an elaborate cover for their debut record, featuring Western
storybook characters surrealistically collaged onto a landscape that reads as both a radiant sunset
and a searing, nuclear explosion. [Figure 3-8] P-Orridge offers a detailed analysis of the cover
image, suggesting its revelatory message:
On one side, the images and lettering were normal; on the other, a mirror split the same
graphics down the centre, sucking the eye into a vortex with an effect of myriad layers of
glass. Art deco clouds cut by sunrays hark back to the ugly pseudo-stained-glass designs
over front doors all over suburbia. Cartoon characters like Little Bo Peep appear, too,
along with a sense of mutant Victoriana that suggests the crumbling British Empire
turning into a meaningless façade . . . Yet there is also a simultaneous experience of
lovingness, attachment, and sentimentality, a feeling that even as the artists are
deconstructing their past, they remain fond of its simplicity, aware that things can never
be the same after the splitting of the atom in the material world and the splitting of the
mind in the perceptual, post-acid world.123
Interestingly, most of P-Orridge’s recollection of the Hapshash’s debut record focuses on
the cover design and not on the sound within, suggesting that the group’s impact traded more on
their graphic design prowess than musical ability. Yet it also reveals how an underground
band—and especially a recording—is an intermedia project, “falling between media” in its
fusion of sound (performed live or recorded onto vinyl disc) and image (record cover design,
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poster art, stage show) to create an overall “hallucinatory” aesthetic. As noted by graphic
designer Peter Saville in Chapter One, such projects (what he terms “pop pathways”) provide
portals for self-inquiry and help foster a culture of auto-didacticism. In this case, the Hapshash
record not only gave P-Orridge a specific artistic framework but also accomplished the work of
psychedelia: to reveal reality as a contraction and introduce audiences to other possibilities. As
P-Orridge states:
Information, music and a supreme retinal immersion all combine in this cover, suspending
my disbelief and giving space to my sense of infinite possibility and infinite impossibility. I
was liberated, and committed to an unorthodox, alternative questioning lifestyle for the rest
of my time on Earth…124
V. The Underground as an Alternative Education
As this chapter has argued, the happening structured aesthetic experience in underground
culture, forming the basis for the music-centered nightclub. This interactive form re-calibrated
young participants’ senses through immersive technology and provided artists a publicly
accessible environment for aesthetic exploration. The intermedia and participatory form of the
happening not only continued to have a life within underground culture outside of nightclubs and
rock concerts, but also inspired the structure and ethos of new institutional models such as the
arts lab—a term that foregrounds this embrace of experimentation. Much like the Antiuniversity
countered the hierarchy and exclusivity of higher education by making it accessible, arts labs
replaced the stuffy, formal atmosphere of galleries and museums with a nightclub-like
environment that was interactive, participatory, and social; often open late hours, featuring a
robust calendar of performances and serving alcohol, arts labs became indistinguishable from
places like UFO. One venue emblematic of this change was the Drury Lane Arts Lab, which
opened in November 1967 under the direction of the US-born underground entrepreneur Jim
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Haynes. Haynes had served as a director of the experimental Traverse Theatre in Edinburgh,
working closely with fellow expatriate Jack Henry Moore on a variety of unconventional and
controversial productions. After resigning from their posts in Edinburgh, the duo came to
London in 1965 to set up a London branch at the Jeanetta Cochrane Theatre. Although his time
at the Cochrane was brief, Haynes brought a diverse and experimental program to the theater,
organizing musical performances (folk and other underground acts), poetry readings (Beats like
Robert Creeley), as well as experimental theatrical productions including Yoko Ono’s “Music of
the Mind.”125
A letter to Myfanwy Piper of the National Arts Council reveals, Haynes felt that the
traditional structure of the Theatre nevertheless presented great limitations, “making any
experimentation prohibitively expensive.”126 For Haynes, the traditional theatrical context of the
Cochrane was a vacuum: “[t]here was no social space…[t]here was zero social animation,”
which prevented art from having a social impact.127 The dynamic happening-inspired
environment sought by Haynes was achieved at the Arts Lab, a large warehouse space on Drury
Lane in the Covent Garden district of London. In his letter, he notes that the Cochrane “couldn’t
really afford a failure [whereas] you could fail at the Arts Lab. You could experiment with a
production that nobody wanted to see.”128 Haynes’ collaborator Jack Henry Moore designed a
number of inventive and flexible spaces, including a black-box theater that could be re-arranged
quickly between acts, and a cinema space that featured no seating but was tiled with foam
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mattresses. The programing was wide-reaching, including poetry readings, live music, theater,
dance, film, and workshops, while the Arts Lab’s social spaces like the bookshop and the café
became places for conversations and meetings. It also had expanded hours and was open all night
on weekends. During its short two-year life, it became another important center for the
underground, attracting luminaries such as James Baldwin, R.D. Laing, Michael X, John
Lennon, and Yoko Ono. The air of experimentation even extended to the organization of events
at the Arts Lab; in his memoirs, Haynes recalls folk musician Donovan giving a surprise concert
and a dance troupe performing at 1 am with little advance notice to a packed audience,
suggesting that visitors came not to experience specific events or artworks but rather the
environment as a whole.
As Sandy Nairne argues, the Arts Lab was the perfect foil to London’s Institute of
Contemporary Arts (ICA), an organization started in 1946 as a space for the arts intelligentsia to
gather outside the more rarified context of the Royal Academy.129 In the late 1960s both spaces
programmed similar artists and events: the ICA hosted undergrounds performers such as
Lawrence Ferlinghetti, Bruce Lacey, and AMM, and also sent off its old space and inaugurated
its new one with “happenings” featuring Pink Floyd, Soft Machine, and Mark Boyle’s Sensual
Laboratory. Yet audiences approached the two spaces with rather different expectations. Jim
Haynes also drew a clear distinction between the two organizations:
Unfortunately the ICA has for me too much of an institutional feel about it. You could go to
the ICA or any other institute and you would go as an individual, see the thing and then
leave; if you met anyone else it would be an accident. Whereas, at the Arts Lab, I always
believed that the presentations, no matter whether they were theatre, cinema, concerts,
dance, or exhibitions, were secondary to the primary purpose of bringing people together.130
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Thus, while the ICA institutionally framed social experiences as art (alongside more traditional
media)—for the purposes of understanding and supporting contemporary arts practice—the
social environment of the Arts Lab was an aesthetic experience itself. The difference between
these environments was not only due to the organizations of their programming and their spaces
but also a result of their distinct funding structures. While the ICA received most of its support
from the Arts Council, The Arts Lab was, for the most part, privately financed, receiving money
from both foundations and connections Haynes had made in the theatre, including playwrights
like Tom Stoppard and directors like John Schlesinger. Even though the Arts Lab’s
independence from state support certainly made its existence difficult and led to its early demise,
it also helped fashion an art space that was less an institution where conservative social mores
could be enforced, and more a liberated social environment.
Both dedicated to spreading knowledge of and experience with contemporary art and
culture, the ICA and the Arts Lab espoused distinct pedagogical methods. While the ICA
advocated a more academic approach focused on research and discourse, the Arts Lab employed
an experiential form of re-education in the guise of the interactive intermedia happening. One
example of the pedagogical impact of underground organizations like the Arts Lab is the
transformation of David Jones into the musical icon now known as David Bowie. As a young
student, Bowie identified as both a musician and an artist, even though he received no formal
training in either discipline, and only studied art in secondary school. Rather, like Genesis POrridge (who will be discussed in the following chapter), his education came from his immersion
in the underground. In 1967, Bowie became acquainted with mime artist and performer Lindsay
Kemp, who used some of Bowie’s recordings as the interstitial music between acts in his show
Clowns Hour. After this initial meeting, Bowie enrolled in Kemp’s movement class where he
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learned the technique of pantomime (an artform that appears consistently throughout Bowie’s
live performances and music videos).131 After performing with Kemp in his show Pierrot in
Turquoise, Bowie began to extend these lessons beyond the confines of theater and to his own
musical practice. In 1968, he developed his own intermedia project, Feathers, which combined
elements of dance, mime, experimental music, live folk instrumentation, and poetry. On
December 6, 1968, the group performed at the Arts Lab.
For Bowie, however, the Arts Lab was not only a venue hospitable to his intermedia
practice but also provided a model for free, creative expression. One of the defining aspects of
the Trocchi’s theory of the “spontaneous university” is the idea of self-perpetuation. In May
1969 and at the age of 22, Bowie formed his own Arts Lab in the London suburb of Beckenham,
creating a venue for a growing community of performers who settled in the area. First called the
“Three Tuns Folk Club” and later “Growth –The Beckenham Arts Lab,” the venue featured a
multi-media variety of entertainment and performance, ranging from surreal puppet shows,
music by Marc Bolan (of band Tyrannosaurus Rex), screenings of films like Luis Buñuel and
Salvador Dalí’s Un Chien Andalou, 1929, liquid light machines, and street theater troupes.
While Bowie might have initiated the Beckenham Arts Lab to make a home for his own
intermedia interests, this model of creativity allowed him to consolidate the different media
forms and practices (music, theater, dance, moving image, light, and sound) that came to define
him as a musician, and underground music at large, and also to enrich his own autodidactic selfeducation in experimental art and culture. In the following chapter, I will trace the comparable
development of Genesis P-Orridge who, like Bowie, came to art and music through experiences
in the underground, developing a similarly intermedia practice that combined more transgressive
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inspirations such as avant-garde poetry, Dada performance, improvisational music, and
experimental design. Their emergence as creative practitioners—self-defined “artists”—out of
underground organizations rather than art schools not only expands understandings of who
counts as an artist and what counts as art education but also represents the limitations of official
educational institutions. While the different forms of alternative arts education traced in this
chapter—from happenings to nightclubs and arts labs—embraced certain aspects of the
innovative pedagogies of the 1960s (experimentation, intermedia, participation), they disavowed
others (hierarchical methods of instruction, administration, requirements, standards) that
discouraged certain learners. As a result, this alternative sphere spurred a culture of
autodidacticism, allowing those who fell through the cracks of the official British educational
system to still become artists. One of these autodidacts, Genesis P-Orridge, is the subject of the
following chapter.
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Chapter Four: From Transmedia Exploration to Industrial Music:
The Alternative Education of Genesis P-Orridge
Born in 1950 as Neil Megson, Genesis P-Orridge entered h/er adolescence during a high point
of British teenage mass culture, in which popular music groups played a central role.1 One
document that remains from P-Orridge’s youth is a scrapbook of photographs and articles cut
mostly from the mass-market publication Fabulous (first produced in 1964 and later renamed
Fabulous 208). The large-scale full-color images in P-Orridge’s scrapbook feature musicians like
The Beatles and Cliff Richard, and articles include a feature on singer Cilla Black, a close friend
of The Beatles, who is interviewed about her relationship with the band and is photographed
demonstrating the Stomp, the latest dance craze. [Figure 4-1] As music critic Jon Savage notes,
magazines like Fabulous used the musician as an avatar for an overall lifestyle; articles would
highlight information about their other interests, details about their clothes, as well as include
images of their home life.2 In short, the magazine not only displayed and sold images of
musicians but their personas and worldviews.
While Fabulous did not cease publication until 1980, its first wave of teen readers like POrridge shifted allegiance to more sophisticated and politically aware underground publications
such as IT and Oz in the later 1960s. A similar transformation happened with some (though not
all) of the era’s most well-known musical acts. The Beatles, for example, turned from a teen
sensation into serious, culturally astute artists, especially upon the release of Sgt. Pepper’s
Lonely Hearts Club Band in 1967. As US rock critic Robert Christgau notes, Sgt. Pepper’s was
considered a masterpiece and “the trades bristled with excited little pieces that always seemed to
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contain the word ‘artistic.’"3 This premise played a central role in critic George Melly’s 1970
book Revolt Into Style, in which Melly argues that the “Pop Arts” in Britain were a broad,
interdisciplinary movement that included painting, film, television, and music. As Melly notes,
The Beatles were “conscious artists”:
[They] relate more to traditional art than to jazz and its derivatives. Their opting out of
touring was in itself an affirmation of their determination to prove their self-sufficiency
as artists. To paraphrase Cézanne, they hoped to make pop “solid like the art in
museums.”4
Like David Hockney, the most recognizable British artist of the early 60s (and who departed for
California in 1963), The Beatles were young, popular, and media savvy—a distinct change from
the brooding intellectual “angry young man” of the 1950s. Unlike Hockney, who channeled the
influence of popular art forms into the traditional fine art medium of painting (as in the artist’s
Doll Boy, 1960/1961, which depicts singer and teen heartthrob Cliff Richard), The Beatles made
pop itself, which young audiences could access easily on the radio and through inexpensive
mass-produced recordings and magazines like Fabulous. [Figure 4-2]
When musicians like The Beatles began to explore more experimental forms of music and
visual art, popular musical and avant-garde artistic practices merged. In July 1968, Beatles’
member John Lennon and his wife, Fluxus artist Yoko Ono, mounted “You are Here (To Yoko,
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Robert Christgau, “December, 1967: Sgt. Pepper, the Monkees, the Candymen, Frank Zappa, miscellaneous,”
Esquire, December 1967, http://www.robertchristgau.com/xg/bk-aow/column2.php. While William Mann (the
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From John Lennon, With Love)” at the Robert Fraser Gallery in London.5 For the show, one
floor of Fraser’s two-level space was filled with white balloons which featured tags that read
“You are here” on one side and “Write to John Lennon c/o The Robert Fraser Gallery” on the
other. The musician released the balloons (apparently 365 in number) during the opening.
[Figure 4-3] Also included on the first floor was a large white monochrome canvas on which
Lennon wrote the sentence “You are here” in small letters, strikingly similar to Ono’s own
Ceiling Painting (YES Painting), a work that impressed Lennon when on view at Indica two
years prior.6 [Figure 4-4] Reported widely in popular tabloid newspapers like the Daily Mirror
and the Daily Sketch (both on Tuesday, July 2, 1968) with stories that included detailed
descriptions of the exhibition as well as images of Lennon and Ono with some of the works on
view, “You are Here” received far more coverage than the typical gallery exhibition in London at
the time.
Because of the press attention paid to The Beatles’ artistic exploits, a new image of the artist
circulated throughout British media outlets—the artist as pop musician. The generation born in
the 1950s experienced this idea of the pop musician firsthand in their teen years in the late 1960s,
a concept that helped the punk movement of the mid- to late-1970s materialize. In two recent
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interviews, graphic designer Peter Saville (b. 1955 and co-founder of Manchester’s Factory
Records) and musician Green Gartside (b. 1955 and from the postpunk band Scritti Politti)—two
key figures in the punk movement—speak about The Beatles, especially Lennon, as their earliest
“image” of an artist.7 Given that both were raised far from the UK’s cultural center of London—
Saville in Greater Manchester and Gartside in Wales—their only understanding of a living artist
came through the popular press, such as the images of Lennon and Ono at Robert Fraser that
circulated in tabloids and newspapers.
While groundbreaking in many ways, this image of the pop musician as artist in the guise of
John Lennon is still decidedly male. In her recent autobiography Clothes Clothes Clothes Music
Music Music Boys Boys Boys, Slits guitarist Viv Albertine (b. 1954) noted that as eye opening as
The Beatles were to her, as a woman she could not fully identify with them, nor use them as a
model for her own artistic endeavors. Instead, she turned to their romantic partners for
inspiration. “I liked that The Beatles—well, John and Paul (who was with Jane Asher then)—
dated women with ideas, who had interesting faces and strong personalities.”8 Ono, who was
featured heavily in the British press, became a particularly important model for Albertine and
many other young women.
… I was fascinated by her and so were my friends. We thought she was fantastic. She
wore a white mini dress and white knee-length boots to her wedding. I read her book,
Grapefruit, she had ideas that I had never encountered before; her thoughts and her
concepts were like mind-altering drugs to me. A poem would consist of one word. Simple
doodles were art. Her philosophical statements and instructions made me think differently
about how to live my life . . . At last, a girl being interesting and brave.9
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In addition to offering a new image of what an artist could be, Ono (as well as Lennon) served a
pedagogical role for Albertine:
Musicians are our real teachers. They are opening us up politically with their lyrics and
creatively with experimental, psychedelic music. They share their discoveries and
journeys with us. We can’t travel far, no one I know has ever been on an aeroplane. We
can’t meet the Maharishi, but we learn about him through music.10
Thus, as part of the matrix of underground culture, musicians not only offered new images
of the artist but also themselves become spontaneous universities, pop pathways for
participatory, autodidactic, and informal learning. This chapter focuses on Genesis P-Orridge’s
artistic development within the cultural context described above. From h/er voracious interest in
popular and underground music and its imagery, P-Orridge emerged with two understandings.
First, that the role of the musician and the artist are one and the same—and, consequently, that
popular music can form part of a larger artistic practice. Second, that art and artistic education
can occur outside official institutional and pedagogical sites, in the underground culture and
popular channels of communication. In P-Orridge’s case, the collective living environment
Transmedia Exploration provided an alternative education, teaching h/er that art practice could
flout disciplinary boundaries and should infiltrate public space and mass culture. The chapter
concludes with a reflection on P-Orridge’s connections to a younger group of musicians based in
Sheffield, who themselves emerged from an alternative educational organization, the youth
theater workshop the Meatwhistle. Bands such as Clock DVA, The Future, and 2.3 found a
fitting home in the industrial rock scene that P-Orridge’s band Throbbing Gristle helped
establish. In this regard, through industrial music P-Orridge initiated h/er own spontaneous
university— a self-perpetuating model for alternative education discussed in the prior chapter—
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which gave newer and younger artists and audiences an expansive framework in which to create
and participate.
I. Transmedia Exploration and the Education of Genesis P-Orridge
After spending the early years of h/er life in Victoria Park, a suburb of Manchester, POrridge’s family moved to Essex and then to Cheshire, due to h/er father’s occupation as a
traveling salesperson. From 1964 to 1968— P-Orridge’s formative years when s/he was
immersed in music—the family settled in the East Yorkshire city of Hull and attended Solihull
Public School, where select staff and teachers supported the budding artist’s interests, even
though the school did not provide a formal education in art after age fourteen. P-Orridge was
given free reign of the art room and was commissioned to design posters and covers for the
student magazine. It was in these years at Solihull that P-Orridge got a hold of the publisher
Thames and Hudson’s volumes on Dada and Surrealism, which spurred h/er interest in collage
and absurdist performance art.11 P-Orridge’s first of many experimental art events occurred at an
official Solihull school dance in 1967, where s/he staged a happening. Contrary to what one
might expect, P-Orridge’s family was supportive of these experimental exploits. (In fact, POrridge maintained a close relationship with them throughout h/er life.)12 Urged by teachers to
attend the Royal College of Art, P-Orridge instead chose to pursue an alternative form of art
education as an autodidact. In a 1979 interview with William Furlong, s/he summarized her
approach to pedagogy: “If I really want to know how to do it, I can find out.”13 In another
statement, s/he proudly asserted, “I always wanted to work as a visual artist…that’s why I didn’t
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Hans Richter, Dada: Art and Anti-art (London: Thames and Hudson, 1965). Patrick Waldberg, Surrealism
(London : Thames & Hudson, 1962)
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collective COUM Transmissions.
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History of COUM Transmissions and Throbbing Gristle (perhaps written by Genesis P-Orridge?), n.d., Box 13,
1/2, Power Sex Magic Folder, Genesis P-Orridge archive, Tate Archive, London, UK.
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go to art college.”14 Looking back on this decision, P-Orridge clarifies the reason for h/er
concern: “I was very frightened that they’d mess me up and they would try and tell me what to
do and they’d censor what I was doing.”15 This rejection of formal education would be the first
of many moments of resistance, and part of a search for alternative ways of learning that
encompassed the rest of the decade.
P-Orridge did pursue higher education, enrolling in the fall of 1968 at Hull University and
taking courses in Philosophy and Social Administration, with the misguided intention to learn
about other cultures and their rituals. However, once P-Orridge realized that h/er studies would
be less anthropological and more pre-professional (leading to a job in social work), s/he changed
course, focusing h/er efforts on participating in the underground culture in which s/he was
already actively involved. During the summer of 1968 before h/er first term, P-Orridge organized
Beautiful Litter, an event in which the young artist distributed a series of cards, each printed with
a single word, to random passers-by in Hull’s central square, resulting in a collective, chancebased, spatialized poem. That same summer, P-Orridge assembled a group of friends to record an
LP of free-form music under the name of Early Worm. Influenced by John Cage’s theories of
experimental music outlined in Silence (1961), the group, led by P-Orridge, used a variety of
non-musical instruments including a typewriter and a telephone as instruments, while also
inventing new ones, such as a sitar-like banjo called the Pinglewad (also the nickname of POrridge’s Solihull classmate Peter Winstanley).16 Cheaply recorded over a weekend, most likely
using a commercially-available tape recorder, the recordings sound like young, untrained
14
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performers freely exploring: the intermittent feedback, out-of-tune instruments, arrhythmic
percussion, absurdist lyrics, and repeated chants qualify Early Worm as amateurish
experimentalism.17 [Playlist 4-1] The playful and absurd nature of Early Worm’s music was even
reflected in the production of the recording: even though multiple copies of the record could be
made, only a single one was pressed, a decision that, even if dictated by necessity, also functions
as a conceptual-art ploy.18 P-Orridge soon became a figure of note in Hull’s small underground
scene. When the performance troupe the Exploding Galaxy (at that time already in the midst of
its dissolution) was booked to organize a happening in Hull, P-Orridge was asked to help
organize and perform with the group, consequently befriending them.
While P-Orridge was able to experiment and meet other like minds in Hull, s/he also sought
connections outside this small Yorkshire city. In these early years, P-Orridge began to forge
relationships with members of the international mail art network, one of the few ways a young
artist living outside a major cultural center could connect with others in experimental circles. POrridge not only regularly read underground newspapers and magazines such as IT and Oz, but
also co-founded h/er own publication, Worm. Each slim volume featured a mix of literature, art,
editorial, and poetry, including Porridge’s own writing: the text is typewritten, covers handcolored, and copies mimeographed onto thin paper, following the conventions of a self-published
‘zine. The cover of Issue Four from 1969 mimics the style of many underground publications
and records; the illustration of a couple sensually embracing one another in naïve Art Nouveau

17
The final track, “The Early Worm,” in its combination of incessant rhythmic pulse and improvisational guitar and
harmonica, sounds like a less precise acoustic version of Hapshash and the Coloured Coat’s “Empires of the Sun,” a
recording with which P-Orridge was familiar (see Chapter Three).
18
There is also the possibility that this claim that there was only one copy is false. As will become clear, P-Orridge
regularly played with the boundaries between art and life, documentary and fiction.
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style and an acidic color palette betrays the influence of design duo Hapshash and the Coloured
Coat, whose sensibility defined psychedelic London. [Figure 4-5]
Like many underground newspapers of the time, Worm also included polemical content. The
aforementioned Issue 4 includes an essay highly critical of the structure of British higher
education. While it is unclear if it is P-Orridge’s writing, one can read it as a reflection of h/er
struggles at university and search for alternative methods of education:
At present we subscribe . . . to a system of education patternised by external interested
parties, which has been determined by tradition and over which we have no control. We
came here to be educated, hoping for education in those areas we felt advantageous. Not to
be programmed.19
Most likely inspired by the prior year’s student revolts in Paris and, more locally, at Hornsey
College of Art, the writer advocates another form of education, one in which students are not
“programmed” but, rather, have a say in their education.
At the end of h/er first year, P-Orridge dropped out of Hull University, and travelled to
London on a pilgrimage to the center of British underground culture, where she immersed
h/erself in the wealth of fine and popular art forms that the city provided. There, s/he visited the
René Magritte retrospective at the Tate Gallery, saw Pink Floyd at the Royal Albert Hall, and
attended the now iconic Rolling Stones performance in Hyde Park of July 5, 1969, during which
the group paid tribute to former guitarist Brian Jones who had died just two days prior (a figure
whom P-Orridge particularly admired, writing the 1985 song “Godstar” in his memory). POrridge’s London sojourn also provided an answer to h/er educational search. Wanting to remain
in the hub of the UK underground, P-Orridge contacted the Exploding Galaxy to see if they
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could provide accommodation. S/he secure an invitation from the group, now called Transmedia
Exploration, and went on to spend a formative four months as part of the collective.
Spearheaded by artists David Medalla and Paul Keeler (both co-founders of Signals
Gallery), the Exploding Galaxy had formed, in part, as a result of The 14-Hour Technicolor
Dream, the large-scale happening organized as a benefit for the underground newspaper
International Times in April 1967, discussed in Chapter Three. In addition to being a
performance group, Exploding Galaxy was a cooperative living experiment housed at 88 Balls
Pond Road in the Islington area of London.20 Medalla described it as “a kind of laboratory, to see
how people behaved collectively.”21 The day-to-day experience involved all forms of creative
expression in a wide range of media, including dance, poetry, “kinetic drama”, sculpture,
painting, happenings, and film.22 This expanded repertoire of forms indicated the collective’s
larger goal: to explore new means of exchange. As a statement issued by the group asserts, “the
Exploding Galaxy is a theatre which is becoming an art form. We are developing not only our
own language, but probably a new form of communication.”23 Like many other underground
organizations (such as those discussed in Chapter Three), Exploding Galaxy’s intermedia
environment served a deeper purpose: to incite new patterns of behavior and conduct perceptual
and sensory re-training. Moreover, as with most underground organizations, the collective
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intended others to adopt their model so this socio-cultural revolution could spread far and wide.
In an article in underground magazine UNIT, Exploding Galaxy co-founder Paul Keeler
acknowledges this objective: “We hope the Galaxy will continue to expand until it contains one
thousand, two thousand or even three thousand people. Then the audience as such will cease to
exist.”24
Thus, like other underground institutions such as the Arts Lab, Exploding Galaxy was a
spontaneous university, a self-perpetuating social form, always ready to accept new members.
One of these young adherents was Genesis P-Orridge; however, by the time s/he had arrived in
London in July 1969, much had changed. Exploding Galaxy had dissolved after the police raided
their collective home and studio space in February 1968, resulting in the arrest of several
members for drug possession and the exile of others from fear of continued harassment from the
police. Through 1968, the group continued with a much smaller membership and visited Hull
among other places. In 1969, member Gerard Fitzgerald assumed leadership of the collective,
renaming it Transmedia Exploration and moving it to another house nearby at 29 Islington Park
Street. Transmedia welcomed P-Orridge into its fold and the young artist worked as part of the
collective until the end of October 1969.
Transmedia Exploration’s 1969 application for a grant from the British Arts Council
elucidates the collective’s creative activities during P-Orridge’s time with them. As the report
details, the group continued the event-based work of their prior incarnation, the Exploding
Galaxy, organizing both theatrical “performances” (such as Fitzgerald’s “The Orange and Blue”)
and participatory “explorations,” workshop-like events often held at universities.25 A letter
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written from P-Orridge to h/er family in Hull details one such “exploration” at the Liverpool
University Union, which involved the construction of a hexagonal scaffolding structure upon
which hung swings, hoops, and hammocks, as well as a large shape-shifting sphere built from the
same materials.26 While in the letter P-Orridge does not disclose exactly how the collective and
the audience interacted with these constructions, from h/er account, it is clear that one could
enter these sculptural environments (as s/he notes, the sphere was “big enough to get inside.”)27
The Arts Council grant features plans for projects markedly different than the mostly
performative practice of Exploding Galaxy, including a series of mass-marketed design objects,
which combined Modernist aesthetics (marked by modularity and the use of new materials) with
amateurish, DIY production methods. A letter written by P-Orridge to h/er family from late
August 1969 mentions the construction of “rainshells,” expandable tubes made of a heavy
transparent plastic stretched over a series of flexible and sturdy metal hoops made from
discarded coat hangers, which formed a cylindrical shape large enough to fit a human body.28
[Figure 4-6] While members of the collective used the cocoon-like rainshells to create private
sleeping spaces in their shared living environment, the group also intended to market and sell
them as a means to support other projects and initiatives. In the same letter, P-Orridge states that
the collective had registered the design and were in talks with a group of investors to fund the
rainshells’ production, noting that “once it is an established product, we can sell it on our own
terms.”29
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As a design object, Transmedia Exploration’s rainshell reflects the era’s vogue for
pneumatic architecture and furniture. From the mid- to late-1960s, industrial designers and
architects were exploring the many technical possibilities that plastics could provide; projects
ranged from the utopian, such as Archigram’s Cushicle (1966), to the popular, such as Zanotta’s
Blow Inflatable Armchair (1967). [Figure 4-7] According to the British architectural historian
and critic Reyner Banham, the fad for inflatables in the late 1960s reflects the political and
aesthetic principles of underground culture: “[T]he kind of direct-participation, real-space, realtime involvement-aesthetic…epitomized in events like light-sound happenings (which often
feature inflatables)—favors this sensitive kind of [pneumatic] environment.”30 Banham views
these inflatable environments and household objects as “cybernetic” in their responsiveness to
their users, who in turn become more aware of how their actions might affect the space around
them. (They would have been the perfect material for Ascott’s behaviorist art.) In this regard,
pneumatics were seen to serve a pedagogical function, de-conditioning the ingrained behaviors
of users and bringing them new understandings of their surroundings. As Banham also argues,
the innovation of pneumatics made it possible for those untrained in architecture, including
collectives like Transmedia Exploration and young artists like P-Orridge, to shape space and
design objects for everyday use.31 Experimentation with new materials received attention from
not only the market and critics, but also official governmental bodies. According to P-Orridge,
the collective’s application to the Arts Council, which included plans to develop the rainshell
along with similar design objects, received a positive response from the “New Activities
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Committee.” S/he writes optimistically to h/er family, that “It is only a matter of time before the
country then the world recognizes us as the new pioneers.”32
Like many designers in the Modernist tradition, Transmedia Exploration extended their
practice beyond industrial design objects. The collective even reinvented the rituals of daily life
itself, establishing a “strict regime [that] was meant to decondition and shock members out of
their routine and conventional behavior.” 33 P-Orridge recounts that many alternative rules were
made to shake members out of complacency: “All the walls had been knocked out of the house,
so that privacy was reduced to a minimum.” 34 One was not expected to sleep in the same place,
eat the same meal, or wear the same clothes from one day to the next. Clothes became a
particularly effective means of de-/re-programming; placed in a communal box, members had to
choose a different set each day and assume the personality that they suggested.35 “You owned
nothing, including identity,” P-Orridge observed. “You didn’t exist, you were merely this strange
energy which passed through everything and never repeated itself.”36 These disruptions to the
ingrained patterns and routines of daily life were not only deeply influential but also central to
creativity:
So all the time you were being challenged to break habits, to rethink the way you did
everything, to constantly break down all the different ways you just surrender to things
because it’s the easy way to do it. That’s really the lesson we’ve taken from Exploding
Galaxy. It’s the idea that there is no rest for the creative artist – and there should be no
rest.37
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Language was another crucial component of the social transformation that Transmedia
Exploration attempted to achieve and the collective saw language as “the chief means by which
an oppressive social system enforced its laws and ensured the reproduction of its power.”38 To
combat this oppression, Transmedia sought “a new kind of language free from existing power
relations.”39 The collective did indeed develop its own form of “language,” a highly stylized
form of lettering called “Transmedia Elemental” (also called the Kinetic alphabet) that strongly
resembles other “new” typefaces of the time, such as designer Wim Crouwel’s minimalist New
Alphabet (1967). [Figure 4-8] Crouwel’s redesign of the Roman alphabet used only horizontal
and vertical lines so that they could be presented on early CRT computer monitors. While
“Transmedia Elemental” included curved forms, it was equally streamlined but desired to disrupt
existing conventions, giving new form to one of the building blocks of daily life, the alphabet. In
another letter to h/er family, P-Orridge uses an architectural metaphor to explain the new
experience language offered by Transmedia Elemental:
Fitz [Gerald Fitzgerald] and Chris are working on the design for a typewriter using our
script. It would be a little slower but you would be actively thinking about what you typed
all the time. No touch typing. It would be made up of the elements, horizontals, diagonals
etc and you would build words like scaffolding. Not to replace just supplement the present.40
In other words, Transmedia Elemental was designed to heighten a user’s awareness of the
content, meaning, and form of their thoughts. The alphabet was used by members of the
collective and featured on official documents such as grant proposals to the Arts Council as well
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as personal letters like those P-Orridge wrote to h/er family. P-Orridge continued to use
Transmedia Elemental until h/er death in 2020 in a series of ritual collages called Sigils.41
As a member of Transmedia Exploration, P-Orridge continued some of h/er interests,
especially music, which played a vital role in the development of h/er aesthetic sensibilities (as it
did in underground culture as a whole). In a letter written to h/er family from late August 1969,
P-Orridge mentions regularly playing violin, piano, and the jaw harp in group improvisations
held at the collective’s home, noting that s/he even received praise from professional
musicians.42 A drawing dating from either the Early Worm or Transmedia Exploration period
details the construction for “a new musical instrument” called the Dualium.43 [Figure 4-9] Based
on the design of a violin (which P-Orridge played frequently), it features two hollow tubes of
different lengths across which a series of strings (held in place by a wooden neck) are stretched.
The user can pluck the strings or use a bow to create a continuous tone. Unlike a traditional
Western/European stringed instrument, the Dualium features two resonating chambers of two
different sizes, allowing the performer to create tones of two different pitches at once. While it is
unclear whether the Dualium was ever played or even built, the drawing reveals P-Orridge’s
capacity for design, invention, and experimentation.
In the design-oriented atmosphere of Transmedia Exploration, P-Orridge also began to
invent h/er own architectural environments and domestic objects. The drawing “Design Dream”
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shows an imagined leisure space constructed of elevated diamond-shaped covered platforms
connected by a series of chains, which users could scale to travel from one section to the next.44
[Figure 4-10] Supposedly dreamt by P-Orridge on July 12, 1969, this structure was intended to
be positioned over bodies of water, changing visitors’ typical experience of the waterside (i.e.,
instead of being within it, he or she would be above it). P-Orridge also devised plans for a
children’s playground and “furniture composite units [which] make beds and chairs ceiling and
floor, wall coverings all from one unit design scaled varyingly.”45 The latter concept is
demonstrated in a drawing of a “mushroom bed.” Comprising small-disc-like polyurethane
cushions in the shape of mushrooms and mounted on springs, these units could be tightly
clustered to create a uniform field appropriate for a bed or flooring. [Figure 4-11] As P-Orridge
states in the notes that accompany the drawing, this form of design would “give new sensations .
. . [They would be] especially good around swimming pools or at various events to surprise
‘guests’ and add yet another facet of sense awareness to the total experience.”46 Like the other
visionary architectural and domestic objects of the late 1960s, P-Orridge’s designs not only
reflect Modernist aesthetic principles, such as modularity and the use of new synthetic materials,
but also possess the responsive, participatory, and pedagogical dimension that critics like Reyner
Banham saw in pneumatics. While never produced, both “design dream” and the “mushroom
bed” offer their user or inhabitant a new experience of her environment, initiating a process of
de-conditioning and re-learning. In this regard, P-Orridge’s designs also reflected the ethos of
underground culture.
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While P-Orridge willingly explored a variety of media and creative practices before her time
at Transmedia Exploration, in this changed environment s/he learned to conceptualize h/er
artistic practice, even h/er entire existence, as intermedial. In a letter written towards the end of
h/er time at Transmedia, P-Orridge asserts with great zeal:
I have received two offers to join groups playing free music...Turned them down because
the whole point now is that art is no longer possible in only one medium. Plays, paintings,
music, mags, records, food, living, clothes, writings, products are not separable ART IS
ALL THESE THINGS OR IT IS OBSOLETE.47
For P-Orridge, art was now more than an image, sound, an object, or any single medium; it was
an all-encompassing way of life with its own ideology. While many of Transmedia Exploration’s
inventions and design objects, from the rainshell to the Transmedia Elemental alphabet, became
part of the restructuring of life that occurred within the collective’s four walls, the group also
wanted them commercially available to a mass audience. As mentioned above, Transmedia
courted funders for the largescale production of the rainshell and even made plans for a special
typewriter to spread the kinetic alphabet far and wide. While neither of these projects reached the
world outside of the collective, Transmedia Exploration’s entrepreneurial ethic reflects how
underground organizations of the 1960s readily engaged in forms of commerce, developing
small-scale markets of exchange using channels of mass cultural distribution as a means to
spread and incite social transformation rather than to generate profits. The marketplace became
the best means to proselytize a new consciousness and ideology.
Overall, P-Orridge learned two key lessons from h/er four months at Transmedia
Exploration. First, that breaking conditioned habits and routines (from the rituals of daily life to
the mechanics of language) are key to any artistic practice that seeks to transform society. New
words, sounds, and images could invent new worlds and transform life when extended into
47
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actions and everyday activities. Second, artists had to engage in the commercial sphere in order
to achieve this social transformation. These lessons would prove to be formative to P-Orridge’s
next collective projects, the performance art group COUM Transmissions and, later, the
underground musical project Throbbing Gristle.
II. COUM Transmissions I: From Experimental Music to Performance Art
Genesis P-Orridge left the fold of Transmedia Exploration at the end of October 1969 after a
disagreement over the personal use of communal funds by leader Gerald Fitzgerald. P-Orridge
then spent the next month traveling around the UK and spending time with h/er family, who
were lived in Wales. By December 1969, P-Orridge returned to Hull, settling into a disused
warehouse building by the city’s docklands with childhood friends John Shapeero and John
Krivine (who later founded the transgressive London boutique BOY). Named the Ho Ho
Funhouse, this collective living environment took many aspects of its design and ethos from
Transmedia Exploration. From this crucible of communal activity developed COUM
Transmissions, an art collective that began its life as a musical act. COUM quickly expanded
beyond music to encompass theatre, performance, and multi-media sculpture. As group’s cofounder Cosey Fanni Tutti (née Christine Carol Newby) noted in her recent autobiography
“COUM [was] more than just a band that ‘played’ music; it was a concept, a democratic
collective and an all-embracing lifestyle.”48 Despite Tutti’s assertion, at certain points a specific
facet of the group’s intermedia practice dominated over the others (e.g., music over theater,
theater over music), primarily as a means for COUM to work within institutional parameters.
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Klassnik.
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The aesthetically minded communal atmospheres that birthed COUM Transmissions were
closely modeled after Transmedia Exploration, and in many ways greatly influenced the group’s
burgeoning intermedia practice. At the Ho Ho Funhouse, much like Transmedia, clothing was
communal, and inhabitants consistently assumed different looks and styles. Occupants would
develop a specific character for each costume and maintain that identity for days on end.49 POrridge remarked that this created an environment of “a constant happening and ongoing
assemblage,” turning the daily existence of house members into an evolving work of art.50
Sometime in 1971, the Ho Ho Funhouse closed and P-Orridge and company squatted a run-down
house at 8 Prince Street in Hull, eventually dubbed the Alien Brain. The façade was painted like
a rainbow, which according to Tutti was lifted directly from Transmedia Exploration’s Islington
space.51 Descriptions and photographs of this new home evoke images and writing of Jeff
Nuttall’s sTigma or Bruce Lacey’s sculptures, discussed in Chapter Three. Stephen Mooney, a
writer from the Hull and Yorkshire Times, mentioned “plastic tunnels” and described “prams
hang from the ceilings, with nude tailors’ dummies, [and] murals.”52 A photograph shows areas
shrouded in colored plastic sheeting, which another local journalist noted “casts a night club
glow” on the space.53 [Figure 4-12] Plastic was also used to divide up the interior space of the
house into smaller sections, a material choice surely inspired by Transmedia’s inventions and rethinking of architecture.
As at Transmedia, creativity was a collective activity at the Alien Brain. This stemmed from
two important beliefs; first, that input from others always improves ideas and secondly, that
49
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collective expression erodes the barrier between performer and audience, the desired end goal of
the happening-like character of living environments such as Exploding Galaxy, Transmedia
Exploration, and Alien Brain. “[I]t seems incredibly arrogant and an unnecessary limitation to
survive purely on your own ego and ideas,” P-Orridge observed in a 1979 interview. “I also
always thought it would be nice to lead other people across from a kind of passive consumer
position into doing on any level…”54 Beginning in late 1969, P-Orridge staged these collective
artistic actions under the banner COUM Transmissions. The name—a sly reference to semen
(come/cum) and the vagina (quim)—and logo (an ejaculating penis) allegedly came to P-Orridge
during an out-of-body experience while on a family trip in Wales. Much like Transmedia
Exploration, COUM drew its members from the shifting cast of countercultural artist types that
drifted through the doors of the Ho Ho Funhouse and Alien Brain, including Tutti.
In its initial years, COUM functioned primarily as an improvisational music group,
performing at pubs, art colleges, festivals, and the local arts center, and the ethos of communal
creativity that structured life at Ho Ho Funhouse and Alien Brain shaped the group’s aesthetic.
Members often had wildly varied levels of skill and experience with their instruments, some of
which were made from everyday objects repurposed to make sound (also, a feature of Early
Worm, P-Orridge’s earlier musical project). In P-Orridge’s words, COUM’s music “was to be
unspecific, improvised and created by impulsive interaction. Traditional musicianship was
considered a hindrance.”55 A recording of the group’s live performance on BBC Radio
Humberside in 1973 exemplifies this amateur aesthetic. The track “73 Vibrant” features guitar,
drums, piano, vocals, and an amplified, heavily treated violin, which weave in and out of rhythm,
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tune, and intensity. [Playlist 4-2] While the lack of structure evokes free improvisation, it is clear
that these are not well-informed jazz musicians who are familiar with their fellow players and
instruments.56 COUM also made a number of recordings in which they applied improvisational
techniques to the studio process.57 One of these, “On The Count of Three” (only released well
after the group’s demise), pairs a heavily manipulated and distorted tape recording of a piano
with the arrhythmic and atonal twang of a jaw harp. [Playlist 4-3] The two erratic sounds are
surprisingly complementary and interweave to create a dynamic improvisational composition.
Here, COUM use the experimental technique of using recording apparatus as an instrument
(recall Brian Eno’s use of tapes in Chapter Two).
COUM learned a great deal from experimental music (which had a strong presence in
underground culture) and was attracted to the practice because it similarly resisted traditional
notions of technical mastery and allowed for intuitive, collective expression. In COUM’s hands,
however, these techniques became more amateurish, ludic, and tongue-in-cheek, in line with
their forebears in the Fluxus movement. Consider COUM’s interpretation of Cagean
indeterminacy: Dicey Opera, a piece performed in Blackburn in 1973 at the “Fluxshoe”
exhibition, a showcase of artworks, multiples, and scores by artists associated with Fluxus,
realized and performed by a younger generation of artists. In the piece, P-Orridge, Tutti, and
additional performers continuously rolled dice and sang out the number of rolls it took them to
get the same number. A sound recording reveals how this simple directive played out. Besides
the occasional rolling of the dice, one hears the voices of the group, who first sing and then chant
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the number of the roll (1, then 2, then 3, and so on), modulating their pitch as the numbers
increase. As the piece evolves, the group members begin to sing in different styles, languages,
intonations, and accents, producing more complex harmonies, until the sequence of numbers
restarts because the dice have been rolled the same. While the group attempts to sing in unison,
they are often in different pitches and rhythms, seemingly chosen in the moment by each
individual group member.58
The Fluxus-inspired theatricality captured in the audio recording of Dicey Opera broadly
defined COUM as a live experience. As early as 1971, the band incorporated absurdist sight gags
into their performances. For example, at the Bust Benefit Concert at St. George’s Hall in
Bradford, UK on October 22, 1971—where the group shared a bill with both psychedelic band
Hawkwind and artist and jazz musician Jeff Nuttall— the band presented the musical
improvisation “Edna and the Great Surfers.” Band member John Smith performed vocal duties
perched on a surfboard balanced on a bucket of water while, over the course of the band’s set,
drums were added to the kit until it became unplayable by a single performer, a ludic comment
on the oversized drum-kits of many 1970s progressive rock bands.59 A playful sense of
theatricality also characterized the ephemera the band produced. A 1971 poster functions more as
a Dada hijacking of this typical promotional format, undercutting its supposed function to clearly
identify who and what comprises COUM and, in the end, communicating far more about the
group’s anti-aesthetic. [Figure 4-13] The center features an incongruous combination of word
and image: a photograph of an elementary-school age P-Orridge posed with a tuba flanked by the
provocative statement “YES COUM ARE FAB AND KINKY.” Additional photographs of the
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group’s members line the bottom of the poster, each paired with the name of a different band
member; for example, the photo of P-Orridge is labeled “Cosey,” while a childhood photo of
another member is titled “Gen.”
Through a simple re-pairing of name and image, each member assumes a new identity,
reflecting another of COUMs frequent practices: the treatment of persona itself as a fungible
artistic material. Theatrical games, costumes, and play with identity were a regular part of the
band members’ living situations at Transmedia Exploration, Ho Ho Funhouse, and Alien Brain,
and this ethos not only had an effect on COUM’s artistic strategy but also the personal lives of
the band’s members. P-Orridge officially changed h/er name from Neil Megson to Genesis POrridge by deed poll on January 5, 1971, an act that was even reported in the local paper.
Similarly, Tutti assumed two alternative names, first Cosmosis and later in 1973 Cosey Fanni
Tutti, alongside other members of COUM who adopted pseudonyms that reflected “fantasy
characters.”60
While COUM readily incorporated aspects of theater, performance art, and experimental
music in their work, the rock context was the easiest and most accommodating venue for their
intermedia practice. As P-Orridge acknowledges:
[A]t the time we called ourselves a rock group – mainly because it got us into places… one
day someone came and said, “You’re not a rock group – you’re an art group.” We had
never, at that point particularly worried about defining it as any one area.61
While P-Orridge claims that the distinction between rock and art did not matter for their practice,
it is important to acknowledge the difference between these institutional contexts, and why the
60
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environment of underground rock music accepted experimental groups like COUM. While the
art world was defined by institutional gatekeepers like art schools, universities, museums, and
galleries, the underground nightclub environment was ostensibly open to all; moreover, it was
informed by the avant-garde art form of the happening, and readily accommodated intermedia
practitioners such as COUM.
As P-Orridge’s reflection indicates, the purely musical period of COUM Transmissions was
short-lived and the group began to transition towards performance art beginning in 1972. This
change in direction was partly due to the limitations presented by musical improvisation, as s/he
states:
We found that doing rock music for an hour, knowing what we were going to do, and just
standing there with instruments was a bit boring – and also not really connected with that we
were trying to say, which was something more anarchic. So we started throwing in all sorts
of other effects, roles and costumes. The music became less and less central, and the actions
and images become more and more important. Eventually we went to a rock concert with no
instruments, and that was how it shifted across.62
The event alluded to above might be the disastrous performance in April 1972 at the University
of Kent in Canterbury, during which a short circuit in the venue’s electrical wiring plunged the
concert into darkness, turning the musical performance into a happening-like event. Cosey Fanni
Tutti recalls: “There ensued a chaotic half-hour, with people wondering if [the darkness] was
part of the show.”63 While P-Orridge’s words imply that COUM “shifted across” to performance
art after a single event, it was a gradual process. During the same visit to Canterbury, the group
performed its first Copyright Breeches action in which P-Orridge roamed the streets wearing a
pair of pants covered with the copyright symbol. COUM’s theatrical performance art actions and
live musical practice were contemporaneous developments.
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The transformation of COUM into a performance art collective was informed by other
personal and material circumstances. Tutti notes that the constant flux of members in and out of
the group (in her estimation due to P-Orridge’s domineering attitude) affected the band’s output,
making it easier to pare COUM down to a group with just two primary members, P-Orridge and
Tutti. Moreover, state funds for experimental arts initiatives were newly available; in 1972
COUM pursued money from the local Arts Council to expand The Alien Brain Ballet, eventually
receiving a small ₤100 Experimental Arts Grant from the Yorkshire Arts Association. However,
the stipulations of grants meant that COUM needed to alter projects accordingly. When seeking
support for a subsequent project, The Marriage of Fizzypeat, the group found that they could not
apply to the experimental arts grant again (as P-Orridge states in a letter to Charles Bowden,
“Idiosyncrasies [of the grant] mean we are not allowed to be experimental twice”). Instead,
COUM pursued funds as a theater group: “Although we are now required to apply for a theatre
grant, and this new show is a theatrical event, we are still the same, desperate, isolated and
poverty stricken COUM.”64 While images and actions might have eclipsed music as the
intermedia group’s primary aesthetic interest, P-Orridge’s letter suggests that the structure and
language of state funding might have encouraged COUM’s endeavors in performance and
theater—even if they only provided them with a modicum of support.65
III. COUM Transmissions as Institutional Critique
Moving into the 1970s, COUM maintained its intermedia practice but shed the rosy idealism
of Transmedia Exploration’s influence, and deployed actions and performances to wage criticism
against the institutional barriers and social conservatism that they faced. Targets included
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governmental support for the arts (The Ministry of Antisocial Insecurity, 1973); the physical and
intellectual limits of art institutions (LandEscape Painting and Snail Trail, 1973); and repressive
British social norms of gender and sexuality (Orange and Blue, 1973; Studio of Lust, 1975).66
Despite their critical attitude, COUM still maintained that art could transform society, like their
forebears at Transmedia Exploration and many of the figures traced in Chapter Three. A
manifesto from 1974 asserts:
COUM try to expose potential and act as a catalyst to trigger any person who will listen into
thinking about what has and what could, happen. In this sense COUM is more a movement
than a group, aiming for a re-vitalisation of human creative self-confidence.67
Like the underground culture from which they emerged, COUM intended to change attitudes
towards thinking and making. In the 1970s, however, their methods of transformation took on a
more acerbic and critical tone.
COUM morphed their practice to accommodate the British art institutional landscape,
including when it came to funding. As a result, they increasingly engaged with governmental
bureaucracy but soon absorbed aspects of its labyrinthine infrastructure into their practice as a
form of critique. On January 6, 1973, the group launched its own version of an administrative
office, The Ministry of Antisocial Insecurity (MAI), which took the form of an installation at the
Ferens Art Gallery in Hull.68 The MAI was supported by the Yorkshire Arts Association and
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organized as part of the UK-wide arts festival Fanfare for Europe, staged to celebrate the
entrance of Great Britain to the European Common Market. While most of the festival
exhibitions and events verged towards the propagandistic, celebrating this new economic union
by proposing the idea of a pan-European culture, COUM’s entry was critical. As part of the
Ministry’s launch, Genesis P-Orridge was interviewed on the BBC’s Arena Radio Humberside
and gave the listening audience a description of the installation, which was a close facsimile of a
government office, down to the “governmentally-boring lino” and a secretary sitting at a desk.69
In the installation, visitors were invited to fill out a series of forms stating whether or not they
have made art, much like the forms required to claim unemployment benefits. (On one MAI
form, P-Orridge stamped the phrase “NO ART” next to each day of the week, a direct reference
to unemployment forms on which participants claim that they did “NO WORK.”)70 [Figure 4-14]
Unlike the citizens queuing at the dole office, MAI participants received no state support in
exchange for their inability to find or make artwork. As P-Orridge dryly notes in the
aforementioned radio interview, “When you get the payslip it always says ‘nothing’ because the
Ministry of Antisocial Insecurity never pays anybody.”71 When radio presenter Jim Hawkins
asked P-Orridge if the MAI was based on personal experience, s/he acknowledged that it was
based on applications for public arts funding:
I have found myself frustrated in attempts to get money for six years. And I’ve had to fill in
a great number of forms and make out a lot of reports and go through a lot of signing and
rubber stamping and what have you, which might have had a little bit to do with this slight
spoof.72
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MAI ironically connected the bureaucracies of the unemployment and grant systems: while
grants are merit-based and competitive, and therefore not dependable as sources of income, the
only way an artist can secure state support with certainty—through the dole system—is to claim
to do no work, or in the case of MAI, to make no art. COUM’s evocation of the unemployment
system, especially in the celebratory context of The Fanfare for Europe exhibition was prescient.
1973 was marked by a period of sharp inflation which, along with the oil crisis, led to
skyrocketing unemployment by the end of the year.73 While the recession’s effects would not be
felt until later in the year, MAI forecast the state’s inability to support its citizens—especially
artists—in an increasingly dire economic climate.
Art historian Siona Wilson links the MAI to other conceptual art practices of the 1970s that
adopted an “aesthetic of administration” in order to “undermine[s] the idea of political
rationality” and reveal that “’bureaucracy is…a form of irrationality.”74 In COUM’s case that
bureaucratic irrationality is the fact that art is a type of work treated separately from other forms
of labor in regards to state sponsorship.75 In this regard, MAI puts the concepts of artistic activity
and labor in dialectical tension with one another, reflecting the larger question that arises in
COUM’s practice: is art an activity (an experience or process) or a form of production (a
commercial activity that results in an object)? (Note that this same question—whether art is an
experience or an object—percolated through the theories of prominent British art educators such
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as Richard Hamilton and Roy Ascott, discussed in Chapters One and Two.) This debate was
evident in the work of Transmedia Exploration, who, while invested in creating unmediated
environments and experiences for audiences, also intended (even if unsuccessfully) to
manufacture and market products such as the rainshell, which could create new experiences for
their users. Transmedia’s entrepreneurial attempts to frame this dialectic through the commodity
status of art calls to mind the larger issue faced by underground culture (discussed in Chapter
Three) as well as art school reformers: can one resolve the intellectual and aesthetic
experimentation of visual art with the economic logic of commercialism and industrial
production? Like the Fluxus artists and underground culture that inspired them, COUM were in
part an entrepreneurial enterprise, circulating their otherwise ephemeral performances and
radical concepts as mass-produced commercial objects such as posters and small-press books
like Copyright Breeches (1973) [Figure 4-15]. The primary goal was not to establish a successful
business but rather, like Transmedia Exploration, to initiate commercial ventures as means to
sustain artistic practice and distribute radical aesthetic concepts to wider audiences.76
While The Ministry of Antisocial Insecurity was primarily focused on the structure of arts
funding, it also poked fun at the art institution. Other forms ask participants to select their
profession in the arts (choices include “Art Critic,” “Artist,” “Art Object,” “Philistine,” and
“Common Marketeer” among others), or to answer questions about their knowledge of art and
their art-viewing habits. In the summer of 1973, COUM presented MAI at three venues of the
“Fluxshoe,” an exhibition of artworks, multiples, and scores by artists associated with Fluxus,
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realized and performed by the younger generation inspired by them.77 Organized by David
Mayor, the show offered a playful and absurdist picture of Fluxus as a multi-disciplinary
international art movement, reflecting the fact that in the UK it received its most welcome
reception in the underground scene in the mid- and later-1960s in locations such as Better Books
and publications such as International Times.78
COUM also organized events for each “Fluxshoe” stop. At Nottingham, the group presented
Snail Trail, a performance in line with their existing street theater practice; P-Orridge traversed
the city streets encased in a clear plastic tube (much like the Transmedia Explorations’ rain
shell), leaving a trail of plastic stickers to mark h/er route. [Figure 4-16] At Hastings and
Nottingham COUM intervened into the city’s fabric again with Land Escape Painting, an action
that expanded upon the Fluxus legacy of institutional critique. P-Orridge and others collected
objects from the streets and displayed them in the gallery space, leaving small round stickers to
mark their origins in the urban environment. Both projects aimed to break and expand the art
institutional frame, either by claiming the street, the space of daily life, as a site for performance
art (Snail Trail) or by incorporating everyday non-art objects (Land Escape Painting).
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In 1974, P-Orridge and Tutti began to theorize their performance practice, referring to their
events as “actions,” a term adopted from the group of Viennese artists including Günter
Brus, Otto Mühl, Hermann Nitsch, and Rudolf Schwarzkogler, whose work the group admired
from photographs and reportage.79 A 1975 statement from Tutti explains COUM’s preference for
this term over “performance” to describe some of their recent work: “My action is myself, not a
projected character for people’s entertainment.”80 Like the Viennese Actionists, COUM intended
to transgress the boundary between reality and representation in their work by using the body as
a material. Consequently, gender and sexuality, and their shaping by social and legal norms,
emerged as a recurrent theme, expanding the current of sexual liberation already evident in the
group’s practice. In actions such as Orange and Blue, first performed during Fluxshoe and later
in 1974 at Art Meeting Place in London, sexual difference and the socially determined
distinction between male and female began to dissolve. Based on a piece developed by Gerald
Fitzgerald from Transmedia Exploration, the action featured P-Orridge and Tutti dressed
respectively in orange workwear and a blue dress, staged in a space divided in half according to
the given color scheme of complementary orange and blue. [Figure 4-17] Over the course of the
piece, the two performers switch roles, including their costumes. Art historian Siona Wilson uses
the action to discuss COUM’s emerging “queer sensibility.”81 The following year, P-Orridge
would continue to question gender binaries, donning lipstick, combing h/er hair and wearing a
pair of hip-hugging trousers to play “Crystal P-Orridge” in a photograph for the journal Art and
Artists.82 [Figure 4-18]
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In other COUM actions, sexual desire came to the forefront as the subject, and on
occasion its connections to violence. Like the underground culture from which they emerged, POrridge and Tutti performed such provocative themes as a form of resistance to conservative
British social mores. The action Studio of Lust offers a prime example. The work was COUM’s
contribution to The Performance Show, an exhibition held at the Nuffield Gallery in
Southampton in July 1975. Performing alongside P-Orridge and Tutti was Peter “Sleazy”
Christopherson, a culturally astute graphic designer (and partner in the firm Hipgnosis, known
for creating iconic album covers for Pink Floyd, Peter Gabriel, and Led Zeppelin) and a recent
addition to COUM’s fold. The piece began unassumingly with the trio performing mundane
actions, positioned in the corners of the performance space close the audience members. The
mood shifted towards the sexual and perverse when Tutti cut away her clothing to reveal a large
scar across her stomach. Using make-up, Christopherson began to craft fake scars, burns, and
wounds on his own skin, suggesting that Tutti’s scar was also a fake. A nude P-Orridge read a
pornographic novel as fake blood dripped from h/er mouth. In the next section, the three
gathered in the center of the performance space and took on a series of positions mimicking
sexual intercourse. [Figure 4-19] For the entire duration, a camera set up with a timer and a flash
captured an image every two minutes, giving the overall event a pulse. Documentation was thus
built into the structure of the performance itself; according to Simon Ford, this was a reference to
Tutti’s simultaneous career as a model and performer in erotic films and magazines, images of
which appeared in the COUM exhibition Prostitution.83 Studio of Lust was not just an exorcism
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of the sexual desires and violence that ungirded British society, but also a reflection of how the
group expanded beyond the art context to infiltrate the commercial sphere.
COUM valued popular modes of distribution as they allowed a broader range of viewers
and listeners to access images, ideas, and content, a lesson that both Tutti and P-Orridge learned
from their experiences as participants in underground culture. P-Orridge and Peter
Christopherson published these concepts in “Annihilating Reality,” a 1976 article in Studio
International. This experimental essay builds its argument through the interplay of short texts,
quotes from notable artists and thinkers, and accompanying images. Noting that “art has
divorced itself from culture and mass taste via language and meaning,” P-Orridge and
Christopherson recognize the importance of popular forms of distribution to bypass the rarified
professionalized art sphere and reconnect with the public.84 For them, “Infiltration of mass media
and systems is vital. It means subliminal performance art reaches an arbitrary, unchosen, unsafe
public.”85 To make their argument, P-Orridge and Christopherson refer to Marina Abramović’s
infamous Rhythm O (1974), a performance in which audience members were given free rein to
do anything to the artist using a variety of objects she had placed before them on a table,
including a loaded gun, a rose, honey, bread, and a scalpel. They ask, with a mix of seriousness
and humor, “Why do this in a gallery? What change takes place if she goes to a rough dockside
bar and risks her life there?…Why does performance art have to be presented?”86 They argue
that the institutional frame does little and that “infiltration of real life is no different.”87 P-
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Orridge and Christopherson conclude that, different from this more codified group of
performance artists, “a new generation [including COUM]… use existing situations to actually
affect society from the inside,” allowing “people [to] enjoy performance without being aware of
it.”88 The power of mass media not only lies in its ability to access a greater audience, but in
bypassing the institutional framework of art.89
P-Orridge and Christopherson clearly valorize the popular cultural context because, in their
estimation, it not only allows for direct contact and a more unmediated experience but also
eschews these institutional (and therefore class) barriers. To them, the ability to subliminally
delight, enlighten, or agitate viewers and listeners bestows on these infiltrations into mass media
a revolutionary potential. Critical of Abramović, they suggest that Tutti’s magazine and film
actions, which circulated and were received as pornography and not art, as exemplary of this
practice of stealth infiltration. One of Tutti’s actions from a 1977 issue of the erotic magazine
Knave illustrates art going “undercover.” A set of photos titled “And I Should be Blue” features
Tutti and another model performing sexual acts while dousing one another in red and blue paint.
[Figure 4-20] A host of artistic precedents come to mind, from New York School gestural
abstraction to Yves Klein’s Anthropometry series as well as the paint-spattered bodies of Carolee
Schneemann’s Meat Joy (1964)—with the crucial difference that Tutti’s painting action was
received first and foremost as pornography.90 COUM’s desire to surreptitiously infiltrate mass
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media is a reversal of the Duchampian readymade, in which art infiltrates life rather than vice
versa. In fact, the theories of US Beat writer William Burroughs were the group’s key source,
primarily his concept of the “virus,” in which radical ideas and art forms were surreptitiously
inserted into mass media systems.91 As P-Orridge and Christopherson state, this new group of
performance artists including COUM, were not only more “followers” of Burroughs than
Duchamp, but also consulted underground publications like Sounds (a British music magazine)
more often than Artforum.92
In other words, COUM existed in a different intellectual and media ecosystem. Their
generation, born in the 1950s, came of age during the turbulent cultural changes of the 1960s and
looked to the underground and its network of counter-institutions (which operated within
existing spheres of commerce and developed a participatory intermedia aesthetic centered
primarily around music) as a key artistic source. From the underground, COUM and others of
this generation derived an understanding of art that could infiltrate the channels of commercial
culture with the goal of transforming society. In COUM’s case, this meant making work that
highlighted a variety of social issues, whether it was the place of art within society or the
repressive British mores around gender (and concomitant inequality), sexuality, and violence.
While Tutti infiltrated mass culture with her magazine actions, COUM’s performance practice
found itself sited more and more securely within the art context further into the 1970s; the group
began to represent Great Britain internationally, presenting actions at the 1975 Paris Biennale
and as part of “Arte Inglese Oggi 1960-76” in Milan in 1976. While they flirted with
commercially produced media such as books and posters, performed in the streets and at public
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music festivals, they still could not reach audiences outside the context of the visual arts. In
September 1975, this changed when COUM initiated a new musical project. Armed with a
pornographic name, Throbbing Gristle (Yorkshire slang for an erect penis), this new group never
intended to make pop music, but rather to create a form of sonic experimentation that infiltrated
its distribution channels, including radio, magazines, record shops, and nightclubs.
IV. Confrontation of Pop, Confrontation of Business: Throbbing Gristle
Throbbing Gristle emerged at the same time as a new collaborator entered COUM’s fold.
Born in London in 1953, Chris Carter came of age during the explosion of British psychedelic
rock. After playing in bands in his teen years, he formed his own light show Orpheus Lites, and
performed solo gigs across the UK using his own custom-built synthesizers. Carter was
introduced to Tutti and P-Orridge by his sometime musical collaborator John Lacey, son of the
artist Bruce Lacey (who was consequently the caretaker of COUM’s studio building at 10
Martello Street in the Hackney borough of London, the so-called “Death Factory”). From its
inception, Throbbing Gristle featured a mix of instrumentation common to many experimental
rock groups of the 1970s. While Tutti and P-Orridge played more conventional “rock”
instruments (lead guitar, bass, and occasionally violin), feeding them through effects pedals to
transform their sound and create psychedelic effects, Carter and Christopherson used tapes and
synthesizers, including the miniKorg (one of the most affordable synthesizers on the market) and
Carter’s home-built rig. Throbbing Gristle’s first public performance occurred on July 6, 1976 at
the Air Gallery in London as part of an evening of performances organized in tandem with the POrridge-curated exhibition “Crime Affirms Existence – High Crime Is Like High Art.” A live
recording of this first performance (released on cassette on the group’s Industrial Records in
1979 and only subsequently re-released in 2002) shows the group taking its improvisatory studio
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practice into live performance, carrying on COUM’s approach to music-making.
Throbbing Gristle’s second performance at the Hat Fair in Winchester, UK in August
1976 signals a distinct departure and is where the band arrived at their distinctive sound. One
section of this performance (part of which later released as “No Two Ways”) begins with sharp
blasts of electronic noise over which P-Orridge shouts through an echo effect unit. After this
opening improvisation, the bass and guitar fall in time with a squealing synthesizer, giving the
track a propulsive rhythm. [Playlist 4-4] While still far from pop music, this soundscape is unlike
much of COUM’s unstructured improvisations. Passages of radio transmissions, blasts of
feedback, and heavily distorted guitar and violin soon drown out the rhythmic bass, which
eventually re-emerges out of the din at the end of track. In this second performance, Throbbing
Gristle embraced a distinctly electronic sound, linking aspects of both psychedelic rock and
experimental electronic music in a manner reminiscent of contemporaneous German “kosmische
musik” (early Kraftwerk, Cluster, Neu!), which also melded psychedelic improvisation with
rhythm, melody, and an electronic pulse.93
While Throbbing Gristle’s embrace of electronic instrumentation and sound processing
made them distinct from COUM’s absurdist Fluxus-inspired experimentalism, both shared a
conceptual emphasis. Unlike Kraftwerk (who also emerged out of underground arts spaces),
Throbbing Gristle’s use of electronics did not solely affirm technology and its new capabilities,
but rather evoked both its utopian and dystopian dimensions. As part of Prostitution at the ICA,
Throbbing Gristle performed their third gig, an event titled “Music From the Death Factory.”94 A
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recording of the entire set begins with P-Orridge giving a brief introduction to COUM’s new
project: Throbbing Gristle is “about the post-breakdown of civilization,” s/he explains matter-offactly, offering a vision of contemporary Great Britain as an apocalyptic landscape of old
rundown factories, garbage, and sensational news stories, after which the group launch into
“Very Friendly,” a song of piercing synths, bass and guitar, over which P-Orridge angrily and
aggressively recounts the infamous Moors Murders—a story that struck terror in the British
public in the 1965 and 1966, when Myra Hindley and Ian Brady, abducted, sexually assaulted,
and murdered five children in the greater Manchester area, repeatedly making the headlines of
the nation’s newspapers.95 [Playlist 4-5] As musician, scholar, and Throbbing Gristle fan Drew
Daniel notes, in their choice of such subject matter, the group were “opening a door onto an
abject reality that others kept repressed.”96 In line with earlier COUM performances that
involved simulated or actual violence (such as Studio of Lust), “Very Friendly” forces listeners to
encounter and confront figures and actions that are widely considered grotesque. The song
possesses an eerie and haunting character; far from being a celebration of Hindley and Brady, it
exposes the hypocrisy that society accepts certain violent acts and disavows others.
Beyond the lyrical content of the music, the entire event was orchestrated to shock and
disturb.97 Intentionally inviting “extreme people,” including many of the young adherents of the
burgeoning punk movement and serving only beer (as opposed to the typical sherry or wine),
Throbbing Gristle staged a raucous affair, inviting the punk band Chelsea (fronted by a young
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Billy Idol) and strippers to perform on the bill alongside them. Christopherson used his make-up
skills to fashion a bullet-hole on P-Orridge’s head and supplied h/er with a flask of fake blood
that she spat onto the audience during the performance. The entire evening was an anti-bourgeois
act; as P-Orridge proclaimed, the intention was “to annoy everyone,” an attitude in keeping with
COUM’s earlier actions that challenged societal norms.98 Prostitution and its opening evening of
performances met with its intended reaction. Tory Member of Parliament Nicholas Fairbairn was
in attendance and called the event “a sickening outrage.”99 Waging a complaint that British
taxpayers’ money was spent “to destroy the morality of our society,” Fairbairn referred to
COUM as “wreckers of civilization.” The British press seized upon this phrase to indict not only
COUM but also the young people in attendance, using these words to caption a photograph of
iconic punk rockers Siouxsie Sioux and Steve Severin (later of Siouxsie and the Banshees), both
of whom were in the audience at the opening performance. The controversy around the
Prostitution exhibition and Throbbing Gristle’s performance left permanent damage. COUM’s
Arts Council support was questioned by many public officials and news organizations (no doubt
bolstered by P-Orridge’s April 1976 conviction for sending obscene material though the mail:
two postcard collages which included pornographic imagery). In the flurry of media attention, it
was revealed that COUM received minimal state support for the exhibition; as P-Orridge
recounts, COUM’s stipend from the ICA did not cover almost half of the costs, leaving the group
in the red.100 The controversy also accompanied some critical changes at the ICA, which was
forced to make radical budget cuts by the Arts Council because of a £216,000 shortfall, resulting
in the closure of their theatre and the resignation of ICA director Ted Little. (News stories point
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to the debacle around Prostitution and a Mary Kelly exhibition creating further impetus for the
Arts Council’s strict measures.)
Throbbing Gristle used underground music as means for art to infiltrate everyday life. In
a December 1975 interview, soon after the band’s formation but before their first public
performance, P-Orridge laid the groundwork for this tactic. When asked if COUM “could
perform effectively in a cabaret club situation, where the audience was perhaps more interested
in eating their scampi and chips,” s/he responded:
We wouldn’t do what we call our ‘real actions’ in those situations…We might go along the
next time as a rock group, because they would be comfortable with rock groups—and then
gradually we’d distort the whole structure and image of the rock group until, again, we had
dragged them though into something that they couldn’t quite pigeon-hole.101
P-Orridge continues, outlining what the medium of rock music offers artists:
… [A]mong young people there is some sort of game with the whole of the rock thing
basically being sexual and tribal again. It seems to be a gradual movement among younger
artists who are getting interested in the rock scene as if it’s a medium like paint. We’ve
experimented with it in a structural way almost as a medium in itself.102
Here, s/he homes in on two key aspects of rock music that make it a particularly effective means
to infiltrate and effect change in everyday life. First, the “tribal” aspect—music’s power to shape
and organize social bonds and spaces—means it not only draws an audience but allows that
audience to organize itself under a shared identity based on certain qualities or characteristics.
The second, the “sexual” dimension, is music’s ability to incite libidinal responses from its
audience, whether through singing, dancing, or other emotional reactions.103
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In addition to forming social groups and moving them to action, music as a commercial
form eschews the status of high art and is more accessible to audiences. Like Cosey’s actions
which circulated as pornography, distribution systems allowed Throbbing Gristle’s radical
aesthetic forms—performance art in the guide of a sound recording by a rock band—to reach “an
arbitrary, unchosen, unsafe public.”104 To this end, the group infiltrated the mass media system
issuing 785 copies of their first widely available recording The Second Annual Report on the
band’s own music label Industrial Records in November 1977. Unlike COUM’s actions,
Throbbing Gristle’s performances circulated as mass-produced commodities, making the group a
business, although that was not their initial intention. As P-Orridge later recounted: “We hadn’t
thought of becoming part of the music business: we were a comment on culture, and hypocrisy
and double values”105 As the field of high culture became more embattled and the notion of
“state support” was repeatedly used to prevent the exhibition of radical art, escaping into the
field of popular culture became a necessity for artists like COUM and Throbbing Gristle.
While it was a functioning business, Throbbing Gristle’s Industrial Records also functioned
as a “comment on culture."106 In this regard, this aspect of Throbbing Gristle’s practice
combined the entrepreneurial dimension of P-Orridge’s origins in the underground with the
critical edge of COUM projects like the Ministry of Antisocial Insecurity. Crucial to their
outlook was the ironic adoption of the term “industrial”—first used to describe Throbbing
Gristle’s music in 1976, before the first official release in 1977 and Industrial Records’ formal
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business registration in 1979. 107 This coincided with a barely perceptible economic recovery
after the recession of 1973-1975, and the UK still faced high levels of unemployment, increased
inflation, struggles with labor unions, and a declining infrastructure. In a 1984 statement
included with a compilation album on Industrial Records, Genesis P-Orridge (writing under the
pseudonym of Terry Gold) suggests how “industrial” music “was a vivid and accurate reportage,
a precise description of the ailing Industrial society in which [the band] found themselves
alienated and socially ill....”108 Gold goes on to compare the genre to “a documentary in black
and white of the savage realities of fading capitalism.”109
Positioning itself as critical of capitalism, Industrial Records operated as a “confrontation of
business,” often ironizing aspects of the music industry.110 The initial release on the label,
Throbbing Gristle’s The Second Annual Report, over-identified with a cold affectless corporate
aesthetic: a plain white sleeve adorned with a simple sticker in the upper right listing the record
title and band name along with the date and location of recording. [Figure 4-21] The title, The
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Second Annual Report, is redolent of bureaucracy and administration, while the description of
the recording on the back cover is written in managerial prose, featuring phrases such as
“production,” “sound business foundation” (perhaps a double entendre), “research and
development,” and “live demonstrations.” In an interview in popular punk ‘zine Search and
Destroy, P-Orridge explains the inspiration and motivation:
[The sleeve is] done like an ICI [Imperial Chemical Industries] Report….Also, with
everyone pretending they’re not interested in the business and all that, we’ve done it like
a report for shareholders, only barer….Or else it’s a bit like what you’d get at a
museum—when you get an LP of New Guinea tribal chants or something.111
For P-Orridge, an administrative aesthetic evoked the affectless tone of both business and
documentation, while also laying bare the nature of the record as both document and commodity.
The irony emerges in the dissonance between the clean, austere design and the unpolished
rawness of the recordings on the first side of the record. Patched together from different live
versions of the songs “Slug Bait” and “Maggot Death,” the first side of Second Annual Report
replicates the sinister, dark, and menacing sounds and confrontational content of the group’s
aforementioned ICA performance (like “Very Friendly,” the lyrics of “Slug Bait” recount a
violent murder pulled from newspaper headlines). The suite ends with a recording from the
band’s performance in Brighton, in which the club’s DJ taunts and insults the audience. [Playlist
4-6] This brief closing track gives the listener the full live experience, expanding the immersive
and confrontational experience of the punk show into the home. The second side comprises the
band’s soundtrack to the COUM Transmissions film After Cease to Exist and adds another
element of contrast as it features Throbbing Gristle in their more improvisational and
experimental mode. With the rather mute aesthetic and objective language of the cover, The
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Second Annual Report is a surreptitious musical recording, concealing radical artistic forms and
polemical content in the guise of a benign, even generic, commodity.112 The austere design and
the conceptual references to industry and production beg comparison to Richard Hamilton’s
sleeve design for The Beatles White Album. While Hamilton’s was firmly within the rhetoric of
Pop Art—framing pop music as art via the album cover-as-unlimited edition print—Throbbing
Gristle was critical of the modernist aesthetic Hamilton celebrated, and how the bright future it
intended to create for the British public never arrived.
The spirit of confrontation and unpredictability continued in Throbbing Gristle’s
performances, which varied in their content and atmosphere; when one would be tense and
aggressive, the next was atmospheric and exploratory. This extended to the band’s look, which
changed rapidly over time. In their initial years, the group still clung to a countercultural style (POrridge sporting long hair and Tutti often performing topless). Later, they successively adopted
different looks, from punk rock black leather jackets and sunglasses to military uniforms. These
more oppositional codes of dress were matched on the level of graphic design. The group
adopted Oswald Mosley’s British Union of Fascists’ Flash and Circle motif as their logo, at the
same time as many young punks adopted the swastika, both suggesting that these symbols no
longer bore any meaning. [Figure 4-22] In this respect, Throbbing Gristle played with
confrontation imagery as much as other British underground/punk musicians of the time.
However, in contrast to bands such as Siouxsie and the Banshees and the Sex Pistols, Throbbing
Gristle would upend the audience’s expectations, playing their next show wearing matching
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sweatshirts that featured images of the band printed on front. P-Orridge notes that this constant
shifting of looks and identities hearkened back to h/er formative months at Transmedia
Exploration:
[It was] a reapplication of the early psychodramas from the days of the Transmedia
commune I’d lived with in the ‘60s. “Here’s the uniforms, here’s the concept, here’s the
name, here’s the characters, here’s the attitude, here’s the objective”…We will live it and
commit our lives and our bodies and our souls to it. That’s the only way it will work.
That’s the only way we will find out what it is. That medium is manifested by total
immersion.113
In the context of the music business, however, this was also a critical act. Throbbing Gristle’s
unpredictability and inability to settle on a single look or identity made them difficult to pigeonhole, and therefore market and sell. At the same time, this capricious nature drew great interest
from a certain segment of the audience.
In further releases, Throbbing Gristle continued to produce music that was difficult for
listeners and general marketability. Their second record, D.o.A. The Third and Final Report of
Throbbing Gristle (1978), contained a version of the group’s recent single “United,” a
Kraftwerk-like synth pop song which reached 39 in the UK Indie chart. On the full-length
record, the popular single was sped up so it was only 16 seconds long, rendering it unlistenable.
[Playlist 4-7] The next year, the group released another pressing of the record in which the band
separations between individual tracks did not match up with the beginnings and ends of songs;
the goal was to confuse listeners including DJs, who would follow the cues to the beginnings of
tracks but would instead be placed in the middle of a song. Audiences were jolted by the marked
differences between each release. Critic and musician Drew Daniel, for example, was taken
aback by the stark difference between the harshness of Second Annual Report and their third fulllength release 20 Jazz Funk Greats (1979), a record that flirted with pop from its cover to its
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musical content. For Daniel, this latter record revealed Throbbing Gristle’s true intention to
affront existing norms and genres.114 The now iconic cover image features the group smiling,
standing close to the edge of a cliff on the British coast. [Figure 4-23] Rather than wearing one
of their notorious performance looks (i.e., black leather, military uniforms or fascist insignia) or
a style of dress more in keeping with their sound, the group sports decidedly normative clothing.
P-Orridge wears a white polyester suit, while the rest of the group don street clothes. The back
cover features a Range Rover, the car of choice for the British royal family and Sloane Rangers
(the wealthy conservative set that populated West London). [Figure 4-24] The band had rented
the vehicle and driven to Beachy Head on the southern coast of England, a location known for a
high number of suicides, for the shoot.
As P-Orridge recounted in Mojo magazine years later, the group’s choices for the cover
were “sarcastic, caustic and ironic….Most of all this strategy was carefully structured in a
knowing way to comment and gradually educate, rather than compound, the hibernation of
awareness we felt we battled in the realm of popular music and culture.”115 With its adoption of
visual codes common to mass-market musical compilations, 20 Jazz Funk Greats could easily
pass as pap; but when interrogated and picked apart, its sly references transform the listener from
a passive consumer into an aware listener, an active and critical participant in culture. As POrridge’s words attest, this sharpening of the listener’s critical sensibility was a form of
education, a way to combat the lack of awareness and attention in the field of mass culture. In
many ways, this way of thinking about the musical recording hearkens back to P-Orridge’s own
introduction to psychedelia and the alternative culture of the underground through the rich array
of visual information included on the sleeve of Hapshash and the Coloured Coat’s debut album.
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This affirmative model of the pop pathway—in which is information is shared—was distinct
from Throbbing Gristle, who stealthily infiltrated the mass cultural system and ironically wore its
clothes. Their critical model—based on a frisson between image and sound, image, and
information—revealed the unsavory aspects that bubbled underneath the veneer of mass culture
and society (i.e., the cover of 20 Jazz Funk Greats).
P-Orridge and Tutti had struggled with the relationships between art and commerce as well
as performance and object when working in the context of COUM Transmissions. Underground
music (specifically its distribution networks, patterns of socialized behaviors, and formats)
allowed them to resolve these seemingly intractable contradictions. P-Orridge recognized this at
the time:
The art world is exactly the same as the rock scene, but much more pretentious and
snotty—and it doesn’t get through to people! The reason we were performers as opposed
to painters is that we met real people and did things directly to an audience: we met real
people and kept in touch how they responded.116
In other words, the rock scene of the later 1970s—like the intermedia underground of the late
1960s and early 1970s—allowed the group to circumvent the autonomy of the art object, and to
create and present their work in a context in which the audience not only could listen but also
become active participants. These responses could range from the immediate and embodied
(dancing, singing, applauding during a live performance) to the long-term (a music subculture
becoming a lifestyle). Moreover, as P-Orridge suggests in the use of the term “real people,” the
rock scene attracted a broader class base, making forms of creative expression and their ideas
accessible to audiences beyond the middle class. In the case of 20 Jazz Funk Greats, or any of
the group’s other commercially available records, the rock scene’s wide-ranging distribution
network allowed the group to reach into the homes of audiences, sometimes surreptitiously. With
116
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these recordings and their ironic adoption of imagery, design, and corporate marketing language,
Throbbing Gristle inculcated their audiences to take an incisive approach to analyzing all massmarketed images and objects, establishing a new kind of pop pathway that reveled in social
criticism and ironic juxtaposition.
The “rock scene”—as opposed to the art world—also offered these audiences another
kind of response: they could take the stage as creators and performers themselves. By the early
1980s, Throbbing Gristle and their label Industrial Records helped establish the genre of
“Industrial music,” a self-organized scene of artists and music labels from across Europe, the
United States, and Australia that shared the group’s aggressive electronic sound, politically
charged lyrical content, and dystopian outlook. In this regard, Throbbing Gristle, Industrial
Records, and their specific Industrial “rock scene” functioned as another type of spontaneous
university, a self-perpetuating social form that inspires actions and responses in its participants
and continues to grow and spread through ongoing interaction.
VI. Industrial Music and The Sheffield Scene: The Meatwhistle
While Throbbing Gristle inspired the name for a specific strain of postpunk music called
“Industrial,” a similar scene was developing in the northern industrial city of Sheffield in the
1970s, featuring groups such as Cabaret Voltaire, The Future, and Clock DVA. Many musicians
and artists involved with the scene suggest that Sheffield itself inspired the distinctly electronic
character of much (though not all) of the bands that emerged from the city, given that
“industrial” sounds formed the backdrop of everyday life. As Martyn Ware (from The Future,
The Human League, and Heaven 17) later recalled: “I used to wake up on hot summer nights
with the window open at home and you could hear the sounds of the drop forges… I quite like
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mechanical noises as part of my everyday musical world.”117 Both Clock DVA and Cabaret
Voltaire affiliated themselves with Throbbing Gristle and the larger Industrial scene, releasing
records on Industrial Records (White Souls in Black Suits and 1974-1976, respectively, both in
1980). While the mainly improvisational White Souls in Black Suits is rhythmic, up-tempo, and
funk-driven (the opener “Consent” offers a good example), certain tracks recall early Throbbing
Gristle. “Non,” an electro-acoustic improvisation that ends the first side of the record, mixes
acoustic and electronic instruments, the sounds of which are transformed by microphones,
effects, and recording techniques. Feedback, bowed instruments, heavily treated guitars, horns,
and Newton’s affectless verse interweave to create a tense and atmospheric result. [Playlist 4-8]
In addition to their shared aesthetic, both the Sheffield scene and Throbbing Gristle
sprung from formative experiences with alternative forms of art education outside the confines of
an official school. Just as Transmedia Exploration was inspirational to P-Orridge, many of the
young artist-musicians of the Sheffield scene, including members of bands such as Clock DVA,
The Future, and 2.3 emerged out of a youth theater workshop run by Veronica and Chris
Wilkinson (a playwright and actor) called the Meatwhistle. Funded by the Youth Office of
Sheffield Education Department, the workshop began in 1972 and was centered in an old multilevel school building that was outfitted for the different creative endeavors involved in a theater
production: a stage, lighting and sound equipment, typewriters, craft materials, and desk space.
The Wilkinsons modeled the Meatwhistle on A.S. Neill’s Summerhill, a non-traditional school in
which the pupils took an active role in curriculum. As a result, Summerhill was a free and unprescribed environment in which participants were given the agency to expresses their own
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interests, which they would then continue to learn and explore on their own.118 Although it was
founded in 1921, it became a model for self-organized underground education in the 1960s,
which desired to emulate its open and experimental structure. For the Wilkinsons, who were
faced with the task of developing a youth workshop, Neill’s pedagogical method was fitting for
an informal educational experience in which there was no need for assessment or examinations.
Like Summerhill, the Meatwhistle offered a perfect structure for students who did not thrive in
conventional educational settings. While the evenings and weekends attracted students enrolled
in school, during the day it was attended by truants, dropouts, and unemployed youth.
Meatwhistle participant and artist-musician Adi Newton remarked that while the British
educational system sought to produce workers, the adoption of Neill’s method allowed students
to explore, create, and experiment without the strictures and limitations of having a defined
outcome.119 In many ways, the model of education offered at the Meatwhistle was similar to the
pedagogy employed at the most experimental art schools of the 1960s and 1970s, except directed
towards secondary school age children and populations often left outside the scope of higher
education.
In following the Summerhill model, the Meatwhistle aspired to become a place for selfrealization and self-actualization for everyone who walked through its doors. Newton had
studied painting at art college but was drawn into the orbit of the Meatwhistle by friend and
classmate Glenn Gregory (later of Heaven 17). According to Newton, his course had failed to
give students a sense of “life experience,” while the Meathwhistle provided a sense of how one
might actually live a creative life. As Newton notes, “[It] opened my eyes to the idea that it was
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possible to make a living out of creating stuff and leading that life that made you happy rather
than doing a job that my parents had to do.”120 Given the Meatwhistle’s open structure and
curriculum, Newton brought many of his own artistic inspirations and interests to his fellow
participants, including those he most likely encountered at art school. As another Meatwhistle
attendee and future musician Paul Bower recounted, Newton came armed with Alfred Jarry’s
proto-Surrealist plays and even wrote and presented own dramatic pieces including Flat in
Berlin, based on Harold Pinter’s 1963 film The Servant, in which a butler takes over a wealthy
Londoner’s home through techniques of psychological manipulation.
Given its open form, the Meatwhistle offered ample opportunities for its participants to
perform and present their work. A small room in the workshop was turned into a private night
club, and named Simon Scott’s Kit Kat Club, a nod to the venue featured in the 1972 feature film
Cabaret. Unlike the well-honed song-and-dance routines of the film, the cabaret mainly hosted
improvisational acts by the Meatwhistle’s participants and was probably closer in spirit to
another night club, Zurich’s Cabaret Voltaire.121 As Wilkinson recalls, every Sunday the
Meathwhistle would host a “bean feast,” during which participants would share a meal but also
perform whatever they had been working on that week. Most performances took the form of
short absurd, playful, and critical skits in the vein of Monty Python’s Flying Circus (which was
broadcast on the BBC from 1969 to 1974). While some were scripted, others were
improvisational. Bower recounts a similar event, a “dramarathon,” that the Meatwhistle staged to
raise money for equipment. Participants would pull clothes out of a wicker basket, but instead of
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living as that character (as at Transmedia Exploration), the young people of the Meatwhistle
would develop a sketch from the found clothes. As Wilkinson notes, improvisation was a key
part of the process of making theatre and the Meatwhistle offered “a way of inventing something,
rather than a way of finding out about something” (i.e., it gave space for the process of creation
rather than interpretation).122
Newton, agreeing with Wilkinson that “the doing” was emphasized more than “the
thinking” at Meatwhistle, also notes that improvisational methods allowed participants to work
collectively: in improvisation “you are tied into something that is happening between people, and
you are feeding off that. It is vibratory and physical.”123 This spurred creativity and innovation,
giving the participants “a zone to try things out” making them “really push what we could
do…more than if we were alone.”124 The Meatwhistle thus offered an alternative socialization
for working class youth that differed from the traditional sites of homosocial bonding, the pub
and the social club. It also provided a haven for those who did not identify with the available
options in society. As Wilkinson summarizes:
If you were a kid in the early ‘70s in Sheffield and you didn’t want to be at home, which I
suspect was a key ingredient (and television wasn’t like it is now) and you didn’t like the
conventional youth club, it was a blessing in disguise. Rather than people who were
predisposed to theater or music, we got people on the outside of it who were looking for
something different. And then they found other people of like minds.125
While the work produced at the Meatwhistle was primarily theatrical in nature, the
workshop became an important center for burgeoning Sheffield underground music scene. Even
though the space itself was not the right context for loud music, there was some basic sound
equipment such as microphones and amplifiers. Individual participants played their own LPs on
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sound equipment and others brought along acoustic guitars, but none of the staff had musical
expertise. Even though music was not emphasized, the open structure of the workshop meant that
it did have a presence. Ian Craig Marsh, later of bands The Human League and Heaven 17, built
a synthesizer using a home kit there, since the workshop provided him the space and resources
that he otherwise lacked at home. After meeting at the Meatwhistle, Marsh and another
participant Mark Civico founded the “anti-group” Musical Vomit in 1973. Taking their name
from an unfavorable review of the US synth duo Suicide, the group were influenced by other
proto-punk US rock bands like the MC5 and The Stooges, as well as the over-the-top
theatricality of Alice Cooper and The Tubes. While no recorded output of Musical Vomit
remains, Newton recalled some of the confrontational lyrical content, particularly the song “Self
Abuse” (which was about masturbation) as well as stage antics that included simulated vomiting
and other visual gags. After Marsh’s departure, Newton, Bower, and Gregory rotated into the
group; Musical Vomit’s memorable stage show got them a spot on the bill at the Bath Arts
Festival in 1974, where they were ceremoniously booed. The Meatwhistle inspired the group’s
performances and open structure, but more importantly provided a place where this group of
diverse talents could experiment, learn to work together, and coalesce, resulting in acts like
Musical Vomit that possessed a highly theatrical sensibility.
Other musicians and bands emerged from the Meatwhistle. Newton, who had researched
musique concrète and other forms of experimental music at the local library, used tape recorders
available at the workshop to experiment with loops made from found and recorded sounds as his
sources. Marsh, Newton, and another Meatwhistle participant Martyn Ware formed an ad-hoc
band for a performance at a friend’s birthday party at the workshop. At first they played under
the name of the Dead Daughters, before transforming into a completely different musical project
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called The Future, which had a clear and identifiable concept that was expressed not only in the
music, instrumentation, and lyrical content but also the ephemera that they produced. Featuring
Newton on tapes, and Marsh and Ware on Roland and Korg synthesizers (commercially
available but expensive at the time), a technological aesthetic pervaded every aspect of the allelectronic ensemble, inspired by the sounds of disco pioneer Giorgio Moroder and Kraftwerk’s
man-machine image. (Ware heard the latter on a mixtape that Cabaret Voltaire member Richard
Kirk prepared for a party, and he acknowledges it as a life-changing moment.)126
Like their influences and inspirations, The Future’s rhythms and basslines were regular
and mechanical. Even the group’s lyrics (sung/spoken by the group with an affectless charge)
were generated by a computer program developed by Marsh and Ware called CARLOS (Cyclic
and Random Lyric Organization System), which would randomly generate sequences of words
from a bank of terms input into the system. Even the group’s promotional material shared this
aesthetic, with press information printed on perforated computer paper and adorned with ASCII
images. The handful of songs that the group recorded (only available recently on compilations)
reveal the influences of not only Kraftwerk but also electronics pioneer Wendy Carlos’ poporiented synthesizer renditions of well-known classical compositions featured in Stanley
Kubrick’s 1972 film adaption of the Anthony Burgess novel A Clockwork Orange. In fact, many
of The Future’s recordings evoke film soundtracks; lacking the characteristic verse-chorus-verse
structure of much pop music, they are more constant and repetitive in their form, and excelled in
creating a distinct mood and atmosphere. In addition to the electronic sounds generated by
Marsh’s and Ware’s synthesizers, Newton would introduce pieces of dialogue and cinematic
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sound effects into the mix. For example, “Looking for the Black Haired Girl” features recordings
of gunshots and screams enhancing the menacing mood of the minor key and calling to mind a
film noir. [Playlist 4-9]
Like Musical Vomit, The Future would not have emerged without the Meatwhistle.
While the group’s aesthetic direction (including their theatrical/cinematic aspects) more than
likely emerged from their musical inspirations (i.e., Kraftwerk), the workshop gave them a place
to explore, develop, and work across different media. When pressed to answer why and how a
theater workshop spurred artistic pursuits toward music (when, in fact, others careers emerged
out of the Meatwhistle, including acting), Chris Wilkinson noted that being a musician “was an
alternative lifestyle that looked attractive rather than working at a bank or a steel mill.”127 For
Bower, the Meatwhistle allowed him to escape the expected life for a working class person to
pair up, find a job, and socialize at the pub or social club; instead, he was given the opportunity
to “invent the life I want.”128 In other words, it became a place where creatively inclined working
class youth, who in the past would have been siphoned towards a life in industry (Sheffield was
the center of the British steel industry), could transition into the entertainment and leisure
economy through other forms of creative labor. In this, it was a continuation of the pedagogic
efforts of Roy Ascott and Richard Hamilton a decade earlier but recast outside the official spaces
of education and directed specifically towards working class youth.
Recall the introduction of this chapter, which describes how Genesis P-Orridge, Peter
Saville, and Green Gartside all regarded The Beatles, especially John Lennon, as their first
images of the artist. The members of the Sheffield scene gravitated towards a similarly genre-
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flirting figure as their primary musical inspiration. In interviews, Martyn Ware, Phil Oakey (both
of The Human League), Chris Watson, and Richard H. Kirk (both of Cabaret Voltaire), all cite
Brian Eno as their primary model. Roxy Music’s twin performances in Sheffield in 1972 were
pivotal moments for them, and Eno’s outlandish, otherworldly stage appearance along with his
banks of electronics captivated Ware, Oakey, Watson, and Kirk.129 In addition to his
androgynous and flamboyant manner of dress and instruments of choice, Eno’s self-nomination
as a “non-musician” was inspiring.130 This statement, repeated in many interviews and articles
featuring Eno and Roxy Music throughout the 1970s, empowered these young artists to take up
instruments and explore. Eno’s promotion of the untutored amateur to the level of artist was, as
we have seen, due to his experiences in Roy Ascott’s Groundcourse, during which time he
realized the great creative benefits of “unlearning” rote behaviors and responding to situations.
The Meatwhistle became a place where these young non-musicians could follow Eno’s example,
openly experiment, and explore new creative possibilities.
Like most experiments of its kind, the Meatwhistle was short-lived, closing in 1977. The
Sheffield Youth Office wanted to change the structure of the program, pressuring the Wilkinsons
to stage a theatrical production at Sheffield’s Crucible Theater with the workshop participants.
Rather than compromise the experimental ethos of the Meatwhistle, they decided to end the
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project and pursued careers as actors and writers. By 1977, another influence had also come and
gone: punk. The next chapter will be devoted to this movement (framed more as an ethos or a
call to action rather than a musical style); for now it suffices to note that the young artistmusicians that congregated at The Meatwhistle became central figures in Sheffield’s punk/postpunk movement. In retrospect, the ethos of creative youth empowerment and the inspiration in
Eno’s public self-pronouncement as “non-musician,” were both in line with what we now can
call the punk ethos. Chris Wilkinson notes that “The whole idea that anyone could get on a
stage” was important to both punk and his theater workshop: “If you had been to Meatwhistle, it
might have helped the idea that you could do it.”131 Newton agrees, seeing connections between
the structure of the workshop and punk:“ We knew straight way it was do-it-yourself, it was
make use of whatever, ad-hoc, improvise, make, do and act.”132
Despite its short five-year run, the Meatwhistle gave this group of young Sheffield punks
a blueprint to develop their own communal, Arts-Lab-like working environment. At the end of
1976, Newton rented out an industrial workshop originally used for making tools, which quickly
became the new center for the burgeoning Sheffield scene: The Future, the Human League,
Newton’s Clock DVA, and Newton’s and Bower’s ‘zine Gunrubber all had their home base at
the studio space at 21b Devonshire Lane.133 Like Genesis P-Orridge, the group of young
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with “Assembly Instructions” for a “Polydor Make a Punk Kit,” poking fun at the sudden commercialization of punk
and its co-optation by major music labels. As the editorial makes clear, the young artists and musicians from the
Sheffield punk scene invented and assumed the lives that they wanted, as opposed to their London counterparts, who
132
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musicians that congregated around the Meatwhistle experienced an alternative education in
artistic practice. Their experience inspired and prepared these young white, working-class men to
re-imagine themselves as artists and musicians, a more creative and fulfilling outcome to their
anticipated role as mill and factory workers. Musicians like Brian Eno provided a model for their
creative pursuits, while underground music gave them a network of media formats, venues, and
audiences through which their work could be distributed and experienced. Like P-Orridge, they
went into production, printing ‘zines like Gunrubber or releasing their music on small-run tape
labels like Clock DVA’s Dvation. The successes of Throbbing Gristle and the Sheffield scene
were due, in part, to the expanded underground distribution network that emerged in the wake of
punk. While there was an existing web of venues, labels, record shops, and magazines from the
late 1960s, punk expanded it so that every receiver in the network also became a producer,
starting labels, publishing magazines, or opening shops and nightclubs. Like the different
musical cultures traced in this dissertation, the punk call-to-arms—D.I.Y., or “do-it-yourself—
arose within art educational contexts. The following chapter will map two different impulses. In
the first, punk is a resistance to the limitations placed on creativity in the British art school
system; in the second, punk emerges from the more experimental approaches to artmaking that
also existed in pockets of the same national system of art education.

bought their identities from the shelf like any other disposable commodity. Adi Newton recalls Ian Craig Marsh
making a room in the workshop that recreated the look and feel of a 1940s private detective’s office down to the
embossed gold lettering on the door, and Paul Bower remembers Newton regularly dressing in the guise of an old
man. These young musicians continued this practice of exploring personae, begun at the Meatwhistle, into their lives
as artists at the workshop. Gunrubber, Summer 1977, England's Dreaming: The Jon Savage Archive,
Liverpool John Moores University Special Collections and Archives, Liverpool, UK.
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Chapter Five: Leaving the Art School: Punk as Alternative Cultural Network
In 1975 and 1976, a series of distinct aesthetic, cultural, political, and market forces
coalesced in the US and UK to create punk, a specific style of amateurish back-to-basics rock-nroll that came with an equally aggressive fashion of leather, bondage gear, and wildly-styled
hair.1 The use of the word “Punk” (a pop cultural term for a young criminal) to describe a
particular subcultural musical style and its concomitant fashion has its roots in US underground
music magazines like Creem, Bomp, and the eponymous Punk, where the term was deployed to
describe both the musicians that eventually became the standard bearers of the movement (The
Ramones, Richard Hell, Patti Smith) as well as those that presaged punk but greatly influenced it
(mid- to late-1960s garage rock). As a specific musical and sartorial style, reflected best in Great
Britain by bands like The Clash or The Sex Pistols, punk was short-lived and confined to the two
aforementioned years. Yet punk’s alarm call to “do-it-yourself” initiated an aesthetic revolution
that had a longstanding effect on underground music and art cultures.
This chapter will trace the specific relationship between punk and art education,
uncovering the role that the latter played in shaping this aesthetic impulse. In this narrative, punk
became a means to evade the restrictions and limitations of postwar British art education. By the
later 1970s, the rigorous experimentation that had driven pedagogical innovation in the 1950s
and 1960s was replaced by a more laissez-faire form of art education in which criticality and
questioning—the feedback mechanisms needed to turn free-form experimentation into learning
experiences—were diminished. If the art school of the 1960s educated young people to exist
within the leisure economy, punk of the 1970s challenged the need for school itself by offering a
new model for the artist—the untrained and uneducated juvenile delinquent. The four
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Dick Hebdige offers a thorough analysis of punk style. Dick Hebdige, Subculture: The Meaning of Style (Oxon,
UK and New York: Routledge, 1979, 1988).

protagonists of the story in this last chapter include: the Situationist-inspired collective King
Mob (led by Stuart and David Wise), who as students of Richard Hamilton at Newcastle, wrote
anti-art manifestos and screeds critical of their education as well as the role of art in society;
Malcolm McLaren, who combined the revolutionary anti-institutional spirit of the late 1960s (he
was a student of both the Situationist International and King Mob, and also participated in a
student sit-in at Croydon Art School) with an entrepreneurial dimension; Green Gartside, whose
polemics against his education at Leeds Polytechnic led him to pursue the punk underground as a
more viable place for his artistic practice; and Gina Birch, who saw forming The Raincoats as a
more effective means of creating a feminist collectivity than making art. This narrative is driven
by a current of thought that emerged out of the UK branch of Situationism, which saw youth
culture as a site of revolution and looked to the un-trained “hooligan” as the primary agent of
change.
It is important to note that art education also played an affirmative role in the formation
of punk culture. Members of the punk band Gang of Four, who studied art at Leeds University,
incorporated theoretical principles and avant-garde aesthetics into their musical practice, inspired
by their teachers, the British conceptual art collective Art & Language and Marxist art historian
T. J. Clark. Kevin Lycett from The Mekons, another punk band that emerged from the same art
department, placed the group’s debut single in his degree show, an emblematic indicator of the
porosity between punk underground culture and the art school at this time. These bands had their
first singles released by the Edinburgh-based label Fast Product, which was founded by
architecture school dropouts Bob Last and Hilary Morrison, neither of whom had an art school
connection, but conceived their business as a form of conceptual art.
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As in prior chapters, the two sites of experimental art education traced in this
dissertation—the art school and underground culture—mirror one another and merge in the
narrative of punk. As discussed in Chapter Three, the intermedia happening became the central
artistic and entrepreneurial form of late-1960s British underground culture. However, by the late1970s and at the height of punk, this was displaced by the music label and the ‘zine. Much like
the happening, the musical recording and its method of distribution, the label, became the means
through which punk audiences (i.e., communities) formed. Even though independent music
labels were an important part of the late-1960s underground, punk capitalized upon the network
of independent music distributors and record shops like Rough Trade that developed out of the
late-1960s underground, allowing the music label to become not only a means of distribution but
an artistic project itself. (Expanding upon the discussion of Industrial Records in Chapter Four,
this dissertation will conclude with a focus on the label Fast Product, which distributed the music
of a number of “art school” bands and treated the releases and even the label itself as an artistic
product.)
In this regard, the field of music (understood as the broad set of performing and listening
practices that Christopher Small defines as “musicking’) and its distribution systems, including
the label, replace the art school as a site for artistic experimentation where creative expression
can be transmitted via mass cultural systems.2 The robust underground cultural network that
expanded because of the punk revolution became the next manifestation of the condition
presaged by Roy Ascott and Richard Hamilton in which the realms of entertainment and leisure
would become the new resolution between art and industry given the rise of increasing
automation. While a similar system emerged in the late 1960s underground (the same system of
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independent distribution upon which punk was built), the context of the mid- to late-1970s was
strikingly different, given the worsening economic crisis and the increasing political disaffection
of the 1970s. The punk underground network adopted structures, systems, and practices from the
late-1960s and developed modes of exchange outside capitalism. Like the underground of the
1960s, the politics of punk were not uniform. While the movement’s Situationist roots espoused
an aesthetic of negation and a politics of anarchism, which McLaren and the Sex Pistols turned
into a pose, many of those who followed in punk’s wake were driven by a socialist politics.
Rather than retreat from society or tear the current one apart, punks issued their social critique by
forging an alternate society through music and related forms of cultural production.
The narrative of British punk and post-punk has been shaped mainly by four texts: Dick
Hebdige’s Subculture: The Meaning of Style (1979); Greil Marcus’ Lipstick Traces: A Secret
History of the Twentieth Century (1989); Jon Savage’s England’s Dreaming: Anarchy, Sex
Pistols, Punk Rock, and Beyond (1991); and Simon Reynolds’ Rip It Up and Start Again (2005).
The art school features intermittently and differently across them. Following the paradigm of an
emergent cultural studies, Hebdige closely analyzes subcultural style (mainly in musical and
sartorial choices) as a form of political expression. As a cultural historian, Hebdige eschews
questions about art and its institutions in relation to punk. Marcus’ Lipstick Traces: A Secret
History of the Twentieth Century fills the gap and situates punk within a longer lineage of antiauthoritarian aesthetic movements including the Situationist International, Lettrism, and Dada.
In order to create transhistorical links and put punk on par with these antecedents, Marcus
forsakes a straight historical narrative, instead drawing upon the theoretical resonances between
punk (Malcolm McLaren, the Sex Pistols, and other musicians and cultural producers) and these
earlier movements (with an emphasis on Situationism). He rarely makes direct connections to
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McLaren’s art school experiences, or those of other punk acts. Published only two years later,
Jon Savage’s England’s Dreaming is a direct response to Marcus’ account and looks closely at
the movement’s canonical years of 1975 to 1977. While Savage's central protagonist is Malcolm
McLaren and his focus is the impresario’s engineering of the Sex Pistols, his tight temporal
focus allows other peripheral stories to enter the narrative, including the formation of The Clash,
COUM Transmission’s Prostitution exhibition, and the pressing of The Buzzcocks’ Spiral
Scratch, among other historical details of the period. Savage also discusses McLaren’s
experiences in art school, sharing how his interest in Situationism developed from that context.
However, the pedagogical angle is limited to McLaren’s story. Finally, Reynolds’ book
considers the influence and afterlife of punk in post-punk and considers musicians and bands
that emerged from the art school context. Where the art-music connection emerges in Rip It Up
and Start Again, it is often related to how art influenced punk as a musical practice. In this
chapter, I would like to take a different route and reflect on what affordances punk music
offered artists—both inside and outside the art school—to a point that a number left the field of
the visual arts to pursue music.
I. Resistance to Art Education: Occupation at Hornsey College of Art
If this chapter tells the story of punk as a resistance to art pedagogy, one of the most
notable confrontations with the art school system happened in May 1968 when students
occupied Hornsey College of Art. While there were other sit-ins (notably at Guildford School of
Art, which resulted in the sacking of its entire Foundation and Art History faculty), the
occupation of Hornsey lasted a full six weeks and was the only student protest of its scale in the
UK in the 1960s.3 Well-documented in newspapers and art journals at time, the protest was also
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notable for the attempt made by students and faculty to initiate lasting change based on the
existing critiques of art school. The Hornsey occupation not only shows how the growing
political ferment of the late 1960s took root in the art school, but also clarifies which aspects of
the newly reformed British art education system students resisted.
According to art historian Lisa Tickner, the origins of the May 1968 occupation go back
to the prior year when staff and students at Hornsey united to protest the College’s proposed
amalgamation into the future North London Polytechnic. Throughout the 1960s, a debate had
been roiling about the future of art schools in Britain. While officials and esteemed educators
such as William Coldstream and Sir John Summerson (Chairman of the National Council for the
Diploma in Art and Design,) felt that schools of art needed to adopt a more academic curriculum
to put them on par with universities, socialist reformers like Eric Robinson (who published The
New Polytechnics in June 1968) argued that art schools should be absorbed into already existing
vocational colleges, becoming “Polytechnics” charged with the purpose of making higher
education a more universally accessible preparation for the workplace. The two options were
made clear—academic or vocational—and neither was appealing to the students and faculty at
Hornsey.
Debates at the school continued over the course of the academic year 1967-68, at end of
which a group of interested students, faculty, and administrators formed the Association of
Members of Hornsey College of Art (AMHCA) with the intent of conducting an in-depth
analysis of the institution. On May 28, 1968, ideas became actions and the students occupied the
school, motivated by the uprisings in Paris that same month. More than a protest, the occupation
became a 24-hour happening with a program of films and talks. Students developed a list of
demands, most of which called for their equal participation in decision-making in all aspects of
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administration— from course content to faculty selection—and sent them to the school’s
Principal, Harold Shelton.4
Under the direction of AMHCA, the school entered six weeks of open-ended discussion
in which participants theorized new approaches to art education in discussion-based seminars.
They met with major underground figures including architect Buckminster Fuller and antipsychiatrist R.D. Laing, as well as reform-minded artists such as John Latham and Richard
Hamilton. Over the course of the occupation, the protestors issued many statements and
documents, which together encapsulate the main criticisms of art education at the time as well as
laying out the reforms that the group wanted to see take shape. In a letter sent on May 31, 1968,
calling for support from colleges across the UK, the AMHCA demanded an education free of
qualifications, in which “individual needs are no longer subordinated to a predetermined system
of training requiring a degree of specialization.”5 In another statement, students object to being
‘“educated for obsolescence’”—i.e., learning specific trades and techniques that technological
advances would soon make outmoded—and “being trained for demand by an art world gone
capitalist.”6 Surprisingly, British educational authorities took these critiques seriously. As a way
of honoring their demands, John Summerson and architectural historian Nikolas Pevsner held
discussions at the College.7
Overall, the Hornsey protesters were critical of top-down national reforms such as the
Coldstream Report. They did not disagree with its primary motivation—that art education must
change to accommodate new technologies and new modes of labor. Their difference lay in the
4
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terms of these reforms, especially the restrictive structures (discussed below) that they felt were
antithetical to the development of a creative and innovative education. As a result, their writings
and proposals confusingly shift in tone—at times critical and other times supportive of these
reforms. For example, in order to achieve “degree equivalence,” Coldstream and Summerson
segregated disciplines from one another; no student could cross the border between the four
areas of study (fine art, graphics, fashion and textiles, and three-dimensional design). Protestors
felt this was inconsistent with how artists learn and work, given that many of the notable
innovators in the fields of art and design worked across disciplines.8 Instead of arcane
specializations (e.g., the fact that students are trained in handsetting or linotype machines, while
most at major publications at the time were already computerized), they argued that schools
teach universal and accessible methods of art making, “which not only art students but medical
workers, mathematicians can use.”9 Here, their thinking is in line with Coldstream, and the need
for a basic visual language for all artmaking, along the lines of the Bauhaus or Basic Design,
which could be applicable no matter the technique or technology. Like the reformers of the 1950
and 1960s, the Hornsey protestors resented the bifurcation of vocational and academic courses, a
system that they felt produced only a handful of professional artists and teachers, while making
“no attempt to gear the structure of art education to the present conditions in industry.”10
“Document 11” is the closest to a complete official statement of AMHCA’s ethos of art
education, offering a glimpse of their overall critique and vision. In it, they clearly establish
their difference with Coldstream and some of its reforms. In an effort to make studies in art on
par with other academic subject, the Coldstream Report required that all incoming students to
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Dip. AD programs possess a General Certificate of Education (G.C.E.), which typically
involved passing Five 0-level exams, three of which must be in academic subjects in addition to
one in English. In contrast, the AMHCA called for an end to such entrance qualifications and
exams for academic complementary studies (any discipline outside of the study of artistic
practice), as a means to make education more accessible. While the remainder of the proposals
outlined in “Document 11” tend towards the utopian, the AMHCA are also keenly aware of the
changing tide of technology and the need to readily embrace it—after all the students at Hornsey
came of age in a highly mediated postwar consumer culture. In this regard, they continued the
line of thinking already seen in the work of experimental educators such as Roy Ascott and
Richard Hamilton. The AMHCA also disagreed with the “linear” educational system employed
at art schools, which they felt discouraged experimentation and adaptability. In another
statement, “Document 12,” they propose a “network system” that “would give the kind of
flexible training in generalized, basic creative design that is needed to adapt to rapidly changing
circumstances.”11 While a linear system establishes a hierarchical relationship between the
individual student and the educational institution, the network structure is characterized by the
“creative group,” comprised of both faculty and students who work together on a project, a
collaborative system that mirrors how people work in industry.12
11
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As the AMHCA argue, if graduating students enter a work world in which art and design
have unified, encompassing a “total architecture of sensory experience,” and contemporary
audiences “have developed a voracious appetite for appearances, a desire for constant and novel
stimulation,” then art and design education must accommodate and not resist this quick-paced,
fast-changing environment.13 A network system will “concentrate on versatility, rather than the
learning of established skills for their own sake,” creating a “designer who understands the
underlying principles and who is adaptable and ingenious…[and] will survive.”14 “Document
46,” another AMHCA statement, expands upon the concept of the network system, noting that
any forward-thinking pedagogy “[must] deal constantly with the inter-connexions among
different forms of art and design, and with the social and human meanings of these forms, rather
than confine itself to apprentice-like practice.”15 In this regards, the Hornsey protestors were
aware of the changing notion of creative labor, now geared towards communications and
consumption instead of industry.
While Coldstream and contemporaneous pedagogical reforms like Basic Design had
responded to these new conditions of work, the AMHCA felt that these had failed to meet their
intentions and, in fact, reversed conditions. For example, in “Document 46” the Hornsey
protestors compare the Coldstream Dip. AD art school to a factory in which “students are
conceived of as passive objects being processed along the lines of the system, obediently doing

education that exemplified the newer network model of education appropriate for a work world in which industry
connotes communication technology. McLuhan continues, “The young today reject goals. They want roles…That is,
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their prescribed conventional tasks at the appointed hours and in the appointed ways.”16 They
blame the Coldstream reforms for intensifying “the rhythms of work in many art colleges
[especially] the extra subjects and examinations, [which] all led to longer and more rigid
timetables.”17 In this more demanding situation, students were “deprived of social existence
[and were] refused any form of participation in the running of their working lives.”18 Deprived
of autonomy, students felt relegated to the status of workers on a production line. The attempt to
redefine the relationship between art and industry in light of the postwar consumer and
communications-based economy had ironically turned the school into a relic of nineteenthcentury labor: the factory. The pre-war Bauhaus ethos of the Fachschule—the ghost of which
haunts the postwar pedagogical reforms in Great Britain—had become a symbol of oppression
to students in the late 1960s.
Given its singularity in the UK, the six-week occupation at Hornsey attracted much
attention. The then new director of the ICA London, Michael Kustow, invited the occupying
students to stage the exhibition Hornsey Strikes Again, which ran from July 5 to 14 of that year.
That same summer, the Movement for Rethinking Art & Design Education held a largescale
conference at the Roundhouse in London. Including representatives from over thirty art colleges
across the country, the group issued a statement of support for Hornsey, called for the end of
national councils for reform (i.e., Coldstream, Summerson), suggested funding schools directly
instead of through the national system, promoted the formation of governing bodies comprising
both faculty and students, supported the elimination of entrance exams, and advocated grants for
all students—in other words, many of the demands already put into writing at Hornsey.
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Unfortunately, the impact of the “Hornsey experiment” turned out to be limited. While
the college’s de facto chairs, Alderman Cathles and Alderman Bains, discussed reforms with
students earlier in the occupation, their openness to criticism waned with time. As a result, the
six weeks ended with little fanfare, especially once the college closed for summer break on July
12 and attention was drawn to the new academic year. During the summer, a commission was
formed comprising eight elected students, eight elected staff, a governor, and the school
Principal (Harold Shelton), with the intention of implementing the reforms demanded by the
occupiers. While it began in a spirit of good will and collaboration, by the fall the commission
faced major disagreements and broke down, with Shelton and the other administrators accusing
the students of being politically motivated agitators. Any changes made that fall were initiated by
Shelton for his own benefit. Under the impression that the General Studies instructors (primarily
university-trained academics) were central to the occupation, Shelton dissolved their department,
relocating the relevant disciplines to other parts of the school.
While the Hornsey occupation did not have lasting change, it incited a national
conversation about art education, which took place in both national and underground newspapers
(e.g., the aforementioned International Times article), conferences such as the Movement for
Rethinking Art & Design Education (discussed above), and even mainstream art journals such as
Studio International.19 In 1969 Penguin Books published The Hornsey Affair, a compendium of
first-hand accounts, statements, posters, and other documents, stitched together to form a
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coherent narrative of the occupation. The importance of the Hornsey occupation is as a set of
proposals, ideas, and possibilities, rather than realized governmental policies. The most
interesting response came from the innovative artist-educator Tom Hudson (one of Basic
Design’s creators), who wrote a 44-point manifesto in the September 1968 issues of Studio
International, detailing the ways in which some of the occupation’s suggested reforms could
transform the state of British art education. Like the AMHCA, Hudson advocates for “'open'
studio methods”; control over the curriculum by studio faculty; “'real' rather than hypothetical”
subjects and projects; an end to a competitive entrance policy; and the elimination of “inhibiting
terminology and semantic confusions” (like “painting” and “sculpture”) and the establishment of
a “network structure,” asserting that “a student should have a major voice in determining his own
progress,” and that “self-direction, self-motivation, self-invention, self-criticism, self-assessment
by the student does not invalidate the teacher or violate his role.”20 However, unlike the students
and faculty at Hornsey who saw the Dip. AD as the enemy, Hudson sees these reforms as a
completion of the educational vision set out in the late 1950s by Basic Design, and that the
failure lies in how these earlier reforms were interpreted in the classroom: “Where difficulties
and dissatisfaction have arisen it is largely because of the incapacity of teachers to implement the
original ideological revolution of the fifties which achieved the hard-won autonomy.”21 Hudson
was part of the movement of change during Coldstream and the establishment of the Dip. AD,
yet—like Ascott and Hamilton—ran independently of these nationalizing efforts.22 It is telling
that the AMHCA never set their sights on Basic Design, which implies that this later generation
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also recognized the difference between governmental regulations and what happens in the
classroom. As the critiques raised at Hornsey became part of the official debates on art education
in the UK in the late 1960s, a current of anti-educational sentiments were percolating through art
schools via underground publications informed by Situationism, a postwar movement of
literature and art spearheaded by French writer and theorist Guy Debord. This other culture of
resistance to art education, which included writers Alexander Trocchi, Charles Radcliffe,
Christopher Gray, and the collective King Mob, not only inspired Malcolm McLaren’s and Jamie
Reid’s own sit-in at Croydon Art School but also formed the theoretical backbone of their
approach to punk in the mid-1970s.
II. British Situationism and the Origins of Punk
The commonly-recounted narrative of punk casts the movement as anarchistic, nihilistic, and
resistant—punk is aesthetically and politically against everything rather than being for anything.
This same stereotype animates the story of punk’s emergence from sites of art education. An
affront to society and culture at large, punk in turn opposed and challenged the British art
education system, as experimental as some of the theories and practices that guided that system
might have been. This particular story of punk as resistance to pedagogy begins with the British
translation of Situationist thought, first through writer Charles Radcliffe, then the collective the
English Section (which included Radcliffe, Christopher Gray, Donald Nicholson-Smith and T. J.
Clark), and finally King Mob, a collective led by two former Newcastle University art students,
David and Stuart Wise. Critical of the elitism and aestheticism of art education, these different
writers and thinkers celebrated the British working class, dispossessed members of society
(including poor and criminal populations), and youth culture; the paragon of these revolutionary
energies was the uneducated hooligan. This particularly English take on Situationism became
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formative for a young art student Malcolm McLaren, the punk impresario and provocateur
known for his management of the Sex Pistols as of 1975, as well as for the fashioning of “punk”
style with his partner Vivienne Westwood in the mid-1970s.
While mainly continental European in its membership, the Situationist International at its
founding in 1957 included two British members: artist Ralph Rumney and Alexander Trocchi,
the underground author who invented the concepts of the spontaneous university (which framed
the history of underground culture offered in Chapter Three) and sigma, an international
countercultural network that would operate within existing structures of media and commerce.
Trocchi’s writings had a profound effect on the UK underground through the 1960s and formed
the basis for a specifically British interpretation of Situationist thought. As opposed to
renouncing the efficacy of popular culture entirely, as Debord and other Situationist voices had
suggested, Trocchi’s conceptions of the spontaneous university and sigma “occupied a similar
position within and against culture.”23 Rather than negate the existing networks of culture
entirely, they “sought to reorganize the production and distribution of art in society.”24 If the
orthodox Situationist perspective is represented by détournement—the appropriation of pop
culture to critique the “society of the spectacle”—Trocchi’s writings offered a different path of
resistance in which “the means of creative autonomy [existed] within capitalism itself.”25 As the
concepts of both sigma and the spontaneous university suggest, the key to resistance in
advanced capitalism was, for Trocchi, aesthetic entrepreneurship. One had to operate against
structures of art and commerce from within, appropriating not just these forms but also their
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distribution networks to promote a new cultural agenda. In theory, at least, pockets of popular
culture could become the birthplace of cultural transformation. Trocchi stood in contrast to
Debord, who theorized negation as the only productive response to daily life under late
capitalism.26
Unlike Debord, the young British thinkers animated by and connected to Situationism in
the 1960s remained committed to the revolutionary potential of popular culture, and for that
reason had an embattled relationship with the continental European side of the movement. One
example is Charles Radcliffe (b. 1942) who, like many of his age, was energized by the antimilitary and anti-nuclear protests of the early 1960s, including the annual Eastertime
Aldermaston march organized by the Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament. Given the
importance of print media in spreading information about these events, Radcliffe chose to
participate in the burgeoning underground press in the early 1960s, with the intention of
reaching “the real rebel forces within society—the various youth cultures which all seemed to
show considerable disaffection and disgust with the world.”27 Radcliffe began to theorize the
implicit political power of young people, casting them as the revolutionary force within
contemporary society.
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In the 1963 pamphlet, Mods, Rockers & the Revolution, Radcliffe posits the political
potential of the crazed fans of Merseybeat groups like The Beatles, while remaining aware of
the capitalist machinery that profits from this fandom: “[The left] haven’t realized that young
people buy records [with political content] like Peter, Paul and Mary’s ‘Blowin ’in the Wind ’
and Trini Lopez’s ‘Hammer Song’…or that beatlemusic has something. It is new and young and
vigorous.”28 In Radcliffe’s assessment, young people are not “peripheral,” despite the fact that
“this society has virtually discarded [them] and their ideas.”29 In the 1965 article “Blues in the
Archway Road,” Radcliffe (under the pseudonym of Ben Covington) discusses how Black US
blues music inspired “a teenage reaction [by white British youth] to the sickly gutlessness of
orthodox pop” in the 1960s.30 While he is keen to point out the exploitative capitalist dimension
of pop music, he also celebrates the ability of the blues to introduce “elements of an infinitely
richer folk culture and some elements of less corrupted pop culture,” and add much-needed
“enthusiasm” and “vigor” to nightlife.31
By the mid-1960s, Radcliffe forged a partnership with Frank and Penelope Rosemont,
who published the Chicago-based Surrealist-inspired Marxist magazine Rebel Worker.32 They
introduced him to the writings of Situationist thinker Guy Debord, especially Watts 1965: The
Decline and Fall of the Spectacular Commodity Economy, which honors the revolutionary anticapitalist spirit of the Watts riots. Debord’s essay inspired Radcliffe to collaborate with his
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partner Diana Shelley and Christopher Gray on publishing a new magazine Heatwave.33 While
the Heatwave editorial team made contact with Situationist figureheads such as Debord, Raoul
Vaneigem, and Michèle Bernstein, and officially became part of the group in late 1966,
Radcliffe, Shelley, and Gray continued to propagate their particularly British approach to
Situationism, “embrac[ing] a hooligan ethos…and trying to bring the Situationist’s
revolutionary consciousness into the streets and into the hands of street people.”34
The content of Heatwave’s two issues (July and October 1966) reflects their distinct
perspective, and re-assert Radcliffe’s equation of youth culture and revolution. In his essay for
the first issue, “The Seeds of Social Destruction,” Radcliffe offers a keen analysis of different
subcultural groups including Teddy Boys, Ton-Up Kids, Beats, Ravers, Mods, and Rockers.
Presaging Dick Hebdige’s 1979 Subculture: The Meaning of Style by over a decade, he analyzes
the political potential of these underground groups: their codes of behavior and dress “are
expressive of consumption-crazed society and of rebellion against corrupted mores [and]
threaten the carefully moulded suburban fantasies whose function is as a contraceptive against
reality: sexual, social and cultural.”35 The second edition of Heatwave from October 1966
featured the same mix of content and an emphasis on harnessing the power of the “youth revolt”
alongside several historical texts and articles that discuss avant-garde art practices as examples
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of prior artistic responses to crises.36 The second issue also included a short review of
Christopher Gray’s translation of Vaneigem’s Banalités de Base, which was circulated in the
UK under the title Totality for Kids. In the essay, Vaneigem argues for the revolutionary
potential of youth in spectacular late capitalism while denying popular culture as the means to
emancipation.37 A selection summarizes Vaneigem’s hardline position: “Any constructive
project that tries to define itself autonomously and thus partially, and does not take into account
that it is in fact defined by the negativity in which everything is suspended, becomes
reformist.”38
While the Situationist and Dada concepts of negation were certainly major influences on
Radcliffe and Gray, they departed from their inspirations in how and where critiques of popular
culture could exist. Literary historian Sam Cooper summarizes this distinction, noting that the
British contingent “explored how antagonism might arise from within the spectacle, within the
conditions of modern capitalism,” rather than in complete opposition to (i.e., negation of)
them.39 For example, in Heatwave’s opening editorial, Radcliffe and Gray trace the burgeoning
youth and labor movements alongside other forms of social unrest, calling for their unity in total
revolution. According to their analysis, in the future lies “a society based on the almost-total
leisure that mechanization and automation have now made possible [and a culture]
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corresponding to human desires.”40 Much like Richard Hamilton and Roy Ascott, Radcliffe and
Gray envision the utopian possibilities of technological progress and posit underground youth
culture as not only the central engine for revolution but also the eventual replacement for labor.
In 1966, Radcliffe and Gray began to collaborate with two other leftist cultural critics,
Donald Nicholson-Smith and Timothy (T. J.) Clark. Dubbed the English Section, they
independently published two texts: a translation of a French Situationist essay re-titled “Ten
Days that Shook the University” with the postscript “If you want to make a social revolution, do
it for fun,” and “The Revolution of Modern Art and the Modern Art of Revolution,” which
argues that youth subcultures and social outcasts are the new revolutionary class. The essay
builds its case from the familiar Situationist theory that late capitalist society is structured by
spectacle, making its citizens passive consumers. The authors, however, imagine a path forward
via automation (itself, a product of capitalism), which result in “the complete abolition of forced
labour…[and] the creation of a new, purely ludic type of free activity.”41 They argue that instead
of being used to alienate humanity, “the productive forces must be put directly at the service of
man’s imagination and will to live.”42 Inspired by Dada and Situationist negation (especially the
emancipatory tactic of “play”), the English Section posit neither artists nor students, but rather
“juvenile delinquents” as the revolutionary actors of the contemporary moment.43 This
revolutionary class can use its free time to invent “new types of free activity,” and work against
commodity-driven, spectacular society. Here, the English Section develop a unique approach to
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Situationist theory, placing the mantle of social transformation on the shoulders of those outside
the spheres of work and education.
While the members of the English Section (Radcliffe, Gray, Nicholson-Smith, and Clark)
espoused Situationist theories, their interpretations and applications wavered enough from
Debord’s ideas that they were officially expelled from the central group in December 1967. An
associate of Gray’s, the writer and publisher Dick Pountain, explains the expulsion in stark
terms: “They were high-powered French intellectuals, we were rapidly becoming street hippies.
They didn’t like the street culture, they saw it even as part of the ‘Spectacle.’”44 Despite this
split, the members of the English Section continued to develop their theories albeit
independently of one another. Christopher Gray became affiliated with King Mob, which took
its name from graffiti found on the walls of Newgate Prison in London after the anti-Catholic
Gordon Riots of June 1780. The term “King Mob” not only suggested the political power of the
masses but also connected the contemporary revolutionary fervor to the past. Producing the
publication King Mob Echo beginning in April 1968 (with Gray’s assistance) as well as staging
actions, the group became an important force in left-wing, anarchist political circles and linked
with other revolutionary groups like Black Mask, a New York-based anarchist group led by Ben
Morea.
The Wise brothers had initiated their publishing venture one year prior, as students of
Richard Hamilton at Kings College in Newcastle, producing the art journal Icteric (the medical
term for jaundice).45 Like Radcliffe, Gray, and other members of the English Section, the Wise
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Brothers possessed an affinity for avant-garde art movements, but became increasingly
radicalized under the influence of Situationism. Under the moniker King Mob, the Wise
Brothers and Gray joined forces, and continued the line of thought initiated by Radcliffe in
Heatwave and the English Section. Like their predecessors, King Mob translated avant-garde
artistic practices and Situationist theory for a distinctly late 1960s British context: in the
consumer economy of the British welfare state, the radical artist is no longer the socialist
intellectual of 1930s or 1950s Paris, but the juvenile delinquent who likes rock’n’roll.
King Mob’s first publication, “Art Schools Are Dead” from October 1968, proclaimed
the end of institutionalized art education. The essay is a diatribe against all contemporary fine
art forms and practices, which are mocked as not only derivative, but also as direct
manifestations of the type of passive consumption rampant in the Situationist society of the
spectacle. They argue that any new developments in art education are misguided, and
specifically target one of Basic Design’s main proponents, Tom Hudson, and his manifesto-like
response to the Hornsey School of Art occupation, published in the September 1968 issue of
Studio International (and discussed in the prior section of this chapter).46 According to King
Mob, Hudson’s attempts to incorporate Hornsey-inspired reforms into the art school structure
are futile since the hierarchy and control of the institutions remains. In their estimation, a freethinking art school is still not free. In fact, for King Mob, art itself became the enemy and only
popular media such as film or music was potentially redeeming, since they served“ tactical
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purposes.” 47 As they argue, “Songs directed against the bastards who run the art/design/media
dumps could have a hell of an effect”—they could catalyze dissent, reach a wide audience
through popular channels, and easily spill over across spaces.48
In the playfully-titled essay “No More Latin, No More French, No More Sitting on the
Old School Bench,” published in King Mob 2: Letters on Student Power, Christopher Gray
dismisses the pedagogical attempts of the late 1960s underground, notably Alexander Trocchi’s
project sigma and his concept of the “spontaneous university,” as well as alternative pedagogical
initiatives like the Antiuniversity (both discussed in Chapter Three), which he dismisses as only
“cultural” activities with no political or revolutionary intention. 49 Rather, Gray suggests
establishing an “invisible parallel university,” a subversive entity that works within the
institutional framework and uses the school’s resources against the dominant ideological
framework (as Green Gartside would do when forming his own “parallel university” at Leeds
Polytechnic).50 Instead of upholding values of academic honesty, this parasite university would
advocate cheating and other criminal activities, forging links to the “drop-out community.”51
Rather than producing citizens and workers programmed to benefit the state and industry,
Gray’s anti-university would produce social outcasts and delinquents. A later essay, King Mob
6: Work, explicitly connects crises in labor and education, accusing the university of
“indoctrinating” young students into the “work role,” and revealing how education is not an
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opportunity for self-fulfillment and growth but rather for social programming.52 I argue that
King Mob’s critique could extend to role-oriented methods of art education, which fed students
directly into what they considered to be an abusive capitalist system. Resisting education and
training were presented as revolutionary acts.
While King Mob focused their energies on developing a critical language through selfpublished magazines, posters, and pamphlets, they also generated ideas for potential actions;
however, only a few came to fruition.53 In December 1968, King Mob successfully re-staged
“Mill-in at Macy’s,” an action conceived by New York anarchist collective Black Mask in 1966.
Twenty-five King Mob members and affiliates, one of them dressed as Santa Claus, entered the
toy department of Selfridge’s and gave the toys on the shelves to parents and children shopping
in the store. The intention was not only to reveal the lie of the Santa Claus myth, but more
importantly to actively disrupt the commercial underpinnings of this beloved British holiday and
create chaos in this temple of commerce. The action ended with police taking the stolen toys
away from families and the arrest of “Santa Claus.”
One of the participants in the action was a student at the Croydon Art School, Malcolm
McClaren. King Mob’s politics and methods of distribution were deeply influential to McLaren,
in particular their “twinning of revolutionary rhetoric with pop culture.”54 King Mob’s
proclamations of anarchy, celebration of violence, and promotion of the working class, social
outcasts, delinquents, and the untrained all left their marks on McClaren’s various projects of
the 1970s. In addition, they offered this budding artist and soon-to-be entrepreneur an
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introduction to the“ new media practice[s]” of “manifestos, broadsheets, montages, pranks,
[and] disinformation,” all of which he exploited to market the punk band the Sex Pistols.55 It has
even been suggested that the idea for the Pistols might have even originated in a King Mob
graffiti written on the London streets, which put forth the idea of “a totally unpleasant pop
group.”56
III. The Politics of Pop: Malcolm McLaren and Punk
King Mob’s small-scale actions were only one of many influences on McLaren’s politics.
The student occupations in Paris in May 1968 loomed largest in his mind, so much that on June
12, 1968, McClaren and two of his classmates, Jamie Reid (designer of album covers and
posters for the Sex Pistols) and Robin Scott (founder of the post-punk music project M),
initiated their own student action at Croydon Art School. Their main grievance was the
hierarchy between students and staff, which they felt was symbolized by the partition system
that divided up the school’s studio spaces.57 This critique appears to be directly inspired by a
student action much closer to home, the occupation at the Hornsey College of Art, which had
begun only the week prior. Unlike Hornsey’s six week long occupation, McLaren’s Croydon
action immediately fizzled.58 However, these two student uprisings became gateways for
McLaren to reflect on French Situationist theories, especially British derivations like King Mob
and the English Section, from which he learned that revolution would be no longer be waged on
the shop floor but in the fields of leisure and entertainment. In this changed consumer
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environment, boredom became “the ultimate mode of control,” a way to drive consumption and
ultimately pacify audiences.59 As the “hooligan” ethos of Radcliffe and the English Section had
suggested, “youth revolt was a key to social revolt, and thus the first target of social revolt could
be rock ‘n ’roll.”60 These ideas about politics, revolution, and popular culture would leave their
mark on McLaren’s practices in the 1970s including the establishment of several youth culture
emporia (the most notable of which was Sex) and his management of agitational bands like the
New York Dolls and the Sex Pistols.
Before McLaren turned to Situationist politics as an art student at Croydon in the late
1960s, he had passed through the doors of many art schools, including Harrow, Walthamstow,
Chelsea School of Art, and Chiswick Polytechnic. In these different pedagogical contexts, he
was chameleonic, absorbing and deploying different contemporaneous influences. In Spring
1966, between stints at two schools, McLaren exhibited at the Kingly Street Gallery, creating an
intermedia installation inspired by the happenings and environments of artists like Yoko Ono
and Allan Kaprow. For the exhibition, McClaren constructed a cardboard maze, projecting films
and installing lighting in the makeshift space. A photograph dated from 1967 shows a later
derivation of this environmental project: a single large-scale monochrome shaped canvas is
hung on the wall of a sunken carpark.61 [Figure 5-1] By Fall 1967, McLaren developed an
interest in Pop Art and packaging, so he started a course in vocational painting at Croydon Art
School—a subject that reflects the focus on applied arts found at many postwar art schools. He
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introduced commercial and social aspects into his spatial explorations: in a series of
photographs, McLaren documented his own paintings and sculpture (which were inspired by
commonplace mass-produced objects) positioned outside storefronts where those same objects
would commonly be sold. [Figure 5-2]
Croydon gave McLaren more freedom than at prior schools, and enabled him to meet
like-minds such as Jamie Reid and Robin Scott, but the situation changed dramatically after the
failed sit-in. By fall 1968, he found a new home at Goldsmiths, where he pursued a degree in
film and photography. In 1969, he staged his first popular musical action, curating a fictional
free festival at his new school a week before the legendary Rolling Stones gig at Hyde Park on
July 5, 1969. Its only existence was in the advertisements McLaren created for the event, in
which he announced as performers and speakers friends and fellow art students Robin Scott and
Fred Vermorel alongside underground luminaries like R.D. Laing, William Burroughs,
Alexander Trocchi, Michael X, Pink Floyd, the Living Theatre, the Rolling Stones, and John
Lennon. The event was purely speculative and never intended to materialize; a small riot ensued
when the festival did not happen as advertised.62 In this well-timed prank, McLaren turned the
underground media culture against itself, revealing how information, a message, or an idea
spread via mass media could stand in for an event or action.63 The fictional Goldsmiths
happening was an antagonistic act, and reflected his increasingly agitational profile on campus,
enacting the confrontational and disruptive “hooligan” celebrated by English Situationism.64
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At Goldsmiths, McLaren focused his efforts on one project, the unfinished film Oxford
Street, a psychogeographic exploration of the well-known London shopping street. According to
Savage, an early treatment of the film included images of alienated shoppers, window displays,
and the architectural and design elements of the streetscape. In early 1970, McLaren began to
research a section dedicated to the history of Oxford Street “as a set of attractions” from public
hangings to amusements, one of which was the 1780 Gordon Riots, a spate of revolutionary
fervor instigated by anti-Catholic sentiments, which set the city of London ablaze in a series of
spectacular fires.65 McLaren intended to contrast these different images of urban public space,
reflecting Oxford Street’s transformation from an environment of political struggle and free
expression (what the artist terms “a crowd-gathering and social, political point of view”) to one
of passive consumption (“watch[ing] how crowds and people are manipulated, and the whole
consumer aspect of society.”)66
The film continued to morph over McLaren’s time at Goldsmiths and began to include some
new interests and obsessions. A treatment for Oxford Street from May 1971 included passages
dedicated to 1950s rock ‘n roll fandom (especially of Billy Fury, the British equivalent of Elvis
Presley) as well as the elaborate Teddy Boy style, and featured images of its rich material
culture, what McLaren called in his notes the “glitter of the signs.”67 McLaren’s project remained
unfinished and unreleased, though the idea was partially resurrected in a Channel 4-produced
Christmas television special from 1991, The Ghosts of Oxford Street, in which McLaren recounts
the stories of different unsavory historical figures all of whom reflect its changing environment,
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from opium-smoking author Thomas De Quincey to entrepreneur Gordon Selfridge. Instead of a
documentary approach, the film includes playful historical re-enactments and musical interludes
by the Happy Mondays, Sinead O’Connor, and Tom Jones. Throughout the film (in part, an ode
to Charles Dickens’ novella, A Christmas Carol), McLaren weaves in elements of autobiography, including a theatrical re-staging of the King Mob Santa action at Selfridges, an event
that taught him how“ modern life had been reduced to the spectacle of the commodity.”68
[Playlist 5-1] In certain moments from The Ghosts of Oxford Street, McLaren revisits
Situationist-inspired anti-capitalist rhetoric of his youth, but recasts it through the language of a
spectacular big-budget television special, emptying the revolutionary signifiers of their potency
and original meaning.
In fall 1971, McLaren abandoned the original Oxford Street film and his degree at
Goldsmiths to pursue commercial interests in the world of fashion and marketing, namely the
clothing boutique that he and Vivienne Westwood began to develop at 430 Kings Road.
McLaren met Westwood in 1965 while both were students at Harrow Art School, and soon
developed a romantic and artistic partnership. Westwood was already known as a seller of
handmade jewelry and clothing on the street, but the shop gave her an opportunity to expand her
business. 430 Kings Road had already been occupied by two other countercultural fashion
emporia in the 1960s, Mr. Freedom and Paradise Garage. In underground culture of the moment,
boutiques were more than just businesses; they were places where consumers could purchase a
lifestyle—the clothing and accessories on sale were often supplemented by music, décor, and the
staff who embodied the lifestyle presented in the store (Consider the importance of Nigel
Waymouth’s Granny Takes A Trip for psychedelic London, discussed in Chapter Three.)
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Over the course of its life, Westwood and McLaren’s Kings Road shop cycled through
distinct subcultural styles. Just like McLaren’s own chameleonic adoption of different artistic
approaches, this shapeshifting replicated the capitalist logic of continuously changing youth
culture fashion. In 1972, the shop was called Let It Rock, selling to a primarily 1950s-obsessed
Teddy Boy clientele; named after a Chuck Berry song, it was set up like a living room from
twenty years prior and included a working jukebox featuring classic rock ‘n ’roll songs.69 In
1973, the shop transformed into Too Fast To Live, Too Young To Die, catering to the rocker and
biker look, selling studded leather jackets and tight t-shirts decorated with zippers. The shift was
an attempt not only to stay at the forefront of fashion, but also to remain in touch with
revolutionary politics. Westwood recalls that, while McLaren originally felt that Teddy Boys
were a stylistic “expression of revolt,” he soon became aware of their socially conservative
attitudes.70 Now rockers were the new revolutionary hooligans whose style matched their
politics.
In 1974, 430 Kings Road adopted a new identity as Sex, selling some of its existing stock
of rocker looks alongside fetish clothing and Westwood’s own radical fetish-inspired fashions,
some of which became iconic signifiers of the punk movement. These include t-shirts screenprinted with a pornographic image of two nude cowboys kissing, or a pair of to-scale women’s
breasts; bondage trousers, which applied the constricting structure of a straitjacket to the legs;
and sleeveless t-shirts made simply by stitching two squares of fabric together. [Figure 5-3] The
store was designed with an equally confrontational and illicit allure; much like any sex shop, the
entryway was heavily curtained so passers-by on the street were not able to see inside. [Figure 5-
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4] The walls were covered with a spongy grey foam-like material, and selections from erotic and
revolutionary texts, including ones by Valerie Solanas and Alexander Trocchi, were written
directly upon the store’s walls; some of these slogans eventually made their way off the walls
and on onto t-shirts for sale in the shop.
Sex emerged not only as a central site for London’s fetish community but also Glam-rock
obsessed youth who were looking for the next transgressive look to sport. In his canonical
analysis of punk, Subculture: The Meaning of Style, Dick Hebdige traces how the movement’s
bricolage aesthetic combined elements in a Surrealist manner and disrupted the chains of
meaning between these referents. Hebdige argues that punk subculture “signified chaos at every
level,” not in the combined meaning of its signs, but rather in its resistance to signification.71
Instead of “coher[ing] around a readily identifiable set of values, it cohered…elliptically through
a chain of conspicuous absences,” and was defined by “unlocatedness” and “blankness.”72 At the
same time, punk was also greatly informed by the style of bands like Roxy Music, whose collage
aesthetic was characterized by a surfeit rather than a lack of meaning. For example, like Glam
that preceded it, punk’s adherents readily appropriated elements from different subcultural
fashion trends associated with prior decades. These included the wholesale importations of styles
from previous eras including 1920s Art Deco glamour, 1930s Weimar decadence, the 1940s
American GI look (as exemplified by David Bowie’s Young Americans period), 1950s teddy boy
and rocker styles, and the nonbinary futurism of Eno and Bowie.
This mixture of styles and their corresponding temporalities is exemplified in Caroline
Coon’s photograph taken outside the 100 Club (one of the punk movement’s key venues) on
September 20, 1976. [Figure 5-5] Musician Siouxsie Sioux (a member of the Bromley
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contingent, a group of young suburban punks that congregated at Sex) sports androgynous glaminspired short black spiked hair and wears a black trench coat adorned with a swastika armband.
In contrast, her future bandmate Steve Severin dons a modified pompadour and a slightly
shortened drape jacket, a signature of 1950s teddy-boy style (itself adopted from Victorian
menswear.) They are joined by musician Michelle Brigandage, dressed in a leopard-print jacket,
and an unnamed man with hippie-style long hair and loose-fitting clothing. While Coon’s
photograph demonstrates the lack of uniformity among self-identifying punks, it reveals how the
movement’s open stylistic code empowered young people to be creative and freely mix elements
to form an identity rather than import a specific combination wholesale.73
A band called The Sex Pistols emerged from the circle of young punks that frequented
Sex, with McLaren assuming the role of manager (though the story of their formation changes
depending on the narrator). In dominant histories (spun by the music and art press under
McLaren’s control), McLaren is the impresario of the group, a social engineer who set these
young hooligans loose in British society to sell the clothes at Sex. Jon Savage offers a
contrasting account, carefully tracing how two of the original Sex Pistols, Bowie fanatics Steve
Jones and Paul Cook, both regulars at 430 Kings Road, first approached McLaren and Westwood
to support their newly formed rock band (then called The Strand) and saw a connection with the
store as an opportunity.74 While aspects of both narratives are true—both the band and McLaren
sought opportunity in one other—the Sex Pistols and Sex were in partnership to create energy,
excitement, and havoc within the popular cultural landscape.
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McLaren’s experiences at Goldsmiths and short stint at managing the New York Dolls in
1975 gave him the toolkit necessary to incite this cultural movement.75 Together with the Pistols,
they organized several widely publicized provocations that created unrest and unease among the
British public and led to the band’s increasing notoriety. On June 7, 1976, two days before the
Queen’s highly anticipated Silver Jubilee flotilla, the Sex Pistols cruised down the Thames on a
small, rented boat called the Queen Elizabeth and played a short, chaotic set; both the band and
McLaren were arrested as a result. A confrontational and expletive-filled appearance by the Sex
Pistols on the Thames TV talk show Today six months later ended with the group banned from
television and the host Bill Grundy suspended. [Playlist 5-2] While these stunts were calculated
to garner attention and sales for the Sex Pistols, they were also actions inserted into public life
aimed to antagonize the culture in which they existed. In one of his many essayistic analyses of
popular music as a social form, “Punk as Propaganda,” artist Dan Graham argues that McLaren
and the band “used the media to become famous in order to decry media-created fame. [Their]
ultimate goal was to expose the media for what it really was by forcing its inherent
contradictions…into the open.”76 McLaren’s management of the Sex Pistols echoed the lesson he
learned from his fictional festival at Goldsmiths: disruptions in the media sphere can lead to
social transformation. McLaren’s engagement with punk in the 1970s forms part of a lineage that
stretches back to the prior decade with British Situationism’s celebration of the hooligan and
revolutionary countercultural groups like Black Mask and the Yipees. These forebearers
similarly used media as a tool to disturb the social order. (McLaren’s and the Sex Pistols’ actions
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also dovetail with contemporary efforts by more underground group like Throbbing Gristle who
similarly inserted similarly disruptive material into the circuits of mass culture.)
The Sex Pistols also the conventions of musical proficiency, reflecting how punk as a
movement “marked a process of deliberate unlearning.”77 For example, while the recorded
version of “Anarchy in the U.K.” has a sophisticated rock sheen because of Chris Thomas’
production and mix, the live incarnation of the band was both alarming and energizing to
audiences because of their raw chaotic sound, amateurish musicianship, and confrontational
stage presence. Much like its corresponding sartorial style, punk was an ethic of DIY musicmaking that ignored the rules of composition and proper musical training. However, this
disregard for convention had a clear purpose. Through its look and sound, punk opened the
practice of musical performance up to virtually anyone, inciting others to create.78 In a London
Weekend Show documentary on punk that aired in November 1976, both the Sex Pistols and
Siouxsie Sioux (now in a group called The Banshees) brag that they hardly practice and just turn
up to gigs to perform; for example, Siouxsie claims that the first time she sang on stage was at
her band’s debut performance at the 100 Club Punk Festival on September 20, 1976. In the
elevation of the untrained and unprepared amateur as musician, the distinction between the
audience and the performer became blurred; there was very little to distinguish the audience from
those on the stage in terms of skill, dress, social position, and even proximity. In the
documentary, Ron Watts, owner of the 100 Club (one of the main London music venues for
punk), noted that the audience was crucial to the success of punk.79 [Playlist 5-3] The punk call
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to “do it yourself” impressed upon its adherents that they themselves could create and perform in
turn; instead of being viewed as followers or fans, audiences were equally important to
sustaining this musical and stylistic movement though their own creative expression. In this
regard, punk was an extension of the 1960s underground, which similarly supported the
intellectual and cultural development of autodidacts and spurred active participation from its
audiences—in the case of punk, to the point where audiences became performers.
If the DIY punk ethos stimulated the creativity of self-proclaimed musicians, then the art
school partly provided—at least in part—the economic engine for this new system. In his essay
“McLaren’s Children,” Dan Graham argues that student grants also allowed this culture of
consumption to flourish.80 McLaren, for example, spent his on his 1950s rock ’n roll record
collection; others, like Gang of Four, used it to buy amplifiers. Graham also notes that the 1960s
utopian vision of cultural consumption had reached a dystopian conclusion by the 1970s “as the
reality of total leisure turned to boredom, [and] teenagers’ understanding of freedom led to
revolt—or at least pseudo revolt—fueled in part by rock.”81 If the art school of the 1960s sought
to educate young people to exist within the leisure economy, punk of the 1970s challenged that
relationship between the art school and the leisure-entertainment industry by elevating the
untrained and uneducated delinquent to the status of artist. In short, punk cut the art school part
out and suggested that it was an outmoded and even unnecessary institution.
Thus far, I have traced a thread of anti-art-school attitudes from the 1960s and into the
1970s, with underground music entering as a foil to the institutions of art education. A t-shirt
sold at McLaren’s and Westwood’s boutique makes similar connections: it features a list of
“loves” and “hates” under the threatening statement, “You’re gonna wake up one morning and
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know what side of the bed you’ve been lying on.” [Figure 5-6] On the list of “hates” appears
Mick Jagger, Bryan Ferry, Salvador Dalí, Andy Warhol, the Arts Council, and “passive
audiences.” The “loves” include proto-punk musician Iggy Pop, 1950s rock ‘n roll pioneer Eddie
Cochran, Valerie Solanas, and Alexander Trocchi’s erotic novel Young Adam (1954), alongside
two well-known incidents in the history of British art education: “Patrick Heron v. The Tate
Gallery and all those American businesslike painters” and “John Lacey [sic] and his boiled book
v. St. Martin’s Art School experiment to be seen in New York.”82 Both are instances of British
artists opposing the US dominance of the cultural sphere.83 By reclaiming these two resistant acts
within the lineage of punk, McLaren and Westwood connect their cultural and stylistic
revolution to an oft-repeated criticism of British art education in the late 1960s and 1970s: that
82
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an open-ended, experimental, and exploratory approach to education had been supplanted by the
regulations and rigid standardization of national reform. This same critique was central to the
only successful art school occupation in the UK, at the Hornsey School of Art, as well as the
writings and theories of King Mob. While neither Hornsey nor King Mob appear on the list of
“loves” on the Sex t-shirt, it is clear from the mention of Heron and Lacey on it that this critical
attitude towards the art school continued to inform McLaren into the 1970s and his development
of punk culture and style.
IV. Resistance to Art Education II: Green Gartside at Leeds Polytechnic
Given its discursive impact, the “Hornsey experiment” loomed large into the 1970s, a
decade in which British art students continued to express dissatisfaction with their education.
Some of these young artists turned to the burgeoning British punk culture as a better venue for
their creative pursuits. For many of them the Anarchy Tour, which featured performances by the
Sex Pistols, The Clash, The Damned, and The Heartbreakers, was the flashpoint. While it made
only three stops, including Leeds and Manchester, the tour galvanized the art-school punk scenes
in those cities. Green Gartside (née Paul Julian Strohmeyer) was one such art student;
disappointed and highly critical of his education at Leeds Polytechnic, he was deeply inspired
and energized by the bands’ performances on the evening of December 6, 1976.84 Driven by
critical theory, Marxist politics, conceptual art, and particularly “unsettling” underground music,
Gartside intuited that punk could provide the right space for the presentation and reception of his
ideas and actions.
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Born in 1955 in South Wales, Gartside grew up surrounded by the sound and material
trace of pop music, like many of the punk generation, developing a particular fondness for The
Beatles. At the age of eight he subscribed to NME, the well-known UK music journal, in which
he took note of his preferred musicians’ “extracurricular activities,” including what they read and
the art galleries that they visited.85 As Gartside noted in a recent interview, “it did not take a
whole leap for someone to find his way to Rauschenberg from The Beatles in the fifth form.”86
Gartside’s first exposure to conceptual art (which became an important influence for him) came
through The Beatles, specifically the media attention given to John Lennon’s relationship and
creative partnership with Fluxus artist and musician Yoko Ono. Because of the wide distribution
of magazines like International Times, Gartside was fully aware of the burgeoning
counterculture in larger British cities by his early teens. The references that he compiled from
these textual encounters were further explored at local bookshops in Wales. Gartside developed a
keen taste for advanced art and ideas through music culture, noting that art and music were
incredibly important to many of his grammar school classmates, playing a large role “in the
creation of their identities.”87 For Gartside, the 1960s counterculture forged a strong link
between the visual and the musical, modeling an aesthetic lifestyle that was markedly different
than the one set out for his parents’ generation. Gartside’s politics were also fostered by the
messages he received from underground media culture. While in sixth form college in the early
1970s, he and his classmates initiated their own small occupation of their school, issuing a series
of complaints and meeting with the headmaster.88 Gartside admits that there were few examples
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of revolutionary activities in Wales at the time, and that their action was most likely modeled
after the protests documented in the underground press, notably in Paris and Hornsey.
Gartside left sixth form before completing his A-level exams; a foundation course at an
art college was one of the few places where he could pursue higher education without
completing the exams necessary for a Dip. AD program. In Fall of 1973, he began at Newport
College of Art where he studied with British conceptual artist Keith Arnatt, who by the early
1970s was known for framing simple actions as art by documenting them with text and
photographs. Gartside recalls few specifics about Arnatt’s method of instruction beyond his
straightforward lectures about various artists; students were mainly “left to their own devices”
and much time was spent at the pub with their lecturers, partying, drinking, and occasionally
engaging in sex. He notes that Newport, like many other art schools at the time, was an
“incredibly laissez-faire, chaotic place…a loophole [where] none of the normal rules for
education [applied].”89 The lack of structure, accountability, and rigor, he felt, was “for the most
part, a good thing,” as it could clear the ground for possible exploration, experimentation, and
play.90
Gartside recalls the importance of the Portsmouth Sinfonia, a group of mostly untrained
musicians first organized in 1970 by composer Gavin Bryars, performing at Newport. Formed by
students and faculty at Portsmouth Art College (a short-lived hotbed for experiments across
music and art, and where Bryars taught music for a short time), the ensemble was inspired by
composer Cornelius Cardew’s Scratch Orchestra (1969-1974), which similarly comprised both
musicians and non-musicians (the balance of the latter were mostly art students). While the
Scratch Orchestra interpreted experimental and open-ended graphic scores of the post-Cagean
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variety, and worked without a conductor, the Sinfonia was a tongue-in-cheek riff on a traditional
orchestra and performed a well-known classical repertoire, except out of tune and rhythm.91 In a
1976 article in Studio International, artist Jeffrey Steele (a lecturer at Portsmouth and Sinfonia
member) discusses how collaborative, experimental, and indeterminate post-Cagean musical
practices appropriately modeled the egalitarian “network” structure that his colleagues and
students at Portsmouth were struggling to establish at the school (much like at Hornsey) and
notes how the Sinfonia emerged from this ferment.92 The group brought this anti-hierarchical
ethos to Newport: one of the Sinfonia members invited Gartside to play, put a violin in his
hands—an instrument unfamiliar to him—and he joined the ensemble for the night. In Newport’s
more liberal and open educational environment, where art could take any number of forms from
painting to conceptual art to musical performance, Gartside not only made art but also began to
question its nature. While Gartside claims that his entry point to punk occurred when he saw the
Sex Pistols perform live (discussed in the next section), I would argue that it began here.
At the close of his foundation year, like any other art student, Gartside considered a halfdozen schools where he could pursue his degree; these included Chelsea, Manchester,
Nottingham, Liverpool, and Leeds. Leeds College of Art (after 1970, Leeds Polytechnic) had a
reputation as one of the most experimental art schools in the UK and was an important center for
the development of the Basic Design curriculum in the 1950s and early 1960s under Harry
Thubron. Later into the 1960s it was known for an approach that framed artmaking as “creative
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behavior” 93 (While this more broadly aligned with Ascott’s pedagogy—in how it considered art
as process—the education at Leeds lacked behaviorism’s reliance upon cybernetics and
psychology.) In 1970 debates over the College’s future incorporation into the Polytechnic
ensued; the overriding concern was that these more experimental, open-ended methods would be
jettisoned in the more rational, design-and-technology-forward environment of the Poly. The
aforementioned Patrick Heron article from 1971, “Murder of the Art Schools,” captures this fear,
singling out Leeds College of Art as “the most influential [art school] in Europe since the
Bauhaus,” but warns of an end to this innovative climate if “scientists and technologists, the
engineers and architects” take control.94 According to Heron, the curriculum at Leeds was
forward thinking and allowed lifestyle to become an artistic practice in and of itself—what he
felt was the foremost cultural innovation of the 1960s and led to a broad spectrum of popular and
fine art, from music to performance.95 Roy Slade, a former faculty member at Leeds, issued an
equally critical assessment of the potential absorption of the art college into the polytechnic in
his article “Art Education in England and the Program at Leeds College.” He asserts that while
this change “was ideally looked upon as an opportunity to explore the relationship of art and
technology…the technologists do not seem to understand art and the peculiarities of the artist.”96
What Slade fears most, however, is the increasing encroachment of government regulation on the
independence of the art school. As he argues, it reflects a deeper ideological problem, that “of
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retaining individuality and the spirit of change and innovation necessary to man’s survival and
progress.”97
Despite these concerns, certain aspects of Leeds College of Art’s pioneering approach to
education continued at the Polytechnic.98 While some of the innovative instructors like Robin
Page left at this point of transition, some of the teaching staff keyed towards a more
performance-centered curriculum remained, like Jeff Nuttall. An important figure of the 1960s
underground, and a pioneer and proponent of intermedia practices and happenings, Nuttall’s
vision of art as aesthetically adventurous and antagonistic guided the outlook at Leeds Poly:
The policy was wide—open liberty with all facilities of space, materials and machinery
available to all students whose imagination was permitted to extend its range…All you
needed to be at Leeds, in the Seventies, was diverse. All that was forbidden was the
dull.99
Under Nuttall’s influence, new tutors who followed this ethos came through the school, such as
John Fox of the experimental theater and performance group Welfare State, who taught at Leeds
from 1970 to 1974. Fox co-founded the group in 1968 with Sue Gill and a host of other artists
with the aim of “making art outside the ghettoes of theaters and art galleries [and] out into the
street… an entertainment [that was] an alternative of life.”100 At Leeds in the early 1970s,
individual tutors in the Fine Arts Department published their own leaflets, detailing their
individual methods of teaching.101 Fox’s teaching plan from the Fall 1973 term, for example,
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indicates his interest in “alternative cultures” and distrust of “large hierarchical structures.”102
Students were also encouraged to attend and participate in Welfare State performances, an
opportunity that many at Leeds Poly explored. As Fox recounts in a recent interview, placing
students in these performance contexts allowed them “to achieve their own strong creative
identity developed from their own talent and need.”103
The results of this educational mission to develop a “creative personality” over a
“vocational attitude” were well documented in Byron Rogers’ 1972 article on Leeds Poly,
“Progressive Art or Subsidised Freak Out?” The title alone suggests that the critic held
suspicions about the efficacy of the school’s approach to education.104 Rogers includes the
reactions of several conservative critics including Trevor Watson, the mayor of Leeds, and Willi
Soukop of the Royal Academy, who questioned the validity of the students’ forms of expression
by asking, “Is this the training one wants to give a student…to be amusing?”105 As part of his
overview, Rogers introduces several students as well as their widely divergent and experimental
art practices, including Simon English’s ambitious land art project in which he positioned survey
flags across the country that when connected together spelled “ENGLAND,” James “Terry”
Charmley’s working oven fashioned from an old car, and Paul Reader’s chess-board
environment that he installed in his apartment.106
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These news stories created the Leeds Polytechnic that existed in Gartside’s imagination
when he visited the campus in early 1974: a free, open, and experimental learning environment.
The degree shows that were on view during his trip confirmed this vision. Gartside recalls seeing
a range of challenging artwork, including a performance in which a student ate until he vomited
and prints made with used tampons, artistic shock tactics that reflect the tone Nuttall and others
set at the school.107 Whatever might have been on view, the experience left a particular
impression on the young art student and reminded him of the music he appreciated, both his
adolescent interest in The Beatles who “consistently questioned what they were doing,” or the
musicians that the esteemed and eclectic DJ John Peel championed on his popular BBC radio
show, who “questioned what it means to make pop music.”108 What compelled Gartside most
were “people questioning what it means to make art,” an approach that he had first encountered
in music and only secondly in art.109
In his first year, Gartside focused on painting, making detailed renderings of banal
objects and situations (one of the latter featured a representation of an electrical fire). However,
by the time of his arrival, the critical atmosphere he witnessed during his visit no longer existed.
Gartside found his fellow students to be “timid” and the lecturers “dull” and uninterested.110 He
felt that Jeff Nuttall, one of the main instigators of the more experimental work that had come
out of Leeds Poly, possessed “no rigorous thinking” and failed to challenge him or any of his
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classmates.111 Since tutors were more often more concerned with whether or not a student was
producing, rather than the quality or meaning of their work, Gartside would simply leave
“evidence that he had been there,” in most cases, a cigarette packet, but in one instance a
clipping from a pornographic magazine.112 In a recent interview, he further clarifies what he felt
was missing in interactions between staff and students:
I did not feel any burning need that everyone doing fine art had to address themselves in
any prescribed way to any prescribed set of issues. What I did think was important: that
somebody somewhere in this building over these four years should really be asking them
what they thought they were doing. Simply that. Tap them on the shoulder, and say them
to them, “Excuse me, how does this mean, what does this mean, how do you come to be
in this institution making this work?”113
While “self-direction” at Newport had allowed Gartside to explore and experiment, he began to
sense that an entirely laissez-faire approach to art education could only lead to an impoverished
learning environment.
Socialist politics increasingly informed Gartside in his years at Leeds Poly and gave him
the critical tools to analyze his art school experience and the world around him. In the polemical
text “Show Us Your Uniqueness,” written with fellow students Alan Robinson and Tom Soviet
(born Keith Morley), Gartside uses Marxism to understand the political ramifications of this
laissez-faire approach.114 While “students flounder in their individual neurotic wildernesses…the
studio staff are somewhere thinking about their own work.”115 In the classroom, art is taught as
an individual pursuit and students consequently ignore social issues that “might interfere with the
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hedonistic production of pathetically crass and moribund art-works.”116 This hands-off
educational approach also breeds political inactivity: “little to no discussion or criticism” fosters
the condition of “repressive omission,” which “reduces the prospect of students appraising social
institutions, the utterances issuing from those institutions, and the parameters by which students
practice is ordered.”117 In other words, the lack of criticality teaches young art students that their
practice cannot speak to society or politics and renders them socially and politically inept. “Show
Your Uniqueness” is informed by Gartside’s reading of political philosopher Louis Althusser, for
whom education is one of many Ideological State Apparatuses that inculcate subjects into state
ideology, while also repressing any resistance. According to Althusser, as a “neutral environment
purged of ideology” where “liberal values” and “freedom” are maintained, the school nullifies
any kind of critique (political or otherwise) made inside its walls.118
While earlier educators like Roy Ascott used shock tactics as a pedagogical tool to
disabuse students of preconceptions about art and instantiate new thinking, in the environment at
Leeds Poly, these methods lacked a clear functional role and became empty stylistic gestures
aimed at increasing novelty and attention. One of Gartside’s classmates, Marc Almond (later of
synth pop duo Soft Cell, and Marc and the Mambas) recalls how Nuttall and Teasdale pressed
students to meet these expectations: “The more extreme, shocking, visceral, and disturbing a
performance was, the more [they] applauded and enthused.” 119 In his years at Leeds Poly (19761980), Almond adopted these prescriptions, making ceramics, collages, films, and performances
with the intent to challenge audiences; he referenced taboo subjects like Satanism, focused on
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tragic and outcast figures (e.g., fallen Hollywood stars like Jayne Mansfield, sex workers), and
featured controversial imagery like swastikas. While Almond now considers these as “juvenile
attempt[s] to shock and be outrageous,” he appreciated how these opportunities led him to his
future practice as a live performer and allowed him to explore themes and subjects he would later
tackle in the songs he wrote for Soft Cell.120 Like many of his peers, Almond was also informed
by punk—he was particularly enamored with Siouxsie and the Banshees—which also employed
shock for effect. However, punk existed in social environments outside the autonomous sphere
of art, where shock could provoke and challenge audiences, and create opportunities for change.
For Almond, like the practitioners discussed throughout this project—Bryan Ferry, Brian Eno,
Pete Townshend, Genesis P-Orridge, and Malcolm McLaren—music was a more accessible
form, and allowed for visual arts practices and concepts to reach broader audiences.
Gartside’s frustrations with Leeds Poly pushed him in other directions. He recalled his
introduction to conceptual art at Newport, which had brought him to the writings of Art &
Language, a British collective of conceptual artists and critical thinkers, some of whom taught at
nearby Leeds University.121 Reading the group’s journal Art-Language brought him to consider
Ludwig Wittgenstein, a philosopher whose writings on language had inspired both the British
group and the US conceptual artist Joseph Kosuth. Gartside stopped painting and began to use
the studio space to display his writing, which explored “ontological questions about art” and
“Wittgensteinian questions about meaning and intention”122 However, no one at Leeds Poly
wanted to engage with these ideas. In an attempt to find like minds, Gartside contacted Art &
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Language through Studio International magazine. Group member Terry Atkinson sent a former
student of his to meet with him, and with the student’s assistance, Gartside set up a series of
lectures independently of the official series run by Leeds Poly. Situated mostly in local pubs, it
featured Art & Language members and other affiliated scholars and artists who approached art
through the lenses of philosophy and critical theory. While at first poorly attended, it soon
attracted a large audience and, according to Gartside, featured lively discussions. Frustrated by
the attitude at Leeds, Gartside effectively created his own alternate art school outside of the Poly,
and his discovery of Art & Language’s texts formed the center of this counter-curriculum.
A selection of Art and Language texts published the 1970s form a blueprint for Gartside's
twin practices of writing and alternative education. “Art Teaching,” written by A&L members
Terry Atkinson and Michael Baldwin and published in the November 1971 issue of ArtLanguage, argues that art education in Britain indoctrinates artists into a system of “possessive
individualism” motivated by self-interest.123 They assert that art schools are driven by the
Romantic notion of artistic individuality and political neutrality, summarized as “personal
choice” and “liberalism”: “teachers and artists… have become obsessed with the notion of
‘personal freedom [and] the ‘no-rules’ rule.”124 According to A&L, this “laissez-faire” approach
to art education possesses “no adequate deontology” (i.e. the study of duty, obligation or social
responsibility) and “leads to the recognition of a single critical standard: that of contemporary
success,” i.e., market value.125
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Much like Althusser’s revisitation of Marx, Art and Language’s analysis offered Gartside
a political rationale for his frustrations with the teaching at Leeds Poly. Another text by Art &
Language, “Pedagogical Sketchbook” (published in their journal in May 1975), might have
inspired Gartside’s decision to form an alternate art school. One passage asks students to imagine
a situation in which “you became competent to teach and your ‘teachers’ were shown to be in the
need of teaching.”126 Art & Language seed incisive questions in their readers’ heads: “What does
‘education’ mean to you? What does ‘indoctrination’ mean to you?…What is an authority?
Might it not be someone who can only safely discourse on one topic? Who decides what
constitutes a topic?”127 Prodding and goading, “Pedagogical Sketchbook” provides a blueprint
for an art school revolt, taunting students with questions and demands such as, “How can you
win? You should work it out.”128 Their aggressive tone channels Charles Radcliffe’s and
Malcolm McLaren’s celebrated punk hooligan and recalls how the critical attitude of punk and
its 1960s forebears were partly directed towards the classroom. That same year, Art & Language
proposed their own alternatives to the art school. A text included in the catalog for their Oxford
Museum of Art exhibition argues that the inability of artists to participate in class struggle begins
with the “social dislocation” and “depoliticisation” of students in art school.129 To re-politicize
them, they suggest cutting out art school completely and establishing ways to connect artists and
art students “outside the bureaucratizing range of the institutions.”130 While it is not known if
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Gartside read these specific texts or saw these posters, they clearly express Art & Language’s
outlook on art education which, no doubt, influenced his own alternative education.
Leeds Poly staff considered Gartside’s lecture series to be a confrontational gesture and it
affected his standing and treatment at the school. The administration regularly invalidated his
work and questioned his presence there, claiming “‘you don’t need the [studio] space because
you’re not painting.’”131 He remembers the time of his degree show to be particularly fraught,
with the administration aiming to consolidate the Fine Art and the Graphic departments to create
a single School of Creative Arts. Gartside noted that this “ran hand in hand with [them] trying to
get people to talk sensibly about painting,” which made his theoretical and conceptual
approaches appear to be even more of a threat.132 Gartside’s degree show responded to this
charged context with a conceptual text-based work that featured, in his words, “some kind of
Wittgensteinian assault on whatever as going on.”133 None of the Poly tutors felt equipped to
evaluate his work, so Geoff Teasdale (Gartside’s most disliked tutor, whom he called “boorish”)
suggested contacting T. J. Clark, the Socialist art historian then teaching at Leeds University.
Clark was officially invited to assess Gartside’s show and confirmed that the young artist was
“making sense.” He received a first from Clark; it was knocked down to a 2.1, a grade that still
allowed Gartside to receive his degree.
V. Music, Politics, Theory: Green Gartside and Scritti Politti
Gartside maintains that throughout this embattled period at art school, music sustained
and nourished him. Favorites ranged from English traditional music to the avowedly socialist
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experimental band Henry Cow, for whom Gartside organized performances in Leeds. Founded in
1968 in Cambridge by university students Fred Frith and Tim Hodgkinson, the group took
inspiration from the improvisation of free jazz pioneer Ornette Coleman, the formal radicality of
avant-garde composers like Edgard Varèse, and the instrumentation and musical structures of
late-60s psychedelic rock. By the mid-1970s, Henry Cow expanded its membership and became
known for creating complex music, somewhere between highly structured avant-garde
composition and free-form improvisation. For them, politics and music were connected. Their
complex time signatures and instrumentation followed Theodor Adorno’s linking of difficult
musical forms with anti-capitalist ideologies. The band also behaved like a collective, sharing
profits among members equally and having nearly as many women as men in the band (at least
in its later 1970s incarnation.)134 However, when Gartside began to produce music, he left
behind Henry Cow’s influence and their Adornian model of formal complexity aside. Instead, he
was compelled by the more accessible model for political music practice that punk provided.
On December 6, 1976, Gartside had his first experience with punk at an event that
“changed everything” for him: the “Anarchy Tour” had arrived at Leeds Polytechnic. Featuring
performances from the Sex Pistols, The Clash, The Damned, and The Heartbreakers (led by
Johnny Thunders of the New York Dolls), the tour was the premier showcase for the burgeoning
punk sound, despite being plagued by a host of cancellations due to the Pistols’ controversial
expletive-filled appearance on the Today show only five days prior. The Leeds date was one of
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the handful to go ahead as scheduled and given recent events a media furor greeted the bands
upon their arrival. While Jon Savage described the tour’s arrival in Leeds as “more of a media
spectacle than a proper musical event,” Gartside recalls the performance itself, and moreover the
challenge it presented to him as an audience member.135
As a 21-year-old art student, Gartside admits that up to that point he had not seen anyone
else his age create something as compelling before: “As unlikely as it seems, all of these other
struggles and worries around doing a degree in fine art were utterly eclipsed by this display of
my contemporaries.”136 While The Clash were the most memorable performers, all the bands
“frightened, intimidated, [and] interrogated him.” Gartside’s reaction was partly caused by the
punk musical style. As he recalls, “There was what seemed to be somewhere between a blatant
disregard for how things should sound and an active embracing that it didn't sound ‘right.’”137 He
was also impressed by the relationship between the band and the audience; rather than passive
acceptance or sycophantic adulation, the latter was “confrontational.” In fact, filmmaker Julien
Temple (the tour’s documentarian) remembers the Leeds Poly gig for the amount of spit hurled
at the band (a practice known as “gobbing”).138 While Gartside had appreciated the “unsettling”
nature of Henry Cow, in comparison to punk they felt “labored.” Soon thereafter he fell out with
Chris Cutler, Henry Cow’s drummer, and absorbed himself into the punk milieu forming in
Leeds. Others who attended the concert that night, including future Gang of Four members Jon
King and Andy Gill and future Mekons member Kevin Lycett, felt equally energized by the
experience. For these young artists, the performances of the Anarchy Tour demonstrated a
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“whole other approach” to creativity and expression, and revealed “ruptures, fissures, dangers,
energies, paths, [and] waves of things, that had possibly been there but [were] repressed.”139
That King, Gill, Lycett, and Gartside were all art students (the first three at Leeds
University) prompts the question of why punk attracted art students. While it was indisputably
the youth cultural musical movement for his generation, Gartside suggests that it also “had a
resonance for people interested in what counted as art at the time.”140 Punk asked similar
institutional and ontological questions as conceptual art. For both, “it was the idea that counted
above all else, above provenance, ability, any other technicality.”141 Each, in their own way,
celebrated untutored approaches to creative expression. However, Gartside had the impression
that few figures within the art field followed the line of questioning that conceptualism set in
motion: “I was yelling into a void in a bit,” until punk arrived in the form of the Anarchy Tour,
“with a more pressing agenda and a closeness in almost every sense to lived experience [and]
problems.”142
The “pressing agenda” was politics. The burgeoning punk scene in Leeds was deeply
aligned with Marxism and anti-fascism since the city was a center for the National Front and
other neo-Nazi organizations. Gang of Four members Jon King and Andy Gill recall that live
performances at local clubs and nights at the pub regularly featured conflicts between racist and
anti-racist political factions.143 Gartside recollects meeting and getting to know the members of
other bands such as the Mekons and Gang of Four at different socialist and anti-fascist
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gatherings, indicating the extent to which the Leeds scene coalesced around leftist politics.144
Punk offered those who had come to cultural and political consciousness at high point of the
counterculture in the late 1960s a new model of art that responded to its social context. For
Gartside, this underground musical movement offered a way to bring politics back into art, an
impetus that the politically inert and laissez-faire Leeds Poly had cut out. Punk was part of the
“Modernist emancipatory tradition,” in which the individual, no matter his or her socio-political
place in society, could realize himself or herself to the fullest degree.145 Self-realization was a
central pillar of progressive postwar British theories of art education, including Herbert Read’s
prescriptions in Art & Education, Basic Design, and the Groundcourse. Punk at its core was in
line with these pedagogies. That said, some of Gartside’s peers who also gravitated towards punk
from the art school context found themselves less at odds with the staff and educational method
at Leeds Poly. While Marc Almond fully acknowledges the teaching staff’s “bullying and
intimidation,” he also saw great value in Nuttall’s bombastic approach to teaching: “It was all
part of a hardening process, the preparation needed to send students out into a hostile (meaning
cynical) world.”146
Punk’s “closeness to lived experience,” which made it such a relevant and accessible art
form, led Gartside to form a band only weeks after experiencing the Anarchy tour. First calling
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themselves Against, Gartside’s musical project soon settled on the name Scritti Politti, after a
misreading of Antonio Gramsci’s Scritti Politici (a collection of his writings first published in
1967). A 1979 statement from Gartside and Tom Soviet, the two Leeds Poly students in the
group, clarifies their desire to leave behind anything resembling fine arts practice, and instead
pursue other forms of expression:
Those of us who are committed to bringing about changes in attitudes, provoking useful
questioning, have already discarded the old tools of art making, and are looking for and
using more successful methods which achieve our aims (at the moment this includes
being involved directly in political work, performing overtly political music in a punk
rock band, setting up conditions to compile and print an art theory journal).147
The phrase “old tools of art making” refers to painting and other traditional art media, in favor of
what they argue are better methods of creating change: direct political action, punk music,
critical theory, and self-publishing. While Gartside had already been deeply involved in politics
and theory (the latter was especially fostered in his counter-education), music began to take on a
particular importance. In a 1981 interview with journalist Barney Hoskins, he expanded on the
potential that music, especially punk, provided:
We grew very tired of formal art and culture. It's difficult to talk about the attraction of
music, the way it motivates us and what it meant to grow up with it. These things were
illuminated for us by punk…148
Because of its cultural meaning and motivational capacity for Gartside as well as others his age,
punk became the main vehicle for the young artist’s ideas, and the best means for him to “bring
about changes in attitudes.”
Gartside took up the guitar, an instrument with which he was only slightly familiar, while
Soviet and Niall Jinks (Gartside’s friend from Wales) claimed the drums and bass respectively,
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neither of which they knew how to play. The group purchased the instruments using the
remainder of their student grant money and set to the task of learning how to play their new
artistic tools. At first they performed standard covers by punk bands such as The Heartbreakers
and Chelsea, but were soon motivated by “a very juvenile desire to be different.”149 Scritti Politti
embraced a “discordant” and “dysfunctional” aesthetic, a stylistic approach shared with the free
music that Gartside appreciated (Henry Cow, especially).150 Instead of playing a selection of
short-form pop songs, the band would perform improvised sets, adding non-traditional
instruments to the mix, for example, film canisters used as cymbals. In his review of the band’s
November 1978 debut at Acklam Hall in Sheffield alongside pragVEC, Cabaret Voltaire, and
Red Crayola, Ian Penman describes the group’s performance as a “a maze of nervousness with
no proper set.”151 Because they were a last minute addition to the bill, the band reminded
audience members that their performance should be treated as an "open rehearsal.”152 Scritti
Politti’s first Peel Session, broadcast on December 13, 1978 during the well-known BBC Radio
DJ’s show—a month after their first live performance—also captures the band’s aesthetic during
these early years. The trio opens their set with “The Humours of Spitalfields,” a song that reflects
Gartside’s interest in Henry Cow and other forms of difficult rock music defined by ambitiously
complex guitar passages and multiple shifts in tempo. In striking contrast to the precision of the
music that inspired them, the band plays loosely, embracing a punkish amateurism. [Playlist 5-4]
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As Gartside’s words have indicated, Scritti Politti conceived of theory and politics as
integral to their musical practice. It also informed how they lived and made decisions. By the
middle of 1978, the band moved to London, keen to be at the center of activity. Like many other
young punks, they took up residence in a squat, living a collective existence on Carroll Street in
Camden. London became key for the punk community, not only because of the city’s population
and density, but also because of the strong network of organizations that birthed and supported
the scene including Westwood and McLaren’s Sex (renamed Seditionaries in December 1976),
venues like the 100 Club and the Nashville, the “lefty, intellectual” Compendium Books (where,
Gartside recalls, many radical ideas were generated), and the iconic record store/distributor/label
Rough Trade.
Rough Trade was started in 1976 by Geoff Travis, whom Gartside described as “a postAlthusserian Marxist”; it was run inclusively and collectively reminding the young artist of his
experiences at Young Communists or men’s group meetings.153 At Rough Trade, all decisions
were made collectively including which records to distribute and release. Gartside recalls that the
committee at Rough Trade rejected Scritti Politti’s debut single on the grounds it was too long
(nearing six minutes, at least twice the length of most punk songs). As a result, the single was
still released by the band on their own imprint St. Pancras Records, which in turn was distributed
through Rough Trade.154 For Travis, distribution was more than a service for artists; it was a
political act inspired by Althusser’s critique of Ideological State Apparatuses, one of which is the
media:
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We learned when we were students that controlling the means of production gives you
power. We wanted there to be an independent structure that you could tap into which
gave you access to the market without having to engage with all the normal routes. That’s
what independence is: it’s about building structures outside of the mainstream but that
can help you infiltrate the mainstream.155
Scritti Politti’s debut single “Skank Bloc Bologna,” released in the fall of 1978, almost
serves as a manifesto for their intermedia fusion of theory, politics, and sound. In the song,
Gartside’s interest in language as a form for both his artistic practice and his critique of art
education find a new home as lyrics. “Skank Bloc Bologna” recounts a loose narrative about
disaffected youth finding inspiration in leftist politics and music culture, and perfectly aligns
with Gartside’s own transition from frustrated art school student to politicized punk. [Playlist 55] The song opens by framing the different choices forced upon youth (“Tell her to work at
Tesco’s / Tell her to stay at school / Tell her what's possible—all day derision”). Either option
yields the same disappointing result. The lyrics in the bridge evoke the laissez-faire environment
of Leeds Poly: “No one wants to listen and there’s no one wants to know / Someone with a
question that she doesn’t want to see / No one wants to listen and there’s nowhere left to go /
Someone’s got a question but there’s nothing left to do.” In the final third of the song, a drum fill
energizes the otherwise loping reggae-inspired rhythm, announcing a shift. The lyrics follow
suit, noting that “Something she doesn't know—the Skank Bloc Bologna [is] Keeping us all
alive.” In a recent interview, Gartside explains the song’s title. “Skank” refers to a dance popular
at reggae clubs; “bloc” to Marxist theorist Antonio Gramsci; and “Bologna” to the book Red
Bologna, about the student demonstrations of 1977 and the collective methods that ensued
afterwards.156 This nonsensical poetic phrase—“Skank Bloc Bologna”—invokes the group’s
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triumvirate of music, theory, and direct political action. The song closes by introducing the
heroes of the story (“The Rockers in the town—the magnificent six” (a direct reference to Scritti
Politti, which numbered six members at the time) who are “livin’ on a notion” and “working on a
hope.”
According to Gartside, “the record was a piece, a work, a thing,” and presented artistic
possibilities in addition to the music.157 The physical packaging of the “Skank Bloc Bologna”
matched the political ethos of the lyrical content. In line with the socialist ethos to democratize
access to the means of production, Scritti Politti included detailed information about the
production of the single on the inside portion of the single’s “cover,” which was a photocopied
A4 sheet folded and placed in the sleeve; the cost, location, and method related to recording,
mastering, pressing, the printing of labels, and distribution are all outlined, along with contact
information for each of the companies that the band employed. [Figure 5-7] A materialist
approach to production credits, this cover design choice was precisely in sync with conceptual
art from earlier in the decade by refusing the visual image in favor of language as a means to
demystify the methods of production.158
While language was both the means for conveying meaning (through lyrics) and for
demystifying the production of records (on the sleeve), Gartside was becoming aware of the “use
and abuse” of words through Jacques Derrida’s post-structuralist theories.159 As a result, Scritti
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Politti’s music explored this semiotic instability and transgression of sense. The band sought to
create "a much less ‘secure’ music” by willfully playing in a manner “not adept, not fluid” (a
“messthetic,” to use the title of one of their songs).160 One of Scritti Politti’s techniques involved
using “a guitar de-tuned, so that when you play chords in it they’re not proper chords.”161 This is
evident in “Skank Bloc Bologna,” as the screechy stabs of guitar sometimes harmonize and
sometimes clash with the complex bassline, which holds most of the song’s melody, a
characteristic shared by much post-punk music. As Gartside’s words attest, Scritti Politti
consciously embraced amateurism, but took great care to theorize how and why their imprecise
performance of rock music’s regulated rhythms and chords constituted a deviation from larger
social norms.
While Scritti Politti were consciously working against correct methods of playing music,
like many of their post-punk peers, their aesthetic resistance was also absorbed other cultural
influences. One of the band’s main inspirations was reggae, a pop musical form that emerged in
Jamaica in the late 1960s and was soon introduced to Great Britain and the United States through
the Afro-Caribbean community. In reggae, the rhythm of bass and drums is central, overlaid with
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staccato guitar lines, keyboard, and vocals. “Skank Bloc Bologna” adopted many of the
distinctive characteristics of reggae, including the strong 4/4 beat with an emphasis on the
downbeat. Dick Hebdige argues that the punk interest in reggae echoed the late-1960s skinhead
phenomenon in which young white working-class men adopted the clothing and musical taste of
young Afro-Caribbeans, a stylistic code that echoed their own social disaffection. The same
happened with punk:
Reggae attracted those punks who wished to give tangible form to their alienation. It
carried the necessary conviction, the political bite, so obviously missing in most
contemporary white music [at the time, glam and progressive rock].162
Some punk bands such as The Clash or Scritti Politti emulated reggae for political
reasons; for example, the former’s “White Man (In Hammersmith Palais)” from 1978 not only
adopts the rhythm of reggae but also addresses the band’s interest in the musical form, offering a
first-person account of a white fan’s experience of a sound system. More recently, Christopher
Partridge has refined Hebdige’s argument, noting that reggae, especially the more immersive,
exploratory form of dub, shared many characteristics with other experimental musics that young
punk adherents enjoyed, including German “kosmiche musik” and Brian Eno’s ambient music:
“Dub provided a form of musical experimentation, which not only seemed particularly avantgarde at the time, but which was also politically engaged.”163 Punk and post-punk were thus in
line with rock ’n roll’s overall co-optation of Black musical forms as an artistic language for
young white male expression, be that political, aesthetic, or both. In this regard, Scritti Politti and
many other post-punk bands adopted a musical language that read as “other” (through the rhythm
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and orchestration of reggae) in order to reinvent the otherwise stale language of white-malecentric rock ’n roll. At the same time as these practices fall into patterns of appropriation, we can
also look at them through a pedagogical lens as attempts to learn about and share forms of music
excised from dominant white spaces of presentation and circulation.
VI. Punk, Feminism, and the Art School: Gina Birch and The Raincoats
The punk movement’s DIY aesthetic, embrace of amateurism, independent distribution
network, and political affiliations empowered many demographics conventionally excluded from
the production of rock ’n roll, especially women and queer populations. The Raincoats, whose
members Gina Birch and Ana da Silva both attended Middlesex Polytechnic, offer a prime
example. While Gina Birch lacked Green Gartside’s vitriol for the art school, she also found the
punk milieu a more inviting outlet for her creativity. Like many future art school students, Birch
chose to pursue further study after a formative experience on a foundation course (in her case at
Trent Polytechnic in Nottingham).164 In a recent interview she fondly recalls a drawing exercise
that taught her how to rely upon her own sensibilities rather than follow a prescribed aesthetic
routine but admits that the most meaningful and impactful experience was the social
environment of the school coffee bar. It was the place where she could closely observe the way
artistically-inclined young people dressed and behaved—what Birch terms “the stuff around
[art].”165 Like Gartside and many other young art students who turned towards punk, Birch saw
the Sex Pistols in concert in 1976, when visiting London to see prospective art schools; staying
with a group of St. Martin’s College students, she saw the band at one their very first live
performances. While it left an impact, what brought Birch back to London was not punk but a
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visit to Middlesex. The Polytechnic had been formed only in 1973, from the amalgamation of
three schools: Enfield College of Technology, Hendon College of Technology, and Hornsey
School of Art. (Even though it was officially Middlesex Polytechnic at the time, Birch describes
herself as having attended Hornsey, revealing how much these official shifts in name did not
alter a school’s identity; this dissertation follows suit and will call the school Hornsey.) While
exploring the studios, she encountered a student’s work, a muslin-screened room with a
notebook placed on a table and a stool set in front, inviting visitors to read. Birch enjoyed “the
privacy of the experience,” and its mix of cool conceptual and feminist approaches. She enrolled
in the BA Honors in Fine Art course at Hornsey and started in the fall of 1976.
Much like Gartside, Birch soon faced the reality of art school education at Hornsey. The
ferment of protest and experimentation birthed in 1968 was long gone. Unlike her experience in
the foundation course at Trent Poly—which had had a rather robust curriculum and clear
directives and challenges—the BA Honors in Fine Art was “organized to encourage individual
development without any pre-conceived ideas of the eventual specialization, if any, a student
may adopt.”166 In other words, students were left to explore on their own without direction, had
only individual meetings with tutors, and little to no critical discussion with their fellow students.
According to her recollections, both students and the school “lacked focus,” and many students
had no sense of what they were doing. Her Hornsey experience recalls Gartside’s summary of
Leeds Poly: a laissez-faire academic environment that was experimental but without the rigorous
questioning, analytical thinking, and criticality that leads to learning from open-ended
exploration as found in Richard Hamilton’s and Roy Ascott’s teaching.
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While Birch arrived at school with the idea to construct a large-scale painting installation,
she was given little room to develop her concept, as incoming students were given small studio
spaces. Driven by necessity and taking inspiration from Dan Graham’s performance work, the
young artist chose to move her work outside the studio (at school, she saw a screening of
Graham’s Roll, a two-screen film that documents the artist’s act of rolling from two different
perspectives). Birch affixed newsprint to the large stretchers she originally intended to use for
her paintings, lined the objects up, and jumped through the set. Like Graham, she documented
her action with film.167 Birch became increasingly drawn towards film and video, an interest
cemented after a presentation and screening by artist and filmmaker Derek Jarman.168 Largely
unstructured, the only regular feature of Hornsey’s curriculum were tutorials; Birch was
supervised by multidisciplinary artist Marc Camille Chaimowicz, known up until that point for
sprawling installation environments of popular culture material (including musical recordings)
and experimentations with theater and performance.169 In particular, Birch recalled a lengthy
nighttime conversation with him on the night of her degree show (most likely in 1981), which
involved walking across London. While Chaimowicz does not recall the “night-long tutorial,” he
understood why he, as an openly gay man, might have been a source of comfort for her, given
the chauvinistic atmosphere of the school and how “[Birch’s] priorities were marginalized [and]
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ignored.”170 Overall, Birch’s reminiscences underscore the gender politics in art schools: she
describes an atmosphere explicitly unwelcome to women, in which feminism was “uncool”—a
relic of the counterculture—and “Jackson Pollock-style boys” dominated the conversation and
garnered the attention.
While Birch continued her studies at Hornsey—and aspects of it were fruitful—her art
education became secondary to extracurricular passions and forms of creative expression. Unlike
Trent Poly, the school coffee bar did not sustain her social desires, so she turned to the
burgeoning punk underground. During her first term at Hornsey, Birch immersed herself in the
scene, spending nearly every night at London punk epicenter The Roxy seeing bands like The
Clash and Subway Sect. While it was only open for 100 days (a span of time that happened to
coincide with the semester), The Roxy was the crucible for both the local and national scenes. In
particular, she was stimulated by the creativity and the way punk bands “challeng[ed]
orthodoxy.” Punk became the center of Birch’s life and artistic practice, prompting her to move
to squat in Ladbroke Grove in West London in October 1976, two doors down from The Clash
lead singer Joe Strummer and Esperanza Romero, whose sister Palmolive (born Paloma Romero)
would soon be the drummer for The Slits.171
Like Gartside, Birch had a transformative moment with punk that turned her from an
audience member to a performer. For her, it was seeing The Slits perform live in 1977 soon after
they formed. While the gig was “incredibly chaotic,” it was deeply inspiring for Birch to see an
all-woman band perform on stage in their own imperfect way. It made becoming a musician
seem possible—as Birch notes, they gave her “permission to do it”—despite the fact she had not
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been a music obsessive growing up. She bought a bass guitar soon afterwards, despite having no
prior experience with the instrument. In a recent interview, Birch admits that in addition to
punk’s DIY ethos, aspects of her art education gave her the agency to look at her instrument and
ask, “What can I do with it?” instead of following prescribed aesthetic convention. While both
her open-ended art education and the punk movement empowered Birch to “approach [the bass]
from a perspective that was not ‘in the tradition,’” there was a keen distinction between the two
influences. As she recalls, art incited thought while in contrast punk compelled her to act and
create. In 1977, Birch and fellow Hornsey art student Ana da Silva formed The Raincoats. At
first featuring a steady rotation of members, the band solidified an all-female line-up once
Palmolive of The Slits joined as drummer and Vicky Aspinall as violinist in 1978.
In comparison to the inhospitable environment of Hornsey, punk provided a space for
Birch to flourish creatively and, while not explicitly feminist, could be used as a tool to support
those politics. It was not without its limitations: in comparison to later movements such as riot
grrrl in the 1990s, there were few opportunities in punk for sisterhood and any attempt to bring
women-led bands together was considered confining and limiting.172 Rather than create their
own community, women commandeered the punk media network—which included recordings,
magazines, photographs, and live performances—to redefine womanhood. As Birch’s bandmate
Ana da Silva states in a Rough Trade brochure about The Raincoats:
Being a woman is both feeling female, expressing female and also (for the time being at
least) reacting against what a woman is told she “should” be like. The contradiction
creates chaos in our lives and if we want to be real, we have to neglect what has been
imposed on us, we have to create our lives in a new way.173
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The punk media network allowed different images of self-assured women to circulate within the
circuits of popular culture. These included Patti Smith’s androgynous re-performance of
masculine rock tropes; the severity of Siouxsie Sioux; the wildness of Ari Up (from The Slits);
and the playfulness of Poly Styrene (from X-Ray Spex, and the most visible female Black
performer in the punk movement). The Raincoats cultivated yet another atypical public image of
womanhood, what scholar Caroline O’Meara calls “a punk version of ordinariness”: “Instead of
confronting expectations of female rockers, their [press] photographs depict the band simply
speaking with and listening to each other.”174 Other “images” of the band eschewed
representation altogether. For example, the cover of the band’s debut single “Fairytale in the
Supermarket” features a line drawing of (what are assumed to be) the four band members, all of
whom face away from the viewer and sport seemingly unspectacular clothes. [Figure 5-8]
O’Meara suggests that these images reflect The Raincoat’s collective musical aesthetic, which
was distinct from the ego-centric structure of male-centered rock music, punk included: “[they]
took advantage of punk's unskilled performances in order to shatter traditional (read: masculine)
subjectivity in rock music, using punk's ideology of passionate amateurism to express feminine
possibilities.”175 While the band’s more improvisational and amateur aesthetic resulted from the
fact that many of the members were untrained, it was also a conscious choice. When Aspinall, a
classically trained violinist, joined the band, Birch recalls that “she had to relearn,” or in other
words, unlearn; overall, the group, especially de Silva, were “very anti-lessons…[and] wanted to
be much more free-spirited.”176
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The aforementioned single “Fairytale in the Supermarket,” released on Rough Trade in
April 1979, is exemplary of the band’s “passionate amateurism.” While the A-side is a brash and
energetic punk song, the B-side tracks “In Love” and “Adventures Close to Home” reflect the
band’s experimental and decidedly unschooled approach to vocal and rhythm. In the chorus of
the former, Birch sings the line “In love is tough on my emotions,” enunciating each syllable of
the lyric in short arhythmic bursts. The silence between the individual syllables dissolves the
connections between the sounds and therefore the sense of these sounds as words, turning them
into prelingual noises and utterances. Da Silva contributes a layer of backing vocals in which she
draws out the words of the same lyric in a half-sung/half-spoken cadence, countering Birch’s
halting delivery. [Playlist 5-6] The other B-side track “Adventures Close to Home” also disrupts
existing rock conventions in terms of the instrumental arrangement. In mainstream rock music,
vocal and guitar are given prominence in the mix (given they often carry the melody) over the
rhythmic undergirding provided by bass and drums. In “Adventures,” all of the instruments and
sounds are treated equally instead of in a hierarchical relationship; as a result, they are
interwoven, creating an overall texture. [Playlist 5-7] When listening to the song’s chorus, da
Silva’s stabbing guitar lines sound alongside (instead of atop) Birch’s thumping bass and
Palmolive’s distinctive drumming, the latter not only keeping rhythm but also acting like a lead
instrument. Of the three songs on the single, “Adventures” is the best example of The Raincoats’
collective musical aesthetic, in which no instrument or performer takes center stage.
In the essay "New Wave Rock and the Feminine,” Dan Graham links the distinct
aesthetic shared by The Slits and The Raincoats to principles from feminist theory. For example,
he argues that all-female groups like The Raincoats made “deliberate use of mistakes, silence,
and personally motivated or arbitrary shifts of pattern” in contrast to “male groups [that] tended
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toward an orderly sound,” noting how the former “approached their bands as nonperfectionist
and loosely ordered systems.”177 Although Graham neglects to acknowledge the many all-male
punk bands that possessed a similar amateur aesthetic, his point is that the punk refusal of
musical structure and language is also a form of feminist resistance, a disregard of conventions
developed by and for men.178 Male participants in punk have also discussed the feminist
implications of the movement’s commitment to amateurism. Green Gartside openly
acknowledged the chauvinism of existing rock conventions and how to combat this, Scritti Politti
employed “a doctored [i.e., dampened] drum kit so it didn’t sound too macho.”179
If punk offered Gartside a direct connection to politics, it provided the members of The
Raincoats a hospitable environment to create and practice music as an explicitly feminist art
form. Birch and de Silva kept their work as The Raincoats separate from their studies at art
school, since, as Birch notes, she “couldn’t see how to put the two [music and art] together.”180
The only acceptable example of this fusion between disciplines at Hornsey was nearly the
opposite of The Raincoats’ collective, amateur aesthetic: a male student who made systems
music in the style of US composer Steve Reich. While Hornsey offered little opportunity, punk
provided the young women of The Raincoats with a way to fuse art and music that could also be
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harnessed to feminist collective ends: the band, which in the postwar period became an explicitly
intermedia practice, involving the circulation of sounds, words, and images. The format of the
band allowed groups of women to not only forge their own aesthetic, but also to work together
and develop alternative modes of authorship.181 Moreover, music offered them the opportunity to
circulate images of empowered creative women that combatted stereotypes.
For the three subjects discussed in this chapter—art school students turned entrepreneurs
and musicians Malcolm McLaren, Green Gartside, and Gina Birch—punk offered three different
avenues for cultural production and presentation. McLaren saw in rock music the potential for
the creation of revolutionary subjects who could overturn society through mass culture, an
extension of the ethos put forward by the 1960s underground culture. These rock revolutionaries
(so-called “wreckers of civilization”) also became an ironic means to sell the look and lifestyle
of social critique at Sex and Seditionaries, two of McLaren’s and Westwood’s Kings Road
boutiques. At the same time, punk bands like the Sex Pistols and The Slits energized young
audiences, inspiring them to create. Gartside and Birch found in the movement a solution to the
frustrations of art school. For Gartside, alternative music culture provided a space where his
conceptual art-informed analytic writing could connect with audiences, sidestepping the art
world’s elitism. It gave Birch a space where she could create alongside other women, turning
underground music into a site for feminist collective creativity.
Much like 1960s underground culture, punk and its DIY ethic offered a more appealing
model of artistic education, which valued accessibility, supported the autodidactic drive of its
audiences, and turned its participants into performers. However, the difference between the two
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lies in their pedagogical methods and intentions. 1960s underground culture re-educated
audiences by changing perceptions and attempted to initiate social change through these means
(i.e., forge a new and better world, a future). The punk generation of the 1970s faced the
foreclosure of that possibility—proclaiming “no future”—and were antagonistic to the
institutions that upheld society, including the school. As a result, punks resisted the core values
and methods of official education—training, skill, and expertise—but replaced them with new
ones like amateurism and delinquency. Thus, while punk refuted the existing system of learning,
it still possessed a pedagogical intention, just of a different kind.
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Conclusion: Pop Portals
Underground music was born from the pedagogical experimentation that occurred inside
and outside art schools in the 1960s and 1970s, which rethought the connections between art,
industry, and commerce for a postwar economy driven by consumption and marked by the
growth of communication. For the artist-musicians who emerged from arts institutions and sites
of alternative education in these decades, the format of the band became a means to present ideas
and commune with wider audiences. They produced media and events from musical recordings
to live performances, which carried great aesthetic weight, impact, and meaning to those who
experienced them, becoming portals to other worlds and means of learning for those audiences.
The mass cultural objects made by these artist-musicians reflect the changes in art and industry
that informed the postwar period in Britain and, in some cases, these social and economic
transformations arose as a central subject of their music.
Consider The Human League and their 1979 release The Dignity of Labour, Pts. 1-4. The
band emerged from the ashes of The Future, a trio from the scene of artists and musicians that
frequented the Meatwhistle in Sheffield.1 Unlike their punk contemporaries, band members
Martyn Ware and Ian Craig March used keyboards, sequencers, and drum machines, bringing the
same untutored amateur sensibility of punk to these newly available consumer electronics. The
band possessed a clear conceptual focus; their futuristic image and surrealistic, science-fiction
lyrics seamlessly meshed with the cold, sometimes rhythmless synthesizers to produce an overall
dystopian aesthetic. Their 1979 EP The Dignity of Labour, from the packaging to the music,

1
As discussed in Chapter Four, the Meatwhistle was an after-school theater/arts lab run by actor and theater director
Chris Wilkinson for the city’s working-class youth. Inspired by the model of A.S. Neil’s Summerhill school,
Wilkinson let the students’ own interests and curiosities guide the group’s activities. Wilkinson kept theater at the
center of the Meatwhistle program, challenging students to play different roles and develop alternate personae. For
this reason, The Future and The Human League share a strong sense of theatricality, and both have a clear concept—
one of a dystopian future—that drives their aesthetic.

builds on this theme of technology, and specifically addresses the postwar transition from
industrial to post-industrial society. A spoken introduction by singer Phil Oakey included in an
earlier three-part demo version of the suite of tracks elucidates the record’s vision:
The Dignity of Labour is supposed to show that modern technology depends almost
entirely upon the worker. In this case, the example is the Russian space program. The
first part has the miners underground in Russia, digging up the coal to make steel. The
second part shows gantries being made from the steel, for Yuri Gagarin's spaceship. The
third part is an instrumental tribute to Yuri Gagarin.2
A Marxist meditation on the futuristic feat of the first human in space, The Dignity of
Labour and its themes of labor and technology not only reflect upon the band’s use of electronics
but also address the central conundrum that postwar British art education faced: what is the
relationship between art and industry in the postwar period? The pedagogical innovations within
art schools that the Coldstream Report both initiated and incorporated, including Basic Design
and the Groundcourse, were attempts to resolve this longstanding question. The Human League,
from working class backgrounds and Sheffield, a bastion of steel production in the nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries (which by the 1960s was in decline), also toiled behind banks of
machines, except to elicit rhythms and melodies. They were engaging in a new form of industrial
labor, but one of a creative kind. The record’s title—a phrase taken from Anthony Burgess’
dystopian novel, A Clockwork Orange (1962)—evokes a utopian image of the working-class
lifestyle, now a distant past for this postwar generation of punks who had no future as workers.
They are proof that Richard Hamilton’s and Roy Ascott’s vision for the future of art and industry
came true—one in which the fields of leisure and entertainment became the province for the
industrial arts as increasing automation obviated production. Instead of the factory, music

2

“The Dignity of Labour, narrative on demo cassette version only,” www.blindyouth.co.uk,
http://www.blindyouth.co.uk/A-Labour.htm
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became the new fusion of human labor and technology and, as members of the working class,
The Human League were living evidence of this shift.
Richard Hamilton and Roy Ascott, the designers of those curricula, taught the artists
educated in their classrooms and studios that there was no distinction between the popular arts
and the visual arts. Although The Human League were students of neither Hamilton nor Ascott
(or even attended art school), they are the inheritors of this art school lineage limned. For
example, The Dignity of Labour’s spare minimalist sleeve (which features only the band’s name,
the record’s title, and a photograph of Yuri Gagarin receiving honors from the Soviet
government flanked by throngs of the Russian populace) exemplifies how the modern graphic
design and typography celebrated in schools had a great impact on the field of underground
music. [Figure C-1] The band and their label, Fast Product, also experimented with the format of
the musical recording. Original pressings of the LP also included a disposable black plastic 7"
flexidisc, which contained a recording of record label owner Bob Last (of Fast Product) and the
band discussing how to best convey the meaning of the record on the packaging. Here, the band
and their label heads subverted the flexidisc’s purely promotional associations, and instead used
it as a tool to convey ideas.3 [Playlist C-1] Like other punk-era releases, this conceptual artistic
approach to packaging laid bare elements of the record’s construction, while also giving the band
the agency to frame their own music, akin to how an artist might craft a statement for a gallery
exhibition. The Dignity of Labour is neither a Pop Art appropriation of mass cultural imagery
and commodities (e.g., the painting and sculpture of Andy Warhol or Peter Blake) nor a
conceptual art cooptation of a reproducible medium (e.g., artist records by the likes of Joseph
Beuys or Lawrence Weiner). Rather, it is paradigmatic of Hamilton’s prescription for personally

3

The flexidisc was a distinct medium with its own associations as a disposable format; sometimes they were slipped
inside magazines as advertisements for forthcoming songs or products.
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responsible mass culture: a pop product that is aesthetically complex, conceptual, self-reflexive,
analytic, intellectually rigorous, and inventive, even experimental.
The Human League’s trajectory from participants in a youth theater workshop to synth
pop band demonstrates how and why the mass cultural medium of popular music drew so many
budding visual artists in the 1960s and 1970s. Postwar pop music is intermedia—in addition to
sonic elements, it incorporated graphic design, photography, the moving image, and of course
performance, live and recorded—and thus provided a contemporary avenue of expression for
those who received either an education in art (whether formal or informal). For example, in their
initial years The Human League had a full-time member Philip Adrian Wright, who served as the
Director of Visuals; he projected slides and film clips and controlled the lighting for the band’s
live performances and television appearances. [Playlist C-2] Given its popularity, the
intermediality of pop music was more accessible to makers and their audiences than the visual
arts, possessing little of the elitism or deep ties to tradition that characterized the latter. Because
of this accessibility, music became a medium for artist-musicians and entrepreneurs like Green
Gartside and Malcolm McLaren who sought an artistic practice close to lived experience and
social life. This last point, the sociality of pop music, is crucial: music forged relationships
amongst collaborators in a band, and between musicians and their fans via media channels,
creating communities across distances. This set of qualities—intermediality, accessibility,
creativity, and community—are key characteristics of underground music, and correspond to a
renewed definition of artistic practice in official and alternative sites of art education in the
1960s and 1970s.
The development of The Human League from the Meatwhistle, a site of informal art
education, demonstrates how by the end of the 1970s the artistic practices traced in the
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dissertation—underground music between art and pop—end up being incubated outside the art
school. The protests at Hornsey College of Art in 1968 are a fulcrum in this transition, as both a
culmination and rejection of the 1950s/1960s art school. In their prescriptions for change the
Hornsey protestors rehashed many ideas central to Basic Design, yet they took great issue with
the top-down methods of the Coldstream Report. Punk drew its antagonism from these anti-artschool sentiments of the late 1960s and built a self-organized alternative network of artistic
presentation, transmission, and reception (that expanded on the existing underground
institutional network from the 1960s). With punk, music became a site of alternative art
education, providing pop pathways and models for practice for self-taught artists.
Consider again The Human League, who served as a gateway to electronic music for a
future generation of artist-musicians including Rotherham-based musician and artist Mark Fell.
Today, Fell is known for an experimental electronic music practice that has expanded into
installation, film, and design; like his forebears, he is an intermedia artist. However, Fell was
first drawn to electronic music through synth pop, the musical style that The Human League
helped foster. Its cold sensuality and sophistication eclipsed the grittiness of punk and
“announced new sonic, textile, and lifestyle choices.”4 In 1981 The Human League experienced
a drastic line-up change, with Ware and Marsh leaving to form Heaven 17 and Oakey and
Wright recruiting singers Susan Ann Sulley and Joanne Catherall. This new formation of the
group introduced a more rhythm-driven pop sound and gained increased popularity with the
single “Love Action,” which reached number three in the UK singles chart in July 1981. As a
thirteen-year-old, Fell deeply identified with the song’s aesthetic and outlook:
Oakey’s delivery and presence had the singular focus of a laser beam: not a wild rant
about anarchy or getting wasted, a far more complex, articulate position. The Human
4

Mark Fell, “Epiphanies,” The Wire, Issue 339, May 2012, 77.
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League came from the same geographical space as me, and also (I hoped) the same
headspace.5
“Love Action” set Fell on a course, both backwards and forwards in time. He dug into the band’s
back catalog and connected with the more experimental sounds and darker themes of The Dignity
of Labor. He developed a taste for other electronic genres including industrial music, listening to
the likes of Throbbing Gristle, Stephen Mallinder (of Cabaret Voltaire), Test Dept., and
Einstürzende Neubauten. Next, he met collaborators with similar taste who introduced him to the
dance music genres of house and techno, which he now uses as raw material for his experimental
computer-based music and intermedia practice.
*
This story of underground music as it emerged from art schools and unofficial sites of art
education in the 1960s and 1970s contains few objects. It comprises mainly pedagogical
experiments and happenings, performance-based actions and stunts, mediated presentations, and
different methods of circulation and distribution. As a consequence, it puts pressure on many of
the existing frameworks of art history. In the narrative outlined in this project, the commercial
culture of music takes central stage, functioning as a portal to artistic experimentation and a
means of sustaining and advancing the aforementioned qualities of art fostered inside art schools:
intermediality, accessibility, creativity, and community. While art history as a discipline has,
over the last twenty years, come to embrace experience-based interactive forms such as
performance, participatory art, and sound, it still tends to devalue the circulated, distributed,
mediated, and commercial formats that this dissertation considers. This narrative of underground
music unfolded here presents a truth that is somewhat uncomfortable for art history: that the
artists and audiences discussed in these pages had meaningful aesthetic encounters via
5

Fell, “Epiphanies,” 77.
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commodities. The stories in this dissertation show how, time and again, commercialization in
fact enhances the immediacy and impact of postwar popular music, allowing the artistic
experiments and experiences encoded in reproducible media to reach more audiences.
If this story of underground music recasts the types of objects art history considers, it also
puts pressure on traditional concepts of the artist and art education. For example, Basic Design
and the Groundcourse presented a new model of the artist, no longer defined by knowledge of a
prescribed skill or technique, but rather by a way of being. If Pasmore and Ascott were the
experimenters, guided by the idea of art making as an interactive process without a
predetermined outcome, then Hamilton was the analytically minded hip aesthete, closely attuned
to and deeply critical of all forms of cultural production. These redefinitions of the artist as a way
of being in the world opened the door to other models for creative expression: in underground
culture of the 1960s, it became the musician, and in punk of the 1970s it became the unskilled,
untutored juvenile delinquent.
One way to frame the innovative educational methods piloted at art schools and
underground institutions in the 1960s and 1970 is via conceptual artist and writer Ian Burn’s
term “de-skilling.” As Burn argues, the advent of Pop, color field, and Minimalism in the 1960s
increasingly devalued the art object and the corresponding skill of the artist. He asserts that “this
mode of production encouraged artists to devalue not just traditional skills but the acquisition of
any skills demanding a disciplined period of training.”6 The educational experiences and artists
recounted in this dissertation prove otherwise. Pedagogies such as the Groundcourse and Basic
Design, as well as alternative learning initiatives like Transmedia Exploration and the
Meatwhistle, introduced students and participants to new concepts of art and artistic skill that

6

Ian Burn, “The ‘Sixties: Crisis and Aftermath,” Art & Text 1 (Autumn 1981), 52. My emphasis.
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corresponded to contemporary technological and social change. Rather than de-skill, they reskilled, cultivating in young artists a new set of qualities including collaboration,
experimentation, and dexterity with media and mass culture, which together redefined art as an
active, participatory, and accessible activity.
As The Human League formed in Sheffield, the liberal educational reforms that spurred
the artistic ferment from which the band emerged came under fire. In a speech delivered on
October 18, 1976 at Ruskin College in Oxford, Labour Prime Minister James Callaghan (in
office 1976-79) expressed great concern with the ability of higher education to prepare young
people to enter the workforce. As Callaghan argued, beyond lacking “the basic tools,” these
students had “no desire to join industry,” and preferred the humanities over more practical
science and engineering degrees.7 This pointed to a larger imbalance. Overall, Callaghan felt that
the pendulum had swung too far in one direction—towards the cultivation of the student’s
personality, a central tenet of the postwar art school— and that it was necessary to reintroduce
skills-based methods as a corrective:
The goals of our education, from nursery school through to adult education…are to equip
children to the best of their ability for a lively, constructive, place in society, and also to
fit them to do a job of work. Not one or the other but both. For many years the accent was
simply on fitting a so-called inferior group of children with just enough learning to earn
their living in the factory…There is now widespread recognition of the need to cater for a
child's personality to let it flower in its fullest possible way. The balance was wrong in
the past. We have a responsibility now to see that we do not get it wrong again in the
other direction. There is no virtue in producing socially well-adjusted members of society
who are unemployed because they do not have the skills.8

7
James Callaghan, “A rational debate based on the facts,” Ruskin College Oxford, Oxford, UK, October 18, 1976,
http://www.educationengland.org.uk/documents/speeches/1976ruskin.html. Callaghan asks, “Why is it that 30,000
vacancies for students in science and engineering in our universities and polytechnics were not taken up last year
while the humanities courses were full?”
8
Callaghan, “A rational debate based on the facts.” While Callaghan speaks of “children” here, the sentiment
applies to his thoughts on higher education.
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For Callaghan, the root of the UK’s current labor crisis was in education and the solution was the
perennial one— a renewed connection to industry. However, his prescription was a return to
traditional ideas of art education as the adoption of prescribed skills, and not the generative,
experimental re-skilling that the innovative educators of the postwar art school piloted to replace
these older pedagogical methods.
Callaghan’s questioning of creative and analytic educational methods prepared the
ground for further changes in the 1980s under the leadership of Conservative Margaret Thatcher
(1979-1990), who had served as Secretary of State for Education and Science in the government
of Edward Heath from 1970 to 1974. Thatcher’s administration began by cutting all subsidies for
international students, then introduced more cutbacks, including the closure and consolidation of
schools and departments, fewer placements for students, fewer student grants, and the reduction
of teaching staff. The express purpose was to reduce the national budget given 80-90% of
funding for institutions of higher education came through the government.9 In its rationale, the
Thatcher administration laid blame on educational reforms of the 1960s, arguing that
“universities expanded too quickly in the 1960s, and offer[ed] too many duplicating courses.”10

9

This came with dramatic cuts to the arts sector overall. According to one analysis, “£5 million was cut from arts
spending of £63 million…The number of Regularly Funded Organisations (RFOs) was halved, and entrance fees
were introduced at many institutions.” Alistair Cartwright, “Arts and the Cuts Part III: Art and welfare,”
Counterfire, February 16, 2011, https://www.counterfire.org/arts-and-the-cuts/10228-arts-and-the-cuts-part-iii-artand-welfare A news article from 1982 describes some of the drastic cuts schools faced: “If current policies of Prime
Minister Margaret Thatcher's government are carried out, as they appear likely to be, the universities will suffer an
average drop of 15 percent in their funding over the next three years and be forced to trim student populations by
about 5 percent…Other solutions being explored by universities include mergers of independent colleges into more
cost-efficient units. Consolidation of academic programs—where Chinese or computer-science departments at a
number of institutions would be unified and relocated—also is being considered.” Robert Boorstin, “Thatcher’s
Budget Axe Threatening Deep Cutbacks at Universities,” The Washington Post, February 3, 1982.
10
David K. Willis, “British universities get crash course in Margaret Thatcher budget-cutting,” The Christian
Science Monitor, February 17, 1982, https://www.csmonitor.com/1982/0217/021754.html. Thatcher’s government
also cited a shrinking population as another motive: “The government says the number of 18 -year-olds in Britain
will fall considerably after 1985.”
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In 1981, Thatcher’s Secretary of State for Education and Science Sir Kenneth Joseph
established the National Advisory Body for Local Authority Higher Education (later renamed the
National Advisory Body for Public Sector Higher Education), a national council that advised on
the funding and operations of intuitions of higher education including colleges, universities, and
polytechnics. The NAB’s mission to consolidate and streamline the higher education sector hit
art schools as well, and actions to consolidate and close institutions such as Falmouth School of
Art and Wimbledon School of Art were met with virulent criticism in the art press.11 In their
defense of these institutions, artist Patrick Heron and critic Richard Cork both mention the rich
music cultures that emerged from of art schools, noting how this investment in the creative free
expression of youth led to innovation in British culture as well as financial success, a rationale
that fell into line with the Thatcher administration’s priorities. As Heron notes:
Her government’s patent lack of consciousness of all that the British had triumphantly
achieved in the world of Twentieth Century art is a scandal, as is their economic stupidity
in remaining in ignorance of the vast, and purely material, benefits to the British trade
balance, vis-à-vis the rest of the world, of the thousand-and-one ‘commodities,’ ranging
from The Beatles to a new national ‘life-style’ that itself contributed billions to our tourist
industry—all of which sprang directly out of the British art schools, revolution of the
Sixties and Seventies.12
Similarly, Richard Cork, then critic for the Evening Standard, argues:
[The study of visual art] certainly played a vital part in the development of an
adventurous culture during the 1960s, when so many rock singers emerged from art
colleges alongside painters of the period as precocious as David Hockney. It is easy to
11
Patrick Heron, “Benighted Stupidity: The Art Schools Murdered,” Art Monthly, Issue 92, December 1, 1985, 2-3.
Heron continued his defense of art schools in the UK, which began with “Murder of the Art Schools” (1971). This
time he focused on the Falmouth School of Art, which the NAB threatened with closure. The school met its fate in
1987 when it was consolidated with Cornwall College's Faculty of Art & Design to form the Falmouth School of Art
& Design. Critic Richard Cork discusses the NAB’s attempt to merge Wimbledon School of Art with Kingston
Polytechnic. As Cork argues (quoting heavily from staff at Wimbledon), this action would ruin the distinctive
character of the school—geared towards integrating visual arts and theatre—but would also result in cuts to
materials and staffing. The latter especially would mean that students would miss the opportunity to learn from the
practicing artists who were often part-time teachers; moreover, these instructors would lose the income that makes
their practice as working artists sustainable. Richard Cork, “Crisis in the Art Schools” (December 18, 1986)
published in Richard Cork, New Spirit, New Sculpture, New Money: Art in the 1980s (London and New Haven: Yale
University Press, 2003), 453-458.
12
Heron, “Benighted Stupidity,” 2.
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convince politicians that groups like The Beatles make an invaluable contribution to our
export earnings and tourist industry…But it is hard to persuade the government that the
human imagination as embodied in the visual arts, should also occupy a crucial place in
our sense of national priorities.13
This period of closure and consolidation led to the passage of the Education Reform Act
of 1988, arguably the largest governmental policy on education since the 1944 Education Act.14
This act endowed great power to the Secretary of State of Education, who alone determined
which institutions were eligible to receive national funds, oversaw the review and evaluation of
all grant-funded activities, and possessed the power to dissolve any schools. It also established
two centralized bodies that replaced local funding structures for education—the Universities
Funding Council and a separate Polytechnics and Colleges Funding Council (this would have
included most art schools)—and placed privately and publicly funded institutions on the same
footing, allowing private schools to apply for and receive public funds. To economist Geoff
Whitty and education theorist Ian Menter, this epitomized the Conservative party ethos: “the
twin economic goods of individual freedom and market forces…[are] the best chance of serving
long-term national interests.”15 (Writing in 1988, Whitty and Menter foresaw the complete
privatization of higher education, which became reality a decade later with the introduction of
fees.)
The 1988 Education Reform Act signals the end of postwar liberal education reform in
the UK, of which the 1944 Education Act and the Coldstream Report were the driving forces.
Rejecting the notion of education as a public good adopted by the British welfare state of the
immediate postwar years, it follows a neoliberal model in which education is a commodity, the

13

Cork, “Crisis in the Art Schools,” 458.
Education Reform Act 1988 from Derek Gillard, Education in England: A History (2018),
http://www.educationengland.org.uk/documents/acts/1988-education-reform-act.html
15
Geoff Whitty and Ian Menter, “Lessons of Thatcherism: Education Policy in England and Wales 1979-88”
Journal of Law and Society Vol. 16, No. 1 (Spring 1988): 52, https://www.jstor.org/stable/1409976
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student is a consumer, and “educational policy develops through the exercise of market
preferences rather than collective struggle.”16 This ethos, which continues today, prioritizes
economic demands before social and cultural ones, instead of balancing them. It was also a
reversal of the policies that led to the dynamic art school culture traced in this dissertation, which
made Great Britain an exemplar of how experimental art education could not only foster a
hitherto unforeseen explosion of artistic practices from the avant-garde to the popular, but also
empower artists to create and sustain alternative distribution systems and economies.

16

Whitty and Menter, “Lessons of Thatcherism,” 50.
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Figure IN-1: (L) Eduardo Paolozzi, Meet the People, 1948. Printed papers on card, 35.9 × 24.1 cm.
Collection of Tate Gallery, London. (R) Richard Hamilton, $he, 1958–61. Oil paint, cellulose nitrate
paint, paper and plastic on wood; 121.9 × 81.3 cm. Collection of Tate Gallery, London.
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Figure IN-2: Peter Blake, Got a Girl, 1960-1961. Oil paint; wood, photo-Collage, and record on
hardboard; 94 x 154.9 cm. The Whitworth Art Gallery, University of Manchester, UK.
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Figure 1-1: A comparison between sixteenth-century British pewter vessel, a Sheffield silver plate tea pot
from around 1780, and Bauhaus student Marianne Brandt’s metal coffee service set in Herbert Read, Art
and Industry: The Principles of Industrial Design (New York: Harcourt, Brace, and Company, 1935), 6667.
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Figure 1-2: Victor Pasmore, Square Motif, Blue and Gold: The Eclipse, 1950. Oil paint on canvas; 45.7 ×
61 cm. Collection of the Tate Gallery, London.
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Figure 1-3: Victor Pasmore, Abstract in Black, White and Mahogany, Relief Sculpture: Wood and
Perspex, 1960. Wood, Perspex, and paint; 122 x 122 x 28.5 cm. Collection of the Hatton Gallery,
Newcastle University.
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Figure 1-4: “Form field; cell division,” Basic Design student exercise. The Developing Process
(Durham, UK: King’s College, University of Durham, 1960), 22.
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Figure 1-5: “Space filling,” Basic Design student exercise. The Developing Process (Durham, UK: King’s
College, University of Durham, 1960), 24
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Figure 1-6: (L) “Proportional partitioning of closed space; two dimensions” and (R) “Proportional
partitioning of defined space; three dimensions,” Basic Design student exercises. The Developing Process
(Durham, UK: King’s College, University of Durham, 1960), 7-8.
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Figure 1-7: Rita Donagh, “Line & Area,” Basic Design student exercise, 1959. Collection of The National
Arts Education Archive, Wakefield, UK.
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.
Figure 1-8: “Additive image,” Basic Design student exercise. Collection of The National
Arts Education Archive, Wakefield, UK.
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Figure 1-9: “Development of a section of a tree trunk,” Basic Design student exercise. Collection of
Newcastle University Department of Art Archives, Newcastle, UK.
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Figure 1-10: “Picking out all The’s in newsprint,” Basic Design student exercise, n.d. Collection of The
National Arts Education Archive, Wakefield, UK.
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Figure 1-11: Rubin’s vase.
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Figure 1-12: “Illusion,” Basic Design student exercise, n.d. Collection of The National Arts
Education Archive, Wakefield, UK.
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Figure 1-13: “Transformation and Projection,” Basic Design student exercise, n.d. Collection of
The National Arts Education Archive, Wakefield, UK.
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Figure 1-14: “Sign and Situation,” Basic Design student exercise, n.d. Collection of The National Arts
Education Archive, Wakefield, UK.
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Figures 1-15: “Sign and Situation,” Basic Design student exercise, n.d. Collection of The National Arts
Education Archive, Wakefield, UK.
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Figures 1-16: “Sign and Situation,” Basic Design student exercise, n.d. Collection of The National
Arts Education Archive, Wakefield, UK.
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Figure 1-17: Paul Klee, “Formation of the Black Arrow” from Paul Klee, Pedagogical Sketchbook, trans.
Sibyl Moholy-Nagy, (New York and Washington: Praeger Publishers, 1953), 47.
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Figure 1-18: “Image,” Basic Design student exercise, n.d. Collection of The National Arts Education
Archive, Wakefield, UK.
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Figure 1-19: Steven Buckley, Basic Design final project. In Richard Yeomans, “Chapter 12: Basic Design
and the Pedagogy of Richard Hamilton” in Mervyn Romans, ed., Histories of Art and Design Education:
Collected Essays (Bristol: Intellect, 2005), 208-209.
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Figure 1-20: Richard Hamilton, Hommage à Chrysler Corp., 1957. Oil paint, metal foil and
digital print on wood; 122 × 81 cm. Collection of Tate Gallery, London
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Figure 1-21: Group 2 (Richard Hamilton, John Voelcker, and John McHale), This is Tomorrow, 1956.
Mixed materials. Whitechapel Gallery, London.
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Figure 1-22: Richard Hamilton, Self-Portrait, 1963. Cover for Living Arts 2.
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Figure 1-23: Richard Hamilton, Still-Life, 1964. Colorized photograph on wood; 89 x 91 cm. Collection
of Museum Ludwig, Köln.
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Figure 1-24: Brochure for Braun Multiwind HL 1 table fan, 1960s.
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Figure 1-25: Richard Hamilton, Toaster, 1967. Screenprint, lithograph and polyester on paper; 78.7 ×
58.4 cm. Collection of Tate Gallery, London.
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Figure 1-26: Advertisement for Braun Atelier 3 stereo system, 1960s.
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Figure 1-27: The Beatles, The Beatles (the “White Album”), 1969. Apple Records. Design by Richard
Hamilton.
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Figure 1-28: Bryan Ferry, “Virginia Plain,” 1964.
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Figure 1-29: Photo of Bryan Ferry from Our Newcastle Staff,
“Angry young artist’s chance,” The Journal, Saturday, November 25, 1967,
Art Department Archives, Newcastle University, Newcastle, UK.
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Figure 1-30: Bryan Ferry, Untitled painting, 1967.
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Figure 1-31: Roxy Music, Roxy Music, 1972. Island Records. Front cover detail.
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Figure 1-32: Roxy Music, Roxy Music, 1972. Island Records. Back cover detail.
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Figure 1-33: Roxy Music, Roxy Music, 1972. Island Records. Inner gatefold sleeve.
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Figure 1-34: (L) Orchestral Manoeuvres in The Dark, Architecture and Morality, 1981. DinDisc. Cover
design by Peter Saville. (R) Jan Tschichold, Sonderheft Typographische Mitteilungen, 1925. Book,
letterpress printed; 31.1 x 23.5 cm. Collection of the Museum of Modern Art, New York.
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Figure 2-1: Kiyoji Otsuji, Murakami Saburo, Passing Through, 2nd Gutai Art exhibition, 1956, printed
2012. Photograph, gelatin silver print on paper; 20.7 × 31.5 cm. Collection of Tate Gallery, London.
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Figure 2-2: Gustav Metzger, Autodestructive Art Demonstration, South Bank, London, International
Union of Architects conference, July 3, 1961. ©The Estate of Gustav Metzger and The Gustave Metzger
Foundation. Photo: Keystone/Hulton Archive/Getty Images.
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Figure 2-3: Graphic identity for The Who
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Figure 2-4: Royal Air Force insignia
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Figure 2-5: A behavioral game, Groundcourse, Ipswich Civic College, 1965. Photo by Roy Beston.
Source: Edward A. Shanken, ed., Telematic Embrace: Visionary Theories of Art, Technology and
Consciousness (Berkeley, Los Angeles, and London: University of California Press, 2003), 38
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Figure 2-6: Student playing a behavioral game, Groundcourse, Ipswich Civic College, 1965. Photo by
Roy Beston. Source: Christopher Scoates, Brian Eno: Visual Music (San Francisco, CA: Chronicle
Books, 2013), 24
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Figure 2-7: Mind map, Groundcourse, 1960s. Image courtesy of Roy Ascott.
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Figure 2-8: Ordered entity, Groundcourse, Ipswich Civic College, 1964-67. Image courtesy of Roy
Ascott.
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Figure 2-9: Brian Eno participating in a behavioral game with light sculpture in the background,
Ipswich Civic College, 1965. Image courtesy of Roy Ascott.
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Figure 2-10: George Brecht, Drip Music, 1959-1962. Published in Water Yam. Fluxus Editions, New
York: 1963. Collection of Fondazione Bonito, Colceresa, IT.
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Figure 2-11: Brian Eno, typewritten score for the tapeloop, Winchester College of Art, March 1968.
Source: Christopher Scoates, Brian Eno: Visual Music (San Francisco, CA: Chronicle Books, 2013), 32
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Figure 2-12: Brian Eno, untitled sculpture, Winchester School of Art, 1967. Source: Christopher Scoates,
Brian Eno: Visual Music (San Francisco, CA: Chronicle Books, 2013), 33
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Figure 2-13: Brian Eno, score for a painting, 1969. Source: Christopher Scoates, Brian Eno: Visual Music
(San Francisco, CA: Chronicle Books, 2013), 30
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Figure 2-14: Brain Eno and Peter Schmidt, Oblique Strategies, Fifth edition 2001. Box with 100 cards.
Image courtesy of www.enoshop.co.uk
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Figure 2-15: George Brecht, Water Yam, 1963. Cardboard box, 15.5 x 16.5 x 4.5 cm. Containing: 68
event score cards, (40 white and 28 orange cards), various sizes. Collection of Fondazione Bonito,
Colceresa, IT.
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Figure 2-16: Brian Eno, Discreet Music, 1975. Obscure Records. Back cover
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Figure 2-17: Roy Ascott, Video-Roget, 1962. Wood, perspex and paint; 127 × 89.5 × 7.5 cm.
Collection of the Tate Gallery, London.
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Figure 2-18: Gilbert & George, Object-Sculptures, 1968. Installation at Frank’s Sandwich Bar. Source:
Carter Ratcliff, Gilbert & George, 1968 to 1980 (Eindhoven: Municipal Van Abbemuseum, 1980)
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Figure 2-19: Gilbert & George with their Object Sculptures on the roof of St Martin’s School of Art,
London, 1968. © Gilbert & George
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Figure 2-20: Gilbert & George, Our New Sculpture (later retitled Underneath the Arches and The Singing
Sculpture), 1969. Performance at the Royal College of Art, January 3, 1969. Source: Carter Ratcliff,
Gilbert & George, 1968 to 1980 (Eindhoven: Municipal Van Abbemuseum, 1980)
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Figure 2-21: Gilbert & George, “We are only human sculptors,” 1971. Published in The Sunday Times,
January 10, 1971. Offset on paper; 33 × 50.4 cm. Collection of the Kröller-Müller Museum, Otterlo, NL.
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Figure 2-22: (L) Rod Melvin pf The Moodies performs at JANTAC, Reading University, early 1970s.
(R) Anne Bean of The Moodies performs at the Modernes Theater, Munich, 1973-1974. Images from
the archive of Maryanne Holiday.
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Figure 2-23: The Moodies perform “Blue Moon,” Edinburgh Fringe Festival, 1973. Images from
the archive of Maryanne Holiday.
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Figure 3-1: Carolee Schneemann, Round House, 1967. Perforamnce at the Dialectic of Liberation
conference, Roundhouse, London.
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Figure 3-2: Ben Vautier, Living Sculpture, 1962. Installation at Festival of Misfits, Gallery One, London.
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Figure 3-3: Ken Dewey, Mark Boyle, and Joan Hills, In Memory of Big Ed, 1963. Happening at the
International Drama Conference, Edinburgh.
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Figure 3-4: Carolee Schneemann, Meat Joy, 1964. Group kinetic theatre performance including raw fish,
chickens, sausages, wet paint, plastic, rope, shredded scrap paper. © Carolee Schneemann
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Figure 3-5: Bruce Lacey, The Womaniser, 1966. Metal chair, vinyl cylinder, aluminum legs, plastic head,
plastic breasts, rubber gloves, air-compressor and other materials; 150 × 165 × 73 cm. Collection of the
Tate Gallery, London.
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Figure 3-6: Still from Peter Whitehead, Wholly Communion, 1965.
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Figure 3-7: The Soft Machine play inside the Discotheque Interplay with light show by Mark Boyle and
Joan Hills’ Sensual Laboratory, July 1967.
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Figure 3-8: Hapshash and the Coloured Coat, Hapshash and the Coloured Coat Featuring the Human
Host and the Heavy Metal Kids, 1967. Minit Records. Front cover design by Hapshash and the Coloured
Coat (Michael English and Nigel Waymouth).
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Figure 4-1: Genesis P-Orridge, childhood scrapbook, 1960s. Genesis P-Orridge archive, Tate
Archive, London, UK.
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Figure 4-2: David Hockney, Doll Boy, 1960/1961. Oil on burlap; 122 x 99 cm. Collection of the
Hamburger Kunsthalle, Hamburg.
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Figure 4-3: John Lennon and Yoko Ono releasing 365 white balloons at the opening of Lennon’s
exhibition You Are Here at the Robert Fraser Gallery, London, 1968. (Fraser is to the left of Lennon.)
Photo: John Kelly.
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Figure 4-4: John Lennon and Yoko Ono in front of Lennon’s painting You Are Here, at the Robert Fraser
Gallery, London, 1968. Photos: Andrew Maclear © Getty Images
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Figure 4-5: Worm, no. 4 (1968-1969?). Box 81, 1/3, Genesis P-Orridge archive, Tate
Archive, London, UK.
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Figure 4-6: (Top) Genesis, P-Orridge, drawing of
rainshell, 1969. Letter from Genesis P-Orridge to
Family #1, August 1969, Box 81, 1/3, Early
Correspondence Folder, Genesis P-Orridge archive,
Tate Archive, London, UK. (Left) Images of
rainshell from Transmedia Exploration Grant
Proposal for the Arts Council, 1969. Box 34, 4/4,
Genesis P-Orridge archive, Tate Archive, London,
UK
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Figure 4-7: (L) Photograph of Archigram’s Cushicle, 1966. (R) Paolo Lomazzi, Donato D'Urbino, and
Jonathan De Pas, Blow Inflatable Armchair, 1967. Manufacturer: Zanotta S.p.A., Italy. PVC plastic; 83.8
x 119.7 x 102.9 cm. Collection of the Museum of Modern Art, New York.
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Figure 4-8: (L) Transmedia Exploration Grant Proposal for the Arts Council featuring use of Transmedia
Elemental, 1969. Box 34, 4/4, Genesis P-Orridge archive, Tate Archive, London, UK. (R) Wim Crouwel,
New Alphabet, 1967. Digital typeface. Collection of the Museum of Modern Art, New York.
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Figure 4-9: Genesis P-Orrdige, Dualium drawing, undated [1968/1969?]. Box 34, 4/4, Genesis POrridge archive, Tate Archive, London, UK.
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Figure 4-10: Genesis P-Orridge, “Design Dream” drawing, 1969, Box 34, 4/4, Genesis P-Orridge archive,
Tate Archive, London, UK.
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Figure 4-11: Genesis P-Orridge, Mushroom bed drawing, undated [1969?]. Box 34, 4/4, Genesis
P-Orridge archive, Tate Archive, London, UK.
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Figure 4-12: Doorway at the Alien Brain, 1972. Source: Simon Ford, Wreckers of Civilisation:
The Story of COUM Transmissions & Throbbing Gristle (London: Black Dog, 1999), 2.16
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Figure 4-13: COUM Transmissions promotional poster, 1971. Genesis P-Orridge archive,
Tate Archive, London, UK.
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Figure 4-14: COUM Transmissions, Ministry of Antisocial Insecurity forms, 1973. David Mayor archive,
Tate Archive, London, UK.
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Figure 4-15: COUM Transmissions, Copyright Breeches (London: Beau Geste Press, 1973). Barbara
Reise archive, Tate Archive, London, UK.
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Figure 4-16: COUM Transmissions, Snail Trail, 1973. Performance at Fluxshoe Nottingham. Genesis
P-Orridge archive, Tate Archive, London, UK.
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Figure 4-17: COUM Transmissions, Orange and Blue, 1974. Performance at Art Meeting Place,
London. Genesis P-Orridge archive, Tate Archive, London, UK.
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Figure 4-18: COUM Tranmissions, Genesis as “Crystal P-Orridge” for Art and Artists, 1975.
Box 36, 2/2, Genesis P-Orridge archive, Tate Archive, London, UK.
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Figure 4-19: COUM Transmissions, Studio of Lust, 1976. Performance at Nuffield Gallery, Southampton.
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Figure 4-20: Cosey Fanni Tutti in “And I Should be Blue,” Knave, 1977.
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Figure 4-21: Throbbing Gristle, The Second Annual Report, 1977. Industrial Records. Front cover.
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Figure 4-22: Throbbing Gristle sticker with logo, 1977.
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Figure 4-23: Throbbing Gristle, 20 Jazz Funk Greats, 1979. Industrial Records. Front cover.
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Figure 4-24: Throbbing Gristle, 20 Jazz Funk Greats, 1979. Industrial Records. Back cover.
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Figure 5-1: Documentation of Malcolm McLaren’s painting installation, 1967. Source: Impresario:
Malcolm McLaren and the British New Wave (New York and Cambridge, MA: The New Museum of
Contemporary Art and MIT Press, 1988), 18.
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Figure 5-2: Documentation of Malcolm McLaren’s painting displayed outside a storefront,
1967. Source: Jon Savage, England’s Dreaming: Anarchy, Sex Pistols, Punk Rock, and
Beyond (New York: St. Martin’s Griffin, 2001), n.p.
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Figure 5-3: (Clockwise from upper left) Vivienne Westwood, "Two Cowboys" T-Shirt, 1974–75;
Vivienne Westwood, "Tits" T-shirt, 1975; Vivienne Westwood, Trousers, 1976. All collection of The
Costume Institute, the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York.
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Figure 5-4: Sex storefront.at 430 Kings Road, London.
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Figure 5-5: Caroline Coon, Siouxsie Sioux, Steve Severin, Michelle Brigandage, and unknown man
outside the 100 Club. London, 1976. © Caroline Coon
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Figure 5-6: Vivienne Westwood, "You’re Gonna Wake Up One Morning" T-shirt, ca. 1976. Detail
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Figure 5-7: Scritti Politti, “Skank Block Bologna” 7” single, 1978. St. Pancras Records. Fold out
paper cover.
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Figure 5-8: The Raincoats, “Fairytale in the Supermarket” 7” single, 1979. Rough Trade Records. Front
cover.
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Figure C-1: The Human League, The Dignity of Labour, Pts. 1-4, 1979. Fast Product. Front cover.
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